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Abstract
We study whether and how a firm can enhance social contagion by simply varying the message
shared by customers with their friends. We focus on two components of information in message –
information of sender’s purchase status and information about existence of referral rewards –
and their impacts on recipient’s purchase and further referrals. Collaborating with a leading
daily deal platform, we conduct a large randomized field experiment to identify the causal effect
of message design. We find that 1) adding only information about the sender’s purchase status
increases the likelihood of recipients’ purchase, but has no impact on follow-up referrals; 2)
adding only information about referral rewards increases recipients’ referrals, but has no
impact on purchase likelihood; 3) adding information about sender’s purchase as well as
information about referral rewards increases neither the likelihood of purchase or follow-up
referrals. The findings will guide optimal message design at aggregate and individual level.
Keywords: Field experiment, Social influence, Social Commerce, Big Data Analytics

1. Introduction
Online social interactions in the form of website-mediated emails, social media posts, and mobile
messages, are becoming increasingly important and have been studied extensively (Godes et al.
2005, Aral and Walker. 2011, Bapna and Umyarov 2014). An interesting aspect of the online
setting is that while consumers are able to quickly disseminate online word of mouth about firms
and products, firms are also increasingly able to mediate these interactions among customers.
Firms have transitioned from being passive observers and moderators to becoming more active
mediators (Godes et al. 2005) of online social interactions and referrals.
An important element of online social interactions and the primary medium by which social
influence is transmitted is the message that is shared between senders and recipients. In the case
of “firm-mediated messaging” among users, while the sender can choose the recipients with
whom she shares the message, the firm nevertheless, has the ability to control several aspects of
the message. Such firm-mediated messaging is increasingly the norm in a large number of online
websites and social platforms. Despite the increasing use of such mechanisms by firms online,
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there is very little understanding of how different messages impact social contagion. Given the
ability of the firm to partially control the content of the message that is shared between the
sender and the recipient, our study seeks to examine whether and how a firm can enhance social
contagion, by simply varying the message shared by customers with their social connections.
Identifying the effect of message content on social contagion (recipient’s purchase and further
referrals) has been traditionally difficult for two reasons: first, the content of the message in
interpersonal communications is usually unobservable to researchers (Godes et al. 2005); second,
and probably more fundamental, is the issue of endogeneity, i.e. content of the message may be
correlated with the tie strength, the characteristics of the recommended product as well as
external incentives, as interpersonal communications are often strategic. Several approaches for
identifying peer effects have been proposed, including dynamic matched sampling, structural
models and instrumental variables However, most of above methods are not appropriate to study
the causal impact of message design on referral outcomes because of unobserved data and
potential endogeneity. We therefore design and conduct a large-scale randomized field
experiment to test the causal impact of message design on social contagion.
We focus on two key components of information contained in the message – information about
the sender’s purchase of the product prior to referral, and information about the existence of
monetary reward for referrals – and their impacts on two key outcomes – the recipient’s purchase
decision, and the recipient’s further referrals (Figure 1). We create four versions of the message
by including or excluding each message component, and randomly assign the shared messages
into one of these four variants (Figure 2). In collaboration with a leading daily deal platform in
the US, we design and conduct a large randomized field experiment to study the causal impact of
each message component, as well as their interaction effects, in creating social contagion.

2. Research Context, Experiment Design and Data Description
The platform we collaborate with offers a wide range of daily deals for local services and
standard products at a high discount and has a large customer base. Customers (senders) can
share deals with their friends both before and after purchase by clicking specific channel buttons
which are prominently displayed on each deal page. Specifically, senders who wish to share
through email can add a recipient’s email address in the pop-up window and click “send”. For
email referrals, the platform will then automatically deliver emails to each recipient’s email
address separately using a pre-defined message template. The current experiment focuses on the
post-purchase sharing through email. The platform sometimes uses a referral program to
encourage social interactions. To participate in this program, a user is first required to purchase a
particular deal. Then, the user is given the option to share the deal with as many friends as
desired. The user gets a referral reward when certain number of the recipients purchase the deal.
Our intervention (message design) by nature can happen at the level of each sender-recipient
share. However, to prevent potential contamination, we design the randomization at the level of
the sender, i.e., all recipients of a sender for a specific deal that is shared, receive the same
message. Randomization at the level of the sender (rather than at the level of recipients) allows
for better control of potential spillovers between control and treatment groups and helps ensure
that the stable unit treatment value assumption (SUTVA) is not violated. After the sender
confirms her share by clicking the ‘send’ button, all of her messages are randomly assigned to
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one of the four test groups (1 control (C), and 3 treatments (T1-T3)). The randomization happens
after the sender’s share and thus, the message content is completely orthogonal to the sender’s
sharing behavior. Any difference in the recipient’s purchase and further referral behavior can
therefore, be directly attributed to the difference in message design.
The randomized field experiment lasted for a period of few weeks and resulted in a large and
random sample comprising more than 20,000 unique sharing more than 5000 unique deals. The
number of recipients who were exposed to the deals in our study period exceeds 50,000 (as a
sender may share a deal with multiple recipients). The data for our study comes from customerto-customer email shares through the platform. For every firm-mediated email share, we record
the unique hashed identifier of the sender, the recipient, the shared deal, as well as the assigned
test group. We record all recipients the sender specifies in the batch of sent messages, the
timestamp of share as well as purchase decisions of the recipient. We further augment the above
main dataset with the historical data on sender and recipient's purchase history, the interactions
between them as well as detailed characteristics of deals (price, category, subcategory, popularity,
etc.). The resulting dataset enables us to analyze the impact of message design at a granular level
(i.e. moderating effect of sender, recipient, product and tie characteristics)

3. Empirical Findings
We find that small variations in the message content can have large impacts on both recipient’s
purchases and referral behaviors (Table 1 shows effect on recipients’ purchases). The results are
both statistically and economically significant, suggesting that a minor change in message design
at zero cost can potentially have a substantial impact on customer behaviors and firm’s profits.
Specifically, we find that i) adding information about sender’s purchase status increases the
likelihood of recipients’ purchases by more than 15%, but has no impact on follow-up referrals;
and ii) adding information about the referral reward increases recipients’ referrals by more than
60%, but has no impact on purchase likelihood; iii) when the two components of information are
made available, surprisingly, neither purchase likelihood nor follow-up referrals increase. The
results are robust to a battery of robustness check. The negative interaction effect between the
two components highlights a potential tradeoff faced by the firm in designing the message:
should the firm increase adoption or enhance diffusion? Detailed analysis reveals that firms
should design messages that can increase adoption when baseline adoption rate is relatively low
(as in our case), but may choose message that encourages diffusion when baseline adoption rate
is relatively high (e.g. free products, content and services). Our findings also indicate that
implementation of the optimal message design can lead to a significant increase in net profits,
even after accounting for the cost of referral rewards. Interestingly, using detailed customer
feedback data we find that the same message dis also optimal from customer welfare perspective.
We then unpack the black box to investigate the underlying mechanisms at work. Prior literature
(Aral and Walker 2011) suggests two primary mechanisms – social learning, and social utility
(or local network effects) -- may be at work. We are able to distinguish between these two
underlying mechanisms by exploiting the rich heterogeneity in product, sender, recipient, and
social tie characteristics. In the process, our study not only contributes to examining whether
message design can enhance social contagion, but also sheds light on the underlying mechanisms
at work, in line with the recent call by researchers (Iyengar et al. 2011) who highlight the need to
move from understanding “whether” to “why” in social contagion research.
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Information about the sender’s purchase of the deal serves as a social learning cue and such
information could positively influence the recipient’s belief about the quality of the product or
service, and consequently increase her likelihood of purchase. We find that this is indeed the
case for recipients with less experience as compared to those with greater experience, for less
popular deals as compared to more popular ones, and for purchases at early stage of product
sales cycle as compared to those in later stages – instances where information gleaned from the
sender’s purchase status is more valuable. We also find that, it is under these same conditions
characterized by higher uncertainty, adding information about the presence of sharing rewards
attenuates the positive effects of sender’s purchase information. Information about sender’s
purchase status could also serve another important purpose: for social products that are
characterized by positive local network effects (e.g. events), knowledge about a friend’s
purchase of a product could provide additional utility to the recipient and increase her likelihood
of purchase. We find this is indeed the case for social products as compared to stand-alone
products, indicating the role of social utility in driving purchase.
Our empirical findings suggest that both mechanisms are at play, social utility, in the case of
social products/services, and social learning in instances of higher uncertainty. Identifying these
different underlying mechanisms is not only of theoretical importance but also of practical value
as firms can adopt alternative mechanisms to drive conversions depending on whether social
learning or social utility is at work.

4. Conclusion and Future Research
This study is among the first to analyze the potential of firm-mediated message design and the
findings of the study not only add to our understanding of the role of different messages on
referral outcomes, but also provides valuable guidelines for optimal design of such information
sharing mechanisms. Identifying optimal design of firm-mediated message at an aggregate level
is a valuable endeavor, but not the end in itself. With the availability of large amount of data on
the behaviors of senders and recipients and their historical interactions, as well as the ability to
process requests in real time, firms can actually personalize firm-mediated messages at the
product level or even at an individual share level. Future research can leverage big data to
identify potential moderators at various levels, by exploring heterogeneous treatment effect
based on sender, recipient, social tie and product characteristics. It is also interesting to combine
the randomized field experiment with machine learning techniques (e.g. LASSO) to produce
recommendations for optimal message design at the level of individual shares.
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Figure 1: Key social contagion outcomes: Recipient’s purchase and further referrals
Sender

Recipient’s	
  
purchase

Recipient’s	
  further	
  
referrals

*Note: as illustrated above, 2 recipients out of 3 have purchased the deal through the sender’s share.
Furthermore, 1 recipient (the one on the left) has brought 1 successful referral after her own purchase.

Figure 2: Messages Design in the randomized field experiment (C, T1,T2,T3)
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Table 1: Effect of Message Design on Recipients’ Purchases
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Abstract
In this paper, we aim to quantify the economic value of the usage and the number of followers of
Twitters. Specifically, we study whether NBA players’ participation and popularity on Twitter
help them earn higher salaries. We investigate the impact of a player’s participation in Twitter
on his salary using a difference-in-differences (DID) model. Our results suggest that
participation in Twitter helps a player to increase his salary by 861,628 USD on average. Next,
to quantify the economic value of popularity, which is measured by the number of Twitter
followers, we estimate a Heckman two-stage model. We find that doubling the number of Twitter
followers of an NBA player is related to an increase of 682,122 USD in his salary on average.
Furthermore, this study employs quantile regression to investigate the impact of social media on
salary inequality. Our analysis reveals an interesting polarization pattern: above-average and
below-average players benefited more than average players. Our study provides much needed
evidence to demonstrate the business value of Twitter, which is scarce in the IS literature.
Keywords: Social media, econometric analyses, NBA, popularity, income inequality

1. Introduction
As an on-going transformation, firms start learning to reach a vast number of audiences and
directly interact with their potential consumer on social media. It is reported that 69% of small
business owners are engaged in some kinds of social media platform (e.g., Twitter, Facebook,
and LinkedIn) and about 78% of them plan to allocate more budgets on social media marketing
(Protalinski 2011). The expenditure on social media marketing in USA is expected to grow 34%
yearly and reach 3.1 billion USD in 2014 (Forrester Research 2009).
Similar to firms, individuals can also benefit from the emerging self-promotion avenue.
Take professional athletes for another example. Athletes’ popularity is one of the key factors in
determining their court time and salary. However, before the introduction of Twitter, only
superstars and some middle-class players had access to mainstream media as the marketing
channel for promoting their image. The majority of ordinary players have few chances to reach
out to fans to improve their popularity. Thanks to social media, there is a new avenue for
ordinary athletes to manage fan loyalty: nowadays they can interact with fans on social media
and cultivate a larger fan base by posting entertaining contents on Twitter or Facebook. For
example, National Basketball Association (NBA) is a business valued over 19 billion USD. 75%
of NBA players have a Twitter account with 214,539 Twitter followers on average.
Despite abundant examples of social media marketing, there is little scholarly research
supporting the business value of social media. To fill this gap, we strive to prove that celebrities’
participation and popularity on Twitter can be translated into real-world monetary outcomes,
thus providing evidence of economic return to their social media marketing efforts. In this study,
we examined the economic value of celebrities’ participation and popularity in social media in
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the context of NBA. We choose NBA as our research context because the sample of NBA
players is well-defined, in comparison to other celebrities such as actors and musicians. In
addition, NBA players’ performance and income can be measured more objectively than other
professions and their demographics are also publicly available. This provides us an adequate set
of control variables in data analysis. Our research questions are thus:
1. Do NBA players earn more salary after they participate in Twitter?
2. Do NBA players earn more salary if they have more Twitter followers?
Popularity is an important asset for celebrities (e.g. professional athletes, musicians, and
movie stars) whose income (business value) is highly dependent on their fan base. That’s why
we observe celebrities such as NBA players are eager to create a Twitter account and conduct
self-promotion by communicating with Twitter followers to cultivate a large fan base.
Furthermore, wage/salary inequality is a critical social issue and is continuously
increasing since the 1980s. In the 2014-15 season of NBA, the highest-paid player (Kobe Bryant)
earns 23.5 million USD while the lowest-paid player (Orlando Sanchez) earns only 15,000 USD,
with the average salary in NBA being 4,203,105 USD. Social media can potentially help not so
well-known athletes to reach out to their fans and gain increased exposure. However, it is not
easy to predict who can benefit more from the increased exposure on social media: the more
famous ones or the relatively less famous ones? Therefore, we are also interested in how social
media changes the income inequality.
3. Does players’ participation in Twitter affects salary inequality in NBA?
2. Brief Data Description
Our sample consists of 539 NBA players who are in the rosters of NBA from 2005 to 2014. We
scraped their salary, performance statistics, and demographics from NBA’s official website and
ESPN.com to construct a yearly panel data set. To make sure the scraped data are accurate, we
also scraped relevant data from Basketball-reference.com and check the consistency of data from
different sources for triangulation. For players who have a Twitter account, we collected their
social media information including the date they registered account on Twitter and their
historical number of Twitter followers.
3. Empirical Research Design
3.1 The Impact of Twitter Account
We first present results of Difference-in-Differences model (Wooldridge 2010) to show how a
player’s participation in Twitter helps him to obtain a higher salary. We model the logarithm of
player ’s salary in year as

where independent variables are in the previous time period (t-1) because the salary is
determined before each NBA season in year t and depends on the performance in the previous
years. The variable of interest
is a treatment dummy variable which equals 1 after
(including) the year during which a player joined Twitter and 0 for previous years. Meanwhile,
measures player ’s performance and
is a proxy for
the potential super-star effect. We also include
and
to control for the
influence of experience. To further control game-related factors, the minutes a player has played
in the previous season and a set of position dummies are included. Finally, captures the effect
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of time trend, the fixed effect captures time-invariant unobserved player-specific effects, and
is the residual error term.
To establish a stronger causal relationship, we further use matching as our robustness
check to handle the potential sample-selection issue. One most important self-selection issue is
that superstar players may be more willing to engage in social media to interact with their fans.
To account for this issue, we apply matching to construct a control group. We follow Azoulay et
al. (2013) and Malter (2014) to apply Coarsen Exact Matching (Blackwell et al. 2009; Iacus et al.
2011), a faster yet accurate non-parametric matching (full covariate matching) approach to
construct our control group. Next, with the matched player data sample, we rerun the DID model
given in Equation (1) with the matched sample. As documented in literature, the combination of
DID analysis and matching sample can significantly reduce the bias stemming from both
observable and unobservable confounding factors and can enhance the consistency of estimates
(Rishika et al. 2013; Stewart and Swaffield 2008).
3.2 The Impact of Twitter Followers
We further proceed to quantify the economic value of a player’s popularity on Twitter. This is
equivalent to estimating the monetary value of the number of Twitter followers. The number of
Twitter followers of a player can be observed only if he has joined Twitter. This can lead to
biased estimate if a player’s decision to join Twitter (i.e. treatment assignment) is not
uncorrelated with the explanatory variables. To tackle the potential selection bias, we estimate a
Heckman selection model (Heckman 1979) which is the most commonly employed econometric
tool to correct selection bias when the dependent variable is salary (Bapna et al. 2013; Gu and Ye
2014; Hui et al. 2013; Lin et al. 2013). The specification of Heckman selection two-stage model
is given as follows:
Selection equation

where is a vector of the set of covariates included in Equation (2).
Regression equation

where

,
and
.
In the Heckman’s first-stage model, as described above, a player’s decision to join
Twitter is expected to be related to
,
, and
. In the
second-stage model, a player’s salary is regressed on the variable of interest (
) and
other control variables.
3.3 The Impact of Twitter Account on Salary Inequality
The aforementioned empirical models aim to measure the average effects of Twitter account and
followers on players’ salaries. But we are also interested in the changes in the distribution of
salary among NBA players. We would like to explore which kind of player (superstar player,
average player, or bottom player) can benefit more from the participation in Twitter. In
econometrics literature, quantile regression (Koenker 2005) is a powerful tool to characterize the
distribution of dependent variable even when the underline theory is complex and
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multidimensional (Angrist and Pischke 2008). In this study, we employ quantile regression with
matched sample to investigate whether players’ participation in Twitter affects the salary
distribution in NBA. The model specification is given as follows:

such that
where is
is a vector of the set of covariates included in Equation (6) and
.
In quantile regression, no assumption is needed on the distribution of dependent variable
conditional on covariates or about its conditional variance, thus making the nonparametric
specification flexible (Greene 2011).
4. Model Estimation and Results
4.1 The Impact of Twitter Account
We summarized the results of DID estimates in Table 1. The estimates of the DID model in
Equation (1) are shown in column (1). Meanwhile, column (2) present results of DID model in
combination with CEM using matched sample.
As shown in column (1), the DID estimate of the impact of a player’s decision to join
Twitter is 0.144. Because our dependent variable (
) is in the form of natural
logarithm, the estimated coefficient should be interpreted as semi-elasticity: participation in
Twitter on average helps a player to increase his salary by 14.4%. The mean of salary in our
sample is 5,983,530 US dollars, thus suggesting participation in Twitter increases a player’s
salary by 861,628 US dollars on average.
In DID model with matched sample, the estimated coefficients of
is still positively
significant. The magnitude of 0.128 is also close to the estimated coefficient (0.144) in the DID
model in column (2). This robustness check confirms that a player’s participation in Twitter
indeed causes the increase of his salary. By comparing the R-squared for columns (2) and (3), we
also notice that the R-squared increased dramatically when applying DID with the matched
sample, suggesting matching did increase the explanatory power of DID model. Following the
calculation above, we conclude that participation in Twitter on average increases a player’s
salary by 12.8%, which is equivalent to approximately 765,891 US dollars.
4.2 The Impact of Twitter Followers
The results of Heckman selection model are summarized in Table 1. The estimates of Heckman
selection model with the matched sample and the full population are presented in columns (3)
and (4), respectively. Due to page limit, the results of the first-stage model are not shown.
As shown in Table 1, column (3), the estimated coefficient of
is 0.114 and
significantly positive. Since both dependent variable and independent variable are in logarithmic
form, this estimated coefficient should be interpreted as elasticity: if a player’s Twitter follower
increases by 100%, his salary increases by 11.4%. That is, if a player can double his Twitter
followers by active engagement in social media, he can achieve 11.4% increase in salary.
Considering that the mean of salary in our sample is 5,983,530 US dollars, this 11.4% increase in
salary can be translated to an average increase of 682,122 US dollars.
Furthermore, the parameter is the correlation between the unobserved determinants of a
player’s propensity to join Twitter (i.e. the error term in the first stage) and unobserved
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determinants of a player’s salary (i.e. the error term in the second stage). As presented in Table
1, column (3),
in our case, suggesting that there is no sample-selection issues after using a
matching sample and our estimates are unbiased (Wooldridge 2010). The estimated coefficient
of
with full sample, which is shown in column (4), is also significantly positive, a
result that is consistent with that in column (3) and further confirms the robustness of our results.
Since players who post more entertaining contents can attract more followers, popularity
measured by the number of Twitter followers can be considered as the outcome of the social
media efforts spent by the players. Our analysis quantifies the value of Twitter account and the
number of Twitter followers and our results can be used as a yardstick for the players to decide
how much efforts and money they should spend on Twitter to maximize their benefit. Our
findings also provide evidence of the effectiveness of Twitter as communication channel for
managing loyal fans or loyal customers in the NBA context. As a result, other celebrities or firms
should have more confidence in investing in marketing efforts on microblogging media.
Table 1 Results of DID Model and Heckman Selection Model
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
VARIABLES
DID
DID, CEM Selection Model Selection Model
Panel
Panel
Matched Sample
Full Sample
Join
0.144*** 0.128**
(0.052)
(0.063)
Log_follower
0.114***
0.070***
(0.040)
(0.026)
Control Variables -included- -included-included-includedTime dummies
-included- -included-included-includedConstant
10.643*** 10.353***
8.912***
10.729***
(0.255)
(0.403)
(0.575)
(0.465)
Observations
2,283
751
751
2,283
R-squared
0.302
0.419
0.000
-0.883
Selection
319.94
392.59
Wald
Log-likilihood
-441.412
-1180.992
Number of player_id
539
204
204
539
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1; Estimated coefficients of control variables are not shown

4.3 The Impact of Twitter Account on Salary Inequality
The results of quantile regression with matched sample are summarized in Table 2. As shown in
Table 2, the 0.50 quantile coefficient (with magnitude 0.028) is smallest and is not significant
among all quantile estimates. Next, we find that the 0.75 quantile coefficient (with magnitude
0.066) and 0.90 quantile coefficient (with magnitude 0.089) are much larger than the 0.50
quantile coefficient (with magnitude 0.028). The 0.75 quantile coefficient is two times larger
than the 0.50 quantile coefficient, implying above-average players can benefit more from
participation in Twitter than average players. The impact of participation in Twitter is even
larger for those players in the 0.90 quantile (i.e., superstar players). The 0.90 quantile coefficient
is three times larger than the 0.50 quantile coefficient. This is not surprising since superstar
players generally have agents to build a good public relationship with media and their fans while
those average and above-average players do not. Also, after joining Twitter, superstars can
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broadcast to millions of followers whereas ordinary players only have tens of thousands of
followers. The huge fan base provides various “branding” opportunities of the focal athlete.
On the other hand, although the 0.25 quantile coefficient is not significant, its magnitude
is slightly larger than the 0.50 quantile coefficient. This is a signal that below-average players
might gain more from Twitter than average players. It can be further illustrated by the 0.10
quantile coefficient. The most interesting finding in our results is that the 0.10 quantile
coefficient (with magnitude 0.195) is the largest, implying that bottom players gain most from
participation in Twitter and catch up with players in higher quantiles in terms of salary. This
effect for players with the lowest salary is striking in that it is two times larger than that for
superstar players. The reason could be that Twitter helps a number of low-paid players get
increased exposure to media and improved popularity among fans, thus leading to the increases
in the salaries of these players.
If we consider players at the 0.50 quantile as the baseline case, we can infer that social
media helps the players at both lower quantiles and higher quantiles to earn more. In other
words, social media benefit both bottom players and superstar player at the cost of average
players. We borrow the terminology from Autor et al. (2006) and characterize this pattern as
polarization in the salary distribution in NBA. Moreover, given that players at the lower
quantiles (those at the 0.10 quantile) benefit much more from Twitter than those at higher
quantiles and the number of players at lower quantiles is much larger than those at higher
quantiles, income inequality in the NBA has been reduced due to the emerging of social media.
Table 2 Results of Quantile Regression
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
0.10 quantile
0.25 quantile
0.50 quantile
0.75 quantile
0.90 quantile
VARIABLES
Log_salary
Log_salary
Log_salary
Log_salary
Log_salary
Join
0.195*
0.037
0.028
0.066*
0.089**
(0.108)
(0.054)
(0.051)
(0.035)
(0.043)
Control Variables
-included-included-included-included-includedTime dummies
-included-included-included-included-includedFixed-effect
-included-included-included-included-includedConstant
7.227***
7.752***
9.489***
10.243***
11.074***
(0.470)
(0.272)
(0.278)
(0.200)
(0.233)
Observations
751
751
751
751
751
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1; Estimated coefficients of control variables are not shown

5. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we investigate both the economic value and societal value of social media. We
present empirical evidence that NBA players’ participation and popularity in Twitter help them
earn higher salaries and Twitter could reduce the salary gap among NBA players. Our research
contributes to both the literature of the business value of social media in Information Systems
and the literature of wage inequality in Labor Economics. Our study also has limitations and
provides research opportunity for future study. For example, the sample in our study is a group
of NBA players. Therefore, our findings could be generalized to other professional athletes but
the stronger generalizability to musicians, movies stars, or politicians may need further empirical
analyses.
(Due to space limitation, literature review and references are omitted in this paper. Researchers
may contact with any author for the available resources.)
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Abstract
Consumers’ online purchase decisions can be affected by both direct and indirect peer influences.
Literature has provided empirical evidence about both types of influence when the outcome is
binary. However, there is no existing work about how these two types of peer influence impact
repeat-purchase of consumers. In this study, we want to fill such gap by investigating the
interdependent repeat-purchase of online game players embedded in a social network. We build a
new model that can support response variable following Poisson distribution and simultaneously
include both direct and indirect influences. We Empirical results show that both types of peer
influence have significant impact on players’ repeat-purchase decision but the influences may not
have the same direction. Our research provides managerial implications by helping online game
operators develop effective targeting strategy to convert customers purchase more through peer
influence.
Keywords: Online games, Peer influence, Poisson regression, Hierarchical Bayesian model

1. Introduction
Literature shows that individuals’ purchase decision can be affected by peer influence (Leenders,
1997). Two types of peer influence are proposed by scholars, which provides very different
explanations. The first type is direct influence, or cohesion. It explains that peer influence only
comes from the direct (one-hop) neighbor because the impact has to be made through direct
communication (Coleman et al., 1966; Rogers and Kincaid, 1981). The second type of influence
is called as indirect influence, or structural equivalence. Such influence occurs when an individual
imitates indirect (two-hop) neighbors with whom share common neighbors. The debate between
direct (cohesion) and indirect influences (structural equivalence) as the explanations of behavioral
conformity remains ambiguous. Koka et al. (1999) studied the similarity in trade and investment
policies of nations. Results support greater impact via direct influence, compared with indirect
influence. However, the study by Hinz et al. (2014) challenges conventional wisdom that indirect
influence drives product adoption more than direct influence. For literature studying the impact of
peer influence on purchase decision (Yang and Allenby, 2003; Zhang et al., 2014; Fang et al.,
2013), only the circumstances of binary choice (whether to buy or not) and continuous outcome
(amount of money) are investigated. Quantitative models for customer repeat purchase, such as
Pareto/NBD model (Schmittlein et al., 1987) and its hierarchical Bayes extension (Abe, 2009),
often ignore the interdependence of decisions by individuals within social networks.
In this paper, we want to fill such gap by investigating the impact of these two peer influences
on individuals’ repeat purchase in the context of online role-playing games. We build a new
hierarchical Bayesian model that can support response variable following Poisson distribution and
simultaneously include both types of peer influences, direct and indirect. Our empirical results
show that both types of peer influences have significant impact on players’ repeat purchase
decision but the directions of the influences may be different. Furthermore, we find that the
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strength of the peer influences is associated with both network structure features, such as degree
and betweenness centrality, and the strength of group-level pressure.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the model specification
and estimation procedures. Section 3 describes the data and illustrates the empirical results to
analyze repeat purchase from players in a large online game. Section 4 offers a discussion of the
results.

2. Model
So far existing models are mainly for continuous or binary type of response variables
(Coleman et al., 1966; Leenders, 2002; Zhang et al., 2014; Fang et al., 2013). There is no model
available to study peer influence on individuals’ repeat purchase behavior, much less to
accommodate multiple types of influences. We design a new model, multi-Network auto-Poisson
(mNAPO), to examine the impact of both direct and indirect peer influences on individuals’ repeat
purchase behavior. The matrix form of the model is specified as below:
y Poisson(λ )
log(λ )  Xβ  θ  ε，ε

N (0, I)

θ  1W1θ   2 W2θ  u，u ~ N (0,  2I)
𝐲 is the vector of repeat-purchase counts of individuals through a certain time period. It
follows a Poisson distribution specified by the purchase rate parameter 𝛌 that varies across
individuals. Purchase rate parameter 𝛌 can be represented as a function of both covariates 𝐗 and
network autocorrelation term 𝛉 . The covariate matrix 𝐗 are defined by players’ individual
attributes and guild-level attributes. Individual attributes include levels, online duration, login
count, and count of quests completed etc. Guild-level attributes include number of paid members
in the guild, guild level, guild wealth and a leader flag etc. The repeat purchase of virtual items in
online games differ from other products in the real world in the way that players cannot buy virtual
items directly with real money. In our study, we focus on the repeat purchase of in-game currency
at the first step and do not care about how the players use the in-game money. So product attributes
are not included in the matrix as purchase drivers. We also add degree centrality as control
variables in the regression equation. 𝛃 is the correspondent coefficient for 𝐗. We captured two
peer influences in the autoregressive parameter 𝛉, direct and indirect influences, correspondingly
represented by two network autocorrelation terms 𝜌1 𝐖1 𝜽1 + 𝜌2 𝐖2 𝜽2 . The scalar 𝜌1 and 𝜌2 are
coefficients for 𝐖𝜽 . Thus the existence of peer influence will be simply presented by the
significant level of 𝜌1 and 𝜌2 . We define the two weighting matrices as below to reflect different
mechanisms of peer influences:
W1  {aij }, where aij {0,1}
W2  {

1
}, where dij   zn \{i , j} (aiz  a jz ) 2
dij  1

The diagonal entries of the two matrices are equal to zero, so no self loop is permitted. The
entry 𝑎𝑖𝑗 in matrix 𝐖1 equals one if i and j are mutual friends and zero otherwise. The entry in
matrix 𝐖𝟐 specifys the power of structural equivalence between every two players, which is
calculated by the inverse of Euclidean distance 𝑑𝑖𝑗 plus one (Fang et al. 2013). The higher value
of the distance, the less structural equivalence between the two nodes. The model is implemented
using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach.
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3. Data and Results
Our data is obtained from a large online game operator in Asia. The dataset consists of the
transaction records of 12,220 players over a two-week period in the same game, as well as the
information revealing personal attributes, guild-level features, and social network structure. We
defined an undirected network using in-game reciprocal friendship among players. Since our data
is collected from four servers with independent copy of the game, there exist four subpopulations
of paid players belong to four parallel virtual worlds built on different servers. In order to capture
the unique peer influence pattern in each self-contained subpopulation, we apply the fast greedy
community detection algorithm (Clauset et al., 2004) to partition the network into four
communities of densely connected nodes (c=1,2,3,4). The network structural properties of these
four communities are demonstrated in Table 1.
Table 1. Network structural properties of the four subpopulations
Network
Size

Network
Density

Network
Diameter

Average
Degree

Average
Betweenness

Community 1

3045

0.003

10

9.616

4190

Community 2

2100

0.006

8

11.64

2615

Community 3

2082

0.006

8

12.55

2528

Community 4

2531

0.004

8

11.11

3271

We estimated our hierarchical Bayesian model using MCMC methods. The first 2,000 draws
were discarded as “burn-in” period, so we ran an additional 8,000 draws. The estimation sequence
was thinned by keeping every 20th simulation to avoid autocorrelation problems among MCMC
iterations. Estimation results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Posterior mean and standard deviation of the estimated coefficients
Coefficient

Community 1

Community 2

Community 3

Community 4

Achievement (𝛽1 )

0.20**

0.27**

0.24**

0.31**

(0.050)

(0.058)

(0.066)

(0.039)

-0.013**

-0.0072

-0.0047

-0.0045

(0.0041)

(0.0059)

(0.0050)

(0.0041)

0.19**

0.14**

0.16**

0.0085

(0.049)

(0.059)

(0.060)

(0.051)

0.38**

0.35**

0.30**

0.40**

(0.077)

(0.098)

(0.092)

(0.085)

-0.10**

-0.17**

-0.14**

-0.13**

(0.046)

(0.055)

(0.058)

(0.047)

0.0020

0.0022

-0.00013

0.0063*

(0.0025)

(0.0031)

(0.0033)

(0.0035)

Level (𝛽2 )
Duration (𝛽3 )
Login frequency (𝛽4 )
Quest frequency (𝛽5 )
Guild paid member (𝛽6 )
Guild level (𝛽7 )
Guild money (𝛽8 )
Leader or not (𝛽9 )
Degree (𝛽10 )

0.039

0.11

-0.070

0.26*

(0.035)

(0.21)

(0.28)

(0.15)

0.0029

-0.0029

-0.0059

0.040**

(0.0056)

(0.0045)

(0.010)

(0.014)

-0.090

0.041

-0.064

-0.064

(0.094)

(0.11)

(0.11)

(0.085)

0.011**

0.020**

0.010**

0.015**

(0.0041)

(0.0039)

(0.0039)

(0.0041)
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Direct influence (𝜌1 )
Indirect influence (𝜌2 )

0.031**

0.024**

0.0039

0.017*

(0.0084)

(0.012)

(0.013)

(0.010)

-0.28**

-0.011

-0.14

-0.14**

(0.10)

(0.013)

(0.14)

(0.047)

**: p<0.05; *: p<0.1

Peer influences which is indicated by parameters 𝜌1 and 𝜌2 are the key elements of interest
in our model. As we have defined, 𝜌1 represents the direct peer influence, while 𝜌2 addresses the
indirect peer influence. The overall effects (in Table 3) of direct influence in communities 1, 2, 4
are significantly positive, which is in accord with the expectation. The effect of direct influence is
not significant in community 3 which is the most densely connected subnetwork among the four.
However, indirect influence is only significant in communities1 and 4 with its sign (negative
correlation) in the opposite from expected direction. Previous literature on indirect influence
provides mixed evidence as well. Ibarra and Andrews (1993) believed that indirectly connected
individuals sharing common friends will have similar behavior due to shared experiences, common
socialization, similar role demands, and similar expectation from others. On the contrary, the
empirical work of Mizruchi (1993) and Zhang et al. (2014) revealed negative indirect peer
influence on political behavior among competing firms and on content creation decision in
YouTube. According to Shah (2000), indirect connected individuals with common friends share
similar pattern of relationships, thus, an inherent rivalry exists, which means an individual can be
substituted by the other. Purchasing behavior of player usually occur as a remedial action for the
lack of experience in games. Zhang et al. (2014) point out that negative indirect peer influence
may be observed when individuals intend to differentiate themselves from individuals who share
common friends with them. In the game context, purchasing behavior of player usually occur as a
remedial action for the lack of skills and experiences in games. Similar with the competing strategy
of firms, players’ investment decisions will be protected from imitation by indirect connected
individuals sharing common friends. So insignificant indirect peer influence and even inverse
behavior mimicry among indirect connected players sharing common friends are observed in our
studies.
Peer influences play quite different roles in the four communities as illustrated above. It has
been proved that network structure properties, such as network density and centrality, etc.,
associate with the strength of peer influence (Haynie, 2001). So we conducted ANOVA analysis
on network structure features at individual level, including degree and betweenness centrality,
across the four communities. The ANOVA analysis demonstrated that the average degree of
players in community 1 is significantly smaller than the other 3 communities and the average
betweenness centrality of players in community 1 is significantly larger than the others. Thus we
propose that direct peer influence is more likely to take strong effects in lower average degree
centralized community, while indirect peer influence is positive associated with the average
betweenness centrality of the community. As it is defined, degree is the number of first-order
friends the individual has. Within a connected network, the lower average degree is, the more
efficient information diffuses. Similar results have been found by Ugander et al. (2012) that the
size of neighborhood generally has negative effect on social contagion, when structural diversity
is controlled. Other than degree, betweenness centrality is used to measure the influence power
from social position. Betweenness centrality quantifies the number of times a node acts as a bridge
along the shortest path between two other nodes, which addresses the important role of common
friends in the concept of structural equivalence (indirect influence). Thus, high betweenness in
average indicates indirect peer influence is more likely to make strong significant influence.
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However, when only control for average degree and betweenness centrality, the fact that direct
influence in community 4 is weaker than that in community 2 cannot be explained. We realize that
the group-level influence on purchase behavior is significant only in community 4. It suggests that
the direct influence in community 4 is partly substituted by group-level influence. The external
pressure from the guild may reduce the behavioral dependency between in-game friends. Previous
studies on the impact of diversified relationships in organization on behavioral processes have
examined the substitution effect when blended relationships exist (Ragins, 1997). Above all, the
results indicate that both group-level and network structure attributes can affect the strength of
peer influences.
We also compare the performance of our proposed model to a standard Poisson Regression
model with no network autocorrelation terms. We use the deviance information criterion (DIC),
which is the most common method of assessing the goodness of fit in Bayesian inference. The
model with the smallest DIC is estimated to be the model that best predict a replicate dataset which
has the same structure as the currently observed. The DIC of the baseline model is 8636.7, while
our mNAPO model has a DIC of 6878.6. Therefore, the proposed model provides a significantly
better fit to the data than the baseline model.

4. Discussion
We design a new hierarchical Bayesian model to identify the key factors that motivate online
game players’ repeat-purchase behavior on the basis of personal and network structure attributes.
We compare the impact of both direct and indirect peer influences on the repeat purchase of ingame virtual good. Both types of influences are modelled as network autocorrelation term to
capture the interdependent purchase behavior. Empirical results indicate that both direct and
indirect peer influences can have impact on repeat purchase simultaneously. The extent to which
the behavior of direct or indirect connected players are correlated is associated with network
structure features as well as the strength of group-level influence.
Our study expands IS literature by studying the diffusion of repeat purchase for virtual goods
in online games. The frequency analysis of behavior is able to detect the non-progressive
phenomena, in which an individual may start using or purchasing a product and then possibly stop
at some point. The first adoption behavior does not guarantee that the individual will continue
using or purchasing the product in the future. In addition, since the price for virtual goods is highly
skewed and determined by both supply and demand sides, the amount of purchase by players does
not necessarily represent their consistent willingness to pay in a long time period. Therefore, using
a count type data, we are able to monitor the fluctuation of players’ repeat purchase behavior. Our
model can be applied to study the frequency of login and content creation and consumption in
social media, the frequency of knowledge generated by individuals in enterprise collaboration
platform, etc., which will provide broader insights for diffusion theory.
Our model could be extended in several directions. First, we want our model to support
longitudinal data. A fixed effects term accounting for individual level unobserved heterogeneity
across time will be added. By using a longitudinal model, we are able to identify the change in the
repeat purchase behavior that is caused by the change in players’ personal attributes and peer
influences. Thus the causality of peer influence on repeat purchase can be achieved. Second, our
model inherits the stationary property of Poisson process, which assumes players are active and
have equivalent expected activity level across time periods. However, consumer defection is a
theoretical possibility, although our 12-week observation data focusing on paid players suggests
that the dropout rate, if any, is small. In order to evaluate the likelihood of consumer defection in
a long-term analysis, consumer behavior should be characterized by another exponential lifetime
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duration function (with a certain dropout rate) together with Poisson purchase process. These
applications and extensions will contribute to a better understanding of consumer repeated
purchase behavior
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Abstract
Companies and governments are faced with constant cyber threats and need to know whether to
devote resources to investigation of these attacks. In this study, we first modeled a Bayesian game
between a firm and two discrete types of hackers (domestic and international). Pure Strategy
Bayesian Nash Equilibriums (PSBNEs) were derived. Then, the continuous-type of hackers was
extended to the basic model, and its PSBNEs were also presented. We found that a firm could
prevent some domestic hackings but not effectively prevent international hackings, due to the cost
of investigating data breaches by hackers in distant countries, as well as the perception by
international hackers that they have a low risk of prosecution. Interestingly, there are some
circumstances in which a firm will even choose to give up an investigation to avoid costs under
the hackers’ choice of hackings, no matter how severe a punishment it can impose.
Keywords: economics of IT security, intrusion behavior, Bayesian game

1. Introduction
With the growing popularity of Gigabit networks the “distance” between firms and people are
dramatically reduced by advanced Internet technology. Internet has greatly benefited human lives
by providing convenience for individuals (e.g. e-commerce) and facilitating cooperation between
firms, which eventually leads to better quality and service (e.g. outsourcing). However, as Internet
has no borders or regulated restrictions, its dark sides have been gradually revealed over time,
especially with the accelerated speed of shortening “distance”. More and more aggressive hackings
have emerged in the recent decades. In fact, according to The New York Times, the F.B.I. has
ranked cybercrime as one of its top law enforcement actives and the U.S. government has sharply
increased its related budget to $14 billion dollars (Granville 2015). Particularly, Hollywood
Celebrities iCloud photo leaks, where private photos of stars were unlawfully obtained by some
unknown hackers through iCloud, bringing significant consequences to both the Apple Company
and those Hollywood stars. In addition, Sony Pictures Entertainment was hacked by an unknown
group, "Guardians of Peace", believed to be non-US hackers. Therefore, information security still
remains a relevant and crucial research stream in information systems. A great deal of literature
has been devoted to this area by examining social norms and behavioral theories to explain how
to prevent intrusion, especially caused by internal staff. However, due to the availability of security
data (e.g. number of incidents), few new insights have been gained in recent years. Particularly,
intrusion behavior is rarely studied by using behavioral theories because firms are afraid to release
their security breach information and damage their brand equity. Without knowing specific data
for information security breach, game theory becomes the logical approach to study the interplays
between hackers and firms. Though game theory has been constantly criticized by psychologists
for its assumptions (e.g. rationality), it is still one of the most useful approaches to studying the
interaction phenomena to predict the steady stage of game between players, without knowing the
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individual-level details (i.e. data). Moreover, abstract modeling permits game theory to explain a
set of phenomena, rather than merely isolated incidents. This more complete picture can enhance
our ability to understand why cyber-intrusions are so pervasive. In this study, we proposed a
Bayesian game for modeling intrusion behavior to capture the interplay between a hacker’s
intrusion and a firm’s subsequent investigation. Particularly, we differentiated international
hackers from domestic ones to explain the increasing number of international hackings. The results
of our model caution the firm that it is unlikely to prevent international hackings and should
conserve its resources to avoid futile spending. Fortunately, under certain conditions, a firm could
effectively deter domestic hackings to minimize losses.

2. Related Work
Our work is closely related to Cavusoglu et al. (2005). They constructed a Nash game with
complete information based on the framework of Inspection Game in econometric literature
(Fudenberg and Tirole 1991). In their paper, the firm is modeled as “the principal” to choose
“Investigate” or “Not Investigate,” and hackers are “the agent” to choose “Hack” or “Not Hack.”
The hacker gains a benefit if intrusion occurs without the firm’s inspections; otherwise, the hacker
receives a penalty when the firm investigates the transaction activities. Additionally, the firm must
pay the cost of labor for the investigation, but could save a fraction of damage prevented or
recovered when an intrusion is detected. Cavusoglu et al. (2005) found a mixed-strategy Nash
equilibrium which is the probability profile for the firm to investigate and the hacker to hack.
However, as debated in game theory literature, mixed- strategy equilibrium is difficult to interpret,
since it implies that both the firm and the hacker commit themselves to using a random device to
play the game (Osborne and Rubinstein 1994). In reality, hackers often strategically choose those
targets which are easy to break into or which yield a better payoff, although a firm may have no
idea when and how the intrusion will occur for a single play of an incident (Cremonini and
Nizovtsev 2009). Hence, in our model we focus on pure-strategy Nash equilibriums, rather than
mixed-strategy equilibriums. Additionally, to our knowledge, the existing literature arbitrarily
treat all hackers equally, which is not accurate in our virtual world.
As aforementioned, advancing Internet technology brings people much closer than before, and
hacking overseas becomes a commonplace activity. In fact, The New York Times reported that
since 2013, an international cybercriminal group has stolen up to $1 billion from more than 100
banking and financial institutions in 30 different countries around the world. More concerning,
these cyberattacks continued for two years without detection by banks, regulators, or law
enforcement (Sanger and Perlroth 2015). As hackers come from different geographical regions,
the level of control over such attacks varies accordingly. Furthermore, equipped with sophisticated
technology (e.g., IP masking, anonymous surfing, etc.), hackers can hide their IP addresses from
detection, which increases the difficulty of being caught by firms. In other words, there is no
effective deterrent due to the increased difficulty in identifying and stopping hackers. Therefore,
we proposed a novel model differentiating international hackers from domestic ones, to illustrate
the distinct intrusion behaviors of each group.
The reset of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents our basic model and the
Pure Strategy Bayesian Nash Equilibriums (PSBNEs) are derived. Our insights of the basic model
are provided and a more general Bayesian game is characterized. Finally, we present our
conclusions.
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3. The Basic Bayesian Game Model
Abstracted from real-life scenarios, especially from newspaper reports, we assume that hackers
comprise two types – 𝜃𝐻 = {𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐, 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙} – which reflects the modern trend of
both geographical types of hackings. Both types of hackers can choose to Hack (H) or Not Hack
(NH). Therefore, the hacker’s strategy space is: 𝑆𝐻 = {(𝐻, 𝐻), (𝐻, 𝑁𝐻), (𝑁𝐻, 𝐻), (𝑁𝐻, 𝑁𝐻)},
where the first element of the pair is the strategic action chosen by Domestic hackers, and the
second element is the strategic action chosen by International hackers. Meanwhile, the firm can
choose to Investigate (I) or Not Investigate (NI). Accordingly, the firm’s strategy space is 𝑆𝐹 =
{𝐼, 𝑁𝐼}. The payoff matrices for both players with two types of hackers are given in Table 1:
H
NH
𝐻
I
− (1 − 𝜙)𝑑, 𝜇 − 𝛽 ) (−𝑐, 0)
NI
(−𝑑,
𝜇)
(0, 0)
Table 1.a 𝜽𝑯 = 𝑫𝒐𝒎𝒆𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒄

H
NH
𝐿
I
− (1 − 𝜙)𝑑, 𝜇 − 𝛽 ) (−𝑐, 0)
NI
(−𝑑,
𝜇)
(0, 0)
Table 1.b 𝜽𝑯 = 𝑰𝒏𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒏𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒂𝒍

(−𝑐 𝐿

(−𝑐 𝐻

As shown in Table 1, we denote: 1) the cost of monitoring one incident as 𝑐, 2) cost of effort to
catch a domestic and international hacker including the monitor cost as 𝑐 𝐿 and 𝑐 𝐻 respectively,
3) damage caused by an undetected intrusion as 𝑑 , 4) expected penalty of a domestic and
international hacker for intrusion as 𝛽 𝐻 and 𝛽 𝐿 respectively, 5) benefit of hacker for intrusion as
𝜇, and 6) the fraction of damage recovered by the firm when an intrusion is detected as 𝜙.
Additionally, we assume that catching a domestic hacker is much easier than an international one
(𝑖. 𝑒. 𝑐 𝐻 ≫ 𝑐 𝐿 ≫ 𝑐 > 0) and the expected penalty on a domestic hacker is much heavier than an
international one (𝑖. 𝑒. 𝛽 𝐻 ≫ 𝛽 𝐿 > 0). Let 𝑞 be the prior of the firm to believe that hackers are
domestic, and thus, 1 − 𝑞 is the firm’s belief that hackers are international. This prior 𝑞 can be
easily obtained from the firm’s historical transaction data. Hence, the two types of hackers’
Bayesian game can be expressed as the following normal form (Table 2),
(H, H)
(H, NH)
(NH, H)
(NH, NH)
𝑈 (𝐼|𝜃𝐻 = (𝐻, 𝐻)), 𝑈𝐹 (𝐼|𝜃𝐻 = (𝐻, 𝑁𝐻)), 𝑈𝐹 (𝐼|𝜃𝐻 = (𝑁𝐻, 𝑁𝐻)),
(0, 0))
I ( 𝐹
)(
)(
) (−𝑐,
(𝜇 − 𝛽 𝐻 , 𝜇 − 𝛽 𝐿 )
(𝜇 − 𝛽 𝐻 , 0)
(0, 𝜇 − 𝛽 𝐿 )
(𝜇, 𝜇))
(𝜇, 0)) ((1 − 𝑞)(−𝑑),
(0, 𝜇)) (0,
(0, 0))
NI (−𝑑,
(𝑞(−𝑑),
𝑈𝐹 (𝐼|𝜃𝐻 = (𝐻, 𝐻)) = 𝑞[𝑐 𝐻 − 𝑐 𝐿 ] − [𝑐 𝐻 + (1 − 𝜙)𝑑]
Where, {𝑈𝐹 (𝐼|𝜃𝐻 = (𝐻, 𝑁𝐻)) = 𝑞[𝑐 − 𝑐 𝐿 − (1 − 𝜙)𝑑] − 𝑐
𝑈𝐹 (𝐼|𝜃𝐻 = (𝑁𝐻, 𝑁𝐻)) = 𝑞[𝑐 𝐻 − 𝑐 + (1 − 𝜙)𝑑] − [𝑐 𝐻 + (1 − 𝜙)𝑑]

Table 2 Two Types of Hackers Bayesian Game

Proposition 1. The Pure Strategy Bayesian Nash Equilibriums for two discrete types of hackers
are the follows,
𝜇 − 𝛽𝐿 > 𝜇 − 𝛽𝐻 > 0
𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦 {𝐼, (𝐻, 𝐻)}, 𝑖𝑓 {
𝑐 𝐻 −𝜙𝑑
𝑞> 𝐻 𝐿
𝑐 −𝑐
𝜇 − 𝛽𝐻 , 𝜇 − 𝛽𝐿 ∈ ℝ
𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦 {𝑁𝐼, (𝐻, 𝐻)}, 𝑖𝑓 {
𝑐 𝐻 −𝜙𝑑
𝑞 < 𝑐 𝐻 −𝑐 𝐿
𝜇 − 𝛽 𝐿 > 0, 𝜇 − 𝛽 𝐻 < 0
𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦 {𝐼, (𝑁𝐻, 𝐻)}, 𝑖𝑓 {
𝑐 𝐻 −𝜙𝑑
𝑞 > 𝑐 𝐻 −𝑐−𝜙𝑑

(1)
(2)
(3)

Proposition 1 provides us three distinct strategy profiles which the firm and the hackers adopted
in the steady stage. PSBNE (1) indicates that if the penalties in relation to the hackers’ benefits are
not heavy enough (𝜇 − 𝛽 𝐿 > 𝜇 − 𝛽 𝐻 > 0), and the firm believes that there are large enough
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𝑐 𝐻 −𝜙𝑑

proportions (𝑞 > 𝑐 𝐻−𝑐 𝐿 ) of domestic hackers, the firm will choose to investigate and the hackers
will certainly choose to hack for better payoff. PSBNE (2) shows that if the firm perceives that the
𝑐 𝐻 −𝜙𝑑

proportion of domestic hackers is small enough (𝑞 < 𝑐 𝐻−𝑐 𝐿 ), the firm will choose to not investigate,
no matter which type of hackers and which penalty/benefit parameters. This counterintuitive
finding can be explained as follows: When the deterrents are severe (𝜇 − 𝛽 𝐻 < 𝜇 − 𝛽 𝐿 < 0),
hackers firstly choose to not hack to avoid negative net benefits; then the firm secondly stops
investigating intrusion behaviors due to its cost 𝑐. Next, the hackers will again choose to attack.
Eventually, the steady strategy for both players is {𝑁𝐼, (𝐻, 𝐻)}. Finally, PSBNE (3) matches our
intuitions. When only international hackers can enjoy positive net benefit, they will choose to hack,
but domestic hackers will stop hacking to avoid their negative net benefit; meanwhile, the firm
𝑐 𝐻 −𝜙𝑑

will choose to investigate when it believes there are large enough numbers (𝑞 > 𝑐 𝐻 −𝑐−𝜙𝑑 ) of
domestic hackers. There may be several temporary stages in the game when hackers will choose
to not hack and the firm’s investigations are in vain, but those stages are not stable as the game is
being played by both rational players. According to Rational Expectations Theory (Muth 1961),
both the firm and the hackers will be stuck in the aforementioned pure-strategy Bayesian Nash
equilibriums and will have no incentives to deviate.
For the sake of firms, it seems there is no steady strategy to prevent international hackings, which
is consistent with nowadays media reports. Firms may be able to stop domestic hackings if the
portion of domestic hackers is large enough under the severer punishment of domestic legal
enforcement. These findings provide another sound support to the call of cybersecurity.
Government needs to do more to support the private sector in establishing strong regulations and
better legal environment. However, as most newspapers state the gains of hackers are usually more
than imagined, and hackers will always be better off choosing hack even though firms choose to
investigate with a certain prior belief of hackers’ type. Furthermore, when the cost of catching
international hackers is more than the damage recovered from a detected intrusion (𝑐 𝐻 − 𝜙𝑑 <
0), hackers will always choose to hack to gain a positive net benefit even with firms’ investigations.
This finding explains why firms constantly face international hacking from all over, since the cost
to catch those hackers is just too much from the firms’ cost-and-benefit stand point. By comparing
the PSBNE (1) and (2), we can see that hackers will always choose to hack and firms’ decision
making merely depends on their prior beliefs of hackers’ types. The most interesting finding is that
punishment for hackers is not “the more severe, the better”. As we can see from the PSBNE (2),
the severe punishment can only deter hacks temporarily and hackers will continually choose to
hack when firm change its strategy to not investigate. Therefore, for the US government to draw
up legislations to enhance cybersecurity, it is necessary to consider firm’s cost parameters rather
than arbitrarily set a super high standard for punishment.

4. The Continuous-Type Hacker Bayesian Game Model
Classifying hackers as domestic and international is intuitive, but Russian and European hackers
may have distinct impacts on American firms, as well as American firms’ retaliations. One critical
reason for this may be diminished legal power over a great distance. American legal proceedings
may more easily reach Europe than Russia. Therefore, a more general model is to allow hackers
to have continuous type 𝜃𝐻 , which can be interpreted as the “distance” between the firm and the
hacker. Here, we define the “distance” as the level of difficulty involved for the firm to catch the
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hacker. The abstract meaning of “distance” is a multi-dimensional concept, which is composed of
the geographical distance between the firm and the hacker, the distance in legislative power
between law enforcement and the hacker, technology barriers between an ordinary firm and a
sophisticated hacker, and so on. Without loss of generality, we further normalize hacker’s type
𝜃𝐻 ∈ [0, 1]. We further assume that the cost to the firm to investigate the intrusion behaviors is a
function of 𝜃𝐻 , and so is the penalty of hackers to intrude. Based on our definition of “distance,”
it makes sense that with the increasing difficulty of catching hackers, the cost of investigating them
will be increased, but the expected penalty on them will be decreased. Therefore, let a monotone
increasing function 𝑤(𝜃𝐻 ) be the total cost, including the monitor cost 𝑐 , for the firm to
investigate hackers, and another monotone decreasing function 𝑔(𝜃𝐻 ) be the expected penalty on
̅ as the marginal hackers, whose utilities are
hackers for intrusion. In addition, we define 𝜃𝐻
indifferent between NOT hacking and hacking. Because 𝑔(𝜃𝐻 ) is monotone decreased, the
hacker’s payoff under firm’s investigation 𝑈𝐻 (𝜃𝐻 |𝐼) = (𝜇 − 𝑔(𝜃𝐻 )|𝐼) is thus a monotone
increasing function. As Figure 1 indicates, it will be better for hackers to not hack when their types
̅ , but to hack if otherwise. Therefore, for a given type of hacker, there is the
are less than 𝜃𝐻
following payoff matrix (Table 3) and expected utilities for both the firm and the hackers, where
𝑓(𝜃𝐻 ) denotes the probability density function over the hacker’s type 𝜃𝐻 ∈ [0, 1].

I
NI

𝑁𝐻(𝜃𝐻 )
(−𝑐, 0)
(0, 0)

Table 3 Continuous Type Payoff Matrix

Figure 1
̅
𝜃

𝐻(𝜃𝐻 )
(−𝑤(𝜃𝐻 ) − (1 − 𝜙)𝑑, 𝜇
− 𝑔(𝜃𝐻 ))
(−𝑑, 𝜇)

1

𝑈𝐹 (𝜃𝐻 |𝐼) = ∫0 𝐻 −𝑐𝑓(𝜃𝐻 ) 𝑑𝜃𝐻 + ∫𝜃̅ (−𝑤(𝜃𝐻 ) − (1 − 𝜙)𝑑)𝑓(𝜃𝐻 ) 𝑑𝜃𝐻
𝑈𝐹 (𝜃𝐻 |𝑁𝐼) =

̅𝐻
𝜃
∫0 0𝑓(𝜃𝐻 ) 𝑑𝜃𝐻

𝐻

1
∫𝜃̅ −𝑑𝑓(𝜃𝐻 ) 𝑑𝜃𝐻
𝐻

1

+
= ∫𝜃̅ −𝑑𝑓(𝜃𝐻 ) 𝑑𝜃𝐻
𝐻
̅
0
𝜃𝐻 < 𝜃𝐻
𝑈𝐻 (𝜃𝐻 |𝐼) = {
̅
𝜇 − 𝑔(𝜃𝐻 ) 𝜃𝐻 > 𝜃𝐻
̅
0 𝜃𝐻 < 𝜃𝐻
𝑈𝐻 (𝜃𝐻 |𝑁𝐼) = {
̅
𝜇 𝜃𝐻 > 𝜃𝐻
In order to obtain the Pure Strategy Bayesian Nash Equilibriums, we need to further define the
specific function forms for both 𝑤(𝜃𝐻 ) and 𝑔(𝜃𝐻 ). Due to the skewed nature of firms’ cost
function as well as penalty function on hackers, let 𝑤(𝜃𝐻 ) = 𝑐 + 𝛾𝑐 𝜃𝐻2 and 𝑔(𝜃𝐻 ) = 𝛽 − 𝛾𝛽 𝜃𝐻2 .
Furthermore, we assume that hackers’ types are distributed uniformly between zero and one
(𝑖. 𝑒. 𝑞 = 𝑓(𝜃𝐻 ) = 1). Hence, we can get the following Proposition 2,
Proposition 2. The Pure Strategy Bayesian Nash Equilibriums for continuous types of hackers
are as follows, where {∙, (∙ ∶ ∙)} denotes the equilibrium strategy profiles and first element in the
braces is the strategy action chosen by firms and the second one is for hackers. Additionally, for
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notational convenience, the pairs in parentheses are the proportions for hackers to choose NOT
hack and hack, respectively.
𝜇>𝛽
𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦 {𝐼, (0 ∶ 1)}, 𝑖𝑓 {
3𝑐+𝛾
(4)
𝜙 > 3𝑑 𝑐
𝜇−𝛽 ∈ℝ
𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦 {𝑁𝐼, (0 ∶ 1)}, 𝑖𝑓 {
3𝑐+𝛾
(5)
𝜙 < 3𝑑 𝑐
0 < 𝛽 − 𝜇 < 𝛾𝛽
3

̅ ∗ ∶ 1 − 𝜃𝐻
̅ ∗ )}, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝜃𝐻
̅ ∗ = √𝛽−𝜇 , 𝑖𝑓
𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦 {𝐼, (𝜃𝐻
𝛾

𝜙>

𝛽

{

𝛽−𝜇 2
[1−(
) ]𝛾𝑐 +3𝑐
𝛾𝛽

(6)

1
𝛽−𝜇 2
3[1−(
) ]𝑑
𝛾𝛽

5. Conclusion
Our game theoretical model captured the natural interplay between a firm’s investigations and a
hacker’s intrusions as a “cat and mouse” game; most importantly, in our basic model, we
demonstrated that international hacking cannot be fully prevented, no matter what strategy a firm
adopts. In the extreme circumstance, no matter how severe the expected penalty, the firm will
choose not to investigate if it believes there are too many international hackers. Fortunately, under
a certain proportion of international hackers, the firm could prevent some domestic hackings, as
long as the deterrents are large enough. This information provides some managerial insights for a
firm to strategically allocate its resources to prevent inevitable intrusions and could improve the
firm’s profits, by treating security investments like costly insurance. Furthermore, our model of
the continuous type of hacker provides the specific percentage of hackers who will be deterred by
a certain level of heavy punishment. Additionally, our work also contributes to current IS literature
by differentiating hacker types and considering the diversity in firm’s investigation costs, as well
as hackers’ expected penalty. Moreover, we focus on the pure-strategy Bayesian Nash
equilibriums, rather than mixed-strategy profiles, for the sake of more straightforward
interpretations, which could better reconcile mathematical modelling with real life.
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Abstract

All ﬁrms face risks posed by system security weaknesses and bear the costs of evaluating those
risks. Such information risks arise both from customer-hosted software applications and from
software-as-a-service providers. Recently there have been several industry eﬀorts to reduce the cost
of risk evaluation by adopting common risk ratings provided by professional assessment ﬁrms. We
develop an analytical model to examine the impact of such security risk ratings on software providers
and customers. While some might believe that reducing the cost of security risk evaluation would
beneﬁt high-security providers and hurt those with lower security, we show that this is not always
the case. We ﬁnd that such ratings can hurt the high security provider or beneﬁt the low security
provider, depending on the market conditions. Surprisingly, we also ﬁnd that reducing the cost of
risk evaluation through shared ratings can reduce consumer surplus.

Key words: Economics of Information Security, Security Risk Rating, IT Policy and Management, Analytical Modeling, Economics of IS, Software Service Quality

1

Introduction

Security breaches often occur because of weaknesses in software applications. Whether ﬁrms buy
and install the software on their own infrastructure or use it as a service, these underlying weaknesses make conﬁdential ﬁrm information vulnerable. For example, when warehouse chain BJ’s
experienced a breach of 40,000 customer credit cards, it pinned the failure on the software it had
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purchased to manage customer data. Evaluating the risk posed by speciﬁc business applications
can be expensive.
Traditionally, customers evaluate risks posed by software and system vendors through consultant evaluation, code review, security policy review, surveys, interviews, on-site visits, penetration
testing, and document review. This process is time-consuming and costly for customers (and vendors). There have recently been several industry eﬀorts to develop a common information risk
assessment (Johnson et al. 2009) including the Business Information Technology Services (BITS)
shared assessment methodology, security vendor assessments (like Symantec’s IT Risk Assessment)
and most recently risk rating services like Bitsight. The shared risk rating helps ﬁrms who share
rating results to reduce their cost of rating vendors.
In this paper, we focus on the following research questions:
• Does reducing the cost of security risk rating always beneﬁt the high-security software
providers (or hurt low security service providers)?
• Does security risk rating always increase consumer surplus?
• Does security risk rating increase social welfare?
We develop an analytical model to examine how competition among software vendors changes
with the availability of shared risk ratings that reduce the customer cost of risk evaluation. We do
this by comparing two cases: (1) the case where a shared risk rating is available and (2) the case
where customers perform risk assessments by themselves. It is commonly believed that reducing
the cost of risk rating beneﬁts high-security providers (and conversely hurts low-security providers).
However, we ﬁnd that, surprisingly, low-cost risk ratings can hurt or beneﬁt both types of providers,
depending on the market conditions. Likewise, our analysis leads to another counterintuitive result:
security ratings can hurt demanding customers and reduce consumer surplus.

1.1

Literature Review

Akerlof (1970) pointed out that a lack of quality information can lead to market failure. Viscusi
(1978) illustrated a process of sequentially revealing quality of ﬁrms. This result is known as
“unraveling result”. It is the process where the best quality ﬁrm is the ﬁrst to disclose its quality,
then the second best quality ﬁrm, and so forth. Grossman (1981) and Milgrom (1981) also obtain
the unraveling result. This result is established on several fundamental assumptions, such as costless
disclosure, costless veriﬁcation, homogeneous consumers, no strategic interaction among competing
sellers, sellers having full information about their own product quality, etc. Any violation of these
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assumptions can lead to a failure of unraveling. Grossman and Hart (1980) and Jovanovic (1982)
modeled disclosure costs. Matthews and Postlewaite (1985) assumed that sellers do not have full
information about their own product quality. Shavell (1994) modeled the information acquisition
costs. Hotz and Xiao (2013) modeled consumer heterogeneity. These studies showed a failure of
unraveling. A major diﬀerence between our study and the prior literature is that we focus on the
buy-side information acquisition while most of the prior studies focus on the seller-side information
disclosure. We also consider both the consumer heterogeneity and strategic interaction among
competing sellers, which are not considered by most of the prior studies.
Shapiro (1983) examined a market where buyers know product quality sometime after the
purchase. He showed that a ﬁrm’s cost of establishing its reputation should be covered by gains
from its established reputation. Shapiro (1986) showed that licensing and certiﬁcation tend to
beneﬁt consumers who value quality highly at the expense of those who do not. The diﬀerence
between our paper and the prior literature is that our paper considers duopoly competition while
prior literature focused on a fully competitive market (Shapiro 1983, Shapiro 1986).

2

The Model

We adopt a vertical diﬀerentiation framework for risk-neutral customers who have diﬀerent usage
utilities for a software product. The type of a customer is denoted by , which follows a uniform
distribution in [0 1]. Two ﬁrms sell their services or software products to customers. The marginal
cost of providing such a service or software product is normalized to zero. The feature quality of
their products are

1

and

2,

which can be observed by customers. However, the risk of information

breach is unobservable to customers. Assume the the probabilities of information breach of the two
software providers are

1

and

2

respectively. Consistent with prior literature (August and Tunca

2006), when a breach occurs, the customer incurs a loss proportional to its usage utility. That is, a type customer incurs a loss of

from information breach. Thus, the expected utilities that a -type

customer may obtain from the two software products are (1 −
and

(

2

−

assume that
price

2

1)

) respectively. To simplify the notation, we let

1+ 1(

=

1

−

1
1

−

)= (

,

=

. The ﬁrm that sells higher-security software products (Firm

, then the ﬁrm that sells lower-security products (Firm

do not know which ﬁrm is
customers may observe prices

or

) chooses its price

2

−

1
2

−

1

)

, and

) chooses its
. Customers

Also they cannot observe which ﬁrm moves ﬁrst. However,
and

. Following prior literature (Muth 1961), we assume that
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customers form rational and unbiased expectations on security:

( )=

and

( )=

.

, then the two ﬁrms use price to signal their security. Customers will

If it turns out that

is Firm

know that the ﬁrm setting its price at
(Wolinsky 1983). However, Firm

while the other one setting its price at

may mimic Firm

In this case, customers cannot tell which ﬁrm is Firm

is Firm
=

to confuse customers by setting

.

by merely observing prices. Customers may

choose to evaluate software security of the two ﬁrms. The cost of evaluating software security by a
. A customer may tell which ﬁrm is Firm

customer is denoted by

=

security evaluation. If

or Firm

after performing

and a customer chooses not to perform security evaluation, then he

will randomly choose a software product if he decides to buy one.
and

Using this model, we are able to obtain the optimal choices of consumers (given
and

Given consumer response to
and Firm

).

, we are able to obtain the optimal pricing strategies of Firm

, and thus their proﬁts. In the equilibrium, there are seven cases as shown in the

following ﬁgure.
D
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4

E

on Firms

When the cost of software security evaluation ( ) is too high, customers will not carry out any
software security evaluation and thus the higher security software remains unknown. As a result,
Firm

is unable to diﬀerentiate itself from Firm . In contrast, when

PM, where
Firm

· min (ˆ2 ˆ )), Firm

is suﬃciently small (Case

is able to charge a higher price than Firm

because

will charge a lower price to signal its lower software security. Therefore, a suﬃciently small

helps Firm

to reveal its higher software security. Does this always beneﬁt Firm

? The

following proposition answers this question.
Proposition 1 If the software security of Firm
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is suﬃciently larger than that of Firm

, then

the proﬁt of Firm
(if

reaches its maximum when customers have full information of software security

≤ ˆ 3 , then max

=

of Firm

=

|

is close to that of Firm

min(ˆ2 ˆ )

=

|

=0 ).

However, if the software security

, then the proﬁt of Firm

reaches its maximum when the

ˆ 3 , then max

cost of evaluating software security is moderate (if
¢ £ ¡
¢¤
¡
2 8 − 7 + 2 ).
where ˆ = (1 − ) 4 − 3 + 2

=

|

|

=ˆ

=0 ,

When the cost of software evaluation is suﬃciently high, customers will ﬁnd it too costly to

conduct software security evaluation. Firm
by mimicking Firm

is able to eﬀectively hide its security information
helps Firm

’s pricing strategy. That is, a large

to hide its competitive

always beneﬁcial to Firm ? The following

disadvantage and thus beneﬁting Firm . Is a large
proposition answers this question.
Proposition 2 The proﬁt of Firm
suﬃciently high (max

=

|

reaches its maximum when the cost of software evaluation is
≥(1− ) 2

always a non-decreasing function of
( ) at

=ˆ

=

|

→∞ ).

However, the proﬁt of Firm

( ) is not

ˆ 3 , there is a downward jump in the graph of

. When

.

Corollary 1 When shared ratings reduce the cost of software security evaluation, they do not
always beneﬁt Firm

or hurt Firm . Instead, a reduction of

can hurt Firm

or beneﬁt Firm

.

4

Impact of

on Consumer Surplus and Social Welfare

It might seem intuitive that a reduction of

beneﬁts customers by increasing consumer surplus.

And customers should obtain the highest consumer surplus when

= 0. However, the following

Proposition provides a surprising result.
Proposition 3 (a) In Case PM, consumer surplus is an increasing function of
(

|

)

. That is,

0. In other cases, consumer surplus is a non-increasing function of

. That is,

≤ 0 in cases SM, SH, SH2, PM2, PH, and PH2.
(b) If
|

=ˆ

0. Here
7

2

≤ ˆ 5 , then max

=

1

ˆ 5 , then max
¡
| =0 , where ˆ 5 = 0 716748, which solves (1 − ) 1 +16 (2 − ) 4 − 7 + 4

= 256 − 576 + 900

2

− 797

=

3

|

+ 400

+ 14 − 8.
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=0 .

4

However, if

− 122

5

+ 20

6

−

7

and

2

=3

4

=
¢√
2
− 3 2

− 12

3

+

2

=

Part (a) shows that the consumer surplus is not always a decreasing function of
that a reduction of

does not necessarily increase the consumer surplus. Part (b) shows that the

consumer surplus does not always reaches its maximum at

= 0.

Proposition 4 The social welfare reaches its maximum in Case SM. That is, max
|

, meaning

=

|

=0 .

This suggests that a social planner should encourage shared risk rating to reduce the cost of
software security evaluation.
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Abstract
The U.S. Drug Quality Security Act (DQSA) was signed into law in November 2013. Title II of
the DQSA is called the Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA) and is an attempt to prevent
counterfeit drugs from entering the U.S. pharmaceutical supply chain. The DSCSA removes all
existing drug track or trace systems including pedigree systems from all states in the U.S. and
establishes a new federal drug tracing program that uses pedigrees and product identifiers for
verification of the drugs being accepted by the buyer. Although full implementation of the
DSCSA will take about ten years after its enactment, the basic structure of the new federal
tracing program has been laid out. This paper introduces the DSCSA and discusses an approach
for the possible implementation of the DSCSA.
Keywords: Drug Supply Chain Security Act, Drug Quality Security Act, drug anticounterfeiting, HIT, Global Data Synchronization Network
1. Introduction
Drug counterfeiting, which has an organized crime component, is a multibillion dollar business
that has huge human, corporate, and governmental costs (Davison, 2011). In addition, drug
counterfeiting reduces the global pharmaceutical industry’s revenues (Davison, 2011; World
Health Organization, 2008), which in turn has an effect on new drug development in terms of
cost and productivity (Davison, 2011). These detrimental effects are not only found in
developing nations but also at an alarming rate in developed nations (Morris and Stevens, 2006).
The pharmaceutical supply chain (PSC) is a very complicated logistic system. The traditional
pharmaceutical supply chain starts with the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) manufacturer,
who uses local raw ingredients to create the API and ships it to the drug manufacturer to create
drugs in their many forms. Counterfeit ingredients can enter the PSC starting from the API
manufacturer (for example, the Heparin case (Mintz and Liu, 2013; Usdin, 2009)). Figure 1
depicts the PSC and the point of vulnerability of PSC in terms of drug counterfeiting.
As common sense would dictate, drug anti-counterfeiting is imperative in the healthcare
industry. The systematic defense – track, trace, and pedigree systems - of the PSC must begin
with APIs. Anti-Counterfeit Technologies (ACTs) are one of many methods to combat
counterfeit drugs from entering the PSC. There are other methods such as legal actions against
the perpetrators, consumer education and information, private investigations, and cooperation
between law enforcement agencies (Bansal et al. 2013). Many, if not all, of these methods have
been implemented to different degrees of success. ACTs are constantly changing as new
counterfeit methods are discovered and understood. ACTs are broken down into two methods:
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product authentication and product track-trace (Davison, 2011). We focus here on product tracktrace.
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Figure 1: Pharmaceutical Supply Chain – Point of Vulnerability
Product tracing is a method that records the history of the product. In the art world this is known
as provenance and in the breeding world it is known as a pedigree. A pedigree provides a history
of the animal and its origins. By attaching a serial number to an object and recording on paper or
in an electronic format the object’s serial number, origin and owners, a pedigree for that object is
created. When we receive this object, we will know its provenance or pedigree.
The Prescription Drug Marketing Act of 1987 (PDMA) was the first attempt to secure the PSC.
A part of the PDMA was to initially establish a federal pedigree program which was to be
administered by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Before 1987, each transaction
would only include the current sales information and none of the sales origin history information.
Therefore, by the secondary wholesaler there was no record where the drugs came from. The
PDMA required a sales transaction history to accompany the drugs that were being bought,
which created the sales history or pedigree for the drugs being bought.
Due to industry objections, the FDA delayed the effective date of the PDMA of 1987 regulations
for several years (NABP, 2013; Young, 2006). Because the federal pedigree program was
delayed, the states started to require stronger laws in regards to their PSCs (NABP, 2013). For
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example, in 1992, Florida created its own pedigree system and requirements (Stovall, 2006). By
2012, twenty nine states had adopted, proposed, or enacted state or board regulations in regards
to the use of drug pedigrees (Gallenagh, 2012). In addition, eighteen states had enacted drug
pedigrees (Gallenagh, 2012).
With the Drug Quality Security Act (DQSA) signed into law of the United States on November
27, 2013, all individual state pedigree systems were no longer valid. The state pedigree systems
were replaced by Title II of the DSQA which is called the Drug Supply Chain Security Act
(DSCSA 2013, sec. 201). The U.S. Pharmaceutical Supply Chain (USPSC) will work with one
federal pedigree system DSCSA, instead of 29 state pedigree systems.
The DSCSA is a comprehensive but very complicated act that will greatly impact the drug and
healthcare industry. Due to its complexity, DSCSA stipulates that this federal pedigree system
will be operational by 2023. To our best knowledge, no systematic analysis and implementation
design of the DSCSA was found in literature. Our research aims to fill this gap. Due to the page
limit, this paper only presents an approach for the product verification implementation of the
DSCSA.

2. An Approach for the DSCSA Product Verification Implementation
The DSCSA begins with definitions. The DSCSA defines who the trading partners are such as
manufacturers, wholesale distributors, repackagers, dispensers, and third party logistics
providers. All these trading partners have to be authorized by the state or by the FDA according
to the DSCSA. In addition, the owner of a wholesale distributor must be without a felony
conviction that relates to dubious behavior related to the USPSC. The requirement of only
dealing with authorized trading partners and owners without certain convictions makes the
USPSC a closed system. Since a closed system provides greater security, it would have
prevented counterfeit drugs from entering the USPSC, such as the case of the counterfeit Avastin
that started somewhere in the Middle East, went to a warehouse company in Switzerland, then to
Germany and England, and finally to the United States wholesale distributors (Blair, 2012;
Faucon and Whalen, 2012; Weaver and Whalen, 2012).
The DSCSA is a pedigree and product identifier verification system. The DSCSA pedigree
system involves the sending of product-tracing information of products being shipped from the
seller to the buyer. In November of 2014, the FDA issued a nonbinding recommendation draft on
how to exchange product-tracing information. The recommendation stated that any method,
paper or electronic, could be used as long as the method of transport of the product-tracing
information is captured, maintained, and provided according to section 582 of the DSCSA
(FDA, 2014b). The shipping of the product-tracing information was to occur on January 1, 2015
but the requirement has since been postponed until May 1, 2015 (FDA, 2014a).
Since there will not be any guidance documents to cover verification procedures that will be
performed between trading partners, we will discuss an approach for the implementation of the
product identifier verification. The product identifier is used to verify that the product came from
the manufacturer or repackager. From the DSCSA document, a product identifier will be “a
standardized graphic that includes, in both human readable form and on a machine readable data
carrier that conforms to the standards developed by a widely recognized international standards
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development organization, the standardized numerical identifier, lot number, and expiration date
of the product.” (DSCSA 2013, sec. 581(14)).
The product verification request could be sent to the manufacturer or repackager using emails,
USPS, FEDEX, UPS, or other delivery methods. However, there is a twenty-four hour
requirement from receipt of the validation request to confirm or deny validation of the product
verifier. Thus, we suggest using GS1 Global Data Synchronization Network (GDSN) since it
will allow for instantaneous validation of product verifier.
GS1: GS1 is a not-for-profit organization that supplies the world's most accepted supply chain
standards (GS1, 2015). These standards include globally unique numbering formats for
identifying supply chain objects using barcodes and radio frequency identification tags
(RFID)(GS1, 2015). These standards are used for the storage of the identification numbers and
data sharing. The main purpose of GS1 is to organize industrial communities to solve supply
chain problems via the GS1 standards.
Due to the FDA Amendments Act (FDAAA) of 2007 and FDA Safety and Innovation Act
(FDASIA) of 2012, which directed the FDA to create a unique device identification system for
medical devices, GS1 became one of the accredited agencies for unique device identifiers
(UDIs). UDIs will be created and maintained by device labelers according to global device
identification standards maintained by the FDA-accredited issuing agencies. The FDA will
maintain and operate the Global Unique Device Identification database (GUDID) for all UDI
labeled devices. GDSN is the system used to populate the FDA GUDID (MedTech, 2013).
GS1 GDSN: GS1 GDSN is a real time system that allows sellers and buyers to access and
exchange product information (GS1, 2015; Nakatani et al., 2006). In our case, buyers and sellers
are the trading partners as defined by the DSCSA. For the manufacturers to share product
information via product identifiers, they are required to insert their data into the data pool. The
data pool is a database of GS1 standardized product information that is used to maintain and
operate as a data exchange between trading partners as part of the GDSN.
The main purpose of GDSN is to store product data. GDSN can store up to 150 different
attributes of a product such as those contained in 1-D and 2-D matrix barcodes (GS1, 2015).
Another purpose is to provide shared data access and timely notification of additions, deletions,
and modification of product information to the trading partners. GDSN provides globally defined
standards along with a common set of rules and definitions that are applied to data representation
and database access. The network part of GDSN consists of a number of central databases (data
pools). The GS1 Global Registry is the GDSN data pool that contains a list of registered users,
users’ access rights to product information, and a data dictionary. The other data pools are master
databases that contain the subscribers’ shared information. GDSN is monitored and maintained
by the GS1 Member Organization but is operated by a third party solution provider, or other
independent authority (GS1, 2015).
Due to the page limit, the implementation of the DSCSA product verification using GS1 GDSN
has been described at a high level. Figure 2 illustrates what it would look like.
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Figure 2: DSCSA Product Identifier Verification Using GS1 GDSN

3. Conclusion
Although many of the details of the DSCSA will be worked out in the next ten years, the
DSCSA’s basic structure should be adequate enough to reduce the probability of counterfeit
drugs entering the USPSC. The requirement of obtaining drugs only from FDA authorized
trading partners will prevent counterfeit drugs from entering the USPSC via the gray market.
Verification of the drugs received by the buyer through the manufacturer and repackager should
identify potential counterfeit drugs at their point of origin into the USPSC. The requirement of
transaction records that go back to the manufacturer before accepting the drug should further
make it more difficult for counterfeit drugs to enter the USPSC. Vigilance by the FDA will be
very important in making sure the USPSC is secure. DSCSA doesn't mitigate the actions of the
unscrupulous manufacturer, wholesale distributor, pharmacy, and pharmacist, but it does make it
harder for their efforts to succeed.
This paper introduced the DSCSA in a high level and discussed an approach for its
implementation. The DSCSA is a new attempt for drug anti-counterfeiting. Future studies, such
as the impact and the effectiveness of the DSCSA, are much needed.
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Abstract
Many tasks in research and practice require the identification of economically related firms.
Known issues of existing industry classification systems have engendered a stream of research
that attempts to identify industries and peer firms from a variety of data sources. We advance this
research by developing a novel method to identify related firms based on their selections of
standardized tags defined in the XBRL GAAP Taxonomy. Applying an improved spectral
co-clustering method to firms XBRL-based financial statements, we simultaneously identify firm
clusters and tag clusters. Our evaluation shows that firm clusters have high within-cluster
homogeneity and between-cluster heterogeneity in terms of commonly used business characters.
The corresponding tag clusters further reveal common characteristics of the firms. Comparing to
rigid and relatively static classification systems, our approach can construct any desired number
of clusters that are continuously updated as soon as new financial statements become available.
Keywords: industry classification, peer firms, clustering, data standards, XBRL

1. Introduction
Firm’s industry membership is important to a broad range of tasks such as competitive analysis,
benchmarking, construction of industry-focused funds, empirical research, and policymaking.
Over the years, researchers and practitioners have mostly relied on the now outdated Standard
Industry Classification (SIC) to identify firms in the same industry. There are more up-to-date
systems such as the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) and the Global
Industry Classification Standard (GICS). However, all existing classification systems have a
rigid and relatively static structure, and sometimes they have assignments that are inconsistent
and not intuitive. For example, Best Buy, Office Depot, and Wal-Mart are all in retail, but
NAICS groups Office Depot and Wal-Mart into the same sector (designated with 45 as the first
two digits of NAICS code, NAICS2) and Best Buy into a different one (NAICS2=44). In
contrast, GICS groups Office Depot and Best Buy into the same industry group (designated with
2550 as GICS4) and Wal-Mart into a different one (GICS4=3010).
Limitations of existing classification systems have given rise to proprietary methods for
identifying related firms and their industries, such as competitors database from Hoover’s (used
by Yahoo!Finance) and industry classification from FactSet (used by Google Finance). Recent
research has explored other sources such as news (Ma et al. 2011), business descriptions in
annual reports (Hoberg and Phillips 2013), and search sequence on Edgar website (Lee et al.
forthcoming).
This research aims to advance our abilities of identifying firm industry membership using a
unique data source constructed from firms’ usage pattern of a business reporting data standard,
the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) Taxonomy implemented in the
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eXtensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL). The Taxonomy was adopted by the Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) in 2009 for all public companies to report their financial
statements. It defines approximately 15,000 data elements, often called tags, each with precisely
defined meaning agreed upon by all users of the Taxonomy. Some of the tags are needed by most
firms, many are specific to certain industries. Each firm selects tags from the Taxonomy to tag
their financial statements. The SEC offers financial reporting guidelines but does not impose a
list of mandatory tags. Thus firms have the freedom to choose the tags that correspond to the
types of information in their financial statements.
We hypothesize that similar firms tend to have similar patterns in their tag selections.
Conversely, from firms’ tag selections we shall be able to identify similar firms. The similarity is
based on the commonality in the types of information included in the financial statements. The
so-identified similar firms are expected to exhibit similarity in terms of firms’ economic,
financial, and operating characteristics. In a way, firms form “social” networks through their
selection of tags; the “socially” connected firms are expected to share certain common traits in
terms of business characteristics.
To test our hypothesis, we model the use of GAAP Taxonomy by firms as a bipartite graph and
implement a spectral co-clustering algorithm to identify both firm clusters and tag clusters. Then
we measure the within-cluster homogeneity and between-cluster heterogeneity in terms of
commonly used measures for firm characteristics. We further examine representative firms and
tags to qualitatively evaluate the information captured by the representative tags.
Our results show that meaningful firm clusters can be identified from firms’ selection of tags in
the GAAP Taxonomy and the corresponding tags effectively highlight important characteristics
of the firms. The firm clusters outperform existing classifications in a number of measurements
of within-cluster homogeneity and between-cluster heterogeneity. More importantly, as we
argued earlier, our results show that firms’ tag selection is yet another valuable source for
identifying industry groups to meet diversified needs for grouping firms. Unlike existing
classification systems, our method can dynamically identify industry groups using the latest
financial statements. With new financial statements being submitted to the SEC and made
available through its Edgar system on a daily basis, our approach provides a means of
continuously updating industry groupings to reflect the ever changing businesses.

2. Method: Spectral Co-Clustering and Cluster Evaluation
2.1 Spectral Co-Clustering
The tags defined in the GAAP Taxonomy have differing specificity; some are industry agnostic
(e.g., Assets) and others are applicable to certain industries (e.g., OtherPremiumsRevenueNet).
The industry-specific tags most likely will be selected by firms in the same industry. Thus, a
firm’s industry will be reflected in the tags it uses in its financial statements. Conversely, by
analyzing firms’ tag selection, we hope to identify peer firms and industry groups of the firms.
Figure 1 illustrates this idea. A link between a tag (w) and a firm () indicates that the tag is used
by the firm in its financial statement.
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Tags
Firms

Figure 1. Usage pattern of tags reveals groupings of firms and tags.
The tags and firms illustrated in the figure appear to form three groups. The groups are formed
such that the number of links between groups (known as cut) is as small as possible and the
number of links within groups (known as volume) is as large as possible. These objectives are
exactly those of graph clustering, also known as graph partition. It is an NP-hard problem to
directly minimize cuts and maximize volume. Approximate solutions can be found using a
variety of algorithms generally known as spectral clustering (Luxburg 2007). Spectral clustering
has been extended to cluster documents and words simultaneously (Dhillon 2001). We
implement this co-clustering method with a modification of the last step: use cosine distance as
opposed to Euclidean distance for k-means. Similar to (Park et al. 2009), we find cosine distance
yield better results. The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Spectral co-clustering.
Input: A, firm-tag matrix; k, number of clusters. Output: C, vector of cluster labels  
1. 𝐴! ← 𝐷!!! ! 𝐴𝐷!!! ! , where D1 is firm degree matrix, D2 is tag degree matrix
2.

3.

4.

𝑈  Σ  𝑉 ← svd(𝐴! )
𝐷 !! ! 𝑈!
𝑍 ← !!! ! , where 𝑈! = [𝑢!     𝑢!   ⋯    𝑢!!!   ]
𝐷! 𝑉!
𝐶 ← k-‐means(𝑍)

and 𝑉! = [𝑣!     𝑣!   ⋯    𝑣!!!   ], 𝑙 = log ! 𝑘 .

2.2 Cluster Evaluation
Cluster Size Distribution. For firm clustering, uniform distribution is not necessarily the best
solution. However, as pointed in (Bhojraj et al. 2003), all else equal, a result with a more uniform
distribution offers a statistical advantage when industry group is used as a control variable.
Although skewness and kurtosis measure symmetry and peakedness, respectively, not uniformity
of a distribution. We develop an entropy-based metric to directly measure the similarity of
distribution with a uniform distribution in terms of cluster size. Entropy is  − ! 𝒱!! log 𝒱!! , where
𝒱! is the size of cluster i, N is total number of firms. Entropy reaches the maximum, log𝑘, when
all clusters have the same size. Thus the ratio of cluster entropy over the maximum entropy is a
normalized metric that measures the similarity between the cluster size distribution and the
uniform distribution.

Homogeneity and Heterogeneity: In addition to similarity in their tag selections, firms in the
same cluster are expected to share other commonalities because the chosen tags describe various
aspects of the firms. Researchers in economics, finance, and accounting expect firms in the same
industry to have greater similarities in terms of valuation multiples and financial ratios than firms
in different industries. Thus we shall evaluate these characteristics based on clusters and compare
the results with those from existing classifications. Although one can cluster firms based on
valuation multiples and financial ratios, such clusters can put totally unrelated firms in the same
clusters only because of similarity of the numeric values. In contrast, existing classifications and
our cluster analysis group firms based on other characteristics and we expect firms in the same
group also exhibit similarity in valuation multiples and financial ratios.
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Following (Bhojraj et al. 2003; Hrazdil et al. 2013; Lee et al. forthcoming), we choose 10
variables to characterize firms (see Table 1) and use the adjusted 𝑅! of the ordinary least square
(OLS) regression for each variable to assess within-group homogeneity:  𝑋𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛼𝑡 + 𝛽𝑡 𝑋𝑖𝑛𝑑,𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖,𝑡 ,
where 𝑋!,!   is the variable for firm i within a particular industry ind (or cluster) at time t, and
𝑋!"#,!   is the average for that variable for all firms in a particular industry at time t. Since 𝑅!
represents the percent of the variability explained by the model, a higher 𝑅! indicates a better
homogeneity. We use one year’s data in our evaluation. When multiple years’ data are used, the
average of year-by-year regression’s R2 is used for comparison. Annual data for computing these
variables are obtained from Compustat. Since firms may change tag selections from year to year
to reflect their current situations, clusters will evolve over time. Thus we should use the financial
data at the same time period when the tags are used to evaluate clustering results.
Table 1. Variables for measuring cluster homogeneity and separation.
Variable

Description

Valuation Multiples
pb
Price-to-book ratio
evs
Enterprise value-to-sales ratio
pe

Price-to-earnings ratio

Calculation
Market cap / total common equity
(Market cap + long-term debt + debt in current liabilities) / net
sales
Market cap / net income before extraordinary items

Financial Ratios for Operating Characteristics
roa
Return on assets
roe
Return on equity
at
(Inverse of) Asset turnover
pm
Profit margin
lev
Leverage
cr
Current ratio

Income before extraordinary items / total assets
Income before extraordinary items / total common equity
Total assets / net sales
Income before extraordinary items / net sales
Total liabilities / total common equity
Total current assets / total current liabilities

Other Financial Information
rdsales
R&D expense-to-sales ratio

R&D expense / net sales

For between cluster heterogeneity, we follow the convention of cluster evaluation and use
size-weighted mean variance of cluster centers as the measurement:
!
!
𝐵= !
!!!(𝑛! − 1).
!!! 𝑛! − 1 (𝑐! − 𝑐)
Here, ci is the mean of the variable in cluster i and c is the center of all values of the variable. A
larger B indicates a higher between-cluster heterogeneity. Between two methods, the ratio of the
measurement has an F distribution and the F statistic is used to test if the ratio is different from 1.

3. Data
We retrieved all 10-K filings submitted the SEC from the last two quarters of 2012 to the first
two quarters of 2013. This sampling period allows us to ensure that most of the firms are subject
to the same detailed tagging requirement. The XBRL instance files were parsed to extract tags
defined in the GAAP Taxonomy. We chose to use unit edge weight as opposed to the usual term
frequency. We retain only the firms that were part of Russell 3000 (as of 6/38/2013). We further
remove tags used by only one firm and tags used by more than a 1/3 of the firms to produce a
smaller matrix A (2775-by-7556). Other financial information about these firms was obtained
from Compustat using the Central Index Key (CIK) as the ID, which matched 2,621 of those
2,775 firms for which we had clustering results. In addition to data for deriving the selected
financial ratios, the Compustat data also had the codes of SIC, NAICS, and GICS for each firm.
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4. Results
We compare the distribution of cluster sizes with class
size distributions of three classification systems at several
higher levels of their hierarchical schemes in Figure 2.
The clusters have a higher uniformity in most cases than
that of GICS. Consistent with (Bhojraj et al. 2003), GICS
classes (triangles in the figure) are more uniformly
distributed than SIC (squares) and NAICS (circles).
Homogeneity results are shown in Table 2. Since prior Figure 2. Uniformity of clusters and classes.
studies (Hrazdil et al. 2013) have shown SIC was
outperformed by NAICS and GICS, we compare clusters with NAICS and GICS here. The
difference in R2 between clustering and NIAICS2 is in column (4), and the difference between
clustering and GICS4 is in column (5). When clustering performs better for a given variable and
the difference is statistically significant, the difference value is bolded. Firms in the clusters have
higher homogeneity than those in NAICS2 classes in 9 out of 10 variables; clustering performed
worse than NAICS2 in terms of current ratio (cr). Between clustering and GICS4 classes,
clustering performs better in 6 of the variables; one variable (pe) is about firm’s valuation
multiple, the rest are about firm’s operating characteristics.
Table 2. Within-Group Homogeneity Measured by R2
NAICS2 GICS4 24-Cluster
(3)-(1)
(3)-(2)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
pb
11.27
14.62
12.49
1.22***
-2.13***
evs
34.07
46.66
40.82
6.75***
-5.84***
pe
1.57
2.47
2.60
1.03***
0.13***
roa
6.65
9.80
10.28
3.63***
0.48***
roe
8.32
10.56
10.64
2.32***
0.08***
at
57.64
82.79
84.47
26.83*** 1.68***
pm
9.45
9.51
12.22
2.77***
2.71***
lev
32.39
43.95
47.70
15.31*** 3.75***
cr
15.91
20.70
15.22
-0.69
-5.48***
rdsales 25.65
52.41
33.99
8.34***
-18.42***
(***) significant at 0.01 level; (**) significant at 0.05 level

Table 3. Between-group heterogeneity
BClust/BNAICS BClust/BGICS
pb
1.0908**
0.7965***
evs
1.1956***
0.8632***
pe
1.3722***
1.3663***
roa
1.4009***
0.9929
roe
1.2329***
0.8954**
at
1.4624***
1.0149
pm
1.2093***
1.2422***
lev
1.4798***
1.0942**
cr
1.0167
0.7567***
rdsales
1.356***
0.655***
(***) significant at 0.01 level; (**)
significant at 0.05 level

Between-group heterogeneity is shown in Table 3. Comparison between clustering and NAICS2
is similar to the case of homogeneity; clustering outperforms NAICS2 in 9 variables. Although
the mean variance ratio for variable cr is greater than 1, it is not statically significant (p=0.73). In
contrast, clustering performs better than GICS4 in only three variables: pe, pm, and lev; GICS4
performs better in five variables: pb, evs, roe, cr, and rdsales.
Overall, the results suggest that clustering produces better groups than NAICS2 classes in terms
of within-group homogeneity and between-group heterogeneity. Clustering groups are more or
less comparable to GICS4 classes with clustering groups having slightly better within-group
homogeneity and GICS4 classes having slightly better between-class heterogeneity. Clustering
tend to perform better in variables related to operating characteristics.
We also qualitatively evaluate the clusters by examining the top firms and top tags measured by
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the in-degree over total degree ratio. Due to limited space, we do not list top firms and top tags
of each cluster. We manually inspected they and confirm that most clusters are meaningful. In
addition, useful information can be learned from the top tags. For example, the top tag FreshStart
–AdjustmentIncreaseDecreaseGoodwill indicates that firms in the cluster has gone through a
bankruptcy process, and top tags such as ForeclosedRealEstateExpense and PaymentsFor
-ProceedsFromFederalHomeLoanBankStock for banking oriented cluster and top tags such as
PercentageOfWeightedAverageCostInventory and PaymentsToSuppliers for a retail oriented
cluster indicate the types of information common to the firms in the respective clusters.
5. Conclusion
There has been a growing interest in identifying peer firms and firm industries from sources
other than expert produced classifications. Our work contributes to this nascent research area by
developing a method that exploits firms’ choices of tags from a large data standard. Evaluation
shows that firm and tag clusters are both meaningful and insightful. Despite superiority in a
number of evaluations of the clustering results, the clusters by no means should be construed to
replace classification systems. Instead, they offer a valuable addition to existing methods. Since
we believe there are legitimate needs for multiple perspectives of similarity or relatedness
between firms, prudent users should use results from multiple methods to triangulate industry
memberships and peer firms. XBRL GAAP Taxonomy is a large-scale data standard. Thus our
work also makes a unique contribution to data standards research as it demonstrates that data
standards offer additional values beyond enabling semantic interoperability. With the passage of
the Data Act in 2014, we anticipate that more data standards and standards-based data will
become available in the coming years. Inspired by this research, we believe more insightful
information can be derived from a variety of standards-based data.
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Abstract
Data standardization is the widely recommended solution to improving data quality. Despite the
intended benefits, we examine if it has any unexpected, especially negative, side effects on data
quality. Leveraging the unique opportunity created by the exogenous mandate of XBRL adoption
enforced by the U.S. SEC, we use the difference-in-differences (DID) research design to
establish the causal relationship between XBRL adoption and the data quality of adopting firms’
HTML-formatted financial reports which are the important source for investors and analysts to
obtain public firms’ financial information. Our results are somewhat surprising in that we find
the XBRL adoption actually degrades the quality of the adopting firms’ HTML-formatted
financial reports, as measured by a number of different metrics. The adopting firms and U.S.
SEC need understand the negative side effects of XBRL adoption and design appropriate policies
to minimize the risks.
Keywords: Data standardization, Data quality, XBRL, Quasi-experiment, Causal inference

1. Introduction
Data quality has become an increasingly important issue and data standardization is the widely
recommended solution to improving data quality (Madnick et al. 2009). While data
standardization is often used to improve the quality of machine-readable data, little research
examines whether it has any impact on the quality of data in a human-readable format. Given the
practical use and continued importance of human-readable data, we seek to answer this research
question by leveraging an exogenous data standardization mandate enforced by the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Communication (SEC).
The SEC has long required public firms to make their financial reports available on the EDGAR
system in HTML format. These financial reports are human-readable and an important source for
investors and analysts to obtain firms’ financial information. Therefore, the quality of the
HTML-formatted financial reports has profound implications to firms and investors. For example,
Li (2008) shows that “firms with annual reports that are easier to read have more persistent
positive earnings”. Yet, it is difficult for computer programs to automatically process or
aggregate data in the HTML-formatted financial reports. To overcome this limitation, the SEC
adopted eXtensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL) in April 2009 and mandated that all
public firms listed in the U.S. must submit their financial statements (Item 8 of Form 10-K) in
XBRL format. By adopting XBRL, firms have to tag each numerical value in the financial
statements using standard tags defined in the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP)
Taxonomy or custom tags. Because of the SEC’s XBRL mandate, firms are required to submit
the financial reports in XBRL format in addition to the traditional HTML format. Given the
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importance of the data quality of financial reports (Li 2008), in this research we examine whether
the firms’ XBRL adoption affects the data quality of their HTML-formatted financial reports,
including spelling errors and readability.
On the one hand, firms that have adopted XBRL may take the advantage of XBRL and GAAP
Taxonomy to make the terminology and data in the financial reports more consistent. The
generation process of XBRL-formatted financial reports also gives firms an additional
opportunity to scrutinize the financial reports, including the HTML-formatted reports, because
firms have to make sure financial data in both XBRL and HTML formats consistent. Therefore,
one may expect the XRBL adoption enhances the quality of HTML-formatted financial reports.
On the other hand, however, the adopting firms may reduce the efforts on the HTML-formatted
financial reports, perhaps because they have to spend extra manpower and resources on
preparing the XBRL-formatted reports, or because they may think HTML-formatted financial
reports become less important after the SEC’s XBRL mandate. Moreover, since XBRL is mainly
used for tagging numerical values, firms tend to disclose more quantitative data in the financial
reports (Blankespoor et al. 2014) and reduce their efforts on preparing qualitative information in
the financial reports. Accordingly, the quality of the HTML-formatted financial reports may
degrade as a consequence of the XBRL adoption.
Therefore, whether the SEC’s mandate of XBRL adoption enhances or degrades the quality of
HTML-formatted financial reports is an empirical question and will be answered in this paper.

2. Research Design and Data
For the mandatory XBRL adoption, the SEC took a phased approach by dividing firms into three
tiers according to their public float (market value of publicly tradable shares). Tier-1 firms are
those with over $5 billion of public float; they are required to begin XBRL filings for quarters
ending after June 15, 2009. Tier-2 firms are those with a public float between $700 million and
$5 billion; they are required to begin XBRL filings for quarters ending after June 15, 2010.
Tier-3 firms are the rest of the filers and are required to begin XBRL filings for quarters after
June 15, 2011.
During the first-year adoption of XBRL, a firm only needs to tag numeric values in the four
major financial statements and tag each note as a text block. After that, a practice known as
detailed tagging must be implemented. With detailed tagging, all numerical values (including
those in notes) and major accounting policies must be tagged individually. In this research we
restrict our analysis to the first year of XBRL adoption because it provides the cleanest setting to
identify the effect of XBRL adoption. To establish the causal relationship, we use the
difference-in-differences (DID) design by leveraging the exogenous timing differences of Tier-1
and Tier-2 firms in adopting XBRL: Tier-1 firms started adopting XBRL in 2009, whereas
Tier-2 firms started in 2010.
Since annual reports (10-K) are audited but quarterly reports (10-Q) are not, annual reports are
considered more reliable. Thus, we analyze annual reports in this research. Specifically, we
collected the HTML-formatted financial reports (10-K) of all public firms who submitted their
10-Ks between the second quarter of 2006 (2006Q2) and the third quarter of 2013 (2013Q3).
This time span allows for sufficient pre- and post-XBRL adoption periods for both Tier-1 and
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Tier-2 firms. Our data set includes 443 Tier-1 firms and 516 Tier-2 firms. According to the DID
design, we use Tier-1 firms as the treatment group which started the XBRL adoption in 2009 and
Tier-2 firms as the control group which started in 2010. Accordingly, the DID design allows us
to identify the causal effect of XBRL adoption on the quality of HTML-formatted financial
reports by estimating the difference in the change of the quality of HTML-formatted reports from
the years before to that after the XBRL adoption between Tier-1 and Tier-2 firms (Angrist and
Pischke 2008).
Since we focus on the quality of HTML-formatted reports, we removed the HTML tags, page
headers and footers, if any. Only the plain texts were used to create the variables for the analysis.

3. Definition of Outcome Variables
3.1 Spelling Errors
Spelling and typographical errors are a commonly used metric for measuring the quality of
freeform texts. We detect word tokens (those that are not a number, email, URL, acronym, prefix
when dash is used, or common company types) and check their spelling using GNU Aspell, an
open source spell checker. Any word token not recognized by the spell checker is considered to
be a spelling error. We are aware that certain product names, trademarks, and person names are
not recognized by the spell checker. Unless popularly known, their presence tends to cause
cognition burden to the reader. Thus, albeit not perfect, the metric is a reasonable indicator for
the quality of textual data. Since the lengths of firms’ financial reports vary, a larger number of
spelling errors in a financial report do not necessarily suggest a lower data quality. Thus, we also
measure the spelling error rate as the number of spelling errors per sentence which normalizes
the spelling errors by the length of financial reports.
3.2 Readability
In this research we use three metrics to measure the readability of financial reports: Fog index,
Kincaid index, and Flesch Reading Ease index. A higher value of Fog or Kincaid index indicates
a higher complexity of the text. In contrast, a higher value of Flesch index indicates a lower
complexity of the text.
The Fog index measures text complexity as a function of syllables per word and words per
sentence: Fog = 0.4(words_per_sentence + percent_complex_words), where complex words are
those with three syllables or more. The index indicates the number of years of formal education a
reader would need to understand the text after reading it once. The range of the index value and
the corresponding readability are: >=18, “unreadable”; 14–18, “difficult”; 12–14, “ideal; 10–12,
“acceptable”; 8–10 “childish”.
The Kincaid index, also known as the Flesch–Kincaid index, rates text according to U.S. grade
school level. For example, a value of 8 indicates that the text can be understood by an eighth
grader. A value between 7 and 8 is considered optimal. The index is calculated as: Kincaid =
11.8 * syllables_per_word + 0.39 * words_per_sentence -︎ 15.59.
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4. Results
4.1 Graphical Evidence
We first conduct some descriptive analysis. Figure 1 plots the average of the number of spelling
errors per sentence over the years for both Tier-1 and Tier-2 firms. Recall that Tier-1 firms
started adopting XBRL in 2009 and Tier-2 firms started in 2010. Figure 1 shows that in the years
before 2009 (that is, 2006-2008), the trends of the number of spelling errors per sentence for both
groups are in parallel to a large extent, providing supportive evidence for the “parallel trend”
assumption required for a valid DID design (Angrist and Pischke 2008). What’s more, in the
years after 2009 when both Tier-1 and Tier-2 firms adopted XBRL (that is, 2010-2012), their
trends also stay in parallel, again supporting the “parallel trend” assumption. Notably, the
number of spelling errors per sentence for Tier-1 firms in 2009 increases comparing to that in the
previous year, whereas that for Tier-2 firms continues in the declining trend as before. Therefore,
Figure 1 suggests that (i) the DID design in this research is likely to be valid and (ii) Tier-1
firms’ XBRL adoption seems to increase spelling errors in their financial reports. Patterns of
other outcome variables are similar to that illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Number of spelling errors per sentence of Tier-1 and Tier-2 firms
4.2 Statistical Evidence
According to the DID design, we use Equation (1) as the main econometric model to estimate the
effect of Tier-1 firms’ XBRL adoption on the corresponding outcome variables.
DVi,t = α0 + α1 Posti,t + β Posti,t×Tier1i+ ηi + νt +εi,t

(1)

In Equation (1), t denotes the index of the year periods before and after the XBRL adoption from
2006 to 2012. i indexes a firm in either Tier 1 or Tier 2. Tier1i equals to 1 if firm i is a Tier-1
firm in the treatment group, and otherwise 0 if it is a Tier-2 firm in the control group. Posti,t
equals to 1 if year t is after 2009 when Tier-1 firms started adopting XBRL, and otherwise 0 if
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year t is before the XBRL adoption. ηi is the fixed-effect dummy variable for each firm which
controls for any time-invariant heterogeneity of firm characteristics. Because Equation (1)
includes ηi, the indicator variable for whether firm i is in Tier 1 or Tier 2 is absorbed in the
estimation. νt is the fixed-effect dummy variable for each year, controlling for any common time
shocks. DVi,t can be one of the outcome variables as we discussed in Section 3, including metrics
of spelling errors and readability. Therefore, the main parameter of interest β estimates the effect
of Tier-1 firms’ XBRL adoption on the quality of their HTML-formatted financial reports.
4.2.1 Effect on Spelling Errors
Table 1 reports the results about the effect of XBRL adoption on spelling errors. We first use the
total number of spelling errors in a HTML-formatted financial report as the outcome variable.
Columns (1) and (2) show the results, suggesting that the estimated effects are statistically
significant. The number of spelling errors in Tier-1 firms’ financial reports on average increases
44.8 or 44.4 after they started adopting the XBRL in 2009. Columns (3) and (4) show that the
estimated effects on the spelling error rate are also significant. The spelling error rate, on average,
increases by 0.84% or 0.88% after the XBRL adoption. Therefore, the results in Table 1 shows
that not only the total number of spelling errors in a HTML-formatted financial report but the
spelling error rate also increases as a consequence of XBRL adoption.
Table 1. Effect of XBRL Adoption on Spelling Errors

Posti,t
Posti,t×Tier1i
Intercept
Firm fixed effects
Year fixed effects
# of firms
# of Obs.
R2

(1)
# of spelling
errors
40.7***
(8.36)
44.8***
(14.0)
513.2***
(4.09)
Yes
958
6031
0.022

(2)
# of spelling
errors
32.4***
(0.294)
44.4***
(14.0)
494.8***
(7.03)
Yes
Yes
958
6031
0.020

(3)
# of spelling errors
per sentence
-0.131
(0.250)
0.842**
(0.365)
23.98***
(0.108)
Yes
958
6031
0.019

(4)
# of spelling errors
per sentence
-1.32***
(0.294)
0.882**
(0.364)
24.27***
(0.165)
Yes
Yes
958
6031
0.011

Notes: All standard errors are clustered at the firm level and reported in parentheses.
*p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01

4.2.2 Effect on Readability
Table 2 reports the results about the effect of XBRL adoption on readability. We first use the
metric of fog as the outcome variable. Columns (1) and (2) show the results, suggesting that the
estimated effects are statistically significant. The Fog index of Tier-1 firms’ HTML-formatted
financial reports on average increases 0.08 points after they started adopting the XBRL in 2009.
Columns (3) and (4) show that the estimated effects on kincaid are also significant. The Kincaid
index of Tier-1 firms’ HTML-formatted financial reports on average increases 0.07 points since
the XBRL adoption. The estimated effects across all columns are quite consistent and stable.
Note that a higher value of fog or kincaid indicates higher complexity of the text and lower
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readability (see Section 3). Therefore, the results in Table 2 suggest that the readability of Tier-1
firms’ HTML-formatted financial reports degrades after they started adopting XBRL in 2009.
Table 2. Effect of XBRL Adoption on Readability

Posti,t
Posti,t×Tier1i
Intercept
Firm fixed effects
Year fixed effects
# of firms
# of Obs.
R2

(1)
fog
0.233***
(0.027)
0.081**
(0.041)
18.69***
(0.012)
Yes
958
6031
0.019

(2)
fog
0.182***
(0.032)
0.080**
(0.041)
18.65***
(0.061)
Yes
Yes
958
6031
0.022

(3)
Kincaid
0.295***
(0.024)
0.075**
(0.037)
14.55***
(0.011)
Yes
958
6031
0.030

(4)
kincaid
0.230***
(0.029)
0.074**
(0.037)
14.51***
(0.019)
Yes
Yes
958
6031
0.011

Notes: All standard errors are clustered at the firm level and reported in parentheses.
*p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01

5. Conclusion
To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents one of the first studies to examine whether data
standardization efforts affect the quality of human-readable data. Although many believe data
standardization would enhance the quality of machine-readable data (Madnick et al. 2009), we
find the XBRL adoption degrades the quality of adopting firms’ HTML-formatted financial
reports, as measured by a number of metrics of spelling errors and readability. Our findings have
important implications and raise the caution about the unexpected and negative side effects of
XBRL adoption. The firms and SEC need understand the negative side effects and design
appropriate policies to minimize the risks.
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Abstract
We study the compatibility decisions of two competing platforms when they generate profits
through both hardware sales and royalties from content sales. We consider a game-theoretic
model in which the two platforms’ hardware may offer different standalone utilities to users, and
users have different preferences over the two platforms. We find that the incentives to establish
one-way compatibility---the platform with smaller standalone value allows users of the
competing platform to access its content---can arise from the difference in their profit foci. When
the difference in the standalone utilities is sufficiently large, the platform with greater standalone
value finds it optimal to generate most of its profits from hardware sales and the one with
smaller standalone value prefers to make most its profits from royalties of content sales.
Compatibility increases the asymmetry in the two platforms’ profit foci and leads to greater
profits for both firms. Furthermore, social welfare is greater under one-way compatibility than
incompatibility.
Keywords: Platform, Compatibilities, Competition

1. Introduction
An increasing number of markets today are organized around platforms, which enable consumers
to access and/or purchase complementary goods and services. These platforms are two-sided
because both sides---consumers and complementors---need to gain access to the same platform
in order to interact or conduct transactions. The study is motivated by empirical observations in
the e-reader market, where two major platforms---Apple’s iPad and Amazon’s Kindle---compete
aggressively against each other. These hardware devices allow consumers to read e-books
through their proprietary e-book readers, iBooks and Kindle Reader. Amazon’s Kindle device
was first released in 2007 and Apple’s iPad was first released in 2010. After Apple’s entry into
the market, Amazon decided to make its Kindle Reader available on Apple’s device, allowing
consumers to read e-books purchased from Amazon on Apple’s iPad. Although Apple is well
known for rejecting third-party applications when they compete directly with Apple’s own
offerings, it approved Amazon’s Kindle Reader for its hardware device. The two platforms thus
become frenemies (friends and enemies) of each other. What motivates the two competing
platforms to choose this asymmetric equilibrium of one-way compatibility? How does
compatibility affect their profits and social welfare? We answer these questions in this study.

2. Baseline Model
For ease of exposition, we use Apple’s iPad and Amazon’s Kindle as two competing platforms in
our model. We use the standard Hotelling setup to model them as horizontally differentiated
products. We use i to index iPad and k to index Kindle and assume that they are located at
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locations 0 and 1 of a line of length 1, respectively. A continuum of consumers of measure 1 are
uniformly distributed along the line, and each consumer chooses to adopt one of the two
platforms. Consumer utility for each platform is the value a consumer derives from the platform
net the price and the disutility from the mismatch between the platform and the consumer’s taste.
The mismatch is measured by the distance between the platform’s and the consumer’s locations
on the line. We denote p j as price and U j as the utility derived from platform j , j  {i, k} .
The utility for a consumer located at x from each device can be formulated as
U i = vi  tx  pi

(1)

(2)
U k = vk  t (1  x)  pk
in which v j is the value derived from platform j , and t is the unit mismatch cost. Notice that
v j captures the value that a user derives from using the platform, such as reading e-books and
using other platform features. Because iPad provides many more additional features (e.g., map,
flashlight and Internet browser) than Kindle, iPad offers an extra standalone utility and thus we
assume vi > vk . We denote vd = vi  vk , and assume that vd is not too large such that in
equilibrium both platforms have positive market shares. Because the hardware and software can
be decoupled on each device, we assume that the unit mismatch cost, t , consists of both unit
hardware mismatch cost, th , and software/reader mismatch cost, t s : t = th  ts . Consumers
compare the two platforms and choose the one that offers greater utility.
When Kindle Reader is available on iPad, consumers who purchase iPad have the option
between the two free software applications---iBooks and Kindle Reader, and choose the software
that provides a lower mismatch cost. In particular, the software mismatch cost decreases for
consumers who purchase iPad hardware but prefer Kindle Reader over iBooks. In this case, we
can reformulate the utility that consumers derive from using iPad as
(3)
U i = vi  th x  ts min  x,1  x  pi
As we can show, in equilibrium, whether iBooks is available on Kindle device does not make a
difference. For now, we assume that iBooks is unavailable on Kindle device, and the utility that
consumers derive from using Kindle remains the same as in Equation (2).
We assume that book publishers multi-home and sell their e-books on both devices. Consistent
with the current practices in the e-book market, we assume that the two platform providers both
use an agency model, in which publishers set book prices and Amazon and Apple get a
commission or royalty off each book sale occurred on their devices. We denote the commission
that each device maker can earn from selling books to a consumer as  . For ease of exposition,
in this baseline model, we assume the marginal cost of the devices to be zero. We can then
formulate the profit functions of Apple and Amazon from device buyers and book publishers as
follows:
(4)
 j = p j D jh   D js
where j  i, k  , D jh denotes the number of consumers who purchase hardware devices from
platform j , and D js is the number of consumers who use software by platform j to read
e-books. When Kindle Reader is unavailable on iPad, the number of consumers who purchase
hardware from a platform equals the number of consumers who use software offered by the same
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platform; that is D jh = D js . When Kindle Reader is available on iPad, some iPad buyers may use
Kindle Reader instead of iBooks. In this case, Dih  Dis and Dkh  Dks .

3. Equilibrium Analysis
We first derive the equilibria in the incompatible and compatible cases, and then examine the
condition under which both platforms have incentives to make Amazon’s Kindle Reader
available on Apple’s iPad. (Because of the page limit, all proofs are omitted.)

3.1 Equilibria under Incompatible and Compatible Cases
When neither platform's software is available on its competitor’s device, the competition
between two platforms is similar to the standard Hotelling setup except that the two platforms
offer different values vi and vk and the revenue for each firm comes from two sources---the
hardware sales and commissions from e-book sales. As in the standard setup, by letting U i = U k ,
we can derive the indifferent consumer's location as x* = [vd  ( pi  pk )  t ] / (2t ) . The
consumers who have smaller mismatch to platform i than the indifferent consumer purchase
platform i , and the other consumers purchase platform k . Hence, the profit functions of the two
platforms in Equation (4) can be specified as
(5)
 i = pi x*   x*

 k = pk (1  x* )   (1  x* )

(6)
Solving the first order conditions for the two profit-maximizing platforms, we obtain the
equilibrium prices, profits and indifferent consumer, as summarized by the following lemma.

Lemma 1 When neither platform’s software is available on its competitor’s device, the
equilibrium prices are pi = (3t  vd  3 ) / 3 and pk = (3t  vd  3 ) / 3 . The indifferent

consumer is at x = 0.5  vd / (6t ) , and the equilibrium profits are  i = (3t  vd ) 2 / (18t ) and

 k = (3t  vd ) 2 / (18t ) .
One observation is worth highlighting: the equilibrium profits are unrelated to  , although the
prices depend on  . This is because profits from e-book sales are competed away for the two
platforms: as long as a platform can attract a user, it makes  amount of additional profit.
Platforms are therefore willing to subsidize each user up to  amount.
We next consider the one-way compatibility case in which Amazon's Kindle Reader is available
on iPad. We use the notation with a hat (e.g., pˆ j ) for outcome variables in the compatible case.
When Kindle Reader is available on iPad, the consumers who purchase iPad have the choice
between two software applications and can choose the one that provides the better fit. If the
indifferent consumer is located at xˆ *  1/ 2 , we can derive the indifferent consumer by letting
U i = U k . In particular, based on Equations (2) and (3), we have

vi  th xˆ *  ts (1  xˆ * )  pˆ i = vk  th (1  xˆ * )  ts (1  xˆ * )  pˆ k .
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(7)

We thus have xˆ * = [vd  ( pˆ i  pˆ k )  th ] / (2th ) . If the indifferent consumer is located at xˆ * < 1/ 2 ,
because the consumers who purchase iPad prefer iBooks rather than Kindle Reader, the
indifferent condition is the same as in the incompatible case and x̂* takes the same form as x* .
In this case, the consumers who have lower mismatch to product i than the indifferent
consumer purchase platform i , and the other consumers purchase platform k . The demand for
the hardware for platform i and k are x̂* and (1  xˆ * ) , respectively. However, the demand for
the software depends on the location of x̂* . When xˆ* < 1/ 2 , the consumers who purchase iPad
prefer iBooks and the demand for iBooks is x̂* . When xˆ*  1/ 2 , the consumers located at
[1/ 2, xˆ * ] purchase iPad but use Kindle Reader instead of iBooks. Notice that e-books sold
through iBooks generate profits for Apple and those sold through Kindle Reader generate profits
for Amazon. The profit functions of the two platforms in Equation (4) thus can be specified as
ˆi = pˆ i xˆ *   min 1/ 2, xˆ *

ˆ k = pˆ k (1  xˆ * )   1  xˆ *    max  xˆ *  1/ 2, 0
Solving the first order conditions for the two profit-maximizing platforms, we obtain the
equilibrium prices, profits, and indifferent consumer, as summarized by the following lemma.
Lemma 2 When Kindle Reader is available on iPad, the equilibrium prices are
pˆ i = (3th  vd ) / 3 and pˆ k = (3th  vd ) / 3 . The indifferent consumer is at xˆ  = 0.5  vd / (6th ) , and

the equilibrium profits are ˆi = (3th  vd )2 / (18th )   / 2 and ˆ k = (3th  vd ) 2 / (18th )   / 2 .
As the indifferent consumer is located at xˆ* > 1/ 2 , half of the consumers use Kindle Reader and
the other half use iBooks, which explains the term  / 2 in the profit functions. As a result,
revenue contribution from e-book sales is simply  / 2 for each platform. Because the number
of consumers using either iBooks or Kindle Reader is independent of hardware prices, Apple and
Amazon’s pricing decisions for their devices will only depend on the value their hardware
devices provide to consumers.
3.2 Comparison of the Two Cases
We next compare the equilibria in the two cases, and examine the condition under which both
platforms have incentives to make Amazon's Kindle Reader available on Apple's iPad.
Proposition 1 If and only if t s   , platforms charge higher prices in the compatible case than
in the incompatible case (i.e., p j  pˆ j ) .

The intuition is as follows. On the one hand, having Kindle Reader available on iPad reduces the
competition for e-book sales, because it is always the case that the two platforms split the e-book
demand evenly, while in the incompatible case, the two platforms compete for e-book demand,
too. On the other hand, compared to the incompatible case, having Kindle Reader available on
iPad increases the competition between the two platforms because of a reduction in platform
differentiation and the extent of consumer preference---consumers located in (1/ 2, xˆ * ) can now
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choose to use Kindle Reader, while in the incompatible case, they have no choice except using
iBooks, which has a higher mismatch than Kindle Reader for them. The reduction in the
competition for e-book sales is reflected by the per-user book profit  . The increase in the
competition due to the reduction in software differentiation is reflected by t s . Whether platforms
charge higher prices in the compatible case therefore depends on the balance between the
reduction in the competition for e-book sales and the increase in the competition for hardware.
Proposition 2 More consumers purchase iPad in the compatible case than in the incompatible
case: x < xˆ  .

With compatibility, Apple increases the sales of its iPad (from x to x̂ ) but decreases its
e-book sales via its iBooks (from x to 1/ 2 ). In contrast, Amazon expects decreases in the
sales of its Kindle but increases in e-book sales. Therefore, each platform gains demand in one
component---either hardware or software---but loses demand in the other. In some sense, being
compatible works as a device of differentiation. Conventional wisdom tells us that being
compatible may reduce the difference between the two platforms. However, in our case, making
Kindle reader on iPad give users the option to use Kindle reader even if purchasing iPad. As a
result, the software component is “unbundled” from the hardware component, and one platform
dominates the hardware market and the other dominates the software market. The unbundling
effect drives the differentiation outcome.
Proposition 3 (a) If and only if 9(  ts )  vd2ts / (tth )  0 , Apple and Amazon both have
incentives to make Amazon's Kindle Reader available on Apple's iPad; (b) Both are more willing
to make one-way compatibility when vd is large and/or when  is large.

Apple is more willing to accept Kindle Reader when the device’s value advantage (i.e., vd ) is
larger. Having Kindle Reader available on iPad increases iPad revenues, even though it
decreases e-book sales through iBooks. As vd increases, Apple has more competitive advantage
over the hardware and iPad sales become more important to Apple’s profitability. Apple is then
more willing to sacrifice e-book sales in return for greater iPad sales. Similarly, Amazon is
willing to sacrifice hardware sales in return for greater commission from e-book sales because
commissions from e-book sales becomes more important for Amazon.
Interestingly, when the per-user book profit  is larger, Apple is more likely to make Kindle
Reader available on iPad. This result seems counter-intuitive, because, after all, e-book sales are
a part of each platform's total revenue, and one would expect that as  increases Apple should
be less willing to let Amazon take its book business. This counter-intuitive result is rooted in the
fundamental difference in the competition in the two cases. In the incompatible case, profits from
e-book sales are competed away---platforms are willing to subsidize each user up to  amount
and the equilibrium profits are independent of  . In contrast, in the compatible case, each
platform earns  / 2 profit from e-book sales and the profit is increasing in per-user book profit
 . The different competition structures lead to the counter-intuitive result: when  is larger,
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compared to the incompatible case, platforms charge relatively higher hardware prices and are
more likely to achieve higher profits.
When vd and/or  are sufficiently large, both platforms have incentives to make Kindle
Reader available on iPad. As a result, Apple relies more on its hardware sales and Amazon relies
more on its book sales, and thus their major profit sources differ. One special case is worth
highlighting: Even when vd = 0 such that the two platforms are symmetric, it is possible for the
two platforms to be compatible if the per-user profit exceeds software differentiation. In this case,
each platform receives a half of the demand both incompatible and compatible cases, but the
price in the compatible case could be be higher because of the softened competition.
We next examine the effect of compatibility on social welfare. Social welfare here is defined as
the sum of consumers’ utilities and platforms’ profits, which equals the total consumer value
realized from the consumption of the products. Therefore, in the incompatible case, the total
social welfare generated can be formulated as
x

W ( x* ) =  (vi  th x  ts x)dx     vk  t (1  x) dx
1

0

x

and in the compatible case, the total social welfare generated can be formulated as
ˆ

x
1
Wˆ ( xˆ * ) =  (vi  th x  ts min{x,1  x})dx     vk  t (1  x)  dx
xˆ

0

The main difference between the formulations of social welfare under the two cases is the
mismatch cost associated with software applications. It is easy to see that if the locations of the
indifferent consumers were the same (i.e., x = xˆ* ), social welfare in the compatible case would
be always higher than that under the incompatible case. This is because the software mismatch
cost for consumers at [0, xˆ  ] in the compatible case (i.e., t s min{x,1  x} ) is smaller than in the
incompatible case (i.e., ts x ). We can show that moving of indifferent consumer because of
compability also pushes the social welfare toward a more efficient allocation.

Proposition 4 The one-way compatible case generates greater social welfare than the
incompatible case.
The efficiency gain in the compatible case comes from two parts. First, being compatible results
in a better allocation of hardware because more consumers buy iPad, which pushes toward an
efficient allocation. Second, being compatible also leads to a better allocation of book buyers
because iPad users now have the choice of using Kindle reader.

4. Conclusion
The multi-sided nature of platform-based markets allows platform owners to generate profits
from multiple groups of participants. It thus provides unique flexibility for platform owners to
choose their profit foci and competing platform owners with different profit foci may have
incentives to cooperate to create more value for each other. In this paper, we develop a
theoretical model to show that two platforms have incentives to achieve one-way compatibility
when the difference in their standalone values to consumers or the royalty from content sales is
sufficiently large. While we build our model specific to the e-reader market, the general insight
is also applicable to other industries.
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Abstract
While past research on software platform has recognized the existence of cross-side network
effects (CNEs) between the application side and the user side, little is known about the
asymmetry between the CNEs of the two sides on each other. This study theorizes how the
user-to-application CNE is temporally different from the application-to-user CNE, and how
these CNEs may be influenced by the governance mechanisms of the platform. We empirically
test our theoretical arguments using a longitudinal data about a leading software browser.
Our first main finding is that while the increased installed base of end users has a primarily
long-term impact on the growth of application number and variety, the increased number and
variety of applications have primarily short-term impacts on the growth of end users. Our
second finding is that the length of application review time weakens the long-term
user-to-application effect, but not the short-term application-to-user effect. Third, we also
find that frequent platform updating can significantly weaken both the long-term
user-to-application CNE and the short-term application-to-user CNE.
Keywords: Software platform, two-sided market, network effect, IS governance
1. Introduction
Software platforms, such as Apple’s iOS and Google’s Android, are emerging as dominant
models for software-based services (Tiwana et al. 2010). Unlike standalone application
systems, software platforms are extensible codebases of software systems that provide core
functionalities for applications that run on them. Based on their technological architectures,
platforms extend their product boundaries by attracting large numbers of third-party
applications that create complementary value (Boudreau 2012; Ceccagnoli et al. 2012). In
this way, software platforms inherently operate as two-sided markets and exhibit cross-side
network effects (CNE) (Anderson et al. 2014), i.e., the users on one side and the applications
(offered by third-party developers) on the other side influence the growth of installed bases of
each other. The installed base in the context of platforms is typically assessed in terms of
number of applications, application variety, and users’ usage of applications, etc.
CNEs have strategic implications for platform ecosystems. First, CNEs significantly
influence a platform’s strategies to build the installed base on either side. For instance, a
platform may sacrifice profits on one side to build the installed base and make the ecosystem
more appealing on the other side (Hagiu 2006; Parker and Van Alstyne 2005). Second, CNEs
can help market incumbents to achieve critical advantage by allowing them to leverage their
market sizes on one side to build dominant positions on the other side, creating substantial
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entry barriers for new comers. A software platform that starts with minor leads on both sides
is likely to win the entire market over time, even if it may be inferior in quality (Zhu and
Iansiti 2012). Therefore, understanding the mutual influences between the two sides of a
platform through CNEs is critical for the software platform to establish competitive
advantage using such effects.
Past research has focused primarily on the existance of CNEs in the two-sided markets.
However, little is known about the asymmetric interactions between the two sides of the
software platform through CNEs. The major participants on the two sides of software
platform, i.e., individual users and application developers, are featured by very different
objectives, behavior, and capabilities. Although the two sides may reinforce each other
through CNEs, there can be differences in their mutual influences arising from the distinct
features of each of the two sides. Another important and related issue is how platform
governance influences CNEs in software platforms. The governance policies of the platform
influence the behaviors of end users, third-party application developers, and their mutual
influences. Therefore, our research focuses on two research questions: (1) how the CNE of
the application side on the user side (referred to as application-to-user effect from now on)
differ from the CNE of the user side on the application side (referred to as user-to-application
effect)? (2) how platform governance influences the application-to-user CNE and the
user-to-application CNE, potentially in different ways.
2. Hypothesis Development
The response of the application side to the increased installed base on the user side may not
be instantaneous. But this response is likely to be lasting, resulting in a long-term
user-to-application effect. First, developers need to commit effort and resources to provide
the applications and meet user requirements, the processes of which are often
time-consuming (Boudreau 2012). In this regard, the application side is less likely to grow as
an instantaneous response to the user side. Second, third-party applications often need to pass
the platform’s review before they are available to end users. The review processes, which are
not under developers’ controls, can further smoothen the release of new applications and
result in steady increases of applications over time rather than transient hikes in application
supply. Therefore, the user-to-application effect is likely to exhibit as a long-term (i.e., less
instantaneous but more durable) effect.
In contrast, the application-to-user effect is likely to exhibit as a short-term effect as the
response of the user side to the application side is often immediate and transient. End users
usually need less resource commitments to try applications, Software platforms also provide
many user-friendly features to further facilitate the end users. End users can also easily
generate online word-on-mouth that quickly increases the demand of certain applications. In
this regard, the user side is likely to respond quickly to the application side with a growth.
However, such instantaneous growth may not be sustainable in the long-run. Users may use
free applications as a way to discover their needs, which does not necessarily lead to stable
usage over time. User-friendly features of the platform can also result in low switching costs
for users, making users less committed to their usage (Haigu 2006). In this regard, the growth
in the application side is likely to trigger a series of temporary usage spikes that are less
stabilized over time. We therefore develop the following hypothesis:
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H1: The user-to-application effect is primarily a long-term effect and the
application-to-user effect is primarily a short-term effect.
The application review time has a direct influence on application development. Developers
have to take into account possible delays in their application releases. Time-consuming
review processes prevent developers from quickly responding to the increased demand from
the user side. In addition, the slow review processes also hurt application developers’
investment incentives. Developers may forgo the opportunities of tapping into the user base
of a platform with a less efficient review process and switch to other competing platforms.
Therefore, we expect that long application review time weakens the user-to-application
effect.
Likewise, time-consuming review processes are likely to hinder the response of the user
side to the application side. As users’ tastes are volatile in the online world, long application
review time may eventually make approved applications more obsolete and less appealing to
end users compared to similar applications on other competing platforms with shorter
application review time. The increased supply of less appealing applications does not
necessarily lead to substantial growth on the user side of the platform. We therefore expect
that the application-to-user effect is also weakened by long application review time. We have
the following hypotheses:
H2a: Long application review time weakens the user-to-application effect.
H2b: Long application review time weakens the application-to-user effect.
A key feature determining the evolving dynamics of platform ecosystem is platform
updating frequency, or, how often an updated version of the platform is released. Since the
platform acts as the basis for third-party applications and end users to interact with each other,
platform updating frequency should influence both the temporality of the user-to-application
effect and the application-to-user effect. Frequent platform updates drive application
developers to constantly update their products. However, application developers are
heterogeneous in their capabilities to respond in a timely manner to platform updates and
keep their applications up-to-date. Consequently, frequent platform updates prevent more
application developers from reacting to the increased platform user base by creating timely
applications and capturing the demand from the user side. Therefore, frequent platform
updating is likely to weaken the user-to-application effect.
From the perspective of end users, frequent platform updating may constrain their
intentions and capabilities to capture the value of increased applications. It is often
burdensome for individual users to frequently upgrade their installed software platforms.
When frequent platform updating only brings marginal benefits, some users may defer their
upgrading movements. Consequently, frequent platform updating discourages certain end
users from using more up-to-date applications, resulting in less cross-side spillover effect of
the increased base of applications. End users may also have insufficient cognitive resources
to keep up with a rapid pace of platform updates. Therefore, frequent platform updating is
likely to weaken the application-to-user effect. We develop the following hypotheses:
H3a: Frequent platform updating weakens the user-to-application effect.
H3b: Frequent platform updating weakens the application-to-user effect.
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3. Methodology and Results
3.1 Data and Measurement
We test our hypotheses using a longitudinal weekly dataset about the Firefox ecosystem
from July 2009 to October 2013 (223 weeks). We collected longitudinal data on application
releases and updates and aggregated it at the week level. In examining CNEs, we focus on two
key aspects of the application side: the quantity of applications, and the variety of applications.
To capture quantity, we use a measure of the total number of applications (NA) that are
available on the Firefox platform every week. To capture application variety, we use a measure
of the diversity of applications (DA). The measure is similar in nature to the Herfindahl index
of concentration/ diversification. Regarding the user side, we consider a measure of user
usage (UU) defined as the average daily times of actual usage (of the Firefox browser) by end
users on a weekly basis.
In examining the applications review time, we collected the weekly status of the
application review queue and use the average waiting time as a measure of the applications
review time (AR). Finally, our measure of platform updating frequency (PU) is a binary
indicator with a value of 0 for all weeks before March 21, 2011 (when Firefox changed its
policy to update itself more frequently), and a value of 1 for all weeks after March 21, 2011.
We also control for three exogenous factors: entry of key competitor, platform market share,
and season effects.
3.2 Model Setup and Estimation
In constructing our empirical model, we use a persistence modeling technique, i.e., the
vector autoregression with exogenous variable (VARX). For the analysis at the aggregated
level, we adopt a standard VARX procedure. First, we determine the appropriateness of
VARX based on Granger causality tests. Second, we determine the model specification
(VARX in levels, VARX in differences, or error-correction forms) based on the unit-root and
cointegration test results. Third, using information criteria, we determine the model
specification (number of lags). Finally, we derive generalized impulse response functions
(GIRFs) to assess both short-term and long-term effects.
We first propose a VARX system to capture dynamic interactions between the user side
and the application side. We also include a vector of the exogenous variables, an intercept C,
and a deterministic-trend variable T that captures the impact of the omitted, gradually
changing trend of the dependent variables. Next, to reveal how CNEs are influenced by
application review time (AR) and platform update, we added interaction terms between AR,
update and endogenous variables.
3.3 Results
User usage has significant long-term effects on both the number and the diversity of
existing applications. The short-term effects of user usage on the application-side are not
significant. These results suggest that when the installed base of end users expands, the
application side does not respond quickly in growth. Instead, the application-side grows
slowly but this growth tends to be stable and lasting. In contrast, both the number and the
diversity of existing applications have a significant short-term effect on user usage. However,
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their long-term effects on user usage are not significant. These results indicate that when the
installed base of third-party applications grows, the user-side tends to respond with an instant
increase in user usage. However, such increase in usage is likely to be temporary and lessen
quickly. Therefore, H1 is supported.
Table 1: User-to-Application and Application-to-User Effects
Panel A: User-to-Application Effects
Paths

Short-Term Effect

User Usage  App Number
User Usage  App Diversity

Long-Term Effect

0
0

0.14
0.06

Panel B: Application-to-User Effects
Paths

Short-Term Effect

App Number  User Usage
App Diversity  User Usage

Long-Term Effect

0.60
0.50

0
0

Application review time significantly moderates the user-to-application effect. Specifically,
the interaction between applications review time and user usage has a negative long-term
effect on both application number and application diversity. These results suggest that when
the average time for application review is longer, the growth of both application number and
application diversity as a response to the user-side become weaker in the long-term (i.e., less
stable and lasting). Given that the user-to-application effects are primarily long-term effects,
H2a is supported. The interactions between application review time and both application
number and application diversity do not significantly influence user usage in either
short-term or long-term. In other words, applications review time does not moderate the
application-to-user effect at all. Therefore, H2b is not supported.
Table 2: Moderating Effects of Applications Review Time on CNEs
Panel A: User-to-Application Effects
Paths

Short-Term Effect

Long-Term Effect

User Usage × App Review Time  App Number
User Usage × App Review Time  App Diversity

-0.02
0

-0.01
-0.06

Paths

Short-Term Effect

Long-Term Effect

App Number × Apps Review Time  User Usage
App Diversity × Apps Review Time  User Usage

0
0

0
0

Panel B: Application-to-User Effects

The interaction between platform updating frequency and user usage has a negative
long-term effect on both application number and application diversity. The implication is that
when the platform updates itself more frequently, the growth of both application number and
application diversity as a response to the user-side become weaker in the long-term (i.e., less
stable and lasting). In contrast, platform updating frequency has no significant influence on
the user-to-application effect in the short-term. Given that the user-to-application effects are
primarily long-term effects, H3a is supported. The interaction between the platform updating
frequency and application number has a negative effect on user usage in the short-term. In
other words, when the platform updates itself more frequently, it becomes less likely for the
user-side to respond to the increased application number with even a short-term temporary
growth of usage. However, platform updating frequency does not significantly weaken the
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response of user usage to application diversity in the short-term. Therefore, H3b is partially
supported.
Table 3: Moderating Effects of Platform Updating Frequency on CNEs
Panel A: User-to-Application Effects
Paths
User Usage × Platform Updating Frequency 
App Number
User Usage × Platform Updating Frequency 
App Diversity

Short-Term Effect

Long-Term Effect

0

-0.12

0

-0.10

Panel B: Application-to-User Effects
Paths
App Number × Platform Updating Frequency 
User Usage
App Diversity × Platform Updating Frequency 
User Usage

Short-Term Effect

Long-Term Effect

-1.19

0

0

0

4. Conclusion
This study investigates the asymmetric feature of CNEs in the software platform ecosystem
and how platform governance mechanisms may influence CNEs. Our findings suggest that
the application-to-user effect is primarily short-term and the user-to-application effect is
primarily long-term. Long application review time significantly weakens the
user-to-application effect, but not the application-to-user effect. In addition, we find that
frequent platform updating weakens the user-to-application effect, in part because frequent
platform updating forces developers to commit more efforts to updating existing applications
rather than developing new applications. Frequent platform updating also partially weakens
the application-to-user effect by mitigating the attractiveness of increased application
numbers, but not increased application diversity, to end users.
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Abstract

A better understanding of users’ continuance of social networking services (SNS) gives SNS
providers greater insight to maintaining actively engagement and reducing turnover rate of their
users. Drawing on social influence theory, this study develops a theoretical model to investigate
users’ continuance intention towards SNS. Specifically, this study proposes that sociability and
social overload mediate the impact of subjective norm, peer effects and social identity on users’
continuance intention. We contend that our research contributes to the extant literature by
providing a social perspective to explore the continuance of SNS and broadening our
understanding of the underlying social influence mechanism. It also offers several references for
SNS providers to effectively leverage the resources and policies needed for involving users.
Keywords: Social Networking Services, Continuance Intention, Social Influence Theory,
Sociability, Social Overload

1. Introduction
Social networking services (SNS) such as Facebook have become well-established online
services integrated into our daily life. According to the Thirty Third Statistic Report on Internet
Development, SNS users accounted for more than half of all Chinese netizens by the end of 2013.
Nevertheless, nearly one-fifth remarkably decreased their use on SNS compared with the prior
year. Therefore, the challenge associated with users‘ continuance has attracted increasingly
attention for both practitioners and researchers.
Previous studies on users‘ continuance of SNS focus mainly on individual utility factors and
individual cognitive factors (e.g., Kang and Lee 2010; Shi et al. 2010) regardless of the social
nature of SNS (Cheung and Lee 2010). Several research has dispersedly investigated social
factors such as subjective norm (Al-Debei et al. 2013) and influence from peers (Lin and Lu
2011) that can affect continued use of SNS. However, there is a paucity of research that provides
a comprehensive account of how social influence impacts users‘ continuance intention. It yields
a research gap for us to fill, so we attempt to draw on social influence theory (Kelman 1974) to
provide a systematic explanation of social influence on the continuance of SNS. In addition, we
posit that sociability (Li, 2011) and social overload (Maier et al. 2014) serve as the primary
mediators that translate social influence into continuance intention based on users‘ SNS practice.
Therefore, this study aims at developing and validating a research model that 1) investigates
users‘ continuance intention towards SNS based on social influence theory and 2) examines the
mediating effects of sociability and social overload between social influence and continuance
intention. By doing so, we intend to get a better understanding of how and through which
specific pathways social influence facilitates or hinders one‘s intention to continually use SNS
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and thus provide insight into how to maintain actively engagement and reduce turnover rate of
existing users.
2. Theoretical Framework
As SNS providers can only survive and flourish if individuals actively use their services, a wide
range of recent research has investigated how to promote individuals‘ continuance of SNS and
prevent individuals‘ turnover. Some researchers (e.g., Kang and Lee 2010) situate and deepen
classical technology acceptance model in the SNS setting to predict users‘ continuance intention.
This stream of research focuses on individual utility factors such as perceived usefulness,
perceived ease of use and perceived enjoyment.
Another stream (e.g., Shi et al. 2010) emphasizes individual cognitive efforts and employs
expectation confirmation theory to explain the continuance of SNS. However, an individual does
not act alone, rather he or she acts largely depends on the interactions with and influence from
others embedded in his or her social network. A social perspective is thus required to investigate
users‘ continuance intention towards SNS. Therefore, we argue that social influence theory
(Kelman 1974), which has been widely used to explain social phenomena (Bagozzi and Dholakia
2002), is more suitable to examine the continuance of SNS.
Social influence theory postulates that a person changes his/her behavior due to three social
induction processes – compliance, internalization and identification (Kelman 1974). Bagozzi and
his colleagues extended social influence theory by operationalizing the three processes into three
variables, namely subjective norm, group norm and social identity (Bagozzi and Dholakia 2002).
Based on Bagozzi‘s study, Cheung and Lee (2010) found that subjective norm and social identity
were significant predictors of intention to use SNS, but group norm was not. Further, some
researchers (e.g., Song & Kim, 2006) did not incorporate group norm in the social influence
process to explain intention to use SNS either. Therefore, we exclude group norm in our research
framework and employ peer effects to represent internalization process instead. Because
internalization occurs when an individual accepts influence from other group members (i.e.,
peers) in order to achieve the similarity of one‘s value with the value of others (Bagozzi and
Dholakia 2002), peer effects seem more relevant to reflect this process. Consequently, we apply
subjective norm, peer effects and social identity as social influence to predict users‘ continuance
intention towards SNS.
While social influence theory reveals the isomorphism of social impact, in reality,
individuals have exhibited diversity with respect to the degree of continuance intention under a
similar social environment. We posit that the mediating effects of sociability and social overload
are the primary explanations to this diversity, which convert external social influence into users‘
internal intention during SNS usage. Users are not only influenced by subjective norm, peer
effects and social identity, they may also benchmark sociability (i.e., the positive side) against
social overload (i.e., negative side) resulting from these influences. Thus, we propose that social
influence may not only directly affect users‘ continuance intention; rather, its effects on
continuance intention are somewhat realized by the perception of sociability and social overload.
That is, we theorize that sociability and social overload mediate the impacts of subjective norm,
peer effects and social identity on users‘ continuance intention.
3. Research Model and Hypotheses
Based on our theoretical framework, we develop a research model (Figure 1) and propose eleven
hypotheses.
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H3a

Subjective Norm
H3b
H3c

Sociability
H1

H4b

Peer Effects

Continuance
Intention

H4a
H4c
H2

Social Overload

H5b
H5c

Social Identity

H5a

Figure 1. Research model
3.1 Sociability, Social Overload and Continuance Intention
Sociability refers to a situation in which an individual perceives that using SNS is effective in
maintaining and developing social relationship with others (Li, 2011). Notably, we do not regard
sociability as a personal trait, but as the nature of SNS – capability to enable socialization –
perceived by individuals. Nowadays, the widespread use of SNS has situated an individual in the
center of his/her network and support him/her to build and strengthen connections with friends,
colleagues, and families even in geographically disconnecting situations so that the individual
may have a sense of sociability. Heavy users are mostly motivated by such kind of sociability
(Zywica and Danowski 2008), because being online resembles being in the world. Thus, when
users realize the effectiveness of SNS to facilitate expansive social relationship, they are willing
to continually use them. So we propose:
H1: Higher levels of sociability lead to higher levels of continuance intention.
SNS increase not only the opportunity for an individual to reach out to others but also the need
for actions by the individual when others reach out to him/her. According to social exchange
theory (Homan 1958), social behavior is an exchange of tangible or intangible goods. Given that
social relation is dyadic and stresses reciprocity (Cropanzano and Mitchell 2005), users may
confront social overload if they have to reply to unwanted social demands too often. In SNS,
social overload refers to a situation when an individual perceives exhaustion, resulting from
intensive social encounters and the associated exposure to too many social requests from others
embedded in his/her SNS enabled social networks (Maier et al. 2014). An individual may find
himself/herself lose control over the social situation, if his/her network asks for more than what
he/she is comfortable in supplying. Because some of social requests are difficult for the
individual to avoid, he/she may experience stress, leading to decreased continuance commitment
(Tarafdar et al. 2010). In this regard, social overload may strain users and undermine their
intention to continually use SNS (Maier et al. 2014). So we propose:
H2: Higher levels of social overload lead to lower levels of continuance intention.
3.2 Mediating Effects between Social Influence and Continuance Intention
Subjective norm reflects the impact of significant others on an individual‘s behavior (Azijen
1991). Both the theory of reasoned action and theory of planned behavior assert the positive
effect of subjective norm on behavioral intention (Azijen 1991). The rationale is that individuals
tend to comply with their significant others and perform behavior encouraged or recommended
by their significant others, even if they do not favor the behavior. Particularly, in the context of
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SNS, users are more exposed to significant others‘ influence as they interact in the SNS (Cheung
and Lee 2010). In this regard, subjective norm positively affects users‘ continuance intention
(Al-Debei et al. 2013), especially through perceived sociability that users derive from using SNS
to manage their relationships. However, subjective norm brings about positive but also negative
side effects. In spite of perceived sociability, SNS users who obey the subjective norm may feel
reluctant to participate in SNS activities even to an extent that steps beyond their comfort zones
and engenders stress and social overload (Maier et al. 2014). Thus, we hypothesize:
H3a: Higher levels of social norm lead to higher levels of continuance intention.
H3b: Higher levels of social norm lead to higher levels of sociability.
H3c: Higher levels of social norm lead to higher levels of social overload.
Peer effects are said to occur when an individual performs a particular action depending directly
on the incidence of the action of his/her peers (Agarwal et al. 2009). Theoretically, peer effects
imply three types of mechanisms: social learning, peer conformity and network externality
(Agarwal et al. 2009). First, social learning may take place when an individual learns about the
effectiveness of a SNS for building and maintaining relationships from others who continue to
use it. Accordingly, peer effects positively affect users‘ continuance intention, and sociability is
the focal point of the social learning mechanism that mediates the relationship between peer
effects and continuance intention. Second, people tend to be consistent with their peers and
conform to their behavior, especially in collective cultures such as China (Xu et al. 2008). As
people use SNS to facilitate social interactions with friends, a SNS may seem favorable to a user
merely because his/her friends prefer to continually use it (Hou et al. 2012). Under such
circumstance, the more peers there are in a SNS, the higher perception of sociability and
continuance intention that a user may have towards the SNS, but also the higher probability that
a user may receive uncontrolled social requests. Maier et al. (2014) stated that a high number of
peers in a SNS might increase the likelihood of perceiving social overload and thus lead to the
discontinuance of the SNS. Third, network externality exists when a SNS is widely used by peers
(Lin and Lu 2011). A user‘s value of using the SNS (e.g., sociability) may increase with his/her
peers‘ prevalence of use as he/she can expand social network potentially. Thus, we hypothesize:
H4a: Higher levels of peer effects lead to higher levels of continuance intention.
H4b: Higher levels of peer effects lead to higher levels of sociability.
H4c: Higher levels of peer effects lead to higher levels of social overload.
Social identity refers to ―the individual‘s knowledge that he belongs to certain social groups
together with some emotional and value significance to him of this group membership (Tajfel
1974).‖ The emotional significance represents the affective commitment to the group, while the
value significance stands for an evaluation of positive and negative values attached to the group
membership (Bagozzi and Dholakia 2002). When a user engages in a SNS, his/her social identity
arises through interaction with other users in his/her personal network (Cheung and Lee 2010).
The user‘s emotional bond and belongingness towards his/her personal network embedded in the
SNS increasingly intensify, which may facilitate the formation of perceived sociability and
promote the user to continually use the SNS. In addition, if the user perceives him/her as a
valuable and important member in his/her personal network embedded in the SNS, his/her
perceived sociability and continuance intention towards the SNS may achieve a higher level. In
contrast to positive aspects mentioned previously, stronger social identity may also make the user
feel more obliged to cope with the demands of social requests in the network that him or her
belongs to, but the inability to efficiently handle these social demands may cause social overload
and, in turn, harm his/her continuance intention. Thus, we hypothesize:
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H5a: Higher levels of social identity lead to higher levels of continuance intention.
H5b: Higher levels of social identity lead to higher levels of sociability.
H5c: Higher levels of social identity lead to higher levels of social overload.
4. Research Method
We propose to conduct a survey to test our hypotheses. We will sample participants of WeChat –
one of the most prevalent SNS in China (Dong et al. 2014) developed by Tencent Holdings
Limited. Potential participants will be recruited via researchers‘ posts on WeChat, which will
contain a link to an online questionnaire. Snow balling technique will be used to invite people,
who may be interested in our research, to share the link on their posts. To avoid replications,
participants will be identified and checked by IP address. The questionnaire will be developed by
adapting appropriate scales from a comprehensive literature review and all items will be
measured with a 5-Point Likert Scale, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).
5. Expected Contributions
Our research extends prior studies in several ways. While scholars focus mainly on individual
utility factors or individual cognitive factors, there is relatively little theory-driven research to
provide a comprehensive understanding of how social factors impact users‘ continuance
intention towards SNS. The application of social influence theory to the continuance of SNS
illustrates the value of analyzing the continuance of SNS from a social perspective and offers an
alternative route for scholars to explore the phenomenon. In addition, this paper contributes to
our understanding of why individuals exhibit diverse degree of continuance intention under a
similar social environment by taking sociability and social overload into account.
Apart from theoretical contributions, our research also offers insights for practitioners. By
attending to the social perspective within the continuance of SNS, SNS providers can more
effectively leverage the resources and policies needed for making their SNS as sticky as possible
to keep users stay. As sociability promotes users to continually use SNS, creating a
social-oriented environment to better afford users to interact with others may be useful for SNS
providers to maintain actively engagement of existing users. However, the accompanying social
overload may harm users‘ continuance intention. SNS providers have to be aware of the risk of
such unintended consequences. An enhanced filter technique that allows users to restrict what
and whose messages they can see and to what extent and to whom they disclose themselves may
be valuable to help users avoid social overload.
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Abstract
While prior literature mainly focuses on user generated content (UGC), we study the impact of
marketer generated content (MGC) on sales revenue. Specifically, we quantify the sales effect at
firm-level and examine how the effect varies with product categories. We collect data from
taobao.com and its microblogging platform WeiTao. Using Propensity Score Matching (PSM)
method and Difference-in-Differences (DID) method, we find that MGC significantly promotes
sales. Meanwhile, firms selling low-involvement products benefit more from MGC efforts,
compared to those selling high-involvement products. Overall, our findings suggest that MGC
plays an important role in firm marketing activities. Marketers need a suitable strategy to gain
from their social media marketing.
Keywords: social media marketing, marketer generated content, product involvement,
propensity score matching, difference-in-differences

1. Introduction
Social media have fundamentally changed the way we create, communicate, and consume. They
are becoming incredibly popular in recent years. Firms are active in using social media to
interact with consumers, for instance creating brand community. Brand community is a
community formed on the basis of attachment to a brand and its products (Muniz and O’Guinn
2001).The creation of brand community on social media sites may bring advantages to firms: on
the one hand, social media brand community has positive impact on consumer purchase behavior
through persuasive communication (Goh et al. 2013), thus positively correlates with product
sales (Dhar and Chang 2009); on the other hand, customers’ participation in a firm’s social
media leads to an increase of customer visiting frequency and customer profitability (Rishika et
al. 2013), which in turn has positive effect on brand trust and brand loyalty (Laroche et al. 2012;
Laroche et al. 2013).
Despite the extensive use of social media by consumers and firms, academic research on the
economic value of social media activities has lagged behind. According to Gallup’s State of the
American Consumer report, there is no consensus about whether brand community on social
media has influence on sales (O'Boyle 2014). This has motivated us to empirically examine the
sales effect of firm social media marketing. This work focuses on assessing the effect of
marketer-generated content (MGC) in social media brand communities on firm sales, to
complement extant studies on user-generated content (UGC). We also extend the literature on the
impact of UGC on types of products such as high-involvement vs. low-involvement products
(e.g., Gu et al. 2012) to that of MGC. High involvement products refer to products that carry a
high price tag or high level of risk for consumers, whereas low involvement products refer to
products that carry a low risk of failure or have a low price tag for consumers (Tanner &
Raymond 2010). Furthermore, we investigate the effect of firm characteristics on the efficacy of
MGC.
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Our research questions are: Whether MGC affects firm sales and product sales? If so, how such
impact varies with firm characteristics and product categories? To study our research questions,
we assemble a novel data set from taobao.com and its social media platform, WeiTao, so that we
can observe firms’ participation in social media and joint to product sales and firm sales. The
launch of WeiTao (microblogging on Taobao) in Nov. 2013 enables us a natural experiment
design to examine the effect of firm (Taobao store) use of social media. To account for
endogeneity caused by firm self-selection, we employ propensity score matching (PSM) method;
and we use difference-in-differences (DID) method to capture firm WeiTao post-use effect. We
find that, at the firm-level, the use of WeiTao significantly boosts store sales, and stores selling
low-involvement products (stationery in this study) benefit more from this social media
marketing tool than those selling high-involvement products (cosmetics in this study).

2. Hypotheses
Consumers typically browse brand community on social media without any intention to
purchase. They are drawn to social media because they want to take part in the conversation and
make connections with brands. When they build emotional connections with a brand, they will
purchase goods with pleasure (O'Boyle 2014). Social media provide great ways to build these
emotional connections. Content from social media has a significant influence on consumers’
purchase intention (Goh et al. 2013). Content in this brand community provides firm
information, products information and other relative information (such as promotion information,
new release information and post-sale service information). Consumers can employ this
information to reduce uncertainties when making purchase decisions. That is, consumers will be
more likely to purchase product when they possess more product-related and firm-related
information. Therefore we postulate:
Hypothesis 1: MGC has positive influence on firm sales.
Regarding product property, consumer behaviour can be different when dealing with
low-involvement products, as compared to high-involvement products. Consumers engage in
shorter pre-purchase information searches and consider little brand properties in the situations of
low involvement, but extensive pre-purchase information searches and more brand properties in
the situation of high involvement (Assael 1998). As for the influence of MGC on consumers’
decision making, we believe it is different for different types of products as well. When
purchasing low-involvement products, consumers tend to gather less information and make
decisions in a shorter time period. Thus, if MGC in brand community is appealing, consumers
would purchase products without hesitation. As for high-involvement products, consumers tend
to obtain more information to compare multiple products (Gu et al. 2012). MGC in brand
community is only part of information sources for consumers. In this situation, the consumer
decision-making is a longer and uncertain process, making the effect of MGC weaker.
Hypothesis 2: MGC has greater influence on sales of firm selling low-involvement products.

3. Model Specifications
Data in this study is crawled from Taobao (www.taobao.com), which is the leading e-commerce
platform in China. In Nov. 2013, Taobao launched a seller-oriented microblogging service called
WeiTao. Sellers can create brand communities on WeiTao to market their stores and products.
They generate contents to engage with consumers. Consumers can follow the sellers they like
and receive store information. The launch of WeiTao enables a natural experiment to examine
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the effect of using WeiTao (a social media marketing platform). We therefore employ
difference-in-differences (DID) method to quantify the effect. To deal with self-selection
problem, we use propensity score matching (PSM) proposed by Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) to
match experimental group (WeiTao stores) with control group (non-WeiTao stores).
The objective of PSM is to obtain experimental group and control group with similar covariate
distribution before the opening of WeiTao. It includes two steps: First is to model store opening
WeiTao decision as a function of store characteristics. We use generalized boosted regression
model (GBM) as shown in (1) to estimate propensity scores (McCaffrey et al. 2004) because this
algorithm can adaptively choose variables to include in the propensity score prediction model
regardless of function specification. The second step is to perform matching using the estimated
propensity scores. We use the 1:1 nearest neighbor matching, that each store i in the
experimental group is matched with a store in control group with the smallest difference in
estimated propensity score from store i. It is the most effective method for settings where the
goal is to select stores for studying the follow-up period (Stuart 2010).
𝑔̂(𝑥) = 𝑔0 + 𝑔1∗ (𝑙𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒) + 𝑔2∗ (𝑙𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡) + 𝑔3∗ (𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒) + 𝑔4∗ (𝑙𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) +
𝑔5∗ (𝑙𝑛𝑏ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡) + 𝑔6∗ (𝑙𝑛𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡) + 𝑔7∗ (𝑙𝑛𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡)
(1)
In (1), we choose all observed variables related to both whether store opening WeiTao and store
sales (Rubin and Thomas 1996). They are logarithm of store opening date (lnshopopentime),
accumulated store credit since opening date (lncredit), number of people bookmarking the store
(lnshopcollection), the number of recent received comments including the number of received
comments half years ago, last month and last week (lnbhalfcomment, lnmonthcomment,
lnweekcomment), and store rating (score) which is the first component score of principle
component analysis on the three highly correlated store ratings ― description score, service
score, and logistics score.
After PSM, we conduct DID to examine the sales effect of using WeiTao. The analysis is at
firm-level with model specifications shown in (2):
ln h𝑎𝑙𝑓𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝐼𝑓𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑜𝑖𝑗 + 𝛽2 𝐴𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑜𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝛽3 𝐼𝑓𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑜𝑖𝑗 ×
𝐴𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑜𝑖𝑗𝑡 + Θ𝐶𝑉𝑖𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡

(2)

In (2), i denotes a matched pair of stores, j denotes a store of experimental group or of control
group, and t denotes time period (we take half year before and after store opening WeiTao). The
dependent variable ln h𝑎𝑙𝑓𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑡 denotes the number of received comments within
the half year before or after the store opening WeiTao. Due to data availability, we cannot get
store sales data. The number of consumer comments is a conservative proxy and it is highly
correlated with sales (Liu 2006).
Key independent variables in (2) include 𝐼𝑓𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑜𝑖𝑗 , a dummy variable that equals 1 if the store
launches WeiTao and 0 if not; 𝐴𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑜𝑖𝑗𝑡 , a dummy variable that equals 1 for period after store
opening WeiTao and 0 for before; their interaction term 𝐼𝑓𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑜𝑖𝑗 × 𝐴𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑜𝑖𝑗𝑡 gives the
effect of social media engagement on store sales after store opening WeiTao, and its coefficient
𝛽3 is our focus. We also include a variety of control variables 𝐶𝑉𝑖𝑗 in (2) that are store basic
information:
lnshopopentime,
lncredit,
score,
lnbhalfcomment,
lnmonthcomment,
lnweekcomment, and lnshopcollection, as described above for (1).
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4. Data
Our data collection procedure is as follows. We searched keywords “cosmetics” and “stationery”
(in Chinese “化妆” and “文具”, respectively) on WeiTao mobile search page and obtained
WeiTao account lists. We then wrote Java codes to retrieve the number of fans, all posted blogs
and corresponding store page for every WeiTao account. We drop Tmall (B2B) WeiTao
accounts and only keep Taobao WeiTao accounts to avoid systematic bias between the two.
Finally, we got information of each store through their store webpage, including seller name,
opening time, region, store ratings, accumulated credit score and the number of people bookmark
the store. These stores make up our experimental group.
To get the pool of control group for PSM analysis, we first searched the same keywords
“cosmetics” and “stationery” on Taobao PC store search page and restricted results for the region
of Yangtse River delta (if no region restriction, search results will be too long and can’t be
returned in full). After removing stores that opened WeiTao, we obtained 7606 cosmetics stores
and 4322 stationery stores. These stores make up the pool of our control group (later on we will
get the control group by PSM). Store information was then retrieved from store page throughout
Java codes, the same as we did for the experimental group.
To examine the WeiTao (social media marketing) effect on store sales, we chose stores that
opened WeiTao between Apr. 2014 and Jun. 2014 from the experimental group. This gives us
422 cosmetics stores and 125 stationery stores. We collected their WeiTao information and store
information, as suggested above. For store information, we need data for half year before and
after the opening of WeiTao for both experimental group and the pool of control group.

5. Results
We perform 1:1 nearest neighbor matching and diagnose the quality of matching results. We
conducted a number of different types of balance checks to gain a complete picture. First, we
compared the “standardized bias” before and after matching (Rosenbaum and Rubin 1985). The
matched groups are more balanced if the standardized bias is smaller. For matching to be
acceptable, the absolute standardized bias should be less than 20% (Rosenbaum and Rubin
1985). Our results confirm that there is no significant difference between experimental group and
control group. Second, we performed a visual analysis by comparing kernel density distribution
before and after matching. While there are significant differences in propensity scores between
experimental group and control group before matching, and the differences decrease significantly
after matching. Furthermore, to assess the GBM assumption of ignorable treatment assignment,
we conducted sensitivity analysis to check if there are any unobserved variables related to both
whether store opening WeiTao and store sales. We created bounds for the treatment effect
(Rosenbaum 2002) and found there is no hidden bias issue in our data.
After PSM analysis, we have 422 cosmetics stores and 125 stationery stores, and equivalent
matched stores for the next DID analysis. Our main DID results for store sales are consolidated
in Table 1, where we present in separate columns for cosmetics sample and stationery sample.
The model fit (R-square) is close to 1 for both sample sets. Coefficients of the interaction term
Ifweitao×Aweitao are positive and significant for both cosmetics sample (0.196, significant at
the 1% level) and stationery sample (0.225, significant at the 5% level). This supports hypothesis
H1 that social media marketing has a significant positive influence on firm sales.
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We then compute the elasticity of social media sales effect according to the Kennedy (1981)
method. The sales elasticity for cosmetics stores is 21.35, which means that stores have an
average 21.35% sales increase after opening WeiTao. The elasticity for stationery stores is 24.63,
meaning a 24.63% sales increase after opening WeiTao. To examine the difference in WeiTao
sales effect between cosmetics sample and stationery sample, we use the method proposed by
Wooldridge (2002). First, we construct a dummy variable, industry, which equals 1 if a store
sells stationery and 0 if it sells cosmetics. Therefore interaction term industry×Ifweitao×Aweitao
would capture the differences between the two industry samples. And then, we add the dummy
variable and the interaction term into (2) to run regression. We find a coefficient of the
interaction term 0.159, significant at the 1% level, indicating that WeiTao effect is significantly
stronger for stores that sell stationery products than those who sell cosmetics products. Thus H2
is supported.
Table 1. DID Results for the WeiTao Effect on Store Sales
Cosmetics

Variables

Coefficient

Ifweitao

-0.181

Aweitao

p value

***

0.000

0.005

Ifweitao×Aweitao
lnshopopentime
lncredit
lnbhalfcomment

0.196

***

8.149

***

0.694

***

-0.170

Stationery

0.888
0.000
0.000
0.000

***

0.000

Coefficient
-0.236

p value

***

0.001

0.036

0.619

**

0.022

8.189

***

0.000

0.554

***

0.000

***

0.000

***

0.000

0.225

-0.073

***

0.000

lnweekcomment

0.036

*

0.066

-0.036

0.419

lnshopcollection

0.005

0.724

0.004

0.862

lnmonthcomment

0.379

score

0.035

intercept

***

-86.12

N
R-square
Note：***

p<0.01

**

p<0.05

0.000

***

0.000

0.534

0.049

***

0.002

***

0.000

-86.45

1688

500

0.9334

0.9480

* p<0.1

6. Discussion and Conclusions
In this study, we examine the impact of MGC on firm sales, and compare the effects between
product categories. We leverage a natural experiment to quantify such effects. Our results show
that MGC has significant impact on firm sales. Specifically, sales elasticity by WeiTao
marketing is 21.35 for cosmetics stores and 24.63 for stationery stores. Further examination
suggests that MGC has greater effect on sales of firms selling low-involvement products
(stationery) than those selling high-involvement products (cosmetics).
This study has the following research implications. First, we conduct a more complete
examination to quantify the economic value of MGC for different product categories. Second,
MGC has not been well studied in prior literature, with a few notable exceptions (e.g., Goh et al.
2013). Our study has the potential to fill the gap. Third, our results are more generalizable,
considering our panel data of multiple firms rather than a single firm case as in prior research.
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Our study offers useful managerial implications. First of all, it is beneficial for marketers to
engage social media efforts given our findings. Meanwhile, the magnitude of MGC effect
depends on firm characteristics and product natures. Marketers need to have a better
understanding and arrange social media activities accordingly.
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Abstract
We examined the gender differences in users’ continuance intention to use link sharing tools. A
survey was conducted and data from 343 students in China were analyzed using multiple-group
analysis. The results show that the relationships between Personal Integrative Needs, Cognitive
Needs, Escape Needs and Satisfaction were moderated by gender. Implications for both
researchers and practitioners are discussed.
Keywords: Link sharing tools, Gender, Continuance intention, Social media

1. Introduction
A new feature “share” is provided in some traditional Internet Server Providers (ISP) and social
media in recent years. It works as a button or a tag to support users to share content as a link from
one site (traditional website or social media) to social media. Apparently, it is a referral traffic
benefit for traditional websites and content benefit for social media.
As is full of commercial value, it is important to investigate the factors influencing users'
continuance intentions to use link tools according to behavior perspective. As a new phenomenon
without theory-driven empirical research, we conducted a study (study 1) to investigate the
questions recently and revealed the predictors underlying the continuance. Since previous studies
indicated that gender differences is relate to IS adoption, Social Networking Services(SNS) use as
well as beliefs of computer-based media (Gefen and Straub 1997), exploring the gender
differences in link sharing tool use is meaningful. Therefore, this study aims to examine gender
differences in link sharing tools continuance. The main goals of this study were to (1) examine
whether gender moderate the activities individuals engage in link sharing tools continuance, (2)
identify gender differences in mechanism underlying link sharing tools continuance, and (3)
suggest theoretical as well as practical implications according to the findings.
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2. Literature Review
2.1 Link sharing tool continuance intention in social media context
As is mentioned above, we have conveyed study 1 to investigate the factors influence individual’s
link sharing tools continuance. The study proposed that Satisfaction about link sharing tools is
determined by individual’s Motivation Needs and Privacy Concern, while Satisfaction and Subject
Norm mostly determine Continued Use Intention which, company with Perceived Behavior
Control will influence the actual Continued Use Behavior. The definitions of the constructs are
shown Table 1 as follows.
Table 1. Definitions of constructs
Construct

Definition

Reference

Cognitive Needs

The demand for information and knowledge to promote personal
cognitive ability

(Katz et al. 1973)

Personal
Integrative Needs

The demand for strengthening credibility, confidence, stability, and
status

(Katz et al. 1973)

Social Integrative
Needs

The demand for strengthening contact with family, friends, and the
world

(Katz et al. 1973)

Escape Needs

The demand for tension-release

(Katz et al. 1973)

Privacy Concern

The intention to protect sensitive information from exposing to
others

(Westin 1967)

Satisfaction

The summary psychological state resulting when the emotion
surrounding disconfirmed expectations is coupled with the
consumer's prior feelings about the consumption experience

(Oliver 1981)

Subjective Norm

The perceived social pressure to engage or not to engage in a
behavior

(Fishbein
and
Ajzen 1975)

Perceived
Behavior Control

The judgments of resources availability and action probability

(Ajzen
and
Madden 1986)

Cognitive Needs
0.207***

Personal
Integrative Needs

0.11*

Satisfaction

0.732***

0.455***

Social Integrative
Needs
Escape

Continued Use
Intension

0.44***

Continued Use
Behavior

0.101*

-0.104*

Privacy
Concern

Subject
Norm

Note: *** Significant at 0.001
* Significant at 0.05
Fig. 1. The verified model.
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Perceived
Behavior Control

A survey was conducted and data from 343 students in China were analyzed using SPSS 18.0 and
AMOS 18.0. Results from structural equation modeling (SEM) analysis revealed that except for
the path of escape to user satisfaction and perceived behavior control to continued use behavior, all
path coefficients are found statistically significant. The verified model is shown Fig. 1.
2.2 Gender differences in Motivation
In recent years, some SNS research covered gender differences. Barker’s study (2009) suggested
that females were more interested in using SNS to communicate with peers. That means females
are more likely to participate in social media and satisfy their needs for social contact, which was
defined as Social Integrative Needs in our previous study (table 1). Besides, Barker’s study also
revealed that learning as a motivation to SNS usage is relatively significant in males. This kind of
motivation was also defined and examined as Cognitive Needs in study 1. Further, some
psychology research revealed that men, compared with women, tend to have stronger motivation
for personal achievement and be directed toward individualistic tasks and goals (Carlson 1971;
Hoffman 1972). To some degree, this kind of motivation can be explained by Personal Integrative
Needs (table 1), which was related to some personal achievement. Besides, research has revealed
that female appear more process-oriented while male appear more task-oriented(Minton and
Schneider 1985). Escape Needs (table 1), is a kind of intrinsic motives according to its definition.
Thus, we have the following hypotheses:
H1: Social integrative needs toward using link sharing tools will influence female more strongly
than it will influence male.
H2: Personal integrative needs toward using link sharing tools will influence male more strongly
than it will influence female.
H3: Cognitive Needs toward using link sharing tools will influence male more strongly than it will
influence female.
H4: Escape Needs toward using link sharing tools will influence female more strongly than it will
influence male.
2.3 Gender differences in Privacy Concern
In social media context, studies revealed that women disclose more personal information than men
on their SNS profiles across a variety of categories (Hoy and Milne 2010; Kolek and Saunders
2008). It was suggested that female, especially college women tend to be more willing to share
some personal detail in several areas such as photo albums, photographs and any reference to
alcohol, drugs, and partying (Kolek and Saunders 2008). According to Lin et al. (2013), perceived
risk had a greater impact on men’s Facebook continuance than woman. As link sharing tools work
for promoting communication and information sharing, we have the following hypotheses:
H5: Privacy concern toward using link sharing tools will influence male more strongly than it will
influence female.
2.4 Gender differences in Subject Norm
Venkatesh et al. (2000) found that women will be more sensitive to others’ opinion about new
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technology and influenced by these information more when making usage decision. According to
mobile phone’s adoption, young female users were also found to be influenced by external sources
at greater extent than male (Skog 2002). Link sharing tools is a new plug-in company with the rise
of social media, others attitude toward it may influence its adaptation to some distant, which may
base on gender difference. Consequently, we have the following hypotheses:
H6: Subject norm toward using link sharing tools will influence female more strongly than it will
influence male.

3. Research Methods
Participants were 464 students from three universities (Nanjing University, Soochow University,
and Hefei University of Technology) in China who completed a printed 41-item survey in two
phases. In the first phase, we collected the items assessing demographic information and
information on Motivation Needs, Satisfaction, Privacy Concern, Subject Norm, Perceived
Behavior Control, Continued Use Intention according to participants’ use of link sharing tools.
The second phase was implemented a month later, the questions covered topic about usage
behavior during the past month. Seven-point Likert scale was used in the questionnaire from 1 to 7.
In all, 343 (40.23% male, 59.77% female) valid questionnaires were analyzed in the present study.
Cronbach alphas for all study variables were well above the threshold for exploratory research.

4. Results
Reliability analysis, validity analysis and path analysis were used to examine the link sharing tools
continuance model in study1. In this study, we introduce a dummy variable, gender, to test its
moderation of the different relationships. By multiple-group analysis (female subsample n=205,
male subsample n=138) using AMOS, we conducted a test of the differences in path coefficients
between female and male. It revealed a good measurement model fit (χ2/df=1.84, RMSEA=0.05,
NFI=0.80, PNFI=0.71, PCFI=0.80). Table 2 presents the path coefficients for each of the
subsamples and it indicates that the relationships between Personal integrative needs, Cognitive
Needs, Escape Needs and Satisfaction were moderated by gender (p<0.05).
Table 2. Gender Differences in the Salience of PC, CN, PIN, SIN, EN in Determining SAT and SN in
Determining CI
β（Male） β（Female） Diff Men vs. Women
PC - SAT
-0.13**
-0.07
ns
CN - SAT
0.32***
0.12
**
PIN - SAT
0.19***
0.02
**
EN - SAT
-0.05
0.16**
**
SIN - SAT
0.40***
0.38***
ns
SN - CI
0.34**
0.06
*
Notes. ns : non-significant, *p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***<0.01.
The difference column presents the critical ratios for differences between parameters.
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It appears that male had a greater salient effect on personal integrative needs (β=0.19, P<0.01) and
cognitive needs (β=0.32, P<0.001) in determining satisfaction compared with female (β=0.02, ns,
β=0. 12, ns), although it is not significant for woman (H2 and H3 were supported). Besides, escape
needs is a stronger determinant of satisfaction with use link sharing tools for female users (β=0.16,
P<0.001) than male (β=-0.05, ns) (the determinant perform insignificant for men) (H4 was
supported).
However, contrary to H6, male (β=0.34, P<0.05) weighted subject norm more strongly in
determining continued use intention than female (β=0.06, ns) did. H5 suggested that privacy
concern toward using link sharing tools will influence male more strongly than it will influence
female. From Table 2 we see that privacy concern is a significant determinant of satisfaction for
female (β=-0.13, p<0.05), but not for women (β=-0.07, ns). Although it is consistent with H5, the
moderate function of gender is not significant (ns). Social integrative needs had a fairly equal
effect on satisfaction for both female (β=0.38, p<0.01) and male (β=0.40, p<0.01), the moderate
function of gender is not significant (ns). Consequently, H1 was not supported.

5. Discussion and Implications
This study reveals that there is a salient gender difference in link sharing tools continuance in
social media context. The findings of this study provide new certification to cross-gender research
and have several key theoretical and practical contributions and implications.
The hypothesis 2, posited that personal integrative needs toward using link sharing tools influence
male more strongly than female, indicates that male has stronger willingness to personal
achievement. They may have more emphasis on link sharing tools’ functions that directed toward
individualistic tasks and goals. Hypothesis 3 is about individual’s cognitive needs. It reveals that
male also be influenced more than female in determining satisfaction. Many male users regard link
sharing tools as a plug-in for getting more information and knowledge. Hypothesis 4 reveals that
woman prefer to share something in social media to get relax. Consequently, functions such as
emoticon with links may be more popular among woman.
Male, contrary to female, was found to be significantly moderate the relationship between subject
norm and continued behavior intention which is opposite to Hypothesis 6. According to Seidler
(2006), singular masculinity dominance could alter the social tolerance to be wider. We found that
in Dong and Zhang’s (2011) study, Chinese men were revealed more notably affected by subject
norms. One plausible explanation relates to Chinese culture and contemporary situation. On one
hand, China has a long tradition of male dominance and son preference, in which the society paid
more attention to male rather than female. On the other hand, today’s Chinese women demonstrate
a high level of self-confidence, which has negative correlation with subject norms. In all, this
finding underlines that it is essential to control fundamental differences in culture when
investigating users’ behavior.
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Although Hypothesis 1 was not supported in this study, it is revealed that both female and male
pay much attention to link sharing tools’ social promotion function compared to others. Thus,
continuous improvement toward to its interactive and communicative function is important.
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Abstract
The recent growing interest in social media for legitimate promotion has been accompanied by an increasing
number of fraudulent activities. Businesses attempt to use fraudulent reviews to boost their sales. Such
fraudulent activities have become even more popular due to the current low reputation penalty when being
caught. Unfortunately, existing research mainly focuses on how to detect fraudulent activities and little is
known about what review portals should do with the fraudulent reviews after detecting them. In this paper, we
study how consumers respond to potentially fraudulent reviews and how review portals can leverage such
knowledge to design better fraudulent policies by introducing a reputation penalty based on businesses'
historical fraudulent activities. To do so, we combine randomized experiments with statistical analysis using
large-scale archival data from Yelp. Our experiments show that when websites display both fraudulent and
non-fraudulent reviews rather than censor fraudulent reviews, customers visit more restaurant pages, spend
more time on the website, are more engaged with the content and trust the review portal more. This finding
indicates that it is critical for review portals to not only display the fraudulent information but also display it in
an effective way to reduce consumer cognitive cost. Finally, our archival analysis using a Maximum
Likelihood Estimation method allows us to design a novel fraud-awareness reputation system that product
search engines can deploy to better improve consumer trust and decision making.
Keywords: User behavior, Platform design, Trust/online trust, User-generated-content, Machine learning

Introduction
With over half of the Internet's population accessing social media sites regularly, online reviews have become
a major source of information for consumers. Prior work has found significant economic effects from online
reviews in various settings, including the effect of reviews on product sales (e.g., Chintagunta et al. 2010;
Chevalier & Mayzlin 2006). Organizations are searching for new ways to engage more followers via social
media and to garner more positive reviews than their competitors. This has also caused an increasing number
of fraudulent reviews on major online review portals as some companies choose to pay for positive reviews to
create an illusion of customer loyalty and customer advocacy on social media sites.
To improve the credibility of the online reviews, product search engines have started combining techniques
from text mining and natural language processing (e.g., Jindal and Liu 2008; Ott et al. 2011) as well as
network-based graphical models (e.g., Akoglu, Chandy, and Faloutsos 2013) to detect potentially fraudulent
reviews on their websites. However, beyond this literature on detecting fraudulent reviews, little is known
about what review portals and search engines should do with the fake reviews after detecting them. This is the
subject of our research.
Currently, most review portals choose to deal with fake reviews by quietly deleting them. However, certain
review portals like Yelp, invalidate suspected fraudulent reviews and make the review visible to the public
with a notation that it is potentially fraudulent. There is, of course, a natural tension between the two
approaches: Displaying fraudulent reviews aims to discourage fraud by reducing information asymmetry and
increasing the reputation risks of being detected. The hope is that the expected cost of being caught cheating
will outweigh the potential revenue increase associated with a small rating increase. However, this approach
can be risky for social media platforms because it may highlight the prevalence of fraud, and affect consumers'
trust in all reviews.
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We address this managerial challenge by answering the following two questions in our research: What is the
impact of suspected fake reviews on consumer behavior in a website? Is there a more effective fraud
management policy for social media and search engine platforms when responding to suspected fake reviews,
i.e., to discourage sellers from soliciting fraudulent reviews?
Our major findings can be summarized as follows: First, from our first randomized experiment we find that
displaying fraudulent reviews in parallel with truthful reviews causes consumers to visit more restaurants,
engage more in the review portal and spend more time on the review portal. We find that instead of mixing the
fraudulent and non-fraudulent reviews in line with each other for display, it is more efficient to display them
on separate pages along with an overall adjusted rating that corrects for bias from the potentially fraudulent
reviews. This finding indicates consumers tend to process fraudulent and non-fraudulent information
differently. It is critical for review portals to not only display the fraudulent information but also display it in
an effective way to reduce consumer cognitive cost. Second, we find that consumers are more likely choose
restaurants that have a lower historical fraudulent activity when fraudulent information is displayed to them
versus when this information is not displayed. Third, using techniques from behavioral economics, we conduct
a second randomized experiment to quantify the consumers' trust for website using a betting game. From this
experiment, we find that displaying fraudulent reviews and providing a summary score of potentially
fraudulent activities causes consumers to trust a review portal more than they otherwise would.
We also find that positive and negative fraud reviews have different inherent motivations (self-promoting vs.
maligning others). However, our experiments show that users are unlikely to be able to distinguish these two
types of fraudulent activities themselves. Therefore, it is important to treat these two types of fraudulent
reviews differently when displaying information to users. We propose to design a novel fraud-awareness
trust score that can summarize the history of fraudulent activities and penalizes the two fraudulent activities
differently. In particular, we use a dataset, from Yelp.com containing fraudulent and non-fraudulent reviews
over two years among restaurants in San Francisco. We propose a Maximum Likelihood Estimation model to
estimate the fraud probability of each review conditional on the characteristics of textual reviews, reviewers
and restaurants. Estimates from the final model allow us to derive a trust score for each product by enforcing a
penalty on the detected fraud reviews. The basic idea behind our proposed trust score is to incorporate a
reputational cost for every fake review. Existing approaches to manage fraud do not include a penalty for
getting caught while writing a fraudulent review. Our model provides an innovative way in which review
portals can learn from the fraudulent reviews and better manage them to increase user engagement and
consumer trust.

Randomized Experiment – I
Our first research question is: What is the impact of displaying fraudulent reviews, after detection, on
consumer behavior? To answer this question, we designed and conducted a randomized experiment on
Amazon Mechanical Turk between February 21, 2014 and March 4, 2014 with 554 subjects. We wanted to
examine how displaying fraudulent reviews (alongside non-fraudulent reviews) in review portals performed
against the currently popular “silent approach,” in which the portal does not mention the measures it takes
against fraudulent reviews or even acknowledge the possibility of fraudulent reviews. We used five
hypothetical scenarios in the experiment. The design of our experiment is summarized in Table 1.
First, we compare the two scenarios that are currently used by the major review portals in Table 3. Interestingly,
restaurants visited in Scenario A (Fraudulent information Displayed), on average had significantly more page
views, more time spent per restaurant page, higher engagement and higher number of unique users than the
restaurants visited in Scenario B (Silent Approach) which only filter fraudulent reviews at the backend but
does not display or acknowledge them. This finding seems to indicate that it is beneficial for review portals to
display the fraudulent reviews after detecting them. It can significantly increase the number of visitors, user
engagement and clicks on the product's landing page. Likewise, users in Scenario A (Fraudulent information
Displayed) showed a statistically significant increase in the number of page visits, level of engagement, time
spent, and number of unique restaurant pages visited than users in Scenario B.
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3.2. Effect of Individualism Value on Rating Deviation
In the context of online reviews websites, the effects of individualism value may exist in the
form of rating deviation. Social influence is one form of normative influence, consumers could
be “conforming” because their evaluation may be affected by the opinions of other consumers.
The societies that focus on collectivism values encourage social harmony and bonding within
their groups (Lam et al., 2009). By contrast, countries that encourage individual autonomy and
individualist behavior (e.g., the US) would discourage such conforming behaviors. Therefore, we
could use cultural value differences to reconcile social influence and motivation effects.
We expect that cultural value heterogeneities would lead respondents from countries with
collectivism value to deviate less likely from the prior average rating because individuals in these
countries are more likely to be influenced by others to avoid confrontation and preserve harmony.
Therefore, such individuals are more willing to agree with the average rating. By contrast, in
countries that promote individualism, individual initiative to deviate from the dominant views is
appreciated and espoused; consumers are more willing to disagree with the average rating. Based
on the discussion, cultural value is a determining factor that leads to the diverging predictions.
Hypothesis 1: On average, ratings submitted by consumers from countries that rank high on
individualism values are more likely to deviate from prior average rating, ceteris paribus.
3.3. Effects of Cultural Values on Review Length
Review length indicates the effort of a consumer to contribute to a product/merchant’s
evaluations; particularly how many words they wrote in a specific review. Multiple reasons are
cited for this variation in review length, such as language competency. However, our focus is on
cultural values, particularly individualism values. Consumers from countries that espouse
individualism values rely less on the opinions of other consumers (Triandis 1995), and they tend
to correct the views of other people. Hence, we shall see consumers coming from countries that
promote individualism cultures to spare a higher effort to provide more details for the review.
Hypothesis 2: On average, consumers from countries that rank high on individualism values write
longer reviews.
3.4. Moderating Effects of Travel Experience
Although on average, consumers in countries that promote individualism values tend to deviate
from prior average rating, variations could exist among consumers within the same country. For
example, a few individuals in the US tend to be more conforming than others, whereas several
individuals in China tend to be more individualistic than others. One key factor that leads to this
variation in cultural values is the travel experiences of people that expose them to different
cultural values. Exposure to different cultures makes people more tolerant of different values or
voices because they are more familiar with other cultures.
Hypothesis 3a: The travel experience of consumers attenuates the effect of individualism value on
rating deviation.
Hypothesis 3b: The travel experience of consumers attenuates the effect of individualism value on
review length.

4. Research Methodology
4.1. Data
We utilized four archival sources for this study. Fist, we obtained a total of 294,884 review-level
observations from 3,748 unique merchants in our sample. Second, our cultural values measures
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were collected from House (2004). Third, we obtained data on the official languages of each
country from the GeoDist database and merged the language data to the main dataset. Fourth, we
obtained additional data on cultural values from the WVS and Hofstede (2001).
4.2. Key Measures
4.2.1 Dependent Variable:
Rating Deviation: Measured by the absolute difference of the posted rating of a consumer and the
restaurant average rating posted on the website he/she observed.
Review Length: Measured by calculating the number of words a consumer wrote in a review.
4.2.2. Independent Variables:
Individualism Value: The House (2004) data on collectivism measures the degree to which
individuals express pride, loyalty, and cohesiveness in their organizations or families. We
employed the negative value of collectivism to measure its opposite side: individualism.
Travel Experience: We measured the travel experience of a consumer by the number of countries
that he/she has traveled to, based on the TripAdvisor data.
4.2.3. Key Control Variables:
We also control for prior review volume, consumer average rating, consumer tenure, time effect,
review age and English language competency.
4.3. Empirical Model
We identified the effects of cultural values, travel experience, and the interaction effects by
examining the within-restaurant variance using within transformation fixed effects (𝐹𝐸:  𝛿! )
model while controlling for time effects by using dummy variables ( ! 𝜏! ∗ 𝑀! ). We controlled
for consumer-level variations using several important control variables. We formulated the
estimation equations for dependent variables rating deviation and lnwords, as follows. In these
two equations, i is used to index consumers, j is used to index restaurants, and t is used to index
time; 𝛿! is the fixed effect for restaurants that controls for all restaurant level time invariant
unobserved factors; and ! 𝜏! ∗ 𝑀! include all the dummy variables for time (monthly) that
controls for time trend. The key parameters to be estimated for these equations are 𝜶, 𝜷  𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝜸.  
  𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛!"# = 𝜶 ∗ 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑚! +   𝜷 ∗ ln  (𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒! ) + 𝜸
∗ 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑚 ∗ ln  (𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒) ! + 𝛿! +

!

𝜏! ∗ 𝑀! + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙!"# + 𝜀!"#

  𝑙𝑛𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠!"# = 𝜶 ∗ 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑚! +   𝜷 ∗ ln  (𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒! ) + 𝜸 ∗ 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑚 ∗ ln  (𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒)

+ 𝛿! +

!

!

𝜏! ∗ 𝑀! + 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙!"# + 𝜀!"#   

4.4. Estimation Results and Hypothesis Testing
We initially examined the effects of culture on rating deviation. We tested the main effects of
cultural values and the interaction term with travel experience on rating deviation (Column 1 of
Table 3). Table 3 shows that individualism values significantly increase deviation from the prior
average rating, supporting Hypotheses 1. We determine that travel experience reduces rating
deviation, as well as further attenuates the role of individualism values on rating deviation.
Therefore, Hypotheses 3a is supported.
We then examined the effects of culture on review length. Similarly, we tested the main effects
of cultural values and the interaction term with travel experience on review length (Column 2 of
Table 3). Table 3 shows that individualism values significantly increase the contribution of
consumers, as measured by the number of words submitted to TripAdvisor, which supports
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Hypotheses 2. We determined that travel experience has no direct effect on ccontribution;
however, it attenuates the role of individualism values on consumer contribution. Therefore,
Hypotheses 3b is supported.
Table 1. Effect of Culture on Rating Deviation and Review Length
(1)
(2)
VARIABLES
Rating Deviation
ln(words)
Individualism (House)
0.037***(0.011)
0.108***(0.015)
ln(experience)
-0.080***(0.018)
0.016
(0.024)
Individualism * ln(experience)
-0.010***(0.004)
-0.000** (0.000)
ln(Prior_Volume)
-0.002(0.006)
-0.089***(0.006)
Avg_Rating
-0.0683***(0.002)
0.010***(0.002)
Consumer Tenure
0.000***(0.000)
0.002***(0.000)
English Language
0.007(0.006)
0.221***(0.013)
Constant
1.780***(0.673)
4.202***(0.164)
Restaurant FE
Yes
Yes
Time Dummies
Yes
Yes
Observations
294,884
294,884
R-squared (within)
0.063
0.081
Number of restaurant_id
3,748
3,748
Note: Cluster robust standard errors in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

5. Discussions
5.1. Key Findings
This study provides a pioneering effort in theoretically conceptualizing and empirically testing
the cultural effects and biases in the context of online reviews. First, we investigate the effects of
cultural values in UGC, particularly online review generation. We determine that consumers
from countries that value individualism tend to rate at extremes (relative to the observed average
of all the prior ratings), as well as tend to contribute more to the online review site. Second, we
found exposure to different culture attenuates the effect of individualism values on reviews.
5.2. Implications
The current study provides theoretical implications. First, previous research on culture has used
different samples (usually two samples) to extrapolate cultural effects (Lam et al. 2009).
Identifying the effects of culture is difficult using this sampling approach.
Second, this study builds on extant literature on social influence bias (of content generation to
disaggregate social influence caused by cultural heterogeneity by theoretically proposing and
empirically validating the effect of culture on the content generation behavior of consumers.
Third, a substantial amount of research on consumer behavior exists. Consumer perceptions and
behavior could be affected by different cultural values, such as individualism values, assertive
values, uncertainty avoidance, etc. The present study provides an initial attempt to identify the
salient cultural effects in the context of online reviews, providing a theoretical basis for future
research in this space.
Fourth, the studies on the antecedents of online review behavior are scarce (Goes et al. 2014).
Our study is among the first to examine the factors that affect online review characteristics,
which contributes to online review literature.
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5.3. Limitations and Opportunities
As with all studies, the current study has limitations. First, cultural values are measured at the
country level, but such values are treated as the characteristics of an individual. This is not a
serious concern: we are estimating the average effect of cultural values; on the other hand, we
used consumer’s exposure to different cultures and found the moderating effect. Future research
could examine other cultural values (such as uncertainty avoidance) in the same or different
contexts. Second, as with all observational studies, the results of this study should be interpreted
with caution because causal inference is difficult without random assignment.
5.4. Conclusion
Culture is an important, yet under-studied topic in the information systems field. Cross-cultural
differences are omnipresent. Therefore, understanding the effects of cultural values on consumer
online content generation behavior not only helps theorize such a “cultural effect,” but also
provides important implications as well for review curators that seek to maintain an unbiased
reviews system. The current study provides an initial exploration of the application of multiple
archival sources of cultural values data to UGC research, and invites academic researchers to
consider the broader influence of cultural values in IS research.
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Abstract
This study examines the effect of cultural on user-generated content (UGC) in online reviews. We
theoretically propose and empirically examine the effect of one salient dimension of cultural
values on UGC, which is individualism (versus collectivism), in terms of rating deviation and
review length. We further examine whether the travel experience attenuates the cultural effect.
Based on a panel data econometric analysis of a review-level data set, we determined that,
consumers with individualism values tend to deviate from the average rating of prior consumers
and write relatively longer reviews. Interestingly, these “cultural effects” are attenuated by the
exposure to different cultures. The key results are robust to several different measures of cultural
values. We discuss the theoretical and managerial implications of cultural effects on the content
generation behavior of the users in the context of online reviews.
Keywords: Culture, Individualism Value, User-generated Content (UGC), Online Reviews,
Social Influence

1. Introduction
As one of the most important IT components designed by information systems (IS) practitioners
that curates user-generated content (UGC), online reviews has received tremendous attention in
the field of information systems in the academe (Duan et al. 2008; Ghose and Ipeirotis 2006; Li
and Hitt 2008) and the industry (Jupiter Research 2008) because of the important implications of
such reviews to firms and consumers.
In the current study, we extend prior IS research on UGC, social influence, and cultural values
by theoretically proposing and empirically testing a number of cultural effect hypotheses in the
context of online reviews. Cultural effects of this nature are theorized to affect the rating that
current research on peer influence has largely focused on (Muchnik et al. 2013), as well as the
contribution effort of consumers (review length). We propose the following research questions:
•
How does individualism cultural value shape the online review reporting behavior of
consumers (in terms of deviation from average rating, review length?
•
How does the travel experience of a consumer moderate the effects of culture on his/her
online review reporting behavior?
We use a restaurant-time two-way fixed effects econometric model to identify the effects of
cultural values on consumer online reviews, and the effects of online review characteristics on
perceived review value. Two interesting results emerge out of our econometric analyses. First,
our results indicate that consumers from countries that espouse individualism are more inclined
to deviate from the prior average rating of other consumers, to write more detailed (longer)
reviews. Second, we determine the travel experience of consumers, which indicates exposure to
different cultures, to moderate the effects of cultural values on online review generation
behavior.
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2. Literature Review
2.1. Cultural Values
Studies on cultural values originate from international business and social psychology. National
cultural dimensions measured by scholars, such as Robert House and Geert Hofstede, have been
widely used to study business phenomenon (Sia et al. 2009). Individualism value versus
collectivism value is a key dimension of the cultural values. Hofstede (2001) and House (2005)
explained that collectivist countries are characterized by harmony, avoidance of confrontations,
and more conforming behavior. Individual initiatives and deviations from the dominant opinions
in the group tend to be discouraged (Hofstede 2001). Previous studies provide some evidence
that cultural values matter for the decision-making of individuals and firms (Hong and Pavlou
2014), and we seek to address the void in the literature of online reviews.
2.2. Online Reviews
IS scholars have identified several sources of reporting bias in online reviews. Moe and
Schweidel (2012) presented a joint model of a consumer’s decision on (1) whether to review and
(2) what rating to assign, conditional on a review. They determined significant heterogeneity
with respect to the desire of consumers to post in high-consensus versus high-variance
environments. Even controlling for variance, we argue that we will see heterogeneity among
people in favoring conformity or deviation. This source bias has been examined as social
influence bias from the crowd (Muchnik et al. 2013), that is, when late postings of a consumer
are influenced by the review of early consumers and early reviews; and social bias from peers
(Wang et al. 2010), that is, when the reviews of consumers are influenced by the reviews of their
friends. Notably, prior studies have ignored the heterogeneity among reviewers, and we seek to
explore this variation in terms of cultural value differences.

3. Hypotheses Development
Figure 1. Research Framework

3.1. Individualism vs. Collectivism
The use of the terms individualism and collectivism can be traced back to English political
philosophers of the 18th and 19th centuries (Triandis 1995). More recent literature, such as
House (2004), defines collectivism (versus individualism) as the degree to which individuals
express pride, loyalty, and cohesiveness in their organizations or families, and individualism is
the opposite of collectivism.
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3.2. Effect of Individualism Value on Rating Deviation
In the context of online reviews websites, the effects of individualism value may exist in the
form of rating deviation. Social influence is one form of normative influence, consumers could
be “conforming” because their evaluation may be affected by the opinions of other consumers.
The societies that focus on collectivism values encourage social harmony and bonding within
their groups (Lam et al., 2009). By contrast, countries that encourage individual autonomy and
individualist behavior (e.g., the US) would discourage such conforming behaviors. Therefore, we
could use cultural value differences to reconcile social influence and motivation effects.
We expect that cultural value heterogeneities would lead respondents from countries with
collectivism value to deviate less likely from the prior average rating because individuals in these
countries are more likely to be influenced by others to avoid confrontation and preserve harmony.
Therefore, such individuals are more willing to agree with the average rating. By contrast, in
countries that promote individualism, individual initiative to deviate from the dominant views is
appreciated and espoused; consumers are more willing to disagree with the average rating. Based
on the discussion, cultural value is a determining factor that leads to the diverging predictions.
Hypothesis 1: On average, ratings submitted by consumers from countries that rank high on
individualism values are more likely to deviate from prior average rating, ceteris paribus.
3.3. Effects of Cultural Values on Review Length
Review length indicates the effort of a consumer to contribute to a product/merchant’s
evaluations; particularly how many words they wrote in a specific review. Multiple reasons are
cited for this variation in review length, such as language competency. However, our focus is on
cultural values, particularly individualism values. Consumers from countries that espouse
individualism values rely less on the opinions of other consumers (Triandis 1995), and they tend
to correct the views of other people. Hence, we shall see consumers coming from countries that
promote individualism cultures to spare a higher effort to provide more details for the review.
Hypothesis 2: On average, consumers from countries that rank high on individualism values write
longer reviews.
3.4. Moderating Effects of Travel Experience
Although on average, consumers in countries that promote individualism values tend to deviate
from prior average rating, variations could exist among consumers within the same country. For
example, a few individuals in the US tend to be more conforming than others, whereas several
individuals in China tend to be more individualistic than others. One key factor that leads to this
variation in cultural values is the travel experiences of people that expose them to different
cultural values. Exposure to different cultures makes people more tolerant of different values or
voices because they are more familiar with other cultures.
Hypothesis 3a: The travel experience of consumers attenuates the effect of individualism value on
rating deviation.
Hypothesis 3b: The travel experience of consumers attenuates the effect of individualism value on
review length.

4. Research Methodology
4.1. Data
We utilized four archival sources for this study. Fist, we obtained a total of 294,884 review-level
observations from 3,748 unique merchants in our sample. Second, our cultural values measures
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were collected from House (2004). Third, we obtained data on the official languages of each
country from the GeoDist database and merged the language data to the main dataset. Fourth, we
obtained additional data on cultural values from the WVS and Hofstede (2001).
4.2. Key Measures
4.2.1 Dependent Variable:
Rating Deviation: Measured by the absolute difference of the posted rating of a consumer and the
restaurant average rating posted on the website he/she observed.
Review Length: Measured by calculating the number of words a consumer wrote in a review.
4.2.2. Independent Variables:
Individualism Value: The House (2004) data on collectivism measures the degree to which
individuals express pride, loyalty, and cohesiveness in their organizations or families. We
employed the negative value of collectivism to measure its opposite side: individualism.
Travel Experience: We measured the travel experience of a consumer by the number of countries
that he/she has traveled to, based on the TripAdvisor data.
4.2.3. Key Control Variables:
We also control for prior review volume, consumer average rating, consumer tenure, time effect,
review age and English language competency.
4.3. Empirical Model
We identified the effects of cultural values, travel experience, and the interaction effects by
examining the within-restaurant variance using within transformation fixed effects (𝐹𝐸:  𝛿! )
model while controlling for time effects by using dummy variables ( ! 𝜏! ∗ 𝑀! ). We controlled
for consumer-level variations using several important control variables. We formulated the
estimation equations for dependent variables rating deviation and lnwords, as follows. In these
two equations, i is used to index consumers, j is used to index restaurants, and t is used to index
time; 𝛿! is the fixed effect for restaurants that controls for all restaurant level time invariant
unobserved factors; and ! 𝜏! ∗ 𝑀! include all the dummy variables for time (monthly) that
controls for time trend. The key parameters to be estimated for these equations are 𝜶, 𝜷  𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝜸.  
  𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛!"# = 𝜶 ∗ 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑚! +   𝜷 ∗ ln  (𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒! ) + 𝜸
∗ 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑚 ∗ ln  (𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒) ! + 𝛿! +

!

𝜏! ∗ 𝑀! + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙!"# + 𝜀!"#

  𝑙𝑛𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠!"# = 𝜶 ∗ 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑚! +   𝜷 ∗ ln  (𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒! ) + 𝜸 ∗ 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑚 ∗ ln  (𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒)

+ 𝛿! +

!

!

𝜏! ∗ 𝑀! + 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙!"# + 𝜀!"#   

4.4. Estimation Results and Hypothesis Testing
We initially examined the effects of culture on rating deviation. We tested the main effects of
cultural values and the interaction term with travel experience on rating deviation (Column 1 of
Table 3). Table 3 shows that individualism values significantly increase deviation from the prior
average rating, supporting Hypotheses 1. We determine that travel experience reduces rating
deviation, as well as further attenuates the role of individualism values on rating deviation.
Therefore, Hypotheses 3a is supported.
We then examined the effects of culture on review length. Similarly, we tested the main effects
of cultural values and the interaction term with travel experience on review length (Column 2 of
Table 3). Table 3 shows that individualism values significantly increase the contribution of
consumers, as measured by the number of words submitted to TripAdvisor, which supports
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Hypotheses 2. We determined that travel experience has no direct effect on ccontribution;
however, it attenuates the role of individualism values on consumer contribution. Therefore,
Hypotheses 3b is supported.
Table 1. Effect of Culture on Rating Deviation and Review Length
(1)
(2)
VARIABLES
Rating Deviation
ln(words)
Individualism (House)
0.037***(0.011)
0.108***(0.015)
ln(experience)
-0.080***(0.018)
0.016
(0.024)
Individualism * ln(experience)
-0.010***(0.004)
-0.000** (0.000)
ln(Prior_Volume)
-0.002(0.006)
-0.089***(0.006)
Avg_Rating
-0.0683***(0.002)
0.010***(0.002)
Consumer Tenure
0.000***(0.000)
0.002***(0.000)
English Language
0.007(0.006)
0.221***(0.013)
Constant
1.780***(0.673)
4.202***(0.164)
Restaurant FE
Yes
Yes
Time Dummies
Yes
Yes
Observations
294,884
294,884
R-squared (within)
0.063
0.081
Number of restaurant_id
3,748
3,748
Note: Cluster robust standard errors in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

5. Discussions
5.1. Key Findings
This study provides a pioneering effort in theoretically conceptualizing and empirically testing
the cultural effects and biases in the context of online reviews. First, we investigate the effects of
cultural values in UGC, particularly online review generation. We determine that consumers
from countries that value individualism tend to rate at extremes (relative to the observed average
of all the prior ratings), as well as tend to contribute more to the online review site. Second, we
found exposure to different culture attenuates the effect of individualism values on reviews.
5.2. Implications
The current study provides theoretical implications. First, previous research on culture has used
different samples (usually two samples) to extrapolate cultural effects (Lam et al. 2009).
Identifying the effects of culture is difficult using this sampling approach.
Second, this study builds on extant literature on social influence bias (of content generation to
disaggregate social influence caused by cultural heterogeneity by theoretically proposing and
empirically validating the effect of culture on the content generation behavior of consumers.
Third, a substantial amount of research on consumer behavior exists. Consumer perceptions and
behavior could be affected by different cultural values, such as individualism values, assertive
values, uncertainty avoidance, etc. The present study provides an initial attempt to identify the
salient cultural effects in the context of online reviews, providing a theoretical basis for future
research in this space.
Fourth, the studies on the antecedents of online review behavior are scarce (Goes et al. 2014).
Our study is among the first to examine the factors that affect online review characteristics,
which contributes to online review literature.
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5.3. Limitations and Opportunities
As with all studies, the current study has limitations. First, cultural values are measured at the
country level, but such values are treated as the characteristics of an individual. This is not a
serious concern: we are estimating the average effect of cultural values; on the other hand, we
used consumer’s exposure to different cultures and found the moderating effect. Future research
could examine other cultural values (such as uncertainty avoidance) in the same or different
contexts. Second, as with all observational studies, the results of this study should be interpreted
with caution because causal inference is difficult without random assignment.
5.4. Conclusion
Culture is an important, yet under-studied topic in the information systems field. Cross-cultural
differences are omnipresent. Therefore, understanding the effects of cultural values on consumer
online content generation behavior not only helps theorize such a “cultural effect,” but also
provides important implications as well for review curators that seek to maintain an unbiased
reviews system. The current study provides an initial exploration of the application of multiple
archival sources of cultural values data to UGC research, and invites academic researchers to
consider the broader influence of cultural values in IS research.
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Abstract
With the rapid growth of web 2.0 applications, User-Generated Content (UGC) has been
booming, which has a great influence on consumers’ purchase and retailers’ business
performance. However, the effect of UGC on e-commerce platforms that connect consumers and
retailers is still confused to both researchers and practitioners. As e-commerce platforms are
considered to be two-sided markets, we utilize the basic model of two-sided market price setting
theory. UGC generates intra-group network externalities among consumers, on which we modify
the consumer utility function, and model the platform profit under competing market structure,
then solve the price level for consumers and retailers. The results show that platform price level
on the consumers is negatively related to the intra-group network externalities, but the platform
pricing on the retailers is irrelevant, the profit of the platform will decrease with the increasing
of the strength of intra-group network externalities.
Keywords: User-generated content, Network externalities, two-sided market, Electronic
commerce, Platform price setting
1. Introduction
With the popular application of the web 2.0 technologies, User-Generated Content (UGC), such as
user online reviews from e-Commerce platform and other content from social media, is increasing.
Researchers have paid great attention on its impact on the economy, especially focused on
consumers’ purchasing and retailers’ operating performance (Ye et al.2011; Kwark et al. 2014).
Nowadays billions of transactions occur on the e-Commerce platforms, which are facing a more
and more intense competition. From an operational standpoint, how does UGC influence the
e-Commerce platforms that bridge the consumers and retailer?
E-Commerce platform has the typical characteristics of two-sided market (Rysman 2009; Fu and
Luo 2013). It courts consumers and retailers, serving them and facilitates the transaction.
Therefore, the two participants can be wider access to the potential transaction chance. There are
obvious inter-group network externalities between consumers and retailers: the larger the retailer’s
number on the platform, the more choices the consumers will gain, and the lower cost the
consumers will enjoy and vice versa (Armstrong 2006). Platform charges both parties a fee, which
is called platform pricing level. Online platform pricing strategy and its level is the cornerstone of
its profit pattern, so price setting is crucial for sustainable development of the e-Commerce
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platform. We focus on UGC’s influence on price setting of e-Commerce platform, since UGC has
become a new kind of word of mouth which makes it easy for the platform to gather a huge
popularity on the consumer side (Anderson 1998; Chen 2008). Similarly, beside the inter-group
network externalities between consumers and retailers, there are intra-group network externalities
on the consumer side. This paper develops a price setting model and deduces the two-sided price
equilibriums under the joint action of the inter-group network effect and intra-group network
effect.
2.

Literature Review

2.1 User- Generated content
UGC is an important feature of web2.0, how the UGC affects user behavior and the corporate
performance becomes a hot topic. For traditional trust mechanism is not suitable for large-scale
online shopping, online feedback mechanism is an efficient tool in integrity trading for both parties
(Dellarocas 2003).A lot of researches analyze the influence of UGC on product sales. Ye, et al.
(2009) shows the importance of online user-generated reviews to business performance in tourism
using data extracted from CTRP in China. Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006) found that difference in
the number of comments and rating would affect the online sales through an empirical study on
two online bookstores (Amazon and Barnes). Zhu, et al. (2006) analyzed the influence of user
reviews on the consumption of video games, and it concluded that one percent increase of the user
rating would make sales increased by 4%. Kwark(2014) mainly discussed how online product
reviews influence different players in a channel structure, and found that quality information and
fit information have different effects on upstream completion and the retailers.
A key insight deduced from previous studies is that UGC is an effective mechanism for strangers
to build trust in online transaction, and UGC creates Internet word of mouth and affects the
consumers' purchase decision directly. If there is no UGC, although the sellers on the platform
proclaim their great sale volume, no one will believe. So we can say that intra-group network
externalities arise from UGC generated on the consumer side. Because of the intra-group network
externalities, a certain number of consumers on the platform will attract more and more consumers
coming to the platform.
2.2 Price setting of e-commerce platform
With the booming of E-commerce, competition between e-commerce platforms is much more
intense. Platform pricing level and profit model is crucial to their survival and development. In
practice, platforms charge the retailers in the way of registration fee, usage fee or the mix of the
both. For example, sellers operated in Tmall must pay yearly fees, and a certain percentage of
their sales which is called the technical service fee. While for Dangdang, sellers will be charged
yearly for usage according to different categories. As a third party e-commerce platform,
Amazon adopt the "zero input" strategy without any initial fee or yearly fees at first, and sellers
are only charged a proportion of their trading revenue. Consumers get subsidies rather than being
charged any fee. Each platform is seeking his pricing strategy and profit pattern by trial and error.
There is little research on e-commerce platform price setting until the upsurge of two-sided
markets theory. This theory has been introduced into different industries for platform price
setting.
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Jean Tirole, Mark Armstrong and et al. have made great contributions in this area. Rochet and
Tirole (2003) first gave a definition of two-sided markets: assume that platform charge each side
per-interaction fees, if the transaction volume is only related to the total fees charged from two
sides, the market was one-side. If the total fees stayed the same, the transaction volume varied
with the structure of the fees, then the market was said to be two-sided. Schiff (2003) studied
platform price setting through quantitative models, and found that if two sides valued the
transaction differently, the market of low valuation type would be flooded, and they would pay a
zero price, and if there were a big difference, the low valuation type would gain a subsidy from
the high valuation type through the platform. Armstrong (2006) established a relatively complete
two-sided markets framework, he discussed that the market equilibrium price be depended on
three factors: the strength of the externality between groups, charging pattern: fixed fees or
per-transaction fees, single-homing or multi-homing, then he established the price setting
models under three market structure: monopoly platform, competing platforms and “competitive
bottlenecks”. These theories became the foundation of price setting of two-sided markets.
This paper uses framework of price setting model of Armstrong (2006). Different from it, we will
focus on the intra-group network externalities. For UGC is so important for both consumers and
sellers in B2C and C2C market, the platforms should pay great attention to it and make good use
of it. It is necessary for platforms to know how the UGC influence the platform. Here we only
focus on the price setting strategy.
3. UGC’S Influence on Price Setting of Competing Platform
Suppose there are two competing e-commerce platforms, A and B, platform connects consumers
and sellers , denote consumers as group 1, and sellers as group 2. Platform charges fixed fees
from consumers and sellers(this will simplify the profit function of platform). After registration
on the platform, consumers may purchase more than once, so we take the registration and
purchasing as two different processes. We only consider the registration behavior. For an online
consumer, whether he will choose to access to the platform depends on quantity and quality of
the seller on the other side, and it is also related to other consumers on the platform. Consumers
prefer to believe in other consumers rather than sellers. But consumers do not know the
experiences of other consumers. UGC help consumers to obtain the information about scale of
consumers on the platform and supplementary information about sellers, so we can say UGC
supplies helpful information for decision making, then there is intra-group network externalities
on the consumer side. For the sellers, their benefits change with the number of consumers.
Consumers are assumed to be uniformly located along a unit interval with A and B, so too sellers.
Suppose both sellers and consumers are single-homing. Platforms win their consumers and
sellers oligopoly. We use the classical Hostelling model. If platform i ( i  A,B ) attracts n1i
and

i
n2

consumers and sellers, then the utilities for two groups are:

u1i  a1n2i  p1i  n1i , u2i  a2n1i  p 2i , i  A,B

(1)
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u1i , u 2i are utilities of both sides access to platform i ; p1i , p 2i are fees levied on the consumer

and seller respectively; a1 , a 2 are benefits gained from each member of the other side through
interacting;  is the strength of intra-group network externality (benefit consumers enjoyed from
each consumers already on the platform). No matter the review is positive or not, they are useful
information for consumers to make decisions (the detail information of review will influence
consumers to choose sellers, but it has no influence on choosing the platform). So here we
suppose  >0.
According to Hostelling model, we can get members attracted by each platform:
n1i 

1 u1i  u1j

2
2d 1

i
； n2 

1 u 2i  u 2j
; n1j  1  n1i

2
2d 2

(2)

d 1 is consumers’ cost of a unit distance between two platforms. It can be interpreted as the

difference between consumers’ preferences. Similarly, d 2 is cost of seller.
Putting (1) together with (2), the market shares are as follows:
n1i 

1
a (2n i  1)  (p1i  p1j ) i
1
a (2n i  1)  (p 2i  p 2j )
 1 2
; n2 
 2 1
2
2d 1  2
2
2d 2

(3)

Considering the market equilibrium, suppose the inter group network externality parameters
{ a1,a2 } is smaller than { d 1 , d 2 }, for if { a1,a2 } is bigger, then in equilibrium there is only one
platform in market. Solution for (3) is
n1i 

1 a1( p 2i  p 2j )  d 2( p1i  p1j ) i
1
a ( p i  p1j )  (d 1   )(p 2i  p 2j )

; n2 
 2 1
2
2d（
2
2a1a2  2d 2(d 1   )
2 d 1  ） 2a1a2

(4)

Suppose the cost serving for both side is f1 and f2 respectively. Then profit of platform i is:
( p1i  f1 )[

1
a (p j  p 2i )  d 2( p1j  p1i )
1
a (p i  p1j )  d 2( p 2i  p 2j )
 1 2
]  (p 2i  f2 )[  2 1
]
2
2(d 1   )d 2  2a1a2
2
2(d 1   )d 2  2a1a2

(5)

There is no asymmetric equilibria, so each platform will offer the same price pair ( p 1 , p 2 ), then
the equilibrium prices are
p1  f1  d 1  a2   , p 2  f2  d 2  a1
(6)
From the above expression, in equilibrium, fees charged on consumers are negatively related to
the intra- group network externalities, that is to say, the stronger the intra-group network
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externalities, the fewer the platform will charge on consumers because it has to pay more to
attract the consumers. When the two platforms have the same number of consumers, if the
coefficient of intra-group network externalities is bigger because of the UGC, it will attract more
other consumers, and then more sellers. So we can say consumers make more contribution to
platform because of UGC, platform should give a big discount for the consumers. Fees platform
charged on sellers has no relationship with network externalities within the consumers group.
Furtherly, put (6) into (5) we can calculate the profit for platform:
 

d 1  d 2  a1  a2  
2

Now we can see that in equilibrium, profit of the platform will decrease, it is to say, the profit of
platform is negatively related to intra-group network externalities. This is mainly due to the
positive intra-group network externalities actually strengthen the network externalities between
two groups. With the increase of inter-group network externalities, the profit of platform will
decrease. The conclusion is consistent with that of Armstrong.
An interesting point is that positive intra-group network externalities equals to the increase of
inter-group network externalities, the bigger the coefficient of intra-group network externalities,
the more the platform will attract consumers. That means strong intra-group network
externalities will expand the scale of the user rapidly. For third party e-commerce platforms, it is
necessary for them to gather more consumers and sellers. So in the early stage of platform, they
can gather users through increasing the intra-group network externalities. For example, some
platforms encourage consumers to present their comments. Meituan will reward consumers with
points if they comment on their consumptions. The booming of social commerce is also a typical
example. Because of the social interaction among users on social media, it has the advantage of
develop e-commerce. For example, F-commerce is based on Face book platform, Tencent paipai
is based on tencent QQ platform, and the cooperation between Taobao and Sina weibo.
Another inspiration from the above analysis is when there is competition between platforms, the
effect of intra-group network externality damages profits of the platform. The reason is that in
order to attract more users, platforms try to increase users’ utilities through giving more subsidies
to one side. In reality, wars among e-commerce platforms are rising one after another. Platforms
are competing at the expense of profits or even losses in order to expand the scale of users.
However, for a platform, it has to gain profit in order to be sustainable in the market. It can be
realized through differentiation among each other.
4.Conclusion
With the rapid growing of e-commerce transaction, competition between e-commerce platforms
is more and more fierce. However, the profit model is still in exploration. User generated content
is one of the important features of web2.0, major e-commerce platform have introduced user
feedback mechanism. Here effect of UGC on platform price setting is studied. For platform price
setting is partial transaction costs of both consumers and sellers, welfare analysis of each party
can be done based on the price level. Conclusions are as follows: intra-group network
externalities produced by UGC actually strengthen the inter-group network externalities between
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the group of consumers and sellers. To spread out, in fact, all the design of trading mechanism
which brings positive intra-group network externalities will enhance the inter-group network
externalities (such as e-commerce platform is introduced into social media, etc.). Inter-group
network externalities can help to expand the scale of new platform, but also can decrease the
profit of the platform in competing market. In order to gain profit in competing market, Platform
has to be different from others.
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Abstract

How does competition impact ﬁrms’ incentive to invest in information technology (IT)?
Prior literature suggests opposing predictions on the direction in which competition drives IT
investment. This paper analyzes a game theoretic model of duopoly competition and shows
that an important feature of IT investment sheds new light on ﬁrms’ IT investment decisions:
the outcome of an IT implementation can be highly uncertain. In the absence of implementation uncertainty, the opportunity to invest in IT hurts ﬁrms’ proﬁts because the productivity
gains are competed away. Implementation uncertainty creates a possibility of diﬀerentiation
through IT investment which can lead to higher proﬁts. Interestingly, increasing implementation uncertainty can lead to lower investment risk and higher expected proﬁts. Moreover,
ﬁrms in highly competitive markets may be better able to recoup the returns from their IT
investments, and, therefore, more motivated to invest in risky IT, compared to ﬁrms in less
competitive markets.
Keywords: IT Investment under Uncertainty, Analytical Modeling, Investment under
Competition, Duopoly, Economics of IS

1

Introduction

It is well documented that competition inﬂuences the value of and, therefore, ﬁrms’ incentive
to invest in information technology (IT) (Melville et al. 2004, Forman 2005). However, how
a ﬁrm’s IT investment decision changes with the competitive environment is less clear. Prior
research suggests two conﬂicting predictions. On the one hand, ﬁrms in highly competitive
industries may be more motivated to invest in IT since successful use of IT often improves
a ﬁrm’s performance and competitive position (Bharadwaj 2000; Dehning and Stratopoulos
2003). The rise of Walmart against its competitors since the 1980s is largely attributed to
its heavy investment in IT (Wells and Haglock 2008). Empirical work on IT adoption lends
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support to that ﬁrms facing high levels of competitive pressure are more likely to invest in
information technologies, such as electronic data interchange (EDI) (Premkumar et al 1997;
Iacovou et al 1995) or electronic commerce applications (Zhu et al 2003).
On the other hand, ﬁrms in highly competitive industries may be less motivated to invest
in IT. Prior studies show that ﬁrms’ incentive to invest in technological innovation depends
on their ability to appropriate the return to their investment (Cohen and Levine 1986; Gilbert
2006), and the value of IT investment is more likely to be competed away in competitive
industries and captured by trade partners or customers in the forms of lower prices and higher
quality (Bresnahan 1986; Hitt and Brynjolfsson 1996). For instance, Davenport (1998), while
describing an IT adoption decision in a competitive industry, documented that Air Products
and Chemicals, a commodity manufacturer, decided not to follow its competitors’ investment
in state-of-the-art enterprise systems. Its management reasoned with the uncertain return
from such an investment. Empirical work examining IT investment and ﬁrms’ proﬁtability
has not explicitly considered the impact of industrial competition and thus far provided
mixed ﬁndings with some suggesting none or negative association between IT investment
and ﬁrms’ proﬁtability (e.g., Brynjolfsson and Hitt 1996, Aral and Weill 2007) while others
suggesting positive association (Mithas et al 2012).
In this paper, we study ﬁrms’ IT investment decisions in a competitive environment. We
demonstrate that an important feature of IT investment sheds new light on ﬁrms’ incentive to
invest in IT and helps us understand the conﬂicting predictions of prior theories: the outcome
of an IT implementation can be highly uncertain. This paper examines how industrial
competition may impact a ﬁrm’s incentive to invest in IT as well as the return from its IT
investment when IT implementation may not succeed.
We focus on ﬁrms’ investment in commercially available information technologies, and so
adoption of such IT is not exclusive. In addition, we focus on IT investment with the objective
of improving process eﬃciency and, therefore, reducing costs. Spending on commercially
available IT represents the majority of ﬁrms’ overall IT budget (Gartner 2014), and the top
reason for acquiring IT applications is to improve organizational performance (Ulrich 2006).
For instance, EDI and enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems are broadly adopted to
enhance ﬁrms’ operational eﬃciency and reduce their marginal costs.
In this paper, we investigate client ﬁrms’ incentive to invest in IT in a diﬀerentiated
market when the outcome of their IT implementation is uncertain.

2

Model Setup

We analyze a model of duopoly competition in which each ﬁrm may invest in IT to reduce
its marginal cost of production. We use the horizontal diﬀerentiation framework of Hotelling
(1929) and d’Aspremont et al. (1979). The duopolists are located at the ends of a unit
line—ﬁrm 1 is located at 0 and ﬁrm 2 is located at 1—and each oﬀers a product for sale
at prices P1 and P2 respectively. Consumers are uniformly distributed along the line, and
each demands one unit of the product. We model consumer misﬁt costs or transportation
costs as a quadratic function of the distance between the consumer and the seller. Thus,
a consumer located at x ∈ [0, 1] incurs a misﬁt cost of tx2 if she buys from ﬁrm 1, or a
misﬁt cost of t(1 − x)2 if she buys from ﬁrm 2. Parameter t serves as a proxy for the level
of diﬀerentiation between the two ﬁrms. When t is small, the two products become close
substitutes since consumers do not have a strong preference for one product over the other
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Investment
Stage

Firms make IT investment decisions simultaneously
X
`
Implementation Outcomes: Success (S), Failure (F)

SS

SF

FS

FF

Firms observe each others’ new marginal
costs, and announce prices simultaneously
Pricing
stage
Consumers observe the prices and make a
purchase decision

Figure 1: Two-stage game with uncertain IT implementation outcome

(or t |x2 − (1 − x)2 | is small). Thus lower t implies less diﬀerentiation and more intense
competition1 . Prior literature has also used the parameter t as a measure of the intensity of
competition (see Villas-Boas and Schmidt-Mohr (1999) and Boone (2001)). The utility that
a consumer gains from purchasing ﬁrm 1’s product is U − tx2 − P1 and that from purchasing
ﬁrm 2’s product is U − t(1 − x)2 − P2 . We retain a common assumption for horizontal models
that U is large enough so that the market is fully covered (otherwise the ﬁrms become local
monopolists).
The current technology allows each ﬁrm to produce their products at a constant marginal
cost c. Both ﬁrms face an opportunity to invest an amount f in IT to reduce their marginal cost, where f ∈ [0, +∞). The outcome of the IT implementation is uncertain. With
probability α, the implementation succeeds, and ﬁrm i is able to reduce his marginal cost
by ∆ci , where fi = k(∆ci )2 , k > 0 and i = 1, 2. Hence the marginal return to IT investment
decreases the more a ﬁrm invests in IT. k is a scaling parameter, representing the inverse
eﬀectiveness of converting IT investment into marginal cost reduction. With probability
(1 − α), the implementation fails, and the ﬁrm retains his marginal cost at c despite his IT
investment.
The timing of the two-stage game is as follows. First, in the investment stage, ﬁrms
decide simultaneously whether to and how much to invest in IT. The IT projects are then
implemented. If a ﬁrm’s implementation is successful, his new marginal cost is equal to
c − ∆c, where ∆c 0; otherwise, he retains his original marginal cost at c. The outcome
of the IT implementation becomes common knowledge. Next, in the pricing stage, the two
ﬁrms announce their prices simultaneously after observing each other’s new marginal costs.
Consumers observe the prices and make a purchase decision. Transaction takes place.
The timing of the game is illustrated in Figure 1. There are four possible implementation
outcomes: SS, SF, FS, FF. The ﬁrst letter represents the implementation outcome of ﬁrm
1, S (Success) or F (Failure), and the second letter represents the implementation outcome
of ﬁrm 2. Each implementation outcome assigns a set of new marginal costs cj1 , cj2 to
the ﬁrms, where j = SS, SF , F S, or F F . In the pricing stage, the ﬁrms set their prices
simultaneously given the new marginal costs.
1

t = 0 corresponds to perfect (Bertrand) competition and when t is suﬃciently large the ﬁrms behave
like local monopolists.
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We solve this game through backward induction. We ﬁrst focus on the pricing stage
and solve for the equilibrium pricing strategy and ﬁrms’ proﬁts given each implementation
outcome. Next, we discuss our ﬁndings and contributions.

3

Discussion

Due to space limitation, we do not present the detailed analysis of the equilibrium solution.
Below, we outline the solution process and describe our key ﬁndings with the objective
to highlight the role of implementation uncertainty and competition in driving ﬁrms’ IT
investment and the return to their investment.
First, we examine a benchmark model without implementation uncertainty and show
that the quandary that ﬁrms face while making their IT investment decisions resembles that
of a Prisoner’s Dilemma game. Each ﬁrm beneﬁts from investing in IT if his opponent does
not. But if both ﬁrms invest in IT, in a symmetric equilibrium, they lower their marginal
costs by the same amount. Competition forces them to pass the entire beneﬁt from marginal
cost reduction to consumers in the form of lower prices. Thus ﬁrms retain the same proﬁt
margin and market share with the added burden of IT investment, and this leads to lower
proﬁts. This ﬁnding holds irrespective of the level of competition in the market.
Next, we introduce IT implementation uncertainty and demonstrate that such uncertainty
has two eﬀects on ﬁrms’ IT investment: ﬁrst, the uncertain outcome of IT implementation
creates a new possibility of diﬀerentiation in marginal costs: one ﬁrm may be able to achieve
a lower marginal cost than his competitor even though both ﬁrms invest the same amount
in IT. Second, the ﬁrms are less motivated to invest in IT when the implementation may
not be successful. They also become less responsive to their opponent’s investment, since
the opponent’s IT investment may not succeed.
The overall impact of implementation uncertainty on ﬁrms’ IT investment strategy and
their proﬁts depends on the level of competition in the market and the type of IT being
adopted. Firms in highly competitive markets are better able to take advantage of the differentiation eﬀect–consumers in these markets are more ﬂuid, and so a small cost advantage
would allow a ﬁrm to gain a larger market share. For moderate or high-risk IT, ﬁrms in such
competitive markets pursue an Aggressive investment strategy characterized by high levels
of IT investment. They aim to achieve a signiﬁcant cost advantage over their competitors
when their implementation succeeds but their opponents’ does not. The strategic trade-oﬀ
that they face is no longer described by a Prisoner’s Dilemma game. Instead, their expected
proﬁt increases when they have the opportunity to invest in IT.
Gaining market share is much more costly for ﬁrms in less competitive markets. Consumers tend to be more “sticky” and demand a bigger price discount for switching to a
diﬀerent vendor. This requires the ﬁrm to invest even more in IT to obtain lower costs,
which may render this strategic approach unworthy. Therefore, ﬁrms in less competitive
markets focus on remaining viable relative to their competitors’ IT investment by investing
conservatively. IT investment is considered a competitive necessity. In such markets, ﬁrms
follow the Responsive investment strategy, and their expected proﬁt is lower when they
have the opportunity to invest in IT. Implementation uncertainty, nevertheless, mitigates
the impact of competition on ﬁrms’ investment incentive, and ﬁrms are less motivated to
enter an arms race in IT investment when their investment is less likely to succeed. Indeed,
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ﬁrms invest less, and their expected proﬁt improves when the probability of a successful
implementation is lower.

3.1

Contributions

This paper makes three main contributions. First, this paper presents an initial eﬀort to
study the impact of competition on ﬁrms’ IT investment when the outcome of IT implementation is uncertain. We examine a duopoly model, in which ﬁrms face an opportunity
to invest in an information technology that may reduce their marginal costs if implemented
successfully. Firms can change the level of their investment to aﬀect their performance in
the event of a successful implementation. Our model setup is consistent with the empirical
evidence that associates ﬁrms’ IT investment amount with their productivity gain (see, for
example, Brynjolfsson and Hitt 1996), and allows our ﬁndings to address important gaps
in the IS literature, as we elaborate below. Our modeling approach also distinguishes this
paper from prior literature on strategic investment in non-exclusive technologies.
Second, our ﬁndings add to the literature on competition and ﬁrms’ incentive to invest in
IT. Prior literature suggests that competitive pressure and a ﬁrm’s ability to generate returns
aﬀect their incentive to invest in IT. As discussed in the Introduction, this literature, however,
makes opposite predictions on the direction in which competition drives IT investment: On
one hand, ﬁrms in more competitive markets are under greater pressure to improve their
performance and, thus, more motivated to invest in IT. On the other hand, ﬁrms in more
competitive markets are less able to appropriate the returns from their investment and,
hence, less motivated to invest in IT.
In this paper, we show that when the outcome of IT implementation is uncertain, IT
investment creates an opportunity for new market diﬀerentiation. This new source of return
was not considered in prior literature. Firms in more competitive markets are better able
to take advantage of this diﬀerentiation to improve their competitive position. In these
markets, customers are more price sensitive, and a small cost disadvantage would cause
a ﬁrm to lose a large share of the market. Similarly, a small cost advantage would also
help the ﬁrm gain a large market share. Indeed, for moderate or high-risk IT, ﬁrms in
such competitive markets follow an Aggressive investment strategy characterized by high
levels of IT investment. They aim to achieve a dominant market position through their
IT investment when their implementation succeeds but their competitor’s does not. This
ﬁnding is consistent with empirical observations. For instance, in the highly competitive
retail industry, Wal-Mart expanded rapidly by implementing technologies that were new and
risky at that time, such as Universal Product Codes (UPC), Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI), and Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI). Since the development of ecommerce, Amazon
has followed a similar strategy of aggressive investment in technologies such as data-mining
and robotics to establish a dominant position.
On the other hand, ﬁrms in less competitive markets are less able to take advantage of
the diﬀerentiation eﬀect and the opportunity to improve proﬁtability because gaining market
share is much more costly when consumers are less price sensitive and tend to stay with the
same vendor. In such markets, ﬁrms follow a more conservative Responsive investment
strategy. They invest only to stay on par with their competitors and to avoid being left
behind with a less eﬃcient process and a higher cost structure. The healthcare market,
for instance, is more diﬀerentiated, since consumers are often loyal to their physicians, and
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those who have insurance have limited desire to switch providers because the cost is mostly
covered by insurance. Consistent with the predictions of our theory, the healthcare industry
has been slow to adopt Health Information Technology (HIT). Indeed, the government had
to provide a mix of ﬁnancial support and delay penalties to promote the adoption of HIT and
Electronic Health Records (EHR) (see American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009).
Therefore, our ﬁndings suggest that, for moderate or high-risk IT, ﬁrms in highly competitive industries are more motivated to invest in IT, and their extensive IT investment
leads to higher expected proﬁts.
Third, our ﬁndings also contribute to the ongoing discourse on IT investment and its
impact on ﬁrms’ proﬁtability. The strategic value of adopting IT as a general-purpose
technology has been the subject of much debate (see, for example, Carr 2003, Brown and
Hagel 2003, McAfee and Brynjolfsson 2008). Empirical work thus far has provided mixed
ﬁndings with some suggesting none or negative association between IT investment and ﬁrms’
proﬁtability (e.g., Brynjolfsson and Hitt 1996, Aral and Weill 2007, Ren and Dewan 2014)
while others suggesting positive association (Mithas et al MISQ 2012).
Our theoretical ﬁndings suggest that higher IT investment does not necessarily lead to
higher proﬁts. The return depends on the nature of the IT being adopted and the level
of competition that the adopting ﬁrm faces. Adoption of IT that requires straight-forward
implementation with promised success (e.g., some desktop technologies) do not bring superior
return. Firms’ investment in these technologies is often motivated by "competitive necessity"
to avoid the loss from forsaking the investment opportunity. Indeed, investment in these IT
may see some of the lowest and often negative returns.
On the other hand, information technologies that have high implementation uncertainty
(e.g., large enterprise systems), either because of the complexity of the technology or the
required organizational transformation, carry much potential for improving a ﬁrm’s competitive position and proﬁtability. Firms in highly competitive markets are better able to
leverage this opportunity, and, therefore, tend to invest intensively in these types of IT.
Their proﬁts post IT investment are likely to have a wide spread. Their expected proﬁt
increases when they have the opportunity to invest in a risky IT, and the upside gain from
a successful implementation can be substantial.
Therefore, our theory calls for empirical work that diﬀerentiates ﬁrms’ investment in
diﬀerent "types" of IT and that examines cross-industry diﬀerence in IT investment strategy
and returns. Some recent work has made an attempt to disentangle the performance impact
of diﬀerent types of IT investment, including hardware (Rai et al 1997), software (Beccalli
2007, McAfee 2002), or IS personnel and training expenditure (Chatterjee et al 2001; Thouin
et al 2008). Our ﬁndings highlight the importance of the implementation process, and suggest
that the complexity and uncertainty associated with the implementation process as well as
cross-industry diﬀerences may dictate the pattern of ﬁrms’ IT investment policy and their
anticipated returns from their IT investment.
References are available upon request.
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Abstract

We study a problem of two software firms competing in a market where consumers can
choose between purchasing and pirating software. Firms invest in anti-piracy effort to prevent
software piracy. We study both the monopolistic case and the duopolistic one. We obtain
several interesting results under competition. In particular, when the network effect increases,
each firm adopts a stronger anti-piracy measure only if the cross-effect of anti-piracy effort
on the other firm is high. If the cross-effect is zero or very low, each firm invests more in
anti-piracy with an increase in network effect only if the network effect is low to begin with;
otherwise it invests less. Our results show the importance of considering competition and
cross effect when a firm designs an anti-piracy policy.
Key words: Software piracy, Anti-piracy effort, Cross effect, Game theory

1.

Introduction

Software piracy, the unauthorized copying, distribution, or use of software products, is by far
the biggest problem facing the software industry. According to a global recent survey by The
Software Alliance (also known as BSA) (2014), 43% of the PC software was installed without
without proper licensing in 2013; the total commercial value of the unlicensed installation
approximated to $62.7 billion globally in 2013. In addition, the use of pirated software can
increase security threats, interfere with existing systems and cause system malfunction and
downtime. A recent survey by IDC shows that the annual cost to enterprises for dealing
with malware from pirated software can reach $114 billion (IDC 2013). Pirated software can
be obtained from various sources. According to the same survey (IDC 2013), 45% pirated
software is from online websites and P2P network and 21% from street market. Facing the
threat of software piracy to their revenue and business growth, many companies exert great
effort against software piracy.

1.1

Problem Description

We study a problem of two software providers who sell competing products in a consumer
market. Pirated software products are available on the market for free, but consumers incur
cost for using such pirated products. Consumers have heterogeneous valuations for these two
products. They choose either a legitimate product or a pirated version to maximize their
own utilities which also include the contribution of network effect: the more consumers use
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a particular software product (pirated or purchased), the more valuable this product is to
its users.
A software provider can exert anti-piracy effort which increase the cost of using pirated
software. In our problem, we also consider cross effect of anti-piracy effort. When a provider
exerts anti-piracy effort, not only the cost of using its own pirated software increases, but
the cost of using the pirate version of its competitor’s product will also increase. Cross effect
arises for several reasons. First, anti-piracy technology such as the one developed by McAfee
usually block the access to pirated products in general, including both its own product and
a competitor’s product. Also anti-piracy campaign through shutting down illegal websites
and user education makes pirated software less available and thus more costly to obtain and
use. Software anti-piracy through legal enforcement and raid can increase the chance of users
being caught of using any pirate software, leading to a higher cost of using pirate software
overall.
In the past studies, it is commonly assumed that there is only one software provider in
the market which faces the competition from its pirate software (Reavis and Rumelt 1991,
August and Tunca 2008, Lahiri and Dey 2012). We study a more realistic setting of
two competing software providers. In this paper, we study mainly three research questions.
First, how will competition among legitimate and pirated products affect the anti-piracy
effort? Second, how will anti-piracy effort be affected by the network effect when there is
competition among legitimate and pirated products? Third, how will the network effect
affect the profit of each firm due to competition?

2.

The Model of Monopolistic and Duopolistic Cases

To answer the above research questions, we build a game theoretical model in which two
firms compete with each other. These two firms (denoted by 1 and 2) are located at the
endpoints of the Hotelling line [0,1]. Each firm produces one software product with quality
qi , i = 1, 2. Let p1 and p2 be the prices of legitimate versions of software that firms 1 & 2
sell. Both software products have pirated versions.
Consumers are heterogeneous in their taste for a particular software product. We assume
they are uniformly located on a Hotelling line between 0 and 1. We assume the quality of
both software products are large enough so that the market is fully covered (Otherwise, if
the market is not fully covered, the problem becomes less interesting since each software firm
could act as a local monopoly). Then each consumer (for simplicity we use ”he” to refer
to a consumer later on) faces four options: buying software 1, buying software 2, pirating
software 2, and pirating software 2. Figure 1 depicts consumers’ choices.
Buy 1

Consumer
choice:

Pirate 1

Pirate 2

Buy 2

0

1

__
Figure 1: Consumer demands in the duopolistic case
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If a consumer located at x chooses to buy, his utility Ui of buying and using a legitimate
software product 1 or 2 is given by
U1 = q1 + k(D1 + D3 ) − tx − p1

(1)

U2 = q2 + k(D2 + D4 ) − t(1 − x) − p2

(2)

or
where Di (D2+i ) is the demand for legitimate (pirated) software i, i = 1, 2.
If a consumer chooses to pirate, he could get software for free by downloading or copying
it. However, he may not get the fully quality qi by using pirated software. For instance,
software firms may not provide patches for pirated software (August and Tunca 2008),
so that computers using pirated version could be vulnerable for viruses, and a consumer’s
utility could decrease. Also, many software firms provide customer support only to those
who have purchased legitimate software products. Therefore a consumer naturally discounts
the quality of pirated software. Consequently both the network benefit and mismatch cost
of using pirated software decrease as a consumer does not value pirated software so high
as legitimate one. Then the utility of a consumer who uses a pirated version of software
product 1 can be written in the following form:
U3 = θ1 [q1 + k(D1 + D3 ) − tx] − c1 (e1 , e2 ).

(3)

Penalty cost term c1 (e1 , e2 ) in (3) depends on the probability of a consumer being caught
of using pirated software and subsequently required to pay penalty. As anti-piracy efforts e1
exerted by firm 1 increases, a consumer is more likely to be caught using pirated software 1.
Therefore we expect c1 to increase with e1 , i.e., ∂c1 /∂e1 > 0. Also there is a cross effect by
anti-piracy effort e2 from the other firm and we assume ∂c1 /∂e2 > 0 as well.
Similarly, the utility a consumer obtains by using a pirated software product 2 is given
by:
U4 = θ2 [q2 + k(D2 + D4 ) − t(1 − x)] − c2 (e1 , e2 ).
(4)
To proceed, we use the commonly used linear-quadratic framework to simplify the analysis. That is, we use a linear form of penalty cost ci (e1 , e2 ) = ai e1 + bi e2 and a quadratic
cost of anti-piracy effort: ri e2i .
Benchmark: Monopolistic Case
We first analyze the case when there is only one software provider in the market. This
analysis serves as a benchmark for the subsequent duopolistic analysis. Without the loss of
generality, we assume that the monopolist is firm 1 and located at 0 of a Hotelling line where
consumers are uniformly distributed. Penalty cost c1 (e1 , e2 ) becomes c1 (e1 ) = a1 e1 as e1 is
the only anti-piracy effort in the monopolistic case. The time sequence is the following. In
the first stage, the monopolistic firm decides the anti piracy effort e1 . In the second stage,
the firm decide the price of the software product p1 . In the third stage, consumers make
their purchase or pirating decisions. We use backward induction to solve this problem.
In the third stage, a consumer can obtain a legitimate version, gaining utility U1 given
by Equation (1), or acquire a pirated one, gaining utility U3 given by (3). Then we have
U1 |x=x1 = U3 |x=x1
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(5)

and
U3 |x=x2 = 0

(6)

From (6) and (5), we can solve for x1 and x2 . Then the firm’s profit is given by:
π1 (p1 , e1 ) = x1 p1 − r1 e21

(7)

We can obtain p∗1 and e∗1 by solving two equations of first-order condition (FOC) derived
from (7). Then we perform comparative static analysis to further gain insights. We first
study how the anti-piracy effort e1 changes with respect to important parameters (Due to
the space constraint, we omit the proofs in this paper).
Theorem 1. In the monopolistic case, the anti-piracy effort decreases with network effect, and increases with software quality and perceived quality of pirated software. That is,
∂e1 /∂k < 0, ∂e1 /∂q1 > 0 and ∂e1 /∂θ1 > 0.
From Theorem 1, as the network effect increase, the software company puts less effort into
preventing piracy. This is the same result as in Reavis and Rumelt (1991). The intuition
is the following: when the network effect is high, the software company allows a higher level
of piracy so that legitimate users can gain more utility through network effect. When either
the product quality increases (q1 is higher) or the pirated software becomes more attractive
(θ1 is higher), then it is more worthwhile to prevent piracy, i.e., e1 increases.
We have also studied the effects of a change of those parameters on a firm’s profit and
the results are the following:
Theorem 2. In the monopolistic case, the firm’s profit increases with network effect and with
software quality, but decreases with perceived quality of pirated software. That is, ∂π1 /∂k > 0,
∂π1 /∂q1 > 0 and ∂π1 /∂θ1 < 0.
It is interesting to see that although anti-piracy effort always increases for an increase
in either q1 or θ1 , the behavior of profit is different. A monopolist’s profit increases for a
higher q1 even with a higher anti-piracy effort since it becomes more attractive to purchase
its product. However for a higher θ1 , it becomes more attractive to pirate and a firm puts
in more anti-piracy effort and gets less profit.
Next we explore a duopolistic case to see whether the same results hold in a competitive
environment.
Duopolistic Case
In this case, the decision sequence of two software firms is similar to that in the monopolistic case. In the first stage, both firms decide their anti-piracy effort e1 and e2 ; In the
second stage, both firms decide the prices p1 and p2 ; In the third stage, consumers choose
which type of software to buy or pirate.
In the third stage, a consumer located at x1 will get the same utility by using either
pirated or legitimate product 1, as shown in Figure 1. That is:
q1 + k(D1 + D3 ) − tx1 − p1 = θ1 [q1 + k(D1 + D3 ) − tx1 ] − c1 (e1 , e2 )

(8)

Similarly, when x = x3 , U2 and U4 should be equal. That is:
q2 + k(D2 + D4 ) − t(1 − x3 ) − p2 = θ2 [q1 + k(D2 + D4 ) − t(1 − x3 )] − c2 (e1 , e2 )
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(9)

Finally, a consumer located at x2 will get the same utility whether pirating product 1 or 2:
θ1 [q1 + k(D1 + D3 ) − tx2 ] − c1 (e1 , e2 ) = θ2 [q2 + k(D2 + D4 ) − t(1 − x2 )] − c2 (e1 , e2 ) (10)
From (8)-(10), we can solve x1 , x2 and x3 . Then we can obtain the profits for firm 1 and 2
as the following:
(1 − θ1 )q1 + (1 − θ1 )kx2 − p1 + c1 (e1 , e2 )
p1 − r1 e21
(1 − θ1 )t

(11)

(1 − θ2 )q2 + (1 − θ2 )k(1 − x2 ) − p2 + c2 (e1 , e2 )
p2 − r2 e22
(1 − θ2 )t

(12)

π1 (p1 , e1 ) = D1 p1 − r1 e21 =
π2 (p2 , e2 ) = D2 p2 − r2 e22 =

In the second stage, two firms set the product prices simultaneously. We can solve p1 and
(p1 ,e1 )
(p2 ,e2 )
p2 from the FOCs ∂π1∂p
= 0 and ∂π2∂p
= 0. Then in the first stage, these two firms
1
2
determine the anti-piracy efforts e1 and e2 simultaneously. By plugging p1 and p2 back into
profit function (11) and (12) and taking derivatives with respect to e1 and e2 , we can obtain
e1 and e2 by solving two FOCs.
We perform comparative statics to study how firms’ decisions change when certain important parameters change. To simplify the analysis, we consider the symmetric case when
two firms are identical.
Theorem 3. In the symmetric duopolistic case, the anti-piracy effort increases with the
network effect when the cross effect of anti-piracy effort is high.
This result is quite interesting and different from Theorem 1 in the monopolistic case.
On the one hand, a higher network effect makes anti-piracy effort less desirable, as one could
see in the monopolistic case. On the other hand, under competition, a higher network effect
could lead to a higher anti-piracy effort which could reduce the demand for the competitor’s
product (both legitimate and pirated). when the cross effect of anti-piracy effort is high, the
second effect dominates the first effect and anti-piracy effort increases with network effect.
Even if the cross effect does not exist, i.e, coefficients of a2 = b2 = 0 in ci , we still obtain
a result (shown in Figure 2) that is different from what one might have expected under the
monopolistic case. The result in Figure 2 is quite interesting. In the small network effect
(k) region, when k increases, anti-piracy effort increases even though there is no cross effect
from anti-piracy effort. Then such increase in anti-piracy effort is purely due to competition.
When k further increases, network effect dominates the competition effect. Then anti-piracy
effort decreases and each firm tries to increase its network by adopting a more lenient antipiracy policy.

3.

Conclusion

In this paper, we study the problem how software firm should allocate anti-piracy efforts in a
competitive environment. In the benchmark case of a monopolistic model, we show that the
anti-piracy effort decreases with network effort while the firm’s profit increases. The results
are quite different when two firm compete. With a high cross effect, anti-piracy effort may
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Figure 2: Anti-piracy effort without cross effect

increase with network effect. Even without cross effect, anti-piracy effort could increase with
network effect when competition effect is relatively strong.
Currently we are studying the impact of network effect on price and profit in both monopolistic and duopolistic cases. Our model can be extended to include factors such as consumer
learning and switching, product improvement and so on. It will also be interesting to study
the setting where a consumer could wait to adopt a product.
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Abstract
Industries have become increasingly integrated with their suppliers’ business processes such as
purchasing and Just-in-time (JIT) production; however, whether industries in a supply chain
have become more interdependent remains an open question. We examine the impact of an
industry’s IT investment on its production interdependence with upstream suppliers, where we
measure interdependence as direct backward linkage (DBL), and examine the relationship
among DBL, total factor productivity (TFP), and value-added. Using estimation models that
draw on production theory and growth accounting theory, we estimate the impact of IT on DBL
and the impact of DBL on value-added through TFP based on two industry-level datasets
covering 1987 to 2008 in the U.S. The key result we find is that an industry’s IT investment
reduces its production interdependence with suppliers and leads to greater value-added.
Specifically, an industry’s IT increases the efficiencies with which industries use intermediate
inputs from suppliers, and this results in a reduction in DBL; the reduction in DBL indicates a
shift in production frontier towards more efficient production, and leads to growth in TFP and
greater value-added.
Keywords: Production interdependence, direct backward linkage (DBL), IT capital, intermediate
inputs, total factor productivity (TFP)

1. Introduction
In order to improve production efficiency and create more business value, industries have been
increasingly investing in information technology (IT). According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS), IT investment in the manufacturing sector climbed steadily from $60.989
billion in 1987, reaching $185.179 billion in 2012 (measured in 2009 dollars). These IT
investments have changed how firms and industries run their businesses and how they organize
production. Information sharing and coordination captured by industries’ IT investments enable
them to integrate with upstream suppliers in their production processes such as purchasing and
Just-in-time (JIT) production. A question left to be answered is the extent to which firms and
industries are more or less dependent on upstream suppliers for purchases of goods and services
to produce output; for example, the extent to which an industry needs fewer or more intermediate
inputs from upstream supplier industries to produce one unit of output.
Previous studies about the impact of IT on production factors showed that IT could both
complement and substitute for labor and non-IT capital as well as augment labor and non-IT
capital (Chwelos et al., 2010; Dewan and Min, 1997; Hitt and Snir, 1999; Mittal and Nault,
2009). However, few studies have examined the impact of IT on production interdependence, an
aspect of production structure measured as the ratio of intermediate inputs to gross output.
Previous studies about IT and TFP have shown that the impact of IT on TFP arises from IT
spillovers from supply chain partners, a firm’s own IT investment, and IT-related complementary
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inputs (Brynjolfsson and Hitt, 2003; Cheng and Nault, 2007, 2012; Tambe and Hitt, 2014).
However, little research has examined the impact of IT on TFP from the point-of-view of
production structure ⎯ production interdependence.
We aim to add to the literature by examining whether and how an industry’s IT investment
affects its production interdependence with upstream suppliers, and how a change in an
industry’s production interdependence affects TFP and value-added. We use “production
interdependence” not “production dependence” to describe the relationship between an industry
and its suppliers because a supplier of an industry may also be supplied by the given industry in
an economic network. We estimate the impact of IT on production interdependence, measured as
DBL, as well as the impact of DBL on TFP and value-added. Our key result shows that IT can
reduce an industry’s production interdependence with upstream suppliers by improving the
efficiency associated with using intermediate inputs. In addition, the reduction of production
interdependence is associated with an increase in TFP, which leads to greater value-added.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 develops our conceptual and
mathematical models; section 3 presents the empirical estimation, including a description of the
data, econometric adjustments, and estimation results; and section 4 concludes the paper.

2. The Model of IT, DBL, and Value-added
Under the production function framework, an industry invests IT capital, non-IT capital, and
labor into production, and it also purchases materials, energy, and services, collectively called
intermediate inputs, from upstream industries for production. The four inputs of production (IT
capital, non-IT capital, labor, and intermediate inputs) are combined in a production function to
model the production of gross output, while IT capital, non-IT capital, and labor create
value-added for the given industry. The ratio of intermediate inputs to gross output, DBL,
indicates an industry’s production interdependence with upstream suppliers.
Our conceptual model, which captures the impact of IT on DBL and value-added, is presented in
Figure 1: an industry’s IT capital directly contributes to its value-added with non-IT capital and
labor inputs; IT capital also reduces the given industry’s production interdependence with
upstream suppliers, measured as DBL, through automating, streamlining, and reengineering its
business processes; the reduced DBL leads to greater value-added.
Production
Interdependence:
DBL
-

-

ValueAdded

+

IT
+

Non-IT,
Labor

Figure 1: The Conceptual Model about IT, DBL, and Value Added
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Model 1 We develop our mathematical model based on the extended Cobb-Douglas production
function with the effect of IT spillovers from suppliers (Cheng and Nault 2007),
(1)
𝑦!" = 𝑎! +   𝛼𝑘!" +   𝛽𝑙!" + 𝑟𝑧!" + 𝜃  𝑚!" +    𝜃  𝜇  𝑠!" ,
where 𝑦!"   is the natural log of the quantity of gross output of industry 𝑖 in year 𝑡, 𝑎!   is log
form of technological change or TFP of industry 𝑖, and 𝑘!" , 𝑙!" , 𝑧!" , 𝑚!" , 𝑠!" represent the log
form of non-IT capital, labor, IT capital, intermediate inputs, and suppliers’ IT spillovers,
respectively. 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾, 𝜃, 𝜃𝜇 are the output elasticities of non-IT capital, labor, IT capital,
intermediate inputs, and suppliers’ IT spillovers, respectively.

We conjecture that an industry’s own IT increases the efficiency of utilizing intermediate inputs,
and that this effect in (1) is captured in 𝑎! —the log of TFP. We employ a variable coefficient
approach to specify the impact of IT on the efficiency of utilizing intermediate inputs and
assume a linear relationship between IT and the output elasticity of intermediate inputs,
𝜃 𝑧!" =   𝜔 + 𝜈𝑧!! . Linear is the simplest form and makes the least assumptions as any
non-linear form usually has a linear term. DBL is the amount of intermediate inputs used by an
industry to produce one unit of output, and is calculated by dividing intermediate inputs by
!
output (Miller and Blair, 2009), and thus the log form of DBL,  𝑙𝑜𝑔  (𝐷𝐵𝐿!" ) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 !" = 𝑚!" −
!!"

𝑦!" . After transformation, the estimation function is
𝑙𝑜𝑔  (𝐷𝐵𝐿!" ) = −𝑎! − 𝛼𝑘!" − 𝛽 𝑙!" −   𝛾𝑧!" +    1 − 𝜔 𝑚!" −   𝜔𝜇𝑠!" − 𝜈𝑧!" 𝑚!" −   𝜈𝜇𝑧!" 𝑠!"             (2)  
                          = 𝑏! +    𝑏! 𝑘!"    +    𝑏! 𝑙!"    +    𝑏! 𝑧!"    +      𝑏! 𝑚!"    +    𝑏! 𝑠!"    +    𝑏! 𝑧!" 𝑚!"    +    𝑏! 𝑧!" 𝑠!! .
We are interested in the direct impact of IT on DBL, which is assessed by  𝑏! , and the impact of
IT on DBL through the effect of intermediate inputs on DBL, which is assessed by  𝑏! . If our
conjecture that IT increases the efficiency associated with utilizing intermediate inputs is correct,
an industry would need fewer intermediate inputs to produce a certain level of output. We
therefore expect the estimate of the interaction term, 𝑏! , to be negative.

Model 2 We conjecture that DBL is incorporated in TFP, which is 𝐴!"   in a standard production
!

!

function with value-added as the dependent variable, 𝑉𝐴!" =    𝐴!" 𝐾!"! 𝐿!" 𝑍!" ,  where  𝑉𝐴!" is the
Value-added. We specify 𝐴!" , as a function of 𝐷𝐵𝐿!" ,
(3)
𝐴 𝐷𝐵𝐿!" = 𝐶!   𝑒 !  !"#!" ,
where 𝐶!    is an industry-specific productivity level effect, which captures embodied
technological change and disembodied technological change that is not captured by DBL. The
specification of (3) is consistent with the formulation of the function of technological change
parameter in the literature (Han et al., 2011; Scherer, 1982; Solow, 1957; Stiroh, 2002). The
function  𝐴 𝐷𝐵𝐿!" represents technological change related to the efficiency of intermediate
inputs, and we can incorporate DBL into the production function with value-added as the
dependent variable. After transformation, we have the estimation function,
(4)
𝑣𝑎!" =    𝑐! +   𝜆𝐷𝐵𝐿 +    𝛼  𝑘!" +    𝛽 𝑙!"    + 𝛾𝑧!"
We are interested in the estimate of 𝜆, which allows us to assess the impact of DBL on TFP
(𝐴 𝐷𝐵𝐿!" ) in (3). When the efficiency of intermediate inputs is increased, an industry can create
more value added with the same level of gross output and keeping other inputs constant, so we
expect a negative estimate of 𝜆.

3. Empirical Estimation
We used two datasets in our analyses. These datasets cover different time periods and have
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different levels of aggregation. Dataset I is an industry-level dataset based on the 3-digit
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) level. It has data for 85 manufacturing industries from
1987 to 1999. The second dataset is based on the 3-digit 2002 North American Industry
Classification Systems (NAICS) codes and covers 57 industries across 11 years from 1998 to
2008.
We also applied econometric adjustments. We controlled for fixed effects and normalized DBL
by the simple average of all direct backward linkage, considered Autocorrelation and
Heteroskedasticity issues for panel-level data. For each regression, we used feasible generalized
least squares to generate our estimates (Wooldridge, 2002). We also conducted substantial
robustness checking. We used one-year lag of value added and sector dummies as instruments
for both datasets since they are highly correlated with DBL, and we employed a two-step
generalized method of moments (GMM) procedure to estimate results. We considered different
types of IT assets as the IT variable in our model. Those results provide evidence that our main
results are robust.
Table 1. The Estimation Results for Dataset I and II

Variable

Log of Non-IT
Capital

Log of
Valueadded
(1)
0.239***
(0.0406)

Dataset I 1987-1999
Log of
Log of
Normalized
ValueDBL
added
(2)
(3)
-0.0955***
0.353***
(0.0157)
(0.0184)

Log of Labor

0.651***
(0.0353)

-0.244***
(0.0155)

0.567***
(0.0139)

Log of OwnIT

0.190***
(0.0279)

-0.0747***
(0.0122)

0.130***
(0.00820)

Log of
Intermediate
Inputs
Log Supplier IT
Log of OwnIT *
Log of
Intermediate
Inputs
Log of OwnIT *
Log of
SupplierIT

0.367***
(0.0132)

0.409***
(0.0155)

-0.0422***
(0.0113)

-0.111***
(0.0237)

0.00166
(0.00423)

-0.0248***
(0.00667)

-0.0218***
(0.00493)

-0.00423
(0.00857)
***
-0.389***
(0.0308)

***
0.157***
(0.0204)

-0.290***
(0.104)
1,105

-1.623***
(0.0317)
3.110***
(0.123)
1,105

2.594***
(0.199)
627

-0.138
(0.242)
627

***
0.0305
(0.0277)
-1.000***
(0.0195)
3.791***
(0.163)
627

85

85

57

57

57

Year Dummies

***

***

***

Sector Dummies

***

***

***

1.557***
(0.190)
1,105
85

Normalized
DBL
Constant
Observations
The number of
industries
!

Dataset II 1998-2008
Log of
Log of
Log of
ValueNormalized
Valueadded
DBL
added
(4)
(5)
(6)
0.304***
-0.102***
0.318***
(0.0162)
(0.0122)
(0.0165)
0.643***
-0.237***
0.544***
(0.0203)
(0.0112)
(0.0155)
0.0639***
-0.0689***
0.0844***
(0.0171)
(0.00854)
(0.0126)

Notes: We control for panel-level heteroskedasticity (HE) and panel-specific autocorrelation (PSAR1) for Datasets I
and II. We use 2-digit SIC dummies and manufacturing versus non-manufacturing sector dummies for Datasets I
and II, respectively. Details of the sector dummies and year-fixed effects are suppressed for brevity. Standard errors
are in parentheses following the estimated coefficients. *p<0.10, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.
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3.1 The Impact of Own IT on DBL
We estimate two effects of own IT on DBL. The direct impact of IT on DBL is assessed by 𝑏!
in (2), which is negative and significant at the 1% level (Columns 2 and 5 of Table 1) for the full
sample of Datasets I and II, respectively. It suggests that a 1% increase in an industry’s IT
investment is associated with a 0.07 % decrease in its DBL for both datasets, keeping other
factors constant. In order to produce a certain amount of output, an industry can use different
combinations of inputs. When IT input increases, keeping non-IT capital and labor constant, the
intermediate inputs required from upstream suppliers are reduced, and thus DBL decreases. This
direct effect of IT on DBL suggests substitution between IT and intermediate inputs.
Separate from the substitution effects, IT also has an impact on DBL through the effect of
intermediate inputs on DBL. We access this impact of own IT on DBL by the coefficient of the
interaction term “Own IT * Intermediate Inputs”, 𝑏! . The estimate of this interaction term in (2)
is not significant for the full sample of Dataset I, and it is negative (- 0.025) and significant at the
1% level for Dataset II (Column 5, Table 1). The negative and significant estimate of the
interaction term suggests that IT negatively moderates the effect of intermediate inputs on DBL:
when IT investment is high, the effect of intermediate inputs on DBL is reduced compared with
when IT investment is low. In particular, a 1% increase in IT decreases the impact of
intermediate inputs on DBL by 2.5% for Dataset II. The non-significant impact of IT on DBL
based on the full sample of Dataset I might be due to the fact that the impact of IT has changed
after the commercialization of the Internet, which was around 1994 to 1995 (Leiner et al. 1997).
We split the sample in Dataset I in 1994, and find that before the commercialization of the
Internet, the estimate of b!   is positive and significant, while it is negative and significant after
the commercialization of the Internet. Because of the different impact of IT at different periods
of Dataset I, the estimated impact of IT on DBL based on the pooled sample is not significant.
We calculate the impact of IT on the marginal product of intermediate inputs. For an industry
with the mean level of IT investment and the mean level of the factor share of intermediate
inputs, an increase in IT capital by 293.132 dollars (1% of IT capital) is associated with an
increase in its marginal product of intermediate inputs by 0.304 dollars, (which is calculated
based on the formula,

!∗!"# !%∗!"#$ !"
!"#$(!"#$%&$'()#$!"*+#,)
!"#$(!"#$$%&'(&')

!.!"#$∗!"#$%&.!"#

=    !"#$%&.!/!"!#$%.!) for Dataset II, keeping other

factors fixed.
3.2 The Impact of DBL on TFP
The coefficient of DBL, λ, explains the relationship between DBL and TFP, which is defined in
(3) and estimated in (4). The negative and significant estimate of DBL, (Columns 3 and 6 of
Table 1), suggests that a reduction in DBL is associated with an increase in TFP. For example, in
the full sample of Dataset I, a one-unit decrease in the normalized DBL is associated with a
162.3% increase in TFP, keeping other factors constant.
The decrease in DBL suggests a shift in an industry’s production frontier towards more efficient
production in the sense of needing less intermediate inputs to produce a certain level of output;
this is captured by TFP, which explains the variation in value-added that is not explained by the
change in IT capital, non-IT capital, and labor.
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4. Conclusion
Our study makes three contributions. Firstly, we find that an industry’s IT investment can reduce
its production interdependence with upstream suppliers by improving the efficiency of
intermediate inputs. Secondly, we contribute to the literature on the impact of IT on TFP. Our
study shows that the impact of an industry’s IT on TFP also comes from reshaping its production
structure by reducing its production interdependence with suppliers, as measured by DBL.
Thirdly, we have identified an indirect effect of IT on value-added through DBL. One
implication of our study is that industries’ IT investments help reduce their interdependence with
upstream suppliers in terms of purchases of goods and services for production. Our results also
suggest that firms’ IT investments help reduce their dependence on upstream suppliers and create
more value-added.
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Abstract
Consumers often make decisions under the influence of multiple sources and it’s important for managers
to identify the contribution of each source in the decision process. Despite the obvious managerial
implications of the multi-source attribution problem in consumers’ decision-making process, there is
limited past research primarily due to the lack of a suitable methodological framework. In this paper, we
propose a general reduced-form regression model that can be easily applied to various kinds of multisource attribution contexts. The proposed model is an extension of the popular proportional hazards
model, in the sense that it allows the cause of an event to be multiple sources. Our model has several
advantages as compared to past modeling efforts in multi-source attribution. First, the model does not
speculate on the contribution of each channel apriori, but lets the data automatically determine the
contribution of individual channel based on its characteristics. Second, it is easy to use and interpret as
compared to structural models for attribution, and more rigorous as compared to previous rule-based
attribution methods. Third, it provides unbiased estimates even if only part of the sources contributes to
the conversion of consumers. Our model has implications for marketers in several areas, especially multichannel advertising and social media marketing.
Keywords: Attribution, Multiple Sources, Proportional Hazards Model, Collective Cause Model

1. Introduction
In many scenarios of interest to IS and marketing researchers, consumers make decisions under the
influence of multiple sources and it’s important for managers to identify the contribution of each source in
the decision-making process (henceforth referred to as multi-source attribution problem). For example, in
the advertising industry, marketers often display ads through multiple channels, such as catalogs, emails,
social media, Adwords, TV, and so forth. Given a multi-channel advertising strategy, a critical question
facing marketers is quantifying the contribution of individual channels on the conversion of consumers,
i.e., how much of the conversion can be attributed to each channel. Such measurement can help marketers
optimally allocate their budget across different channels. The issue of multi-source attribution is not
limited to advertising. In the social diffusion of new products, a consumer may hear about a product from
multiple contacts before adopting it. Quantifying the contribution of each contact in the adoption decision
of consumers is critical to determine the influence and susceptibility of individual users. Managers can
then recruit the most influential users as seeds and choose the most susceptible users as targets.
Despite the obvious managerial implications of the multi-source attribution problem in consumers’
decision-making process, there is limited past research primarily due to the lack of a suitable
methodological framework. In the advertising literature, it is commonly acknowledged that developing an
appropriate attribution model is one of the biggest challenges (Abhishek et al. 2013). So far, the
attribution methods used in the industry are largely rule-based, such as the first-touch, the last-touch,
linear, and time decay (Google 2014). However, these rule-based methods lack scientific rigor as they
make little use of the information in the data to infer the contribution of individual channels. Recently,
with the availability of individual level conversion data, some structural models and Bayesian models
have been developed to address the attribution problem from a data-driven perspective (Abhishek et al.
2013; Anderl et al. 2014; Xu et al. 2014; Zantedeschi et al. 2014). While these models give richer results
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than rule-based methods, they are not easy to generalize as they rely on assumptions that are most suitable
for the specific context they are applied to. In the literature of social contagion, the existing work
proposes workarounds to circumvent the multi-source attribution problem, such as using the average of
multiple sources (Katona et al. 2011) and deleting adoption events with multiple sources (Aral and
Walker 2012). However, as will be discussed in detail later, both workarounds may cause bias in the
estimates.
In response to the above mentioned problems with existing multi-source attribution methods, this
paper proposes a general reduced-form regression model that can be applied to various kinds of multisource attribution contexts. Our model is an extension of the popular proportional hazards model (Cox
1972). In contrast to traditional proportional hazards model, particularly the competing risks model (Lunn
and McNeil 1995), which assumes that the cause of an event is unique, our model allows the cause of an
event to be a collective i.e., multiple sources. Our proposed model has several advantages as compared to
past modeling efforts. First, the model does not speculate on the contribution of each channel apriori, but
lets the data automatically determine the contribution of individual channel based on its characteristics.
Second, it is easy to use and interpret as compared to structural models for attribution, and more rigorous
as compared to the rule-based attribution methods. Third, it provides unbiased estimates even if only part
of the sources contributes to the conversion of consumers.

2. Model
We present our notations in a broad context of consumers making decisions (e.g., whether or not to
buy a product) under the influence of multiple sources (e.g., ads or friends). We say a consumer converts
(or adopts) if she responds positively to the sources (e.g., buys a product shown in ads or likes a brand
liked by friends on Facebook). The goal of the proposed model is to quantify how much each source
contributes to the conversion decision of a consumer.
Let 𝑖 and 𝑗 index sources and consumers, respectively and 𝑋𝑖 and 𝑋𝑗 be the attributes of source 𝑖 and
consumer 𝑗, respectively. Let 𝑡 be the time elapsed since the launch of the marketing campaign. Let 𝜆0 (𝑡)
be the baseline hazard for any consumer to convert at time 𝑡. Suppose the dyadic hazard of source 𝑖
causing consumer 𝑗 to convert at time 𝑡 is 𝜆𝑖𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝜆0 (𝑡) 𝑒𝑒𝑒 �𝛽1 𝑋𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝛽2 𝑋𝑗 (𝑡)�. Let 𝑅(𝑡) represent
the risk set, namely the set of consumers who have not converted yet till time 𝑡 (excluding) and 𝑆𝑗 (𝑡) be
the set of sources consumer 𝑗 has been exposed to before time 𝑡. Let the indicator 𝛿𝑗 represent whether
consumer 𝑗 converts (1) or not (0) in the observed period. Let 𝜏𝑗 be the conversion time of consumer 𝑗, if
converted. Table 1 summarizes the notations.
Table 1. Notations

Notation
𝑖, 𝑗
𝑋𝑖
𝑋𝑗
𝛽1
𝛽2
𝛿𝑗
𝑡
𝜏𝑗
𝜆𝑖𝑖 (𝑡)
𝜆0 (𝑡)
𝑅(𝑡)
𝑆𝑗 (𝑡)

Description
Index sources and consumers, respectively
The set of attributes for source 𝑖
The set of attributes for consumer 𝑗
The effects of a source’s attributes on a consumer’s decision to convert
The effects of a customer’s attributes on her own decision to convert
Whether or not consumer 𝑗 converts in the observed period
The time elapsed since the launch of marketing campaign
The time when consumer 𝑗 converts
The dyadic hazard of source 𝑖 causing consumer 𝑗 to convert at time 𝑡
The baseline hazard for any consumer to convert at time 𝑡
The risk set, namely the set of consumers who haven’t converted yet before time 𝑡
The set of sources that consumer 𝑗 has been exposed to before time 𝑡

The key assumption of the proposed model is that the conversion of a consumer is the collective
effort of all the sources she has been exposed to. We call this assumption as the collective cause
assumption and the resulting model as the collective cause model. The collective cause assumption is
consistent with the spirit of the multi-touch attribution models that are gaining increasing popularity in the
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literature (Abhishek et al. 2013; Anderl et al. 2014; Xu et al. 2014; Zantedeschi et al. 2014). Note that the
collective cause model only assumes that each source contributes to the conversion, but does not impose a
priori restrictions on the level of contribution.
Let the dyadic hazards of different sources affecting a consumer be conditionally independent. The
conditional independence assumption of individual hazards is standard for the identification of
proportional hazards model (Cox 1972). Under this assumption, the overall hazard of consumer 𝑗 to
convert under the collective influence of multiple sources is given by
𝜆𝑗 (𝑡) = ∑𝑖∈𝑆𝑗(𝑡) 𝜆𝑖𝑖 (𝑡)

(1)

Based on the hazard of every consumer in the risk set to convert at time 𝑡, the partial log likelihood
of consumer 𝑗 to convert at time 𝑡, instead of any other consumer in the risk set, is given by
𝑙�𝛿𝑗 = 1�𝛽� = ln 𝑝�𝛿𝑗 = 1�𝛽� = ln �∑
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where 𝜆𝑗 = ∑𝑖∈𝑆𝑗�𝜏𝑗� 𝜆𝑖𝑖 �𝜏𝑗 � represents the overall hazard of consumer 𝑗 to convert based on all the
sources she has seen by time 𝜏𝑗 . When there is a single source for each consumer, the above partial
likelihood is identical to that of a standard proportional hazards model.

Let 𝐸 represent the set of consumers who convert in the observed time period. The overall partial log
likelihood of the entire dataset can be written as
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𝑗

𝛽𝑋𝑖′ 𝑗′ �𝜏𝑗 �
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In contrast to the partial log likelihood of the standard proportional hazards model, the information
matrix of the above partial log likelihood is not guaranteed to be positive definite. In other words, the
partial log likelihood of the proposed model is not guaranteed to be globally concave. This makes the
maximization of the partial log likelihood in equation (3) complicated. In this paper, we use an enhanced
Newton-Raphson algorithm to search for the optimal parameters of the partial log likelihood. Specifically,
when the Newton-Raphson algorithm reaches a non-concave region, we add a small positive number to
the diagonal elements of the information matrix (typically slightly larger than the smallest eigenvalue of
the information matrix in absolute value), as suggested by Schnabel and Eskow (1999), to make the
information matrix positive definite. The effectiveness of the enhanced Newton-Raphson algorithm has
been validated through extensive simulations.
One issue that deserves attention in multi-source attribution contexts is that consumers may convert
under the influence of unobserved sources. When a consumer converts under the influence unobserved
sources, we say that the consumer converts spontaneously. For example, other than the influence of ads, a
consumer may buy a product because of a friend’s recommendation, or the discount provided by a store,
or the consumer’s past experience with the product. These potential causes can affect consumers’
decisions to a large extent, but are often not observed by marketers. The spontaneous conversion problem
has been well-acknowledged in the literature of social influence (Aral and Walker 2012), but less so in
multi-channel advertising. In order to incorporate the impact of unobserved sources (or “nuisance”
sources of little interest to researchers), we can use a special source to represent the overall effect of all
unobserved sources. Specifically, the dyadic hazard of a consumer to convert under the influence of a
specific source is rewritten as follows
𝜆𝑖𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝜆0 (𝑡) 𝑒𝑒𝑒 �𝛽0 𝑠𝑖 + 𝛽1 𝑋𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝛽2 𝑋𝑗 (𝑡)�

(4)

where the dummy variable 𝑠𝑖 indicates whether the source is the special source. For the special source, all
the undefined source-specific attributes are set as zero. The parameter 𝛽0 captures the combined effect of
all unobserved sources, as compared to the effect of an observed source whose source-specific attributes
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are zero. If necessary, multiple types of special sources can be specified, such that each type of special
source represents the unobserved sources for a group of consumers under similar circumstances. This
dummy variable approach enables us to seamlessly incorporate the effect of unobserved sources without
affecting the way the collective cause model is estimated.

3. Simulation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed collective cause model when the data
are simulated under the collective cause assumption.
3.1 Data Generation and Benchmarks
Suppose the basic context of the simulated data is a number of consumers making decisions under
the influence of multiple sources drawn from a pool of sources. For simplicity, we assume that the
multiple sources are shown to consumers simultaneously. This assumption has no effect on identification
but simplifies the data generation process. Without loss of generality, assume that every consumer/source
has three attributes drawn from three different distributions: one normal, one binomial, and one
exponential. With the above assumptions, a collective cause dataset is generated as follows.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Generate 2,000 consumers and 100 sources, each has three attributes drawn from three different distributions: one
normal (mean=0, sd=1), one binomial (p=0.3), and one exponential (rate=1).
Randomly map 1~5 sources to each consumer, as the sources exposed to the consumer. Every <source, consumer>
dyad constitutes a dyadic observation in the data.
For each dyadic observation, compute the dyadic hazard as given by 𝜆0 (𝑡) 𝑒𝑒𝑒�𝛽1 𝑋𝑖 + 𝛽2 𝑋𝑗 �, in which 𝜆0 (𝑡) ≡ 1,
𝛽1 = (1,1,1), and 𝛽2 = (1,1,1)
The overall hazard of each consumer is the sum of the dyadic hazards from all the sources she has seen. Simulate a
survival time for each consumer based on her overall hazard, following the method proposed by Bender et al. (2005).
To make the data more realistic, choose the lower 20% quantile of all survival times as the censoring time, such that 80%
of conversion events are censored in the final data.

We compare the performance of the collective cause model with several benchmark models in
recovering the true parameters of the collective cause dataset. The benchmarks models include not only
several models that have been used in the literature, but also some new models developed based on the
ideas of previous approaches to multi-source attribution. Table 2 summarizes the benchmark models and
their connections to the attribution methods in the literature.
Table 2. Benchmark Models
Models
averageCause
cleanCause
primCause
equalCause
tiedEvents

Description
Assume that the conversion of a consumer is determined by the average characteristics of the sources (Katona et al. 2011)
Focus on the subset of conversion events in which a consumer is only exposed to a single source (Aral and Walker 2012)
Assume the true cause to be the source of primary contribution (inspired by first- and last-touch attribution)
Assume that every source has equal chance to be the true cause (inspired by linear attribution)
Treat a conversion with multiple sources as multiple independent conversion events (inspired by linear attribution)

The average cause model, as used by Katona et al. (2011), assumes that the conversion of a
consumer is determined by the average characteristics of sources. In addition, we call the approach used
by Aral and Walker (2012) as clean cause model, as it deletes all the conversion events in which a
consumer is exposed to multiple sources and focuses on the conversions with clean causes. In spirit of the
first-touch and last-touch attribution methods used in the industry, we proposed a new benchmark model
called primary cause model, which assumes the true cause is the source of primary contribution. The
performance of the primary cause model is expected to be no worse that of first-touch and last-touch
models, as the identification of primary cause is always correct in a simulated dataset. Another
benchmark model proposed by us is the equal cause model, which assumes that every source has equal
chance to be the true cause and maximize the expected likelihood of the conversion to be caused by any
source. In contrast to the equal cause model which assumes that only one of the sources is the true cause,
in the tied events model, we assume that every source is part of the true cause. Specifically, we treat a
conversion with multiple sources as multiple independent conversion events caused by each source. To
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ensure that every consumer’s conversion gets equal weight in the likelihood function, we restrict the total
case weight of each consumer to be one and evenly split the unit case weight among multiple sources.
The equal cause model and the tied events model are both inspired by the linear attribution method
(Google 2014), which gives equal expected credit to every source.
3.2 Results
Table 3 summarizes the relative errors of different models in recovering the true parameters of the
collective cause dataset. The relative errors are averaged over 100 simulations. The standard errors are
given in the parenthesis, which indicate the stability of the models. The top and bottom three rows give
the relative errors on the variables of the source and the consumer, respectively.
Table 3. Relative errors on collective cause data

𝛽1
𝛽2

collectiveCause

averageCause

cleanCause

primCause

equalCause

tiedEvents

normal

0.003 (0.13)

-0.396 (0.11)

0.083 (0.26)

0.235 (0.11)

-0.696 (0.06)

-0.757 (0.05)

binomial

0.006 (0.18)

-0.349 (0.24)

0.050 (0.51)

0.228 (0.13)

-0.672 (0.11)

-0.729 (0.10)

exponential

0.004 (0.06)

-0.229 (0.09)

0.065 (0.20)

0.165 (0.09)

-0.577 (0.05)

-0.640 (0.05)

normal

-0.007 (0.10)

-0.176 (0.08)

0.037 (0.20)

0.055 (0.06)

-0.175 (0.08)

-0.205 (0.08)

binomial

-0.004 (0.15)

-0.185 (0.12)

0.039 (0.48)

0.064 (0.12)

-0.181 (0.11)

-0.221 (0.11)

exponential

0.002 (0.09)

-0.189 (0.07)

0.053 (0.18)

0.071 (0.06)

-0.187 (0.07)

-0.224 (0.07)

As can be seen in Table 3, the collective cause model can recover the true parameters of collective
cause datasets with negligible relative errors, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the collective cause
model when the collective cause assumption is valid. In contrast, the estimates of the other models are
systematically biased toward one direction, i.e., the relative errors on all variables are uniformly positive
or negative. Specifically, the relative errors of the average cause, equal cause, and tied events model are
uniformly negative, whereas the relative errors of the primary cause model are uniformly positive. One
intuitive way to understand this finding is that every source will contribute equally when the parameter
𝛽 = 0, while the primary source will be the only source of impact as |𝛽| approaches infinity. The
negative relative errors of the average cause, equal cause, and tied events models result from the fact they
all assume that every source plays an equal role. The positive relative errors of the primary cause model
arise due to the fact that it inflates the contribution of the primary source.
Recall that the clean cause model deletes all conversion events with more than one source (about 80%
of the non-censored conversion events). In theory, the estimates of the clean cause model will be unbiased
if the number of sources a consumer gets exposed to is not correlated with her characteristics (i.e., the
truncation of data is non-informative). However, even though there is no such correlation in our simulated
dataset, the estimates of the clean cause model are still systematically biased. The reason is that the
proportional hazards model tends to inflate the estimates when there are very few observations,
demonstrating that even non-informative truncation of data is not good. In practice, the number of sources
a consumer gets exposed to is often correlated with her characteristics (e.g., new users often have fewer
friends on Facebook). When such correlation exists, the bias of the clean cause model will become even
more severe, up to 30~40% (results omitted due to space limit).
It is worth noting that inappropriate models not only bias the estimates on the attributes of the source,
but also the attributes of the consumer, though the latter is not as severe. Moreover, the standard errors on
binomial variables are often 50~100% larger than that of the other variables, which suggests that the
estimates of binary variables are particularly unstable. This is unfortunate for researchers interested in
treatment effects, which are often binary in nature. In addition to the simulations discussed above, we
have also validated the effectiveness of the collective cause model in the presence of spontaneous
conversions and heterogeneous sources. Moreover, we find that the performance of the collective cause
model is highly stable to the parameters in the data generating process, including censoring rate,
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maximum number of sources per consumer, distribution of survival times, and the standard error of
independent variables. Related results are omitted due to space limit.
Further, we have shown that the collective cause model can still give unbiased estimates when only
one of the sources has real effect on the conversion. The intuition behind this finding is that, the overall
hazard of a consumer given in equation (1) can be reinterpreted as the overall hazard of the consumer to
be influenced by any single source she has seen. Therefore, even if only one of the sources caused the
conversion, the collective cause model is a truthful representation of the data, except that it doesn’t use
the true cause information. Given that the collective cause model is unbiased in this extreme case, it is
easy to understand that the collective cause model is unbiased when more than one but not all of the
sources contribute to the conversion.

4. Conclusion
In many scenarios such as multi-channel advertising and social diffusion, the conversion decision of
a consumer is influenced by multiple sources. In this paper, we propose a reduced-form regression model
based on the collective cause assumption that every source seen by the customer contributes to the
conversion of customers. We use extensive simulations to show that the proposed model can effectively
recover the true parameters while the data are generated under the collective cause assumption. In contrast,
we find that many of the existing approaches (or ideas) that have been used to address the attribution
problem can result in substantial bias. Our model has implications for marketers in several areas,
especially multi-channel advertising and social media marketing. In multi-channel advertising, our model
can help marketers understand the quantitative contribution of individual channels, so as to optimally
allocate their advertising budget across different channels. In social media marketing, our model enables
marketers to identify the social influence of one user on another at the dyadic level, in addition to the
overall influence/susceptibility of individual users. The identification of social influence at the dyadic
level can help marketers improve the cost-effectiveness of their marketing campaigns through micromarketing strategies such as tailored seeding and tailored targeting.
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Abstract
With healthcare becoming a global problem, Online Health Communities (OHCs) have become a major source of social support for Internet users. Using a case study of an OHC
among breast cancer survivors, we revealed the types of social support embedded in each
post. Then we aggregated users’ activities in different types of social support and identified
different roles that users play in the OHC. By analyzing how users’ roles change over time,
we constructed an evolution graph to illustrate the transition of users’ roles. In addition, we
revealed that the types of social support received by a user are related to her role transition.
Our research has implications for OHC operators to track users’ behaviors in order to manage and sustain an OHC.
Keywords: User Profiling, Role Transition, Social Support, Online Health Communities,
Machine learning, Text Mining.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, healthcare becomes a global problem that many people pay attention to. According to the report of Fox and Duggan (2013), 35% of U.S. adults have gone online particularly
for information related to medical conditions. Besides getting information from healthcare
professionals and friends, 24% of adults also sought information or support from peers who
have the same health condition. A major venue where people find such peers is Online Health
Communities (OHCs), such as “Patientslikeme.com” and “breastcancer.org”. Compared with
traditional health-related websites that only allow users to retrieve information, online health
communities (OHCs) increased members’ ability to interact with peers facing similar health
problems and as a result better meet their immediate needs for social support.
Literatures on social support suggest that OHCs mainly feature three types of social support:
informational support, emotional support, and companionship (a.k.a., network support)
(Bambina 2007; Keating 2013). Previous study showed that receiving more emotional support or contributing more companionship are positively correlated with users’ longer involvement in OHCs, while receiving informational support is negatively correlated (Wang et
al. 2012, Wang et al. 2014). By analyzing large-scale data from an OHC, our previous work
(Wang et al. 2014) identified several roles of users in an OHC and suggested that overall
those who only seek social support are more likely to churn from OHCs. However, the conclusion is based on a static snapshot of an OHC. Would a user switch from one role (e.g.,
support seeker) to another (e.g., support provider) over time? If so, what are the frequent patterns in such role transition? How can we leverage such transition for OHC management?
This paper analyzes the transition pattern of OHC users’ roles in social support activities using a large-scale dataset. The outcome of this research has implications for building and sustaining an active OHC through better thread/post recommendations and community management.
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2. Social Support Detection
In this research, we used a very popular peer-to-peer OHC among breast cancer survivors and
their caregivers. Our dataset consists of all the public posts and user profile information from
October 2002 to August 2013. There are 107,549 threads, with more than 2.8 million posts
contributed by 49,552 users. As we mentioned earlier, informational support, emotional support, and companionship are three major types of social supports in OHCs. To assign user
role in this OHC, for each post, we need to determine whether it was seeking informational
support (SIS), providing informational support (PIS), seeking emotional support (SES),
providing emotional support (PES), or simply about companionship (COM). Note that we did
not differentiate seeking and provision of companionship, for the nature of companionship is
about participation and sharing. By getting involved in activities or discussions about companionship, one is seeking and providing support at the same time. It is also possible that a
post could belong to more than one of the categories above.
As it is almost impossible to label all 2.8 million posts manually, we used classification algorithms to decide what kind(s) of social support each post is about. A list of features and the
process of building classification models can be found in our previous work (Wang et al
2014). Overall, our classifiers achieved decent performance with accuracy rates ranging from
0.804 to 0.914. After applying classifiers on 2.8 million posts, each post was assigned 5 binary labels, indicating whether the post belongs to a specific type of social support. Intuitively,
there are more posts to provide support than to seek support. This is what most would expect
from a popular OHC with a large and active user base.

3. Transition of User Role
After estimating the nature of social support in each post, we could then build a profile for
each user by aggregating her/his posts by their social support categories. We represented each
user’s social support involvement with a social support activity profile, which is a 1×5 vector.
Each element in the vector is the percentage of the user’s social supports in a social support
category. With social support distribution vectors of 47,581 users, we applied the classic Kmeans clustering algorithm to divide users into k groups, so that the users with similar social
support distributions would belong to the same cluster. To find the best grouping of users, we
tested various K values (from 2 to 20) and evaluated clustering results based on DaviesBouldin Index (DBI). Eventually, K=7 yielded the lowest DBI value and hence the best clustering results. Centroids for each of the 7 clusters are shown in Table 1.
Results in Table 1 suggest that, intentionally or not, OHC users do have different patterns in
social support involvement and thus play different roles in the community. Some users’ posts
focused on one major category of social support. For example, users in cluster 0 published an
average of 96.55% of their social support posts are to provide informational support. They
obviously act as Information Providers in the community. Similarly, cluster 1 is for Companionship Builders with 64.92% of the supports in companionship, and cluster 4 consists of
Emotional Support Providers. The two smallest clusters are for seekers: cluster 3 for Information Seekers and cluster 6 for Emotional Support Seekers. Meanwhile, users in cluster 2,
the largest cluster of the seven, are All-around Contributors with relatively balanced profiles
in each social support category. Cluster 5 represents a group of Information Enthusiasts, who
focus mainly on informational support, both seeking and providing. In the previous study
(Wang et al 2014), it was found that Companionship Builders and All-around Contributors
are the most productive members and stayed within the community for the longest time. By
contrast, those who mainly seek support (informational or emotional) published fewer posts
than others and involved only a short period.
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However, results in Table 1 represent only a static snapshot of all the users based on their aggregated activities over the 11 years of data in our dataset. In other words, each user was assigned to a cluster based on all her posting behaviors from the first post to the last, no matter
how long the user was active in the OHC. To capture the transition of users’ roles over time,
we analyzed each user’s social support activities on monthly basis. For example, if a user
were active for less than a month in this OHC, she would have only one social support activity profile, each of them being a 1×5 vector that represents her activities in the five social support categories in that month. Another user, who continuously contributed to this community
for two years, would have 24 such profiles.
Table 1.
Social
Support
COM
PES
PIS
SES
SIS
# of users
% of users

All
users
0.1126
0.1178
0.4422
0.0743
0.2531
47581

Cluster
0
0.0042
0.0074
0.9655
0.0067
0.0162
6647
14%

Centroids of user profiling clusters
Cluster
1
0.6492
0.0833
0.1277
0.0349
0.1049
3923
8%

Cluster
2
0.1271
0.1511
0.4762
0.1245
0.1211
15336
32%

Cluster
3
0.0154
0.0053
0.0152
0.0107
0.9534
3502
7%

Cluster
4
0.0504
0.612
0.2394
0.0481
0.0501
3994
8%

Cluster
5
0.0408
0.0315
0.4369
0.0494
0.4414
13225
28%

Cluster
6
0.0404
0.0351
0.0325
0.5868
0.3052
954
2%

To identify which role among the seven roles in Table 1 a user played in a specific month, we
adopted a simple Nearest Neighbor classification scheme. Given a user’s and a month in
which she was active in posting, we assigned to the user a role, whose centroids in Table 1 is
closest to the user’s social support activity profile in that specific month. Among 384,423
monthly social support activity profiles from 47,581 users, users’ monthly roles distributions
are shown as Table 2. Note that some monthly social support activity profiles were labeled as
“Inactive in Posting Social Support”, which indicated all the elements of the 1×5 vector were
0. Such a profile indicates two possibilities: one is that the corresponding user did not post
anything during that month; the other one is that the corresponding user posted something
other than social support during that month.
Table 2.

User Roles summarized by monthly activities

User Role
Information Seeker (IS)
Information Provider (EP)
Emotional Support Seeker (ES)
Emotional Support Provider (EP)
Community Builder (CB)
All-around Contributors (AC)
Information Enthusiasts (IE)
Inactive user in Posting Social Support (IA)
Total

Number of monthly social support
activity profiles
9,680
26,711
3,126
19,125
36,759
62,879
31,322
194,821
384,423

Based on every user’s role in each month of her activities, we drew a role transition network
to show how users shift from one role to another (Fig 1). This weighted and directed network
has 10 nodes. Seven of them correspond to the seven user roles we discovered in Table 2.
There is one node for the status of Inactive in Posting Social Support. We also included two
nodes, Registration (REG) and Churn (CHU), to represent the starting and ending points of
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one’s activities in this OHC. In this OHC, we assumed that a user had churned from this
OHC if she had no post during the last 12 weeks in our dataset. A directed link from node A
to node B means that at least one user evolved from role/stage A to B after a month at A. The
weight of each link was computed as the probability of transiting from one node to another.
The width of ties in Fig 1 is proportional with such probabilities. The sum of all edges’
weights starting from one node was 1. Basically, all users started from Registration, but
might end at any other node in this graph as time goes by.

Fig 1 Evolution of user role in this OHC

Since a well-organized OHC should motivate users’ active participations, how to keep users
involved in is an interesting question to study based on this transition network. In other words,
we want to find the signal of users becoming inactive or preparing to leave. We summarized
transitions with probabilities higher than 0.2 and analyzed users social support activities preceding undesirable transitions to CHU and IA. We used logistic regression to reveal factors
related to high probability transitions in the transition network, because shifting from one
type of role to another type is a binary choice question--the answer could be either “yes” or
“no”. Using “transition or not” as the dependent variable, we summarized five independent
variables. RISD and RESD represent direct informational and emotional support a user received after initiating a support-seeking thread. RISI, RESI and RCOM represent indirect informational, emotional and companionship support a user was exposed to in threads that
she/he did not initiate but contributed to. Basically, we want to see if a user’s behaviors in
receiving social support in the previous month would modify her role’s shift in this OHC.
Values of these variables were based on users’ activities within the months preceding their
role transitions. Specifically, when a transition occurs at kth month, we analyzed data of (k1)th month to see what variables are correlated with the transition.
Results were listed in Table 3. The first column shows the starting node of the transitions
and the second row shows the ending node of the transitions. Coefficient estimates showed
the relationship between receiving social support and role transitions. For example, when we
hold all other independent variables constant, an Emotional Support Provider (EP) directly
receiving each additional information support post from the others would lead to 0.031 decrease in the log-odds of her dropping out of the OHC next month. As we mentioned earlier,
those in the roles of AC and CB tend to stay in the same roles. Previously, we concluded Allaround Contributors (AC) are the largest group in this OHC (32%), and companionship provided by Companionship Builders (CB) could help users participate together. Therefore,
keeping those already in AC and CB to stay there would be very useful to build a successful
OHC. To find what are behind the stability for the two roles, we applied logistic regression
on self-loops for the two roles as well. The results were shown in Table 4.
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Table 3 Results of binary logistic regression on frequent user role transitions. High probability (over
0.2) transitions start from a node/stage in first column and end at CHU or IA. For each transition, a
number shows the regression coefficient of one of five independent variables and this transition.
Regression Coefficient (B)
IA (Inactive in P/S Social Support)

Indep. Variables
E

CHU (User churn)

S
EP

RISD
-0.031***
RESD
0.000
RISI
-0.021***
RESI
-0.044***
RCOM
-0.010***
IS
RISD
-0.169***
RESD
0.071***
RISI
-0.078***
RESI
0.030
RCOM
-0.050***
IP
RISD
-0.066***
RESD
0.026
RISI
-0.067***
RESI
0.006
RCOM
-0.004
ES
RISD
-0.128***
RESD
0.012
RISI
-0.029***
RESI
-0.057***
RCOM
-0.016
IE
RISD
-RESD
-RISI
-RESI
-RCOM
-*:p<0.05,**:p<0.01, ***: p<0.001

Table 4

0.000
-0.009
-0.007***
-0.011***
-0.006***
-0.023***
0.016
-0.002
-0.037***
0.012
-0.013**
0.023*
-0.008***
-0.008**
-0.001
-0.007
-0.005
-0.005
-0.015*
0.002
-0.049***
0.023***
-0.008***
-0.007**
-0.003

Results of binary logistic regression on frequent user role stabilizations

AC àAC
Indep. Variables
Regression Coefficient (B)
RISD
0.004***
RESD
-0.002
RISI
0.007***
RESI
0.002***
RCOM
-0.002***
*:p<0.05,**:p<0.01, ***: p<0.001

CB à CB
Indep. Variables
Regression Coefficient (B)
RISD
0.001
RESD
0.016***
RISI
-0.002***
RESI
0.002***
RCOM
0.005***

4. Discussion
Based on statistics in Table 3, even if a user started from the same role, differences in receiving social support would lead to different role transitions. Specifically, receiving more informational support directly could effectively decrease churning probability of an Emotional
Support Provider, but it cannot guarantee the user continuously providing emotional support
to the others. Similarly, exposure to companionship could keep an Information Seeker staying in this OHC, but helped less to insure her contributing social support successively. By
contrast, receiving emotional support indirectly can help both Information Seekers and Information Providers staying productive during the next month. Generally speaking, reading
others’ posts or receiving support directly might effectively decrease the chance of a user to
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leave or to be inactive in publishing social support related posts in the future. However, an
interesting observation is that receiving some social support may negatively affect users’ engagement in this OHC, and lead them to churn or be inactive in posting. For example, the
positive coefficient for RESD in the IS->CHU transition in Table 3 suggested that getting too
much emotional support might lead to an Information Seeker’s departure. It makes sense because for a user who sought information support, emotional support did not satisfy her needs,
which may have contributed to her churn.
In addition, what can help All-around Contributors and Companionship Builders to stay in
their roles? Intuitively, except reading emotional support directly from the others, all receiving behaviors are correlated with the self-transitions of these two roles. However, the exposure to companionship is not helpful for them to maintain their roles. One possible explanation is that All-around Contributors kept posting all kinds of social support in a balanced way.
Reading too much companionship posts might lead them to post more companionship posts
and then shift to Companionship Builders. Different from All-around Contributors, the exposure to companionship posts is positively correlated with Companionship Builders’ role stability.
Our analysis on the pattern of user role transitions in an OHC could have implications for the
management of OHCs. According to a study by Young (2013), a mature OHC holds the largest size of active members. Maintaining a sustainable active member base can effectively
avoid the “death” of the OHC. According to our previous studies, Community Builders and
All-around Contributors are those who are much more active than the others. Also, senior
members’ experience, knowledge, and community network could be precious resource for
newcomers. Therefore, encouraging users to stay at or transit to these two roles is helpful to
maintain a sustainable OHC.
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Abstract
Electroencephalographic (EEG) data modeling has been progressively valuable in developing
useful applications in the areas of healthcare, as well as in the design of brain-computer
interface (BCI). It carries an immense potential for description and prediction of brain states
with high accuracy. The analysis of brain states could be the initial step in a process to first
comprehend and later allow individuals to control these states. To this end, we aim to build a
system for dynamic and onsite brain state analysis using EEG data. The system will allow users
to transit EEG data to an online database through mobile devices, interact with the web server
through web interface, and get feedback from EEG data analysis programs on a real time bases.
This self-adjusting method will be useful in quick-prototyping brain states and give users onsite
feedback about their queries. This system can be utilized in the health care industry for an early
diagnosis of various brain abnormalities and a recreational therapy.
Keywords: Data modeling; dynamic self-adjusting modeling; Electroencephalographic data;
brain-computer interface; computational biology

1. Introduction
Human brain is a complex natural machine. It constantly generates electrical charges, which can
be registered using electroencephalography device (EEG). The data generated by this system can
be investigated using machine-learning techniques to comprehend the underlying brain functions
and decipher brain waves changes between normal and disease state. Using EEG data, cognitive
psychologists can visualize and observe correlations between different active brain states. It is
desirable to create an application that takes EEG data and exposes it to various analytical
techniques so the resultant brain states can be studied and predicted. We present explanations of
the design and implementation offered herein.
The vast implications of using EEG data to analyze brain states include designing
brain-computer interfaces (BCI) where users can operate on a machine via brain activities, and
using brain state models in healthcare related activities. As an example, we present a case study
in transcendental meditation (Davidson et al, 2003), a spiritual development technique, which
was popularized by former Hindu ascetic Maharishi Mahesh Yogi and gained popularity in the
west during the 1960’s (Holzel et al, 2010). The concurrent brain states associated with
transcendental meditation have been viewed as something outside of the world of physical
measurement and objective evaluation by most scientific communities. Scientists now have the
ability to measure and register electric potential of the human brain through the use of
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electroencephalographic technologies. One approach is to study finite differences within the
minds of those practicing meditation, and those who do not. Such an endeavor is an avenue
towards modeling a wide range of brain states (Lin, 2010). The combination of
electroencephalographic data with modeling methods in fields such as data mining and
bioinformatics could be used to prove that subjects in a state of transcendental meditation are in a
verifiable and observable state of mind that can be monitored and predicted (Davidson et al,
2003). Experiments found that cancer patients that practiced meditation experienced higher
well-being levels, better cognitive function and lower levels of inflammation than a control
group (Oh et al, 2009).
Therefore, a platform for comprehensive EEG data storage and processing is desirable to
promoting applications of using EEG tools in both physiological (e.g., clinical uses, sleep
evaluation, fatigue detection, etc.) and psychological (cognitive sciences, BCI, etc.) scopes. Such
a platform consists of EEG data collection devices (viz., EEG headset), communication channels
(e.g., smart phones), a web server that provides a web interface for users to access stored EEG
data and activate data analysis algorithms, and an online database for EEG data storage and
processing.

2. Existing Works
Two types of research models have been used for brain state modeling: statistical models and
micro models. Statistics models are built by applying statistical analysis to collected data from
meditation practitioners, while micro models try to catch physiological features of the brain state
under examination. Current literatures show that both methods are used in the study of
complementary and alternative medicine, which includes meditation as one of the methods. A
survey of the literature on cognitive impairment and cancer presented in (Biegler et al, 2009)
suggests that meditation may help improve cancer-related cognitive dysfunction and alleviate
other cancer-related sequel.
It is well understood that although statistical studies can provide evidence for the effectiveness of
meditation, it fails to provide a systematic view of human’s epistemology and psychology. This
addresses the needs for micro models that depict the inter-relationship between human’s mind
and physical body. To accurately and objectively record moods when one is practicing
meditation, we seek a solution which could objectively measure the effectiveness of meditation
in real time (Lin, 2010).
In the following sections, we will describe an online system for data storage and processing, and
the web interface through which users can interact with the online database and perform dynamic
data analysis and modeling. In the end, as a show case of the usefulness of the dynamic modeling
system, we present a simple dynamic model for a set of selected brain states, including
meditation.

3. Dynamic Modeling of EEG Data
We collected EEG data from 15 volunteer subjects using the Neurosky Mobile Headset. Three
sets of data were collected in three brain states, viz., meditation, watching movie, and reading
aloud. Data were then analyzed using Microsoft’s spreadsheet software and statistical computing
programming languages, R and Python. Component frequencies, including five major brain
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waves- Delta(1-3Hz), Theta(4-7Hz), Alpha Low(8-9Hz), Alpha High(10-12Hz), Beta
Low(13-17Hz), Beta High(18-30Hz), Gamma Low(31-40Hz), and Gamma Mid(41-50Hz) were
extracted from raw dataset. These frequencies represent specific brain states including deep
meditation and high anxiety.
The data in the headset reports brain wave frequencies as a function of its power spectrum.
Fourier Transform analysis was implemented by the application software package to decompose
the raw EEG time series into a voltage by frequency spectral graph (power spectrum). This
power spectrum values obtained for specific brain waves was investigated for the numerical
analysis of Quantitative EEG data.

Fig. 1. Visualization of normalized data sets using box plot (A) combined data, (B) meditation, (C) movie
watching, and (D) reading aloud.

The power spectrum data was normalized to reduce variability, which might have occurred due
to difference in contact distance between the headset and the user, and changes in environmental
condition. In addition, automatic scaling feature in the hardware accounts for noises that make
the data values large. The normalized method used the sum of all the eight brain waves power
spectrum data and divided each data point by the sum to scale it within the range of 0 to 1. The
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box plot (Figure. 1) graphically depicts the numerical spread of the normalized data for the
combined brain waves as well as meditation, movie watching, and reading aloud brain states.
The standard deviation model was calculated for each brain state to investigate the variability of
data and predict the percentage of values that are present within the one standard deviation from
the mean (Figure. 2).
The combined data set consisting of all the five major brain waves show analogous data
variability, and presence of maximum outliers amongst alpha waves (Figure. 1). Within three
brain states, meditation showed the highest data spread. The deviation model correctly predicts
that as the brain state changes from meditation to movie watching and reading, the higher
frequency waves also changes from lower waves (delta and theta) to higher waves (alpha, beta,
gamma). The result showed that the alpha waves are the most common waves among measured
three different brain states (Figure 2). The recognition rates for deviation model of the three brain
states using three classes are 64% for mediation, 65% for reading aloud, and 75% for watching a
movie (Table. 1). 64% in meditation is not a high level of acceptance, but it does make sense
because none of the subjects are meditation practitioners. Mediation should be more discernible
with samples of actual mediation practitioners.

Fig. 2. Standard deviation model for (A) Meditation, (B) Movie watching, and (C) Reading aloud brain
states.
TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF CLASSIFICATION BASED PREDICTION SCORES

The classification algorithms applied along with the obtained accuracy score is shown in Table. 1.
Due to the complexity of data clustering, as an initial step of modeling, two low frequency waves
- delta and theta brain waves were chosen as two variables and brain states- mediation, movie
watching, and reading aloud were used as three nominal class values discretized as 0, 1, and 2
respectively. The results show that the K-Nearest model contributed the best prediction score
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with three classes - 78% for mediation, 64% for reading aloud, and 71% for watching a movie.
And for two classes - 89% for mediation combined with movie, and 85% for reading brain states.

Fig. 3. Data analysis of brain waves. Standard
deviation model for (A) Logistic Regression
model three class (color: blue-meditation,
orange-movie, and brown-reading), (B) Logistic
Regression
model
two
class
(color:
blue-meditation
plus
movie,
and
brown-reading), (C) K-Nearest model two class
(color: pink-meditation plus movie, and
blue-reading), and (D) Support Vector Machine
with Linear Kernel two class (color:
blue-meditation
plus
movie,
and
yellow-reading).

Fig. 4. Dynamic Fourier Analysis for two
volunteers (A-B-C: Inexperienced Meditator,
D-E-F:
Experienced
Meditator)
during
meditation, movie watching, and reading aloud
brain states.

Interestingly, when two class systems was used by combining meditation and movie watching as
class 0, and reading aloud as class 1, the algorithm performed very well with lower error rate
(Table. 1). This finding highlights the fact that the majority of volunteers participated for EEG
data collection are inexperienced meditator, and the data collected during movie watching and
meditation are close to one another than reading aloud. Also, once again with two class system,
K-Nearest model performed the best. Since, K-Nearest model depends on highest number of
neighboring data point to classify itself to that particular group, the clustering effect of
meditation and movie watching should have contributed to the superior performance of the
K-Nearest algorithm (Figure 3).
Further, the dynamic fast Fourier transform analysis of EEG data was conducted to reveal the
occurrence of dynamic frequency at a steady state along with the time series (Figure. 4). The
result shows comparison of FFL graph of three different brain states from two volunteers. In
experiences meditator, the graphs show the localized energy of waves whereas in inexperienced
meditator volunteer the localization of wave energy is low. This finding underscores the
additional layer of complexity for analyzing EEG data.
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4. Concluding Remarks
Brain state modeling using EEG data is a hard problem to tackle with given the uncertain nature
of human’s mind-body states. We present a method for building self-adjusting models using an
online database system. The goal of the system is to provide users a tool for quick prototyping a
brain state and the capability for dynamic adjusting the model according to the data currently
available. This system consists of an EEG headset, applications on mobile phones, and a web
server which provides an interface to the database and analytical tools.
We used meditation research to reach out to the high end applications of EEG data analysis in
understanding human brain states and assisting in promoting human healthcare. The analysis of
these states could be the initial step in a process to first predict and later allow individuals to
control these states. We show-cased some initial dynamic models that can be distinguished from
each other by running several classification algorithms on data sets we collected. While the state
recognition rates vary across algorithms, the highest recognition rate we have reached is close to
90% by combining data from similar states. These results will seed more profound investigation
on brain state modeling methods as well as EEG data collection procedures.
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Abstract
With the development of Internet and market environment, computer mediated collaboration has
become more and more popular in Internet industries. Trust has been a significant issue in
collaboration. Previous research has investigated trust factors in different dimensions. This
paper takes the perspective of individual trust and aims to identify the key trust factors in
different stages throughout the longitudinal collaboration process and also explore the
interactive relationships between trust factors. We have interviewed real business project teams
in Internet industry by taking a case study approach. We have found that significance of trust
factors as well as their main sub-factors is varying throughout stages of team collaboration.
Furthermore, the interactive relationships between trust factors are also dynamic and diversified
in different stages.
Keywords: Trust development, Project team, Trust factors, Internet industry, Computer
mediated collaboration

1.

Introduction

Collaboration support has more frequent updates in recent years. Abundant social network
services such as Twitter and Facebook have been flourishingly provided to aggregate users.
Therefore, team collaboration could be influenced by many social factors. Among all those
principal elements in previous studies, trust has drawn many attentions. According to Kramer
and Cook (2004), trust was deemed as a rational choice for team members maximizing their
utility in the presence of risk. However, little research in terms of individual trust factors has
been done concerning computer mediated collaboration. Moreover, in previous studies of team
collaboration, many Internet-based teams such as student teams (Jones, 2008) and crisis
management teams (Alfonso and Suzanne, 2008) have been the research subjects except for
teams in Internet industry, which also has a high frequency of computer mediated collaboration.
In order to fill the research gap, our attention has focused on the team collaboration in Internet
industry for its specialty followed the study of more detailed sub-factors, which affect individual
trust in deeper way (Cheng and Macaulay, 2014). For further research, this paper has explored
trust factors and relations intending to give guidance for Internet project managers in addressing
trust issues. Therefore, the subsequent inquiry focuses on two key questions:
1) What are the key trust factors in computer mediated team collaboration over time?
2) How can we define the interactive relationships between trust factors?
In this paper, we have reviewed the literatures in trust factors and trust development first,
followed by introduction of three case studies in Internet industry. We have then discussed the
key trust factors and presented the interactive relationships for trust factors in section 4. We have
concluded our contributions and limitations in the final section.
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2.

Literature review

2.1 Individual Trust Factors in Collaboration Team
Numerous researches about the elements that affect trust have been conducted and plenty of trust
factors were discovered over time. Rotter (1967) reported that interpersonal trust could be
determined by the extent to which individuals are seen as moral, honest or reliable. In the
research of Rousseau et al. (1998), a cross-discipline view of trust was introduced that reliability
and dependability could give rise to trust. Wilson et al. (2006) reported that cooperation was a
critical factor in computer mediated and face-to-face teams.
For a more comprehensive understanding of effects of principal factors on trust, Nolan et al.
(2007) have put forward an important trust model for studying trust development on online
communities. This model that is the basis of our research includes six individual trust factors,
which are Risk (providing information to unknown recipients and acting upon information
received from them), Benefit (overall perception that involvement will provide individual gain),
Utility value (high information quality that can be absorbed into immediate practice), Interest
(inherent interest in the system and the information available), Effort (acquiring information),
and Power (individual’s ability to influence others by means of his/her superior knowledge
and/or access to information) (Nolan et al., 2007). Based on these six factors, Cheng and
Macaulay (2014) explored individual trust factors in computer mediated student team
collaboration, which is also the foundation of this paper. Cheng and Macaulay (2014) has
investigated trust in a lower level that more detailed sub-factors were presented, such as learning
things, communication skills, team building skills, etc. for the factor “Risk”.
2.2 Trust Development
Trust has been variously defined in specific disciplines and many contexts. A cross-discipline
exploration was conducted in which a description of trust has been proved generally accepted:
“the willingness to be vulnerable” (Mayer et al., 1995). However, trust is more complicated
when applied to concrete contexts. That is, most researchers now believe that trust is
multidimensional (Mayer et al. 1995;Rousseau et al. 1998). For example, in the workplace four
types of trust were presented: calculus-based trust, knowledge-based trust, identification-based
trust, and performance-based trust (Lewicki and Bunker 1996; Sabherwal, 1999). McKnight and
Chervany (2001) also introduced the interdisciplinary typology of trust from four dimensions.
Nolan et al. (2007) have applied the trust development model to determine the participation of
online community users, which divided the model into three frames that are full participation,
part participation, and no participation. Three frames represented three different stages. Based on
this trust development model consisted of three frames, the modified trust balance model was
proposed by Cheng et al. (2013a). Accordingly, this model shows the trust development in
computer mediated teams over time, which is divided into three stages too. The first stage of the
team collaboration is the initial period of the project; the final stage is the end of the project; the
middle stage that is the course of the project. Established on the research of Nolan et al. (2007)
and the paper of Cheng and Macaulay (2014), our study is intended to fill the research gap where
little study was aimed at the trust factors and trust development in computer-mediated project
teams in Internet industry.

3. Case study
Internet project team has its own characteristics such as the lower team building barrier, stronger
team subject, more controllable project cycle, younger and fewer team members, more use of
network collaboration tools and flat organization structure, which make it different from
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traditional teams on individual trust. Based on the criterion above, we have chosen three
representative teams in Internet industry as our samples to conduct a longitudinal case study.
Sample 1: Internet media project team
Company A, a global multimedia company, the target project team of this company is
responsible for media platform interface designing, editing, and maintaining. There are 9
members in the team, including a team leader, two art editors and some website builders. Besides
face-to-face, the project team has taken several online communication tools such as QQ, skype,
online bulletin board, and video conference in team collaboration. The client of this team is a
beauty product company, who wants to redesign its official website to attract more young
customers.
Sample 2: Social network service project team
Company B is one of the most famous web portals in China. The target project team in this
company, consisting of a project manager, three system analysts and six system builders, is
responsible for micro-blog project design and development. Online collaboration tools are
widely used in the team such as WeChat, video conference, micro-blog and electronic bulletin
board. The project of this team is to accomplish the upgrade of an online community. In addition,
the client in this case is a foreign company, which makes it a bit different from the other two
samples.
Sample 3: B2C website building project team
The target project team in company C is responsible for software development, test and
maintenance. Eleven members with different professional background are contained in this team.
The collaboration tools used by this team include skype, call conference, QQ chat groups,
micro-blog and electronic bulletin board. In this case, the team is required to build an online
shopping website for a newly established e-commerce company.
Semi-structured audiotaped interviews have been conducted in the end of the project, which
collected the qualitative data from the case studies and would extend the research with
exploratory findings into trust factors and the interaction between them from the perspective of
development. The interview with 16 questions was designed by Cheng and Macaulay (2014),
which had been successfully used to explore the trust factors in student groups. Questions of the
interview are associated with different phases of the project process that are first, middle and
final stage. Many researchers used data coding and classification approach to analyze interview
data (Basit, 2003). Accordingly, we gave every participant a unique coding, for instance, the
coding for the first member in case 1 is G1M1, which means the 1st member in group one. This
is to better transcribe and analyze their answers.
According to the semi-structured interviews, the initial coding results of interview data have
been categorized into associated trust factors including the main trust factors proposed by Nolan
et al. (2007) and their sub-factors extracted from the interview results. Considering the previous
researches, some scholars (e.g. Runeson and Höst 2009) used a qualitative method to extract
keywords from initial data according to the word-frequency. This method was applied in our
research. Firstly, we identified the keywords from the interview results related to main trust
factors. Secondly, generalized the synonymous keywords into sub-factor and counted its
frequency. The sub-factors mentioned by more than 5 members were regarded as the main
sub-factors in this stage. Finally, the total frequency of main sub-factors related to each main
factor would be sum up, which indicated significance of the main factor in the stage.
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4. Result
In this research, according to analyzing data collected from three samples, we have identified the
significance of each trust factor as well as their related main sub-factors in different stage and
explored the interaction between these main factors from the perspective of development. Here
are some findings from the results.
(1) The main sub-factors of each trust factor are changing throughout the three stages.
Interest: During the first stage and middle stage, industry prospect, motivation and atmosphere in
the team are major elements for arousing member’s interest. “At the beginning, I am intended to
get in this industry because of personal interest…” (G2M8). At the final stage, client feedback
becomes a main sub-factor taking the place of promotion. “In this stage (final stage), the
information and feedback can arouse my interest to continue …” (G3M2).
Risk: At first stage, communication skill and different skills of members are the main risks
factors. At middle stage, task interdependence becomes a major factor. “…The communication
might be a problem, not only physical, but also the view understanding and exchanging,
especially during this phase (middle stage)” (G3M6). At final stage, communication remains
being main factor and information asymmetry turns weak.
Benefit: At first stage, the benefit is embodied in good atmosphere in team. At middle and final
stage, the benefit also comes from project experience and sense of achieving and few team
members gain sense of belonging and friends.“…First of all is the salary and bonus; second is
the experience I have accumulated during the project. Besides, I can acquire a huge sense of
achieving and identity when the project is over.”(G3M12).
Utility value: At first stage, team members mainly perceive the utility value from improving
communication skills. At middle and final stage, communication skill and team working skill
become the major utility value. Some members also feel the increase of technique and skills. “I
believe the skill of communication is needed…I have learned many different skills.”(G1M1).
Effort: At first stage, interest is main sub-factor for effort. At middle stage, the influence of
motivation and interest ranked to a high level. Many team members think that the interest for
project or the team is the major reasons of their hard working. At final stage, responsibility
becomes the main factor.
Power: “If someone has experienced a lot of projects, then he or she should have better
influencing power. If you can solve the tough problem…that will be perceived as a good power
too.” (G2M1). At first stage, fame of members and project experience are main factors for
determining power. From middle stage, problem-solving ability and professional techniques
become major factors, which lasted until the end of the project.
(2) The significance of each main trust factors is varying in different stage.
Just as we mentioned above, the total frequency of the main sub-factors indicates the
significance of the related main trust factor in this stage. In this research, after analyzing the
frequency of each sub-factor, the main factor with a frequency higher than 30 was identified to
be the key factor in this stage. Please see Fig.1.
First stage: Interest is the key trust factor.
Middle stage: Risk, Effort and Power are the key trust factors.
Final stage: Interest, Benefit and Power are the key trust factors.
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Fig.1.Significance of Each Main Factor in Different Stage
(3) The relationships between trust factors are dynamic and diversified in different stage.
By further analyzing the interview results, we found that in different stages of project, not only
the key trust factors different, besides, there are some interactive relationships between trust
factors and the relationship is dynamic and developed along with the project going on.
As shown in figure 2, at initial stage, Interest is the key trust factors, which benefit from the
promotion of Effort. When we put our eyes on the sub-factors, we can see that promotion is the
common sub-factor of both Interest and Effort, which may cause the positive correlation between
these two factors. Besides, Effort can also contribute to improving the significance of Utility
Value and Benefit.

Fig.2.The Interactive Relationship Between Trust Factors
During the middle stage, Effort has obvious effect on Power, Benefit and Utility Value, resulting
in a positive development trend. In addition, which is opposite to the first stage, Interest turns to
be the independent variable, giving rise to the changes of Effort.
At the final stage, high-level value of Power can enhance Interest. When we deconstruct Power
and Interest into their sub-factors, it’s natural that problem-solving ability and professional
techniques will help to build a positive project forecast and a vigorous team atmosphere. As for
the relationships between Interest, Effort, Utility Value and Risk, it’s the same with middle stage.

5. Conclusion
In this research, we have conducted a longitudinal case study to understand the trust
development in computer mediated collaboration teams. To fill the research gap, we are
dedicated in answering two key questions proposed at the beginning. In response to the first
question, we have found that the main factors present varying degrees of significance at different
stages of Internet project team collaboration. To answer the second research question, we have
adopted the sub-factors for deep exploration. By analyzing all the data, some relations between
main factors were successfully discovered. These findings are important contributions to our
scholarly understanding of the prominent trust factors in computer mediated collaborations in
context of real business teams, instead of a general scope without industry characteristics or
student groups. Some of our results validated previous researches (Cheng et al. 2013a; Cheng et
al. 2013b; Wilson et al., 2006). We also revealed the change rules of sub-factors based on their
importance degree to individual trust throughout three stages. For practical use, our findings
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could be used in managerial aspects, such as for the management of effective team collaboration
at respective stages and the indirect control of key factors that will significantly affect trust and
collaboration. The future work is suggested to contain more longitudinal case studies in Internet
industry such as global Internet team and cross culture Internet team to collect more data. More
analysis methods could be applied too. Also, as the figure 2 shows, some dotted arrows are
drawn for our understandings of the relations between these trust factors. Hopefully in the future
quantitative methods will be used to evaluate the significance of the correlation between trust
factors.
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Abstract
The e-marketplace of Social Commerce consists of social networks intermediating commercial
businesses, and sellers. Trust has been found as the key determinant of consumer decisions in ecommerce theoretically and practically. However, the issue of trust transfer between social trust
and seller trust is crucial but little researched in Social Commerce: consumers willingly buy from
unknown sellers in spite of apparent risks since they trust the sellers recommended by their social
networking groups. To well understand the emerging phenomenon, we apply Social Support
Theory and trust studies to propose an integrated Social Commerce Trust Transfer Model, trying
to explore the influencing factors of social commerce trust, how trust is transferred in Social
Commerce, and their roles in shaping consumer decisions, including social sharing intention as
well as social shopping intention. It’s expected to make contributions to e-commerce trust study
theoretically and provide practical trust development guides for SC enterprises.
Keywords: Social Commerce, Trust Transfer, Trust Theory, Social Support Theory

1. Introduction
Social Commerce (SC), an emerging subset of electronic commerce mediated by social media, has
developed remarkably., and the global social commerce revenue is expected by Booz & Company
Inc. to reach U.S.$30 billion in 2015, at an exciting 56% CAGR (Anderson and Sims et al. 2011).
One obvious reason for the unprecedented growth rate is the trust stemmed from social interactions
within social networking communities (Liang and Turban 2011). Social commerce consumers find
it more reliable to shop from sellers who they are familiar with or recommend by social relations
(Utz and Kerkhof et al. 2012) and consequently affect their decision-making, including
transactional and informational decisions. Therefore, it is essential and imperative for sellers to
find key points to pull consumer trust in Social Commerce setting.
While, extant related studies have focused majorly on exploring the influence of only seller trust
(Gefen and Karahanna et al. 2003; Hong and Cho 2011) or overall trust (Chiu and Hsu et al. 2012;
Jones and Leonard 2008; Kim and Ferrin et al. 2008) on purchase decision. These previous studies
in e-commerce trust have provided much insight, but they have major limitations when applied to
SC because the social construct, a key and typical dimension in SC is not included in their models.
Little attention has been paid to the distinct but related trust referent: social trust. Meanwhile, there
exists a need to examine these two trust categories’ respective influences on social shopping and
social sharing, both of which are typical behaviors in SC setting. Above all, it is worthwhile to
investigate the possible transfer between social trust and seller trust and their roles in making
subsequent decisions in the context of SC.
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Therefore, this research intends to answer the following three Research Questions. RQ1: Is trust
in the social networks (Social Trust) transferable to trust in social commerce seller (Seller Trust),
if so, to what extent? RQ2: What factors in social networks are influential to social trust? RQ3:
How do Social Trust and Seller Trust respectively influence consumer decisions in SC emarketplace, in terms of social shopping intention and social sharing intention?
In order to address these questions, a social relations and networks perspective based on social
support theory is adopted. Researches in other disciplines have shown that trust within the social
relations and networks of individuals facilitate economic transactions (Granovetter 1985).
Moreover the two aspects of social support (informational support and relational support) are
combined together with the theory of trust transfer to explain social commerce behaviors.

2. Literature Review
Social Commerce is the use of social media in e-commerce, to assist with buying and selling
products and services online. Trust is known central to consumer decisions in Information Systems
(IS) and in Consumer Psychology literatures (Gefen and Karahanna et al. 2003; Hong and Cho
2011; Kim and Ferrin et al. 2008). It is particularly important in SC because the social support in
social networks is the fundamental basis on which SC is built (Kim and Park 2013).
2.1 Trust in Social Commerce
Simply defined, social commerce is the use of social media in the context of e-commerce.
Practically speaking, social commerce involves helping people connect where they buy (online,
in-store) and buy where they connect (on social media) using digital technology (Marsden 2011).
Obviously, in the e-marketplace of SC there are two parts: 1) Social networks where people interact
with each other and generate information; 2) Sellers or vendors who provide products or services.
As they are both central to consumers’ decision-making, our study takes into consideration these
two trust referents in SC: 1) Social network trust; 2) Seller trust.
2.1.1 Social Network Trust
In SC e-marketplace, consumers are connected via social media (Facebook, Wechat, Weibo, SNS,
etc.) and its applications. Social network entails consumers to improve purchasing experience
before, during and after their e-shopping. Social networks are paramount in SC, which can pull
potential consumers and also help keep existing consumers because of weak or strong relationship.
Therefore, we term social network trust（Social Trust）as customers’ beliefs about the social
network attributes of integrity, benevolence, and competence (Kuan and Bock 2007), because
this articulates the cognitive basis on which people build their trust.
2.1.2 Seller Trust
Sellers in SC mean vendors selling product/service within the social network or referred by social
networking friends. So trust in seller includes tow situations: 1) merchants doing businesses in
their social group are reliable; 2) the seller or product recommended by friends is trustworthy.
Thus, Seller Trust in SC is defined as consumers’ believes about the integrity, benevolence, and
competence of the sellers within the social networking groups or recommended by social
networking groups.
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2.2 Social Support in Social Commerce
Granovetter asserted that trust was generated through the social relations and networks of an
individual (Granovetter 1973). The study of Liang et al. (Liang and Ho et al. 2011) points that
major feature of SC is conducting various types of commercial activities on social media to take
advantage of online social support. Social support inheres in the structure of relations among
peoples and is termed as perceived care, love and support of members of a group (Cobb 1976).
Drawing on social support theory, two factors help generate individual online trust in Social
Commerce: informational support and relational support.
2.2.1 Informational Support
Since interactions on the Internet are virtual in nature and are often relied on messages, online
social support that may help social media users usually is intangible in nature, including
informational support and emotional support (Coulson 2005).
Informational support refers to providing messages, in the form of recommendations, advice, or
knowledge, which could be helpful for solving problems (Madjar 2008).
2.2.2 Relational Support
Relational support refers to providing messages that involve relational concerns such as caring,
understanding, or empathy (House and Landis et al. 1988; Taylor and Sherman et al. 2004). With
the rise of social technologies, consumers can give and receive supportive sources in their social
network, and in spite of information, relational aid is available, generating more friendly and
trustworthy atmosphere. Social exchange theory (Blau 1964)also posits that individuals engage in
social interaction based on an expectation that it will lead in some way to relational rewards.
2.3 Social Commerce Intentions
Empowered by social media, consumers in SC mainly participate in two significant behaviors: 1)
generating and fetching information (Social Sharing) and 2) purchasing products from social
commerce sellers (Social Shopping). We simultaneously model the association between these two
respective intentions from a relational view.
2.3.1 Social Shopping Intention
Social shopping intention refers to the extent to which people will make their purchase decisions
based on the recommendations and advices obtained from their online friends in social networking
platforms.
2.3.2 Social Sharing Intention
Social sharing is different from traditional customer reviews in that it focuses on sharing
information with friends on social networking sites, whereas traditional customer reviews are
shared with unknown online shoppers (Liang and Ho et al. 2011).
Above all, researchers have generally examined the pushing power of the traditional electronic
commerce from IT environment at the macro level (Stoel and Muhanna 2012), the website or
system usefulness and ease of use from middle aspect (Jones and Leonard 2008), without
distinguishing those from the pulling power of social networks within SC at the micro level.
Moreover, two areas of online trust research seem to be missing: Firstly, most have only considered
the context of pure seller trust pushed by improving IT environment or website quality or system
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service, thus ignoring the formation of online trust pulled from social networks (Jones and
Leonard 2008); Secondly, studies on SC had focused on examining the overall trust without further
subdividing the trust structure (Kim and Park 2013). Thus, examining these two areas are our main
focus and the simultaneous inclusion of social trust and seller trust details the trust structure in SC
and better reflects real decision-making process of SC consumers.

3. Research Model and Hypothesis
Fig. 1 shows our theoretical model, virtual social support and the consequent formation of trust
causes social commerce activities. Informational support (perceived informativeness, perceived
popularity) and relational support (familiarity, presence and reciprocity) are included as facets of
social support from the angle of cognition, and an elaborated trust structure in terms of trust in
social network (Social Trust) as well as trust in seller (Seller Trust) to determine social commerce
intentions about social sharing and social shopping.
Relational Support Informational Support

Perceived
Informativeness

H1a

Trust in Social
Network
H4a

H1b

Perceived
Popularity

Social Commerce
Behavior

Trust in
Social Commerce

Social Support

Social Shopping

H2a

H4b

H2b

Familiarity

H3

H2c

H5a

Social Sharing

H5b

Presence
Trust in Seller
Reciprocity

Figure1. Theoretical Model of Trust Transfer in Social Commerce
3.1 Social Support and Social Commerce Trust
According to social support theory, the perception that social networking friends are contributing
their valuable, personal knowledge to others in the network will enhance one's trust in their social
network. People who are given more informational support are more likely to perceive that their
social network is trustworthy. Informational support is articulated from two important dimensions:
quantity and quality. Informativeness is termed from the angel of quantity and popularity from the
perspective of quality. These definitions encompass similar concepts such as (Lee 2014).This leads
to the first set of hypotheses.
H1a: People who perceive more informative support will place more trust in their social network.
H1b: People who perceive more popularity will place more trust in their social network.
From related studies about relational support, we identify three most important sub-maxims:
familiarity (Gulati 1995), presence and reciprocity (Gulati 1995; Yoo and Alavi 2001) (Berg and
Dickhaut et al. 1995). Therefore, the second set of hypotheses predicts the following:
H2a: Familiarity makes people more trust their social network.
H2b: Presence makes people place more trust in their social network.
H2c: Reciprocity makes people feel their social network more trustworthy.
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3.2 Social Commerce Trust and Trust Transfer
Accord to (Stewart 2003) trust transference occurs when the trust in a known personal/entity is
shifted to another relatively unknown person/entity through associations among them and in
traditional e-commerce setting (Lim and Sia et al. 2006; Shi and Sia et al. 2013), and trust transfer
has been examined between different context (Kuan and Bock 2007), within entity (Chen and
Shen et al. 2014; Lu and Zhao et al. 2010) and cross entities (Stewart and Zhang 2003).
Following this line of argument, we expect the following:
H3: Social Network Trust is positively related to Seller Trust.
In Social Commerce, we suggest that trust in one’s close social network community (i.e., friends)
leads to trust in the whole social network community, i.e. all members in the website, including
sellers. In other words, if a user trusts a social network community, she is more likely to make a
purchase from a social commerce site recommended in that community.
3.3 Social Commerce Trust and Social Commerce Intentions
Online trust positively affects online purchase intention because the customer believes that the
retailer’s online operations is able (because of competence) and willing (due to benevolence and
integrity) to deliver the products purchased. The relationship between online trust and online
purchase intention has been empirically investigated in the context of traditional e-commerce
(Gefen and Karahanna et al. 2003; Kim and Ferrin et al. 2008) and focusing on seller-buyer trust
(Jones and Leonard 2008) without subdividing trust into these two categories (Kim and Park
2013). Hence, we hypothesized:
H4: Social Network Trust has a positive effect on Social Commerce Intentions.
H5: Seller Trust has a positive effect on Social Commerce Intentions.
Apart from the transactional behavior, in SC there is another typical informational behavior-social
sharing. We use social sharing intention and social shopping intention to depict two sides of an
individual’s social commerce behavioral intention, hence, we suggest:
H4a: Social Network Trust has a positive effect on Social Shopping Intention.
H4b: Social Network Trust has a positive effect on Social Sharing Intention.
H5a: Seller Trust has a positive effect on Social Shopping Intention.
H5b: Seller Trust has a positive effect on Social Sharing Intention.

4. Discussion and Conclusion
Our work expects to contribute to e-commerce trust study from a relational perspective.
Combining social support theory and trust theory, an integrated research model is constructed to
explain consumers’ trust formation and trust transference in Social Commerce and explore the
influence of trust on consumer decision-making. And we believe that social support entailed by
social interactions in their social networks exerts significantly effects on consumers trust in their
social networks (Social Trust). To be more specific, we suggest that both informational support
and relational support can positively influence consumers trust in their social network (Social
Trust). In addition, we propose two important social commerce intentions from a relational view,
and assume that these two types of trust in SC can both positively enhance consumers’
informational and transactional activities. Furthermore, further empirical research is necessary to
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validate the conceptual model and propositions. Besides, a useful method or mechanism will be
designed based on trust transfer theory in order to enhance consumers’ online trust.
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Abstract
Studies have shown trust is the foundation for business transactions, especially in the online
environment. In recent years, social commerce has emerged among the latest platform to
leverage the power of social networking with online shopping. As social commerce platforms
grow around the globe, what factors contribute to the building of trust in social commerce
websites? Do these factors hold in different cultures? This paper presents a research
proposal that examines trust and its antecedents in social commerce. A study is planned to
examine these factors in two countries with distinctive cultures: the US and China. Hypotheses
and a study plan are discussed. The results will contribute to the theoretical understanding of
the role of trust in designing social commerce website in cross-cultural domains, and offer
practical implications for companies developing global social commerce presence strategies.
Keywords: Social Commerce, Trust, Culture, E-commerce

1. Introduction
As Web 2.0 and social networking technologies continue to spread globally and becoming
mainstream, companies are strategizing on ways to harness them for business. Since 2007, a
new term “Social Commerce” has emerged to capture a new category of E-commerce where the
main approach is to combine the power of social networking with online shopping [1, 2]. The
distinctive feature of social commerce is its focus on supporting the social aspect of an online
shopping experience. Social commerce websites are designed to be online shopping
communities, examples including Pinterest, Kaboodle, and ShopStyle in the US, and Mogujie,
Meilishuo, and Taojianghu in China. Social commerce websites offer many unique features to
facilitate online social interactions, such as rich user profiles, sharable shopping lists, blogs, polls,
and other user-driven content and features.
As social commerce websites spread globally, academic research on its design, management, and
adoption is starting to emerge [3-5]. This paper focuses on one central issue on the design and
adoption of social commerce: trust. Trust is important in business transactions and the adoption
of new technologies. In general, trust is the expectation that others choose to trust will not
behave opportunistically by taking advantage of the situation [6]. Studies have shown that trust
is particularly important in E-commerce because of the limited human interactions between the
shopper and the vendor [7]. Online consumers must trust that the online vendor will not engage
in harmful opportunistic behaviors, such as unfair pricing, conveying inaccurate information,
violations of privacy, unauthorized use of credit card information, and unauthorized tracking of
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transactions [8]. Indeed, studies have shown that online customers stay away from online
shopping whom they do not develop trust [9].
This study aims to examine the role of trust in social commerce adoption in two cultures: the US
and China. The US and China present not only the two most powerful world economies, and
also countries of the highest number of Internet users (source: internetworldstats.com). The
two countries also represent two distinctive cultures. Studies have shown that the US and
China differ in several cultural dimensions, such as individualism, uncertainty avoidance, and
context [10]. Previous studies have shown that culture influence the attitude towards the
adoption of E-commerce [11, 12], and trust in E-commerce vendors varies in eastern vs. western
cultures [13]. The latest IPO success of Alibaba in 2014 as an E-commerce leader in China and
worldwide, and its challenges with fraudulent reviews and fake products as reported in the media
[14], demonstrate the central issue of trust faced by global businesses. The emergence of social
commerce calls for empirical studies to advance trust theories in studying this new phenomenon,
and also to offer practical implications for companies developing E-commerce strategies for
global online consumers.

2. Theoretical Background and Research Hypotheses
A review of the literature suggests that trust has been conceptualized by previous research in a
variety of ways, and there is confusion regarding this concept in theory and operation. Gefen et
al [6] summarized prior conceptualizations of trust as (1) a set of specific beliefs dealing
primarily with the integrity, benevolence, and ability of another party, (2) a general belief that
another party can be trusted, (3) affect reflected in “feelings of confidence and security in the
caring responses” of the other party, and (4) a combination of these elements. The empirical
measurement of trust also differ in various studies, ranging from overall trust to focusing on
specific aspects such as integrity, honesty, fairness, benevolence, and reliability.
In this study, trust in social commerce refers to the user’s belief that the social commerce
platform provider can be trusted, and the feeling of confidence, security, and caring of the
platform provider. Empirical studies have demonstrated that trust significantly affect the use of
information systems such as E-commerce and ERP systems [15], customer loyalty, and
satisfaction [16]. What are the factors that help build trust in social commerce websites?
Based on trust theories and previous cross-culture studies in E-commerce, three factors emerge:
1) Structural Assurance, 2) Privacy Control, and 3) Social Presence. These factors are likely to
have a significant impact on trust in social commerce platform providers, and their impacts are
likely to vary in different cultures. These are discussed in detail below.
2.1 Structural Assurance
Mcknight et al. [17] developed a multi-dimensional model of trust for E-commerce. The model
includes four high-level constructs: 1) disposition to trust – a person’s tendency to trust others; 2)
institution-based trust – the belief that the needed structural conditions are present on the Internet
to ensure online business; 3) trusting beliefs – confidence in the Internet vendors to act in the
shoppers’ interests, and 4) trusting intentions – willingness to depend and rely on the online
vendors.
The relationships among these constructs were validated empirically [17].
Subsequent studies have found the validity of this model in E-commerce settings [18, 19].
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In this study, structural assurance refers to the user’s belief that the Internet infrastructure and
structural conditions are in place for successful Internet transactions, such as technological
standards, legal guidelines, and the Internet business environment. Based on previous studies
[17-19], we hypothesize that in both cultures, the more one feels confident in the structural
conditions of the online transactions, the more one trusts in social commerce platform provider,
i.e., a positive correlation between structural assurance and trust (H1.1 and H1.2). Additionally,
US and China differ on context and uncertainty avoidance in culture studies. The US is
classified as a low-context and low-uncertainty-avoidance culture, whereas China is a
high-context and high-uncertainty-avoidance culture [10]. This suggests that a higher degree of
structural assurance in the Internet environment should help reduce the uncertainty of users, and
the impact should be more in Chinese users than in the US users. For example, Huang et al. [20]
built a theoretical model to explore the relationship between Confucian culture and online trust.
The empirical results reveal that the contextual conditions such as technology and legal standards
to ensure online transactions (i.e., structural assurance), and the amount of control the customer
has on the transaction platform in terms of navigation through the website and determining the
transaction outcome (i.e., perceived process control), significantly affect trust in platform
provider. Thus we hypothesize that the positive impact of structural assurance on trust will be
stronger in the Chinese users than in the US users (H1.3). Therefore:
H1. Structural Assurance is positively correlated with Trust in Social Commerce platform
provider in US users (H1.1) and in Chinese users (H1.2), and the positive impact will be
stronger in Chinese users than in US users (H1.3).
2.2 Privacy Control
Studies suggest that privacy is the number one consumer issue facing Internet use [21], and
continues to be the main concern affecting online behavior associated with website
personalization [22], the adoption of e-commerce [23], and online trading [24]. Hoffman et al
[25] posit that personal information privacy concerns are represented in two dimensions:
environment control and secondary use of information control. Environment control refers to
the consumers’ ability to control the action of online stores, and secondary use of information
control refers to the consumers’ ability to exert control over online stores’ use of the information
for other purposes. Data security concerns such as security breaches of online vendor’s
information systems and interception of transactional data are also important in customer trust.
Prior research suggests that when privacy and data security are perceived to be low, consumers
are reluctant to give out personal information over the web [26].
In this study, privacy control refers to the belief of one’s ability to protect and control personal
data from unauthorized collection, access, secondary use, and inaccuracy. Previous research
demonstrated that online consumers’ trust is affected by their concerns about information privacy
and security measures of E-commerce websites (e.g., [26]). Thus we hypothesize that in both
cultures, the more one feels in control of data privacy, the more one trusts social commerce
platform provider, i.e., a positive correlation between privacy control and trust (H2.1 and H2.2).
Furthermore, the cultural differences between the US and China play a role on the strength of the
impact. Hofstede [10] indicates that the US culture is individualistic and the Chinese culture is
collectivistic. Cultural studies have shown that individualists are less likely to listen to the
opinions of others in their society and more likely to feel strongly about the protection and
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control of their privacy, whereas collectivists place greater importance on sharing and reacting to
the opinions of others. For example, Ng [27] conducted a cross-cultural study on the adoption
of social commerce websites, and found that culture moderate the relationship between social
interactions and intentions to purchase from the website. Thus we hypothesize that the positive
impact of privacy control on trust will be stronger in the US users than in the Chinese users
(H2.3). Therefore:
H2. Privacy Control is positively correlated with Trust in Social Commerce platform provider in
US users (H2.2) and in Chinese users (H2.2), and the positive impact will be stronger in US
users than in Chinese users (H2.3).
2.3 Social Presence
A central difference between online commerce and the traditional brick and mortar commerce is
that retail websites frequently lack the social appeal or human warmth of a face-to-face shopping
experience. In this study, social presence refers to the extent to which a medium allows a user to
experience others as being psychologically present [28]. Research has shown that increased
sense of social presence can be achieved through stimulating the imagination of interaction with
other humans (e.g., through socially rich text and picture content, personalized greetings, human
audio and video, intelligent agents), or by providing means for actual interaction with other
humans [29]. Technologies such as personalization and consumer reviews can enable the
feeling of a place where people interact, thus increasing the social presence of websites [30].
Based on these, we hypothesize that in both cultures, the social presence of other online shoppers
will positively affect the feeling of trust in social commerce websites (H3.1 and H3.2).
Furthermore, the collectivism aspect of Chinese culture suggests that Chinese users find large
and varied amounts of information on websites to be preferred [31]. The rich amount of
information provided on social commerce sites enhances the breadth of website content, and as
such, shall positively impact Chinese users’ trust of such websites. For example, Huang et al.
[20] in the study of Confucius culture and trust in E-commerce found one of the significant
antecedents to perceived process control is interactivity, the website’s ability to enable users to
form interpersonal bonds. Thus we hypothesize that the positive impact of social presence on
trust will be stronger in the Chinese users than in the US users (H3.3). Therefore:
H3. Social Presence is positively correlated with Trust in Social Commerce websites in US users
(H3.1) and in Chinese users (H3.2), and the positive impact will be stronger in Chinese users
than in US users (H3.3).

3. Research Methodology and Data Collection
An empirical study is being conducted to collect survey data from Internet users in both US and
China. Students from a university in the US and exchange students from China participate in
the study. Subjects are undergraduate students enrolled in a management information systems
course and a business communication course. Subjects are asked to browse a social commerce
website to complete shopping tasks, and then fill out a survey. All research documents are
prepared in English and then translated into Chinese, and cross-examined to ensure consistency.
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In designing the questionnaire, scales for the constructs are based on previous research and
adapted into the social commerce context. All items are measured on a seven-point scale
ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7). The questionnaire also collects user
information such as demographics, current use of online shopping and social networking
websites, as well as open-ended questions.

4. Potential Contributions
This research examines an emerging E-commerce platform: social commerce. Theoretically,
this research contributes to information systems research by identifying factors that are unique in
understanding trust, and users’ adoption of social commerce websites cross cultures.
Practically, the study results will provide insights on building social media presence [32] and
designing social commerce websites to create a trustworthy online experience for global users.
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Abstract
In this study, we empirically examine the effect of local shoe store openings on the sales of a
competing, major online shoe retailer. Both showrooming and competing effects can play a role:
Under the showrooming effect, the local store opening can lead to more online sales for the online
retailer, whereas the competing effect created by the local store opening can substitute away the
demand for the online retailer. We examine when one effect dominates the other by classifying
local stores into single- and mixed-brand stores. We find that the showrooming effect is dominant
for a single-brand store opening, and the competing effect is dominant for a mixed-brand store
opening. Our work contributes to the multi-channel literature by studying the channel effects
across different retailers. The findings also provide novel insights through identifications of both
positive and negative store opening effects on online sales.
Keywords: Electronic commerce, Online and offline markets, Showrooming, Propensity score

1. Introduction
The online and offline markets are increasingly intersecting through the behaviors of many
consumers who are savvy in both markets. An inevitable outcome is a type of consumer behavior
called showrooming. It refers to “the practice of examining merchandise in a traditional brick and
mortar retail store or other offline setting, and then buying it online, sometimes at a lower price”
(Wikipedia, 2015). Parago’s showrooming report shows that 58% of adult smartphone owners
engage in this practice, with the following top five product categories for showrooming: (1)
electronics and appliances, (2) books and music, (3) sporting goods, toys, and hobbies, (4) clothing
and shoes, and (5) furniture and home.
We empirically examine showrooming in shoe retailing by studying the effect of local shoe store
openings on the sales of a competing, major shoe retailer that operates exclusively online. The new
local store may bring additional sales for the competing online retailer as a result of consumers’
showrooming activities; we refer to this as showrooming effect. Meanwhile, the online retailer can
lose demand to the newly opened local store as some consumers find shopping at the new store
more preferable. This creates a competing effect. Both the showrooming and competing effects
determine the change in the sales volume and revenues of the online retailer as a result of the local
store opening.
The existing research shows two seemingly conflicting views on how the offline stores affect the
online market. Forman et al. (2009) identify the competing effect, that is, openings of offline stores
reduce consumers’ online purchases of books. In other words, store openings in the offline market
capture some consumers who would otherwise purchase in the online market. However, the recent
studies in multi-channel retailing offer contrasting evidence. Bell et al. (2013) study the offline and
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online channels of an eyewear retailer. They find that the openings of the offline showrooms
increase sales and reduce returns in the online channel. Kumar et al. (2014) also show that the store
opening of a fashion retailer leads to more sales in this retailer’s online channel.
Our empirical setting differs significantly from the related works. Bell et al. (2013) and Kumar et
al. (2014) both focus on a single retailer’s online and offline channels. Their research questions do
not aim at addressing how a retailer’s store opening affects a competing online retailer’s sales. Our
work is based on the local store openings of several shoe retailers and the transactions at an
Internet shoe retailer that operates exclusively online; thus, we are able to study the effects of store
openings on online sales across retailers in the scope of the industry. In this sense, our setting
relates more to that in Forman et al. (2009). However, whereas Forman et al. (2009) focus on
books for which key product features can generally be identified in either channel, we are
interested in the type of goods (i.e., shoes) for which the offline experience is significantly more
effective in determining willingness-to-purchase. Thus, the underlying economic driving forces
may be more complex.
In examining the effect of offline store opening, we differentiate the opening stores by their brand
selection. At a manufacturer-owned company shoe store, such as Aldo or Steve Madden, often
only the single, company brand is available. We refer to these as single-brand stores. There are also
a number of independent shoe retailer stores, such as DSW Shoe Warehouse, that carry a wide
variety of brands. We call these mixed-brand stores. The online shoe retailer in our study is similar
to the mixed-brand stores, with at least the same variety of brands as the local mixed-brand stores.
We find that the single- and mixed-brand store openings have opposite effects on the sales of the
online retailer. For single-brand store openings, the showrooming effect is dominant; thus, the
number of items sold by the online retailer increases following the store opening. On the other
hand, the competing effect is dominant for mixed-brand store openings, which reduce the items
sold by the online retailer. Single-brand stores may stimulate greater demand than mixed-brand
stores, because single-brand stores are owned by the original brand manufacturers who place a
higher value on branding and invest more on marketing, storefront design, and consumer outreach.
Furthermore, having developed the purchasing intention, consumers’ conversion to final purchase
may not always occur at the newly opened store. Compared with single-brand stores, mixed-brand
stores carry a wider variety of shoes with a larger brand selection; thus, consumers are more likely
to find the shoes that match their preferences and fit within their price range, which can lead to
purchases. This substitutes demand away from the online retailer. Therefore, the stimulated
demand is not fully captured by the single-brand stores and, in turn, spills over to the online retailer
where better matched products can be found.
The finding for the impact of the single- and mixed-brand store openings on the revenue of the
online retailer is consistent with those for the number of items sold. Single-brand store openings
increase the weekly revenue of the online retailer by about $50 in each zip code area, and mixed
brand store openings reduce the weekly revenue of the online retailer by about $60. These lead to a
substantial difference in the annual revenues generated by the online retailer.
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2. Data
2.1 Data Collection
We collected transaction level data at a major U.S. online shoe retailer from January 30 to August
14, 2013. We aggregate the transaction level data by zip code. Henceforth, we use location to refer
to each zip code area. To ensure a sufficient number of observations at the zip code level, we
aggregate the transactions by week as the time period for analysis. As a result, an observation in
our data consists of a particular location-week. Our primary dependent variable
is the
number of shoes purchased for zip code in week .
The data on existing and new shoe stores during our transaction data period were collected from a
proprietary database. The database does not provide the exact opening dates for the new stores. We
were able to identify accurately the opening dates through corporate websites, social media
channels, and local newspaper articles for all new single-brand stores of Aerosoles, Aldo group,
Clark’s, Steve Madden, and Vans, and mixed-brand stores of DSW Shoe Warehouse, Famous
Footwear, Finish Line, Shoe Carnival, and Shoe Palace.
Geographic distances between zip codes and zip code demographics were collected from
Zip-codes.com, which is based on 2010 census data. We obtained rich demographic data that
allows us to choose a group of locations without store openings but demographically comparable
to the locations with store openings. This addresses the endogeneity issue of store openings. As
online shopping is greatly affected by Internet access, we also collected data on Internet access
services status as of December 31, 2012 for each location from Federal Communications
Commission Form 477.
2.2 Descriptive Statistics
Our complete sample of locations consists of 23,146 zip codes in the United States with observed
transactions during the 28-week data period from the online retailer. The total items sold were
4.54 million, and the total revenue was $360 million. A total of 116 new stores were identified
with exact opening dates (Table 1). The online retailer carries products from all of the five single
brands and sells most if not all of the brands available at all of the five mixed-brand stores. All
the single-brand stores are well recognized worldwide. All the mixed-brand stores, except for Shoe
Palace, have high annual sales revenues ranging between $880 million to more than $2 billion.
They also have a strong presence in the U.S. with 370 to more than 1000 stores across all states.
Thus, the 116 identified openings are sufficiently meaningful for our study. The openings dates of
the 116 stores were distributed throughout the 28 weeks.
Table 1. Store Openings by Retailer
Single-brand store Number of openings
Aerosoles
4
Aldo Group
8
Clarks
13
Steve Madden
2
Vans
10
Total
37

Mixed-brand store
DSW Shoe Warehouse
Famous Footwear
Finish Line
Shoe Carnival
Shoe Palace
Total
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Number of openings
13
21
10
29
6
79

Our empirical setup constitutes a natural experiment, in which some locations had new store
openings nearby, whereas the others did not. In our data, 26% locations encountered a store
opening. Specifically, 14% locations encountered single-brand store openings, and 21%
encountered mixed-brand store openings.

3. Empirical Methodology
In our setting, the treatment assignment is not random, as store openings are highly likely to be
correlated with location demographics such as population, income, age, internet access services,
etc. To control for these confounding factors, we use propensity score matching (PSM) to
construct a better control group of zip codes with comparable demographics to the treatment
group.
3.1 Propensity Score Matching
We calculate the propensity score for each location using a logit model:
(
)
(
)
,
(
)
where
is equal to one if location encountered store openings during the data period
and zero otherwise, and
is a vector of location demographics including all variables listed in
Table 2. We conducted matching with the nearest neighbor with replacement. Matched pairs for
which the distance of propensity scores exceeded two standard deviations of the observed
distribution of propensity score differences were dropped. We did not impose the common support
condition during the matching process because the support of two groups are extremely similar,
with [0.000091, 0.999999] for the treated and [0.000017, 0.998087] for the untreated. Matching is
iterated until the treatment group and the selected control group show no significant differences in
all characteristics.
3.2 Difference-in-Differences (DID) Model
We use DID model to estimate the treatment effect of store opening. In the basic model below
(1)
The dependent variable
represents the number of shoe items purchased online from
location in week ; the treatment variable
is equal to one for every week after a
new store has opened within a 30 mile radius of location and zero otherwise;
and
are
location and week fixed effects respectively; and
is the error term.
is used to control for
location heterogeneity, and
is used to control for seasonal effects in local demand. To
differentiate single-brand stores from mixed-brand stores, we replace
with two
treatment variables
and
as follows:
(2)
(
) is equal to one for every week after a
single-brand (mixed-brand) store has opened within 30 mile radius of the location and zero
otherwise.

4. Results and Discussion
Table 2 presents DID estimation results using
as the dependent variable. According
Column (1), when single-brand and mixed-brand store openings are not differentiated, no
significant store opening effects on online purchases are found. However, by classifying stores
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into single- and mixed-brand, we find that single-brand store openings would increase the number
of items purchased at the online retailer, whereas mixed-brand store openings would reduce the
number of items purchased at the online retailer, as shown in Column (2). On average, the change
in number of shoe items purchased online per location per week is about one pair more after a
single-brand store opens or one pair less after a mixed-brand store opens. The robustness check
using the treated locations only for estimation gives very similar results as shown in Column (3)
and (4). Therefore, our results show that showrooming effect is the dominant effect for
single-brand store openings and that competing effect is dominant for mixed-brand store openings.
That is, when a single-brand store opens, local consumers tend to purchase more from the online
retailer, whereas when a mixed-brand store opens, local consumers tend to substitute away from
purchasing online.
Table 2. The Store Opening Effects on the Items Purchased from the Online Retailer
Treated and matched locations
Treated locations only
Dependent variable:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
-0.230 (0.456)
-0.168 (0.343)
1.143 (0.343)***
1.404 (0.412)***
-0.998 (0.356)***
-0.985 (0.402)**
Time fixed effects
Y
Y
Y
Y
Location fixed effects
Y
Y
Y
Y
Observations
288,176
288,176
166,376
166,376
R-squared
0.204
0.205
0.183
0.184
Standard errors are clustered by state and presented in parentheses.
*p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.

These diverging results for two types of stores can be explained from two aspects. On the one hand,
single-brand stores often invest more in advertising, customer service, and brand image, which can
stimulate greater demand in general. On the other hand, single-brand stores are less likely to match
customers’ demand in terms of brand selection, price range, styles, etc. Wang et al. (2009) show
with both analytical modeling and anecdotal market data that company (single-brand) store
charges more than the independent (mixed-brand) retailer does when they compete in the same
market. Thus, budget shoppers would be more likely to find the products that fit within their price
range at a mixed-brand store.
Table 3. The Store Opening Effects on the Revenue of the Online Retailer
Treated and matched locations
Treated locations only
Dependent variable:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
19.3 (21.3)
2.91 (23.6)
49.61 (23.76)**
52.4 (23.9)**
-61.23 (0.493)**
-63.4 (32.9)*
Time fixed effects
Y
Y
Y
Y
Location fixed effects
Y
Y
Y
Y
288,176
288,176
166,376
166,376
Observations
0.190
0.190
0.171
0.030
R-squared
Standard errors are clustered by s and presented in parentheses.
*p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.
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Table 3 presents DID estimation results using
as the dependent variable. Both the
results using treated and matched locations (Column (1) and (2)) and that using treated locations
only (Column (3) and (4)) are consistent with the results using
as the dependent variable.
According to Column (2) and (4), single-brand store openings would increase the weekly revenue
of the online retailer by about $50 per location, and mixed brand store openings would reduce the
weekly revenue of the online retailer by about $60 per location. Given that the average weekly
revenue per location is $556 for the online retailer, the average changes in revenue are about 10%,
or $36m for the 28-week period.

5. Conclusion
In this study, we empirically examine the influence of offline store openings on the sales of a
competing major online retailer. We categorize the opening stores into single-brand and
mixed-brand stores. Using the data on store openings and transaction data on online purchases, we
find that single- and mixed-brand store openings have opposite effects on the online retailer. For
single-brand store openings, the showrooming effect is dominant; thus, both the number of items
sold and the revenue of the online retailer increase following the store opening. On the other hand,
the competing effect is dominant for mixed-brand store openings, which reduce the number of
items sold and the revenue of the online retailer.
Our study provides empirical evidence for both showrooming effect and competing effect between
competing offline and online retailers, and have significant implications for both online and offline
retailers. Traditionally, online retailers often consider offline stores as local competitors. We show
that while they are competing, having offline stores as showrooms for products available online
can be beneficial for online retailers. For the online retailer in this study, the magnitude of such
influence is estimated as 10%, or $36m for semiannual revenue. Offline retailers often only
consider the local competition when choosing locations for new stores but ignore the presence of
online retailers. Our results suggest that the online retailers can also play a role in planning for new
store locations.
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to test market viability of Bitcoin by examining the speculative
nature of the Bitcoin market and further study Bitcoin’s change at taking place as a legit
payment system. In specific, the paper aims to discover the degree in which the participation of a
Bitcoin user is dependent on the speculative opportunities in the Bitcoin market and accordingly
test Bitcoin’s competence against traditional currency. The results of the empirical analysis
show that despite the indeed speculative nature of Bitcoin, the digital currency’s incompetence
as a financial tool could be attributed to its low level of network effects.
Keywords: Bitcoin, digital currency, market viability, network effect
1. Introduction
As the first decentralized cryptocurrency, Bitcoin offers an open source, peer-to-peer
cryptographic electronic payment system that operates with no central authority (Nakamoto,
2008). Such a unique characteristic is present because Bitcoin is entirely dependent on its users
for the creation and the transaction of bitcoins. In this era of information and technology, the
creation and the existence of Bitcoin represent opportunities for new possibilities. Beyond the
face value contributions to the market, Bitcoin also posits value in its usage as currency. As the
network size of Bitcoin users increases, many multinational corporations, including Amazon,
Paypal, Alipay and Starbucks, have begun to accept bitcoins. Though still limited in its options,
it could be argued that Bitcoin successfully functions as a medium of exchange.
However, due to massive volatility in price inherent in digital currency, the dominant
opinion is that Bitcoin is more of a speculative vehicle than a replacement to the traditional
medium of trade. As to whether Bitcoin becomes a supplement to today’s monetary system or
slowly advances toward its much-anticipated demise after the price bubble pops, even the experts
have varying opinions.
The purpose of this paper is to test the speculative nature of the Bitcoin market and
further examine Bitcoin’s chance of taking hold as a legitimate payment system. Specifically, the
paper aims to discover the degree to which the participation of a Bitcoin user is dependent on the
speculative opportunities in the Bitcoin market and, accordingly, to test Bitcoin’s competence
against traditional currency. This study aims to accomplish its objectives primarily by utilizing
the theory of network effects and switching costs, aided by sets of empirical analyses. Two sets
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of data are employed in this paper: individual level user transaction data from the largest Korean
Bitcoin exchange, Korbit, and Bitcoin open market data.

2. Literature Review
Bitcoin is a rising financial vehicle that has attracted strong attention from experts in
various fields. A number of scholars have shown interest in the topic, and a variety of relevant
issues, ranging from methods to improve the structural aspects of Bitcoin (Barber et al., 2012) to
fraud regulation (Dion, 2013; Plassaras, 2013), have attracted scholars’ attention. The economic
viability of Bitcoin has also proven to be an attractive thesis for several researchers (Buchholz et
al., 2012; Yermack, 2013; Ciaian et al., 2014; Kristoufek, 2013). However, among the
researchers who have investigated the topic of Bitcoin, or cryptocurrency in general, there seems
to be consensus regarding the speculative nature of the digital currency. This paper primarily
aims to contribute to the literature by assessing the influence of arbitrage opportunities on the
participation of Bitcoin users.
The second research objective of the paper is related to the short lifespan of digital
currencies and payment systems in general. Only a few exceptions, namely FinTech systems like
Paypal, Alipay and other mobile payment systems, have survived, and so far, none have
succeeded in replacing the conventional currency system. Dowd and Greenway (1993) offer an
explanation to the rock-hard dominance of the current, conventional currency over new
currencies through network effects and switching costs. Dowd and Greenway’s model on
currency competition shows that a better alternative currency is unlikely to be chosen over the
conventional payment system when network effects and switching costs are present. Network
effects mean that the value of connecting to a network is dependent on the number of others who
are connected to it (Shapiro and Varian, 1999). As more people use the same currency, said
currency can be exchanged among more people, and thereby the value of the currency is bound
to increase. Another factor attributed to the rock-solid dominance of the conventional currency is
the switching cost. Broadly, switching cost refers to the loss associated with changing products,
brands, or suppliers (Thompson and Cats-Baril, 2002). When switching to new currencies, with
high probability, learning costs and exit costs can arise during the reckoning stage of the new
currency (Dowd and Greenway, 1993; Luther, 2013).
By offering an explanation of Bitcoin’s performance as currency through network effects,
the paper examines Bitcoin’s chance at survival.
3. Data Description and Hypotheses
This paper utilizes two sets of data: Bitcoin open market data and individual level
transaction data from one of the largest Bitcoin exchanges in Korea, Korbit. A Bitcoin exchange
is a platform from which bitcoins are bought, sold, transferred to fiat currencies and bias versa.
The Korbit data was collected from early July, 2014, to mid-January, 2015. The open market
data was collected from Quandl and Bitcoincharts.com. The datasets contain information on
individual users and reports the financial behavior of the users accordingly. Positioning user
identifier variables as the panel variable, we have reformulated the dataset into a daily panel
dataset. The key variables are as follows.
- Korbit Price: The daily price of 1 Bitcoin on Korbit.
- Exchange Rate: The daily won/dollar exchange rates.
- Price Difference: The gap between the Bitcoin market price and the Bitcoin Korbit price.
- Login Counts: Login counts of a user.
- KRW Out: The frequency in which a user draws fiat money (won) out of the account.
- Korbit volume: The daily total amount of bitcoins traded on Korbit.
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- Platform: A digital platform by which a user is logged in. The base platform is a
computer platform. Other platforms that offer Korbit services are API platforms and
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- BTCChina volume: The daily total amount of bitcoins traded on BTCChina.
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<Figure 1. Price gap between the market price and the Korbit price>
In examining the data, it is notable that there is a gap between the Bitcoin market price
and the Korbit price. (Figure 1) In this analysis, we assume that arbitrage opportunities can be
operationalized by the price difference. And among the available data, we believe log-in counts
represent the degree of customer participation. Following the existing literature on Bitcoin’s
speculative nature, customer participation is expected influenced by speculative opportunities,
and users are more likely to log in when arbitrage opportunities are present.
H1a: The price gap between the Bitcoin market price and the Korbit price is directly
related to the log-in counts of a Korbit user.
In economics, high exchange rates undervalue a currency, in this case, Korean currency.
Having an undervalued Korean dollar means an increase in the price difference between the
Bitcoin open market price and the Korbit price, thus creating more speculative opportunities.
Based on the same logic identified in H1a, log-in counts are likely to increase as exchange rates
increase.
H1b: Exchange rates are directly related to the log-in counts of a Korbit user.
Other than log-in counts, one other variable that indicates the degree of customer
participation is the frequency with which a user draws fiat money out of a Bitcoin account.
Those who treat Bitcoin as a speculative vehicle rather than their long-term financial tool are
expected to draw fiat money out more often. Therefore, the frequency of the behavior is
anticipated to increase with greater price gap. Based on the literature, the prediction is that there
will be a direct relationship between the price gap and the Korean dollar drawing out counts.
Applying the same logic used in H1b, another prediction is that the Korean dollar drawing out
counts are positively related to exchange rates.
H2a: The price gap between the Bitcoin market price and the Korbit price is directly
related to the Korean dollar drawing out counts.
H2b: Exchange rates are directly related to the Korean dollar drawing out counts
As for the second research objective of the study, testing for Bitcoin’s competency
against the conventional currency, this paper adopts Dowd and Greenway’s (1993) perspective
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on technology acceptance and its two primary components: network effects and switching costs.
Taking on Luther’s (2013) point of view that switching costs related to Bitcoin may actually be
manageable, this paper aims to focus on examining the existence of network effects within
Bitcoin and its strength against conventional currency. To demonstrate the existence of network
effects within Bitcoin, the total volume of bitcoins traded in each of the top five Bitcoin
exchanges are brought into the equation, which are BTCChina, Bitfinex, BTC-e, BitStamp, and
OKCoin. The prediction is that the increase in the volume of bitcoins traded in these exchanges
also has a positive influence on the Korbit log-in frequency. If such a pattern is observed, it may
provide empirical support for the existence of network effects within the Bitcoin market.
H3a: Due to network effects, the amount of bitcoins traded in the major Bitcoin
exchanges have a direct relationship with the log-in frequency of Korbit users.
Nevertheless, considering Bitcoin’s current status in the competition against conventional
currency, it is expected that the strength of the network effect is not as strong as first predicted.
H3b: The degree of influence that the amounts of Bitcoins traded in the major Bitcoin
exchanges has over the log-in frequency of Korbit users may not be very high.
We estimate the effect of Price Gap, Korbit Price and Exchange Rates on users’ log-in
frequency to test the hypotheses. We control the observed characteristics of users using the
dummy variables of age and gender. Also, our estimation incorporates fixed effects for users in
order to consider unobserved characteristics of users. Equation 1, presented below, captures our
econometric model. In this equation, users are indexed by i, and time is indexed by t.

In the following analysis, since both dependent variables (Login Counts and KRW Out
Counts) utilized in this paper are count variables, to confirm for the validity of the analyses,
fixed effects poisson regressions are carried out as well.
4. Results
The results are demonstrated in the tables below. Table 1 examines whether the price
difference between the market price and the Korbit price influences Bitcoin user participation.
Hypothesis 1a predicts a direct relationship between the level of price deviation and user log-in
frequencies. This path is found to be statistically significant in both models conducted (Table 1
column 1: β=0.102, p<0.001, Table 1 column 2: β=0.0241, p<0.001). With regard to Hypothesis
1b, the prediction that user log-in frequencies are directly influenced by exchange rates is
supported as well (Table 1 column 1: β=0.249, p<0.001, Table 1 column 2: β=0.012, p<0.001).
VARIABLES
(1) Fixed Effects
(2) Poisson
Price Gap
0.102***
0.0241***
(0.0025)
(0.0015)
Korbit Price
-8.76e-06***
-3.74e-06***
(2.22e-07)
(1.50e-07)
Exchange Rates
0.0249***
0.0120***
(0.0006)
(0.0004)
R-squared
0.682
Number of id
376
303
Dependent variable is the Log-in Counts. Standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 1. Arbitrage Chances and Customer Participation
Onto Hypothesis 2, Table 2 investigates the relationship between the price gap and the
fiat money drawing out frequency. Both the findings in column (1) (fixed effects regression) and
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the findings in column (2) (poisson fixed effects regression) show that the price gap between the
open market Bitcoin price and the Korbit price is directly related to the fiat money drawing out
frequency. However, both results have high p-values, and Hypothesis 2a (Table 2 column 1:
β=0.0016, p>0.1, Table 2 column 2: β=0.0098, p>0.1) is not statistically supported. On the other
hand, Hypothesis 2b is statistically supported in both cases (Table 2 column 1: β=0.0018,
p<0.001, Table 2 column 2: β=0.0136, p<0.oo1). The findings confirm a direct relationship
between exchange rates and fiat money drawing out frequencies.
VARIABLES
(1) Fixed Effects
(2) Poisson
Price Gap
0.0016
0.0098
(0.0012)
(0.0068)
Exchange Rate
0.0018***
0.0136***
(0.0002)
(0.0015)
API platform
0.0015
0.0935
(0.0789)
(0.564)
Mobile platform
0.0126
0.227
(0.0606)
(0.297)
R-squared
0.108
Number of id
376
185
Dependent variable is the KRW Draw Out Counts. Standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 2. Arbitrage Chances and Customer Reaction by Drawing Fiat Money Out
In Table 2, the platform factor is considered based on the assumption that different
platforms are likely to impose different influences on log-in frequencies, because each platform
provides users with different degrees of accessibility, especially considering the fact that users
are acting on their speculative nature. However, Table 2 shows that access through different
platforms is not related to fiat money draw-out frequencies. Had the Bitcoin users only perceived
Bitcoin as a speculative investment tool, the mobile platform would have had even greater
influence over the fiat money draw-out frequencies. The findings from Table 2 suggest that
Bitcoin’s speculative nature might not be as strong as expected.
VARIABLES
(1) Fixed Effects
(2) Poisson
Korbit Volume
0.0027***
0.0009***
(0.0001)
(5.22e-05)
Bitfinex Volume
1.11e-05***
2.58e-06***
(7.43e-07)
(2.32e-07)
BTCChina Volume
-0.0059***
-0.0021***
(0.0004)
(0.0002)
OKCoin Volume
0.0008**
0.0002
(0.0004)
(0.0002)
BitStamp Volume
0.0051***
0.0019***
(0.0004)
(0.0002)
BTC-e Volume
0.0035***
0.0011***
(0.0004)
(0.0002)
R-squared
0.313
Number of id
376
303
Dependent variable is the Log-in Counts. Standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 3. The Presence of Network Effects within the Bitcoin Market
Recognizing the possibility that Bitcoin’s inherent nature in speculative investments
might not be as strong as anticipated, Table 3 inspects the existence and the strength of network
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effects, representing Bitcoin’s chance at becoming real money and lasting over the long-term.
H3a is partially supported, as all of the major exchanges and their transacted volume of Bitcoins
except for BTCChina impose statistically significant influence upon a user’s participation in the
Bitcoin market. Further examining the analysis, H3b is supported, as the degree of influence, or
the strength of network effects, imposed by the transacted bitcoin volume of the major exchanges
is considerably low (β values are all very low).
5. Conclusion and Discussion
Many experts have commented on the economic viability of Bitcoin. This paper adds to
the literature by approaching the topic through an empirical analysis with individual-level
Bitcoin transaction data. The findings in this paper concur with the dominant view that the nature
of Bitcoin is speculative, but at the same time, the findings of the paper suggest that such a
speculative nature might not be as strong as dominating user behaviors entirely. The paper
utilizes Dowd and Greenway’s (1993) model of currency acceptance and demonstrates that the
actual reason for Bitcoin’s incompetence as a form of currency against the conventional tools of
trade may be attributable to its low level of network effects.
The findings of this research suggest a new direction of survival for Bitcoin, or
cryptocurrencies in general. By actively utilizing methods to attract users and forming a strong
network, Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies may stand a better chance of taking hold in the
currency market.
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Abstract
For many sellers who provide a large number of information goods, their customers are allowed
to pay a fixed price for a certain quantity of products, a pricing strategy called customized
bundling. These customers could be described with two dimensions. One dimension is the
maximum value for the favorite information goods of a customer (V), and the other is the total
quantity of information goods that a customer positively values (K). The purpose of this study is to
derive the optimal customized bundling schemes in three scenarios and examine the impact of
customer heterogeneity on the optimal pricing schemes. Analytical results suggest that decreased
heterogeneity on either dimension leads to a higher optimal bundle price, market penetration, and
maximal profit. However, a smaller heterogeneity on K encourages sellers to provide a larger
customized bundle, but sellers facing customers with decreased heterogeneity on V favors a
smaller customized bundle.
Keywords: Customized bundling strategy, Information goods, Customer heterogeneity

1. Introduction
Science Direct, a platform for access to nearly 2200 journals, charges readers $460 for 20 articles.
The eMusic.com, who provides more than 17 million downloadable tracks, allows registered
members to download a fixed number of tracks every month. Similarly, the Funticket members
of gamehouse.com can choose 2 standard games from more than 2300 amazing games by paying
$9.99. Such pricing schemes are known as the customized bundling strategy. It refers to a pricing
strategy that enables customers to choose a certain quantity of products at a fixed price. In
addition to customized bundling sale of literature, music, and games, video bundles have been
offered for a long time by Apple Inc. who also supports the sale of app bundles on iOS 8.
In contrast to many successful examples for customized bundling in the real world, only a few
studies focused on this topic. Hitt and Chen (2005) investigated the properties of customized
bundling in different scenarios with an analytical model, but they relied on SCP assumption that
could hardly be extended to new circumstances. Wu et al. (2008) employed computational
methods to solve programming models for customized bundling tasks in the reality, but the
numerical conclusions were a little bit confined due to the limited number of potential goods
considered in experiments. Wu et al. (2014) corrected the approaches adopted in Hitt and Chen
(2005) and further developed several management insights. However, the SCP assumption also
limited the applicability of their conclusions. In the new digital economy where a seller
simultaneously provides millions of inforamtion goods, sellers need to rethink their pricing
strategy (Danaher et al., 2014; Ghose and Han, 2014).
The characterization of heterogeneous customers is very important to bundling strategies.
Extant literature (Banciu et al., 2010; Ibragimov and Walden, 2010; Venkatesh and Kamakura,
2003) mainly assumes that customer values towards a certain product are generated from a
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distribution function. However, facing a large number of information goods, it’s not easy to
obtain the exact distribution of customer valuation for each product. Our study tends to
characterize heterogeneous customers in two dimensions (Chuang and Sibru, 1999; Hui et al.,
2012): (1) the maximum value of a customer for his/her most favorite information goods ( V )
and (2) the total quantity of information goods with positive values for a customer ( K ).
In this paper, we attempt to address the following questions: (1) What is the optimal
customized bundling strategy in different scenarios? (2) What is the impact of customer
heterogeneity in each dimension on the optimal customized bundling strategy? By resorting to
optimization models and analytical solutions, we will answer these questions in three typical
scenarios.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some assumptions are formulated,
and the basic model is defined. Section 3 studies the scenario with two types of customers.
Section 4 considers the scenario for customers following the uniform distribution in either
dimension. Section 5 investigates the scenario for customers who are uniformly distributed in
both dimensions. In section 6, we conclude the paper.

2. Basic Model
We formulate the basic model for the problem of choosing optimal strategies for customized
bundling in this section. A monopolist pursues the maximum profit by offering only one kind of
bundle (bundle size m , bundle price P ) for N information products. The marginal costs of
all goods are assumed to be zero in our study.
A customer’s values on all information goods are different in accordance with his/her
preference, and all positively valued goods are ranked into a list with the customer’s valuation
decreased from the highest value to zero. To make it analytically tractable, we define the value
function of a customer for ranked information goods as a continuously linearly decreasing
function. Thus, the value of customer i on the x-th information goods is defined as:
Vi

x, 0  x  K i
 Vi 
Ki
vi  x   
,
(1)
0,
Ki  x  N

where Vi denotes the maximum value for customer i ’s most favorite information goods, and
Ki stands for the total quantity of information goods that are positively valued by customer i .
We further assume that the customer value is strict additive for all goods, indicating that the
value on the customized bundle is equal to sum of values for all component products. With
customized bundling, a customer purchases the top-m information goods. Thus, the customer’s
value for a bundle of size m can be computed by:

Vi m 2
V
m

, 0  m  Ki
 i

2 Ki
Ri  m   
.
(2)
 KiVi ,
Ki  m  N

 2
There are I types of potential consumers in the market  i  1, 2,..., I  . The total quantity of
customers is assigned to be 1. A customer will buy either one bundle or nothing. A bundle will
be purchased only if it yields nonnegative customer surplus. The primal problem for bundling
decision is modeled as:
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max

0m K , Ri  m  P Ri  m 

(m, P)  P  QC  P  Ri  m 

where K represents the maximal value of all Ki ( K  max{Ki | i  1, 2,

(3)

, I } ), R i  m  and

Ri  m  respectively denotes the minimal value and maximal value of all customer values for a

bundle of size m ( Ri  m   min{R i (m) | i  1, 2, , I } , Ri  m   max{R i (m) | i  1, 2, , I } ).
The objective function maximizes a seller’s profit, which is calculated by multiplying bundle
 ). For a certain bundle, the
price ( P ) and the quantity of customers being served ( QC 

 represents the quantity of customers whose values for the bundle surpass
corresponding QC 
 depends on the customer distribution, and its explicit expression in
its price. Note that QC 
specific scenarios are omitted due to space limitation.

3. Two Types of Customers with Heterogeneous K and V
Suppose that there are two types of heterogeneous
customers, A and B , in the market with the
maximum values for the most favorite goods as VA ,
VB and the total quantities of positively-valued
goods as K A , K B , where VA  VB  0 ，
K B  K A  0 . The proportion of customer type A
in the total is denoted by  ( 0    1 ), and that
of customer type B is 1  1.
The analytical results regarding the regions for
optimal solutions under different conditions are
shown in Figure 1. Proof and detailed information
about optimal solutions are omitted due to space
limitation.
Our results suggest that when there is a large
difference between the heterogeneity on K and
the heterogeneity on V , the seller prefers to only
Figure 1 Optimal solutions for
serve one customer type. When the heterogeneity
two types of customers
on K is close to the heterogeneity on V , the
seller prefers to serve all customers.
The scenario in this section corresponds very well to digital music market in the reality. The
pricing options provided by the eMusic.com also confirm our conclusions.

4. Customers with Uniformly-distributed K or V
For the first situation, we assume a segment market of customers who have identical maximum
values for their most favorite products but different total quantities of products with positive
values. The maximum values of all customers for the most favorite goods are set as V , while
the total quantities of products with positive values for all customers are defined by
1

The results in Section 4 could be easily extended to general cases for two types of customers, including scenarios where
VA  VB  0 , K A  K B  0
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Uniform  Kmin , Kmax  , where 0  Kmin  Kmax . For this situation, we derive two kinds of optimal
customized bundling strategy.
For the second situation, suppose that customers have heterogeneous maximum values for
their most favorite products but share identical total quantities of products with positive values.
Let K stand for the total quantities of products with positive values for all customers, and the
maximum values of all customers for the most favorite goods follow Uniform Vmin ,Vmax  , where
0  Vmin  Vmax . Two kinds of optimal solutions for the second situation are derived.
Regarding customer heterogeneity in terms of either the total quantity of positively-valued
goods or the maximum value of the most favorite goods, analytical results indicate that specific
customized bundling strategies should be adopted in different scenarios of market to yield
maximal profit for the monopolist. When there is a large heterogeneity of customers on either the
total quantity of positively-valued goods or the maximum value for the most favorite goods, the
seller should only serve a part of customers to gain maximal profit, or the seller prefers to offer a
bundle to only those customers whose total value exceeds half of the maximal value of all
customers. Otherwise, for a market with a small heterogeneity of customers, it’s most
advantageous for the seller to satisfy all customers.
These results explain the choices of strategies in the casual game market, and they can also
support the customized bundling of app.

5. Customers with Uniformly-distributed K and V
In this section, we move our focus on the general
case where customers are heterogeneous regarding
both the maximum value for the most favorite
goods and the total quantity of goods with positive
values. The maximum values of all customers for
the most favorite goods follow Uniform Vmin ,Vmax  ,
and the total quantities of products with positive
values for all customers are described by
Uniform  Kmin , Kmax  , where 0  Vmin  Vmax and

0  Kmin  Kmax .
To make the analysis more illustrative, we
characterize the subspaces for different optimal
K min
solutions in the 2-d space with x-axis (
) and
K max
Vmin
y-axis (
) in (0, 1) as shown in Figure 2. Proof
Vmax
Figure 2
Optimal solutions for customers
and details of each solution are omitted due to space
with uniformly-distributed K and V
limitation.
Figure 3 illustrates the analytical results of optimal solutions for different heterogeneity on
K and V . The optimal bundle price and market penetration keep unchanged or rise up as
heterogeneity on K or V declines. Therefore, decreased heterogeneity on K or V will
certainly bring about a higher maximal profit. It’s consistent with our expectations that the
homogeneity of customer valuation is conductive to extract customer surplus. However, the
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1

Optimal bundle price

Optimal bundle size

optimal choice for bundle size is different. The optimal bundle size enlarges or stays the same
with decreased heterogeneity on K , but it shrinks or keeps unchanged with decreased
heterogeneity on V .
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When Hitt and Chen (2005) use identical distributions to characterize customer value on each
product, it was observed that customized bundle size decreases with a larger variance of
consumers’ valuation when marginal costs are low (or zero). But our study suggests that optimal
customized bundle size may enlarge, shrink, or keep unchanged when consumers become more
heterogeneous in two dimensions. Furthermore, their study showed that the profit is weakly
increasing in optimal bundle size, but our results indicate that the profit may decrease, increase,
or keep unchanged for a larger bundle.

6. Conclusions
This paper investigated customized bundling of information goods for customers with
two-dimensional heterogeneity. Analytical optimal solutions were derived for the customized
bundling strategy design of a monopolist in three typical scenarios of customer distribution
regarding the maximum value of the most favorite goods and the total quantity of positively
valued goods of customers. In all scenarios, the heterogeneity of customer in either dimension
exerts a similar impact on the optimal bundle price, market penetration, and the maximal profit,
but shows different influence on the optimal bundle size. Results for the general case of
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customers with uniformly-distributed K and V suggest that: (1) with decreased
heterogeneity on either dimension, the optimal bundle price and market penetration become
larger or keep unchanged; (2) the decreased heterogeneity on the total quantity of
positively-valued information goods makes the seller provide an identical or a larger bundle,
whereas decreased heterogeneity on the maximum value for customer’s most favorite
information goods causes the seller to offer an identical or a smaller bundle; (3) the maximal
profit of the firm keeps increasing as the heterogeneity on two dimensions reduces.
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Abstract
Competitor identification is very important to a company, as it drives marketing policy, product
manufacturing, strategic planning and business model. Therefore, developing an effective and
automatic way to identify competitors using rich online data is very critical for a company. In this
work, we develop an attraction based method to automatically detect competitors. Experiments
conducted on real online review dataset collected from dianping.com and a survey study
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Keywords: Data Mining, Competitor Identification
1. Introduction
The importance of competitor identification and analysis has been well emphasized in research
and practice (Chen and Miller 2012). It’s relatively easy to identify competitors for big companies
because they have enough resources to invest in market analysis. But for small businesses such as
restaurants and small shops, there could be a large number of potential competitors to consider
with limited budget. So finding a low-cost, automatic way to identify competitors for small
businesses is quite significant. And big companies can also use this convenient and cost-efficient
way to facilitate their competitor identification process. To make the competitor identification
process cost efficient and automatic, mining competitors from rich online data is a good alternative.
With the development of review websites and e-commerce, we can easily get information and
customer feedbacks about products and services to perform competitive analysis.
Several approaches for identifying competitors utilizing rich data on the web have been proposed
in recent years. One type of approaches (Ma et al. 2011) is based on mining comparative
expressions (e.g. “Item A is better than Item B”) from the web or other textual sources. This
approach is restricted to the type of competitions which can be represented into such expressions.
The second category of approaches is to identify competitors from the supply side (companies)
using the information extracted from online data or publications (Pant et al. 2009). They take the
similarities of attributes of competing firms as the competitiveness indicators. This kind of
approach ignores the demand side (users) information. Lappas et al. (2012) developed another type
of approach based on user coverage model. In this work, a formal definition of competitiveness
based on marketing theories was proposed, and an efficient algorithm named CMiner utilizing
information from both supply side and demand side to find top-k competitors of one item was
developed. But this research has several limitations. First, the feature space coverage is used to
represent user space coverage, which is not true for most features. Second, it is assumed that
features are independent from each other, which is not always the case. Third, users are segmented
based on features commented in reviews, which is not very reasonable. Fourth, the metric used to
measure the importance of each user group to a given item is a little simplistic.
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In this paper, we propose a new competitor identification method that overcomes most of the
shortcomings present in existing approaches. Item attraction rank model is developed to rank
different items according to their attractions to a user and the result sequence describes the user’s
preference. Then, given a focal item, the ranked sequences can be used to estimate market
commonality, which is defined as a measure of competitiveness. The proposed method is
especially effective for competitor identification of products and services that are purchased
repeatedly and can be applied to restaurants, books, clothes shops and other small businesses.
2. Competitor Identification Model measured by Market Commonality
Consider a set of items (an item is a product or a service business) ℐ, defined within the feature
space ℱ of a particular domain. Given a focal item 𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 , our model aims to find the top-k
competitors of 𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 . The competitiveness between two items is based on whether they compete for
the attention and business of the same group of users, and to what extent. We use the term Market
Commonality defined in Chen (1996) to describe this concept.
DEFINITION 1: Market Commonality (Chen 1996)
Market commonality is defined as the degree of presence that one item manifests in the markets it
overlaps with the focal item. A given item’s market commonality with a focal item is determined
by the following two factors.
1) the strategic importance of the shared markets to the focal item;
2) the item’s strength in these shared markets.
Market can be defined as a user segment.
DEFINITION 2: Competitiveness
Given the focal item 𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 , for item 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 : 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 ≠ 𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 ∧ 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 ∈ ℐ , the competitiveness of 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 and 𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 is
defined as:
𝐶𝐶ℱ �𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 , 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 � = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀ℱ �𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 , 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 � (1)

where 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀ℱ �𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 , 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 � is the market commonality between 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 and 𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 .

In order to get the market commonality between the competing item and the focal item, we need
to estimate the strategic importance to the focal item in different shared markets and the competing
item’s strength in these shared markets. We develop a novel way to estimate these two factors
using user preference ranking for different items.
3. The Computation of Market Commonality based on Item Attraction Rank Model
We compute market commonality using user preference which can be described by the item
sequence ranked by their attractions to the user. An item attraction rank model is developed to
derive such a sequence.
3.1 Item Attraction Rank Model
Given item set ℐ, we want to learn each user’s preference rank for all the items in ℐ. One suitable
algorithm for solving such a rank learning problem is RankSVM (Ordinal Regression SVMs)
which is efficient for high dimensional sparse data (Joachims 2006). Given a training set
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(𝑥𝑥1 , 𝑦𝑦1 ), … , (𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 , 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 ) with 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ∈ ℜ𝑁𝑁 and 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 ∈ {1, … , 𝑅𝑅} which indicates a rank, the goal of
ordinal regression is to learn a function ℎ(𝑥𝑥) so that for any pair of examples (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 ) and
(𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 , 𝑦𝑦𝑗𝑗 ) it holds that
ℎ(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) > ℎ�𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � ⇔ 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 > 𝑦𝑦𝑗𝑗

Herbrich et al. (1999) formulate the following ordinal regression SVM (OR-SVM). 𝒫𝒫 denotes
the set of pairs (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) for which example 𝑖𝑖 has a higher rank than example 𝑗𝑗 , i.e. 𝒫𝒫 =
{(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗): 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 > 𝑦𝑦𝑗𝑗 }, and let 𝑚𝑚 = |𝒫𝒫|.
OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM 1. (Rank SVM)

1 𝑇𝑇
𝐶𝐶
𝑤𝑤 𝑤𝑤 +
� 𝜉𝜉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑤𝑤.𝜉𝜉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ≥0 2
𝑚𝑚
min

(𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗)∈𝒫𝒫

(2)

𝑠𝑠. 𝑡𝑡. ∀(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝒫𝒫: (𝑤𝑤 𝑇𝑇 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) ≥ �𝑤𝑤 𝑇𝑇 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � + 1 − 𝜉𝜉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

Intuitively, this formulation finds a large-margin linear function ℎ(𝑥𝑥) that minimizes the number
of pairs of training examples that are swapped w.r.t. their desired order. Here we use an efficient
algorithm named Cutting-Plane (available at: http://svmlight.joachims.org) to train RankSVM.
′
After training the model, given input 𝑥𝑥1′ , … , 𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚
with 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖′ ∈ ℜ𝑁𝑁 , we can get the corresponding
′
′
′
sequence 𝑦𝑦1 , … , 𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚 where 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 represents the rank of 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖′ . Then we can rank the input items
according to 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖′ , which is the predicted result.
Our item attraction rank model uses similar idea as RankSVM to infer each user’s preference. Let
𝒰𝒰 be the set of users in the market, 𝒰𝒰 = {𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 |1 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑛𝑛}, where 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 is the user with i as the ID
number. User 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 ′𝑠𝑠 preference is inferred as follows:
1. Learning phase: training the model using the training set.

Same with RankSVM, the training data in item attraction rank model is in the form of
(𝑥𝑥1 , 𝑦𝑦1 ), … , (𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 , 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛 ), where 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is the feature vector of an item and 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is its attraction rank to 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 .
All the items 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 has scored are ranked in descending order of the attraction score. Items with the
same score will be assigned the same rank. The features of the item were obtained by crawling and
processing the web data. The ranks can be derived by solving optimization problem 1.
To get the feature vector, first we crawl the reviews of items in the particular domain. Through
natural language processing, we extract words and phrases with sufficient frequency. We then
derive the feature space by classifying these words/phrases to different features. Using restaurants
as an example, we first extract the key words such as “taste”, “food”, “service”, “expensive”,
“price”, “waiter” which can be classified into Food (“taste”, “food”), Service (“service”, “waiter”)
and Price (“expensive”, “food”). In this example, the feature vector includes three dimensions:
Food, Service and Price. Then we find the feature value of each dimension. If the feature value is
just a term that appears in the item description, we just use it directly. Otherwise, for numerical
features, we can estimate it through analyzing customers’ opinion in the reviews. For example,
about Parking feature of a restaurant, there is no explicit information in the web page, but there
are 7 reviews with positive opinions and 3 reviews with negative opinions among 20 reviews in
total. Then we will give this restaurant a score of (7 – 3) / 20 = 0.2 about parking. The calculation
formula is (the number of positive reviews – the number of negative reviews) / the number of
reviews. In addition, numerical feature values should be normalized into [0,1].
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2. Predicting phase: Applying the learned model to score items
′
Given the feature vector (𝑥𝑥1′ , … , 𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚
) (𝑚𝑚 = |ℐ|) of an item which can be obtained from the web
data, we can apply the model learned from the learning phase to predict the new sequence of the
′
feature vector (𝑥𝑥1′ , … , 𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚
) which is in descending order of attraction. So the result is in the form
“𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 (1), 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 (2), … , 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 (|ℐ|)” where 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 (𝑘𝑘)(1 ≤ 𝑘𝑘 ≤ |ℐ|) is the item in the k-th place in attraction
sequence for 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 .

3.2 The Computation of Market Commonality
In the item attraction rank model, we get each user’s item preference. In order to fully utilize each
user’s item preference information, we treat each user as a market. In order to compute market
commonality between item 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 and focal item 𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 in market 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 , we need to estimate 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 ’s strategic
importance to 𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 and 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 ′𝑠𝑠 strength in market 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 .
DEFINITION 3: Market Commonality

Given focal item 𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 , for item 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 : 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 ≠ 𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 ∧ 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 ∈ ℐ , the market commonality of 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 and 𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 is
defined as:
𝑛𝑛

where 𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖 is

𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖′ 𝑠𝑠

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀ℱ �𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 , 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 � = � 𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖=1

(2)

strategic importance to focal item and 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 ′𝑠𝑠 strength in market 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 .

Given the following two assumptions, we can measure 𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖 and 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 based on the predicted
rankings from the item attraction rank model.
ASSUMPTION 1:

The higher the focal item 𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 ranked in 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 ′𝑠𝑠 item sequence, the higher 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 ′s strategic importance
to 𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 is.
If the focal item ranks low, market 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 is not very important to the focal item. Therefore, 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖
should be excluded from focal item’s target market. On the contrary, if the focal item ranks high,
market 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 is very important to the focal item. 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 will be its target market.
ASSUMPTION 2:

The higher an item ranked in 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 ′𝑠𝑠 item sequence, the stronger it is in market 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 .

To comply with both assumptions, 𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖 and 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 should satisfy the following criterions:
𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖 > 𝑊𝑊𝑗𝑗 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟�𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 , 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 � < 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 , 𝑈𝑈𝑗𝑗 ) (3)
𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∝ −𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 , 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 ) (4)

1 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑛𝑛 − 1, 1 ≤ 𝑘𝑘 ≤ |ℐ|

where 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 , 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 ) is the ranking of 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 in 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 ′𝑠𝑠 item preference sequence. Criterion (3) and (4)
correspond to assumption 1 and assumption 2 respectively. The following formulas are adopted to
calculate 𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖 and 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 :
𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖 = |ℐ| + 1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟�𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 , 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 �

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = |ℐ| + 1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 , 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 )
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(5)

(6)

Putting (1), (2), (5) and (6) together, we reach the following formula to compute competitiveness
of 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 and 𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 :
|ℐ|

𝐶𝐶ℱ �𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 , 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 � = �(|ℐ| + 1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟�𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 , 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 �) ⋅ (|ℐ| + 1 − 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 , 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 ))
𝑖𝑖=1

4. Experiments and Results

(7)

We crawled basic features and online reviews about 997 restaurants in two business areas of
Beijing from www.dianping.com. There are totally 178,563 customers who reviewed these
restaurants. Due to the size of the data, we randomly sampled 530 customers who have reviewed
at least 5 restaurants as customer set 𝒰𝒰 and crawled the feature information and review scores of
the restaurants they reviewed. The features including cuisine, location, price, taste, service,
environment, several dinning occasions, wifi and paying by card.
The results are evaluated through user survey study. First, we randomly select 10 items as seeds.
For each item in the seeds, we treat it as the focal item and compute the competitiveness between
any other item and this focal item using nearest neighbor model (Lappas et al. 2012), user coverage
model (Lappas et al. 2012) and our attraction based competitiveness model respectively. Then, for
each model, we rank items in the descending order of competitiveness and choose one item from
the top of the rank and one item from the middle of the rank as candidates for competitors. For
each focal item, we create a questionnaire with feature information of all the candidates and the
focal item. And the respondent is asked to list all the candidates that are competitors of the focal
item in the descending order of competitiveness. For the candidate in the first place, we give it 6
points. For the candidate in the second place, we give it 5 points. Points are assigned to the rest of
the candidates in this manner. Candidates outside the results are given 0 point. For each focal item,
we collect all the results from the respondents and compute the average points of each candidate.
Then the survey data are correlated with the competitiveness of user coverage model and
competitiveness of our new model, respectively. The higher the correlation is, the better the model
is. We give out 160 questionnaires, 16 questionnaires per focal item. The result of correlation
analysis is shown in table 1.
From the result, we could see that the scores generated by our new model are more correlated with
the survey results. Therefore, our model based on user preference and item attraction has better
performance in competitor identification.
Focal Item

Correlation of User Coverage Model

Correlation of our Model

Item 1

0.7671

0.9514

Item 2

0.8054

0.8258

Item 3

0.8053

0.9734

Item 4

-0.2362

0.4788

Item 5

0.5915

0.7532

Item 6

0.3518

0.6208

Item 7

0.8636

0.9192

Item 8

0.1763

0.8387
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Item 9

0.8855

0.9856

Item 10

0.8254

0.8329

Average

0.584

0.818

Table 1. Correlation Result of Different Models
5. Conclusions
In this work, we propose a new method for competitor identification using rich user generated data.
This method can overcome some drawbacks existing approaches have. In this method, each user
is a market. User’s preference can be inferred from his/her review history using item attraction
rank model whose result is an item sequence ranked by its attraction to the user. Using this
sequence, the user’s strategic importance to the focal item and any item’s attraction to the user can
be estimated, with which the competitiveness of the focal item and another item can be computed.
Experiments conducted on real online dataset demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method. But now restricted by the RankSVM method, we can only infer preference of users with
at least a certain number of reviews in one domain. Exploring how to infer the whole user
preference space accurately is an important issue in the future work.
This work was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant No.
71272029 and 71490724.
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Abstract
Television is one of the main segments of the U.S. M&E and also an important component of the
American culture. As an Internet media provider, Netflix has challenged the traditional TV
programs with a new way of releasing their TV programs. In this paper, we want to compare the
audience’s communication patterns on social media under these two different releasing strategies.
We collected three datasets from Twitter and conducted a series of explorative data analytics. Our
results showed some interesting comparison between the effects of Netflix’s TV release-allepisodes-at-once method versus traditional weekly airing on Twitter activities.
Keywords: social media analytics, television shows, Twitter

1. Introduction
Media and entertainment (M&E) is one of the major industries in the U.S. economy. M&E is
comprised of businesses that produce and distribute motion pictures, television programs,
music/audio recordings, gams, commercials, etc. As the third of the global industry and the largest
M&E market worldwide, the U.S. M&E market is expected to reach about $546 billion in 2014
(PWC Global Media Outlook, 2013). Television is one of the main segments of the U.S. M&E and
also an important component of the American culture. Popular television shows draws millions of
fans all over the world.
For centuries, the U.S. television networks or cable channels have been using weekly episodic
programming, which means releasing one new episode of a TV series per week. This releasing
approach has several advantages. First, from the perspective of TV networks/channels, they are
able to collect weekly rating data and decide whether to extend or cancel their further investment.
Second, from the perspective of producers and writers, they can observe receptions from their
audience and adjust their story telling in future episodes or seasons. Third, from the perspective of
audience customers, such weekly releasing format allows most people to be able to participate in
weekly discussion of plots in each week’s episode without getting major spoilers of future
storylines. In return, such weekly discussion on the Internet can help the branding and marketing
of a TV show to attract more audience.
During the past a few years, with the emergence of Internet streaming, more and more families
have “cut the cable” and moved to services such as Netflix and Hulu to “binge” watch their favorite
TV shows. Netflix, the world’s biggest provider of on-demand Internet streaming media, has
already starting producing their own original TV series. On February 1st 2013, Netflix debut its
first original TV series, House of Cards – Season 1. Unlike the traditional weekly releasing, Netflix
decided to release all 13 episodes of Season 1 simultaneously. Facing a lot of controversies, Netflix
CEO Reed Hastings defended their strategy by arguing that "That is the future of television. That
is Internet TV." (BusinessInsider, 2013)
In recent years, there have been several studies on social media analytics for TV rating predictions
(Cheng et al., 2013; Cremonesi et al., 2013; Mhaisgawali & Giri, 2014; Wakamiya et al., 2011;
Walker & Muchnik, 2013). Our paper also looks at social media usages related to TV shows but
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from a different aspect. In this paper, we are not trying to argue with TV releasing strategy is better.
Instead, we want to compare the audience’s communication patterns on social media under these
two different releasing strategies. More specifically, we try to answer the following questions:
• Q1. What is the span of social media activities over time? Are there any spikes of highly
active discussion?
• Q2. What are the key factors that can trigger active discussion on social media?
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describe the data collected for this
study. In Section 3, we conducted a series of analyses to answer the research questions and discuss
the results. Finally, we concluded this study in Section 4.

2. Data Collection
To study how social media is used for TV series, we collected Twitter messages for two popular
and highly rated U.S. TV series: Breaking Bad (AMC) and House of Cards (Netflix).
The second part (eight episodes) of the fifth (final) season of Breaking Bad was aired from August
11 to September 29, 2013, aired on Sundays at 9:00 pm. The official Twitter account for Breaking
Bad is “BreakingBad_AMC” (893k followers). We collected 932 tweets posted by
BreakingBad_AMC from August 1, 2013 to October 31, 2013.
Unlike traditional weekly releasing of TV series in USA, the entire first season (13 episodes) of
House of Cards was released on February 1, 2013. The official Twitter account for House of Cards
is “HouseofCards” (205K followers). We collected 285 tweets posted by HouseofCards from
January 17, 2013 (the very first day of this Twitter account launched) to March 31, 2013.
Besides, in order to study how the use of social media changes over time, we also collected Twitter
data during the second season of House of Cards. The entire second season (13 episodes) of House
of Cards was released on February 14, 2014. We collected 657 tweets posted by HouseofCards
from February 1, 2014 to March 31, 2014.

3. Explorative Data Analysis
3.1. Descriptive Statistics
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics of Twitter Data
Season
Start date
End date
# Days
# tweets
# tweets/day
# retweets
# retweets/day
# retweets/tweet
# favorites
# favorites/day
# favorites/tweet

@BreakingBad_AMC
Season 5 – Part 2
August 1, 2013
October 31, 2013
92
932
10.13
366 208
3 980.52
392.93
234 067
2 544.21
251.14

@HouseofCards
Season 1
January 17, 2013
March 31, 2013
72
285
3.96
7 931
110.15
27.83
3 726
51.75
13.07

@HouseofCards
Season 2
February 1, 2014
March 31, 2014
59
657
11.14
135 723
2 300.39
206.58
141 099
2 391.51
214.76

As shown in the Table 1, as a TV series with a well-established reputation and fan base for over
five years, Breaking Bad used Twitter as a platform intensively during the final season (on average
10.13 tweets per day). On August 10, 2013, one day before the return of its final season run,
BreakingBad_AMC posted 59 tweets or retweets in total. Due to the large fan base, it received
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large amounts of retweets (on average 3980.52 per day and 392.92 per tweet) and favorites (on
average 2544.21 per day and 251.14) per tweet.
When House of Cards released its first season, HouseofCards only posted 3.96 tweets per day. On
February 1, 2013, the day of reason its entire Season 1, the number of tweets reached its highest,
25. Since this new Twitter account did not have many followers by then, the number of retweets
and favorites were also quite small, 110.15 retweets per day and 27.83 per tweet, 51.75 favorites
per day and 13.07 per tweet. However, the success of Season 1 attracted more followers and traffic
to HouseofCards. When Season 2 was released, House of Cards clearly increased its effort in using
Twitter for promotion. The average number of tweets per day increased from Season 1’s 3.96 to
11.14. The number of retweets received increased by 20 times than that of season 1. And the
number of favorites received also increased by more than 30 times.
3.2. Trend Analysis
To compare the Twitter activities for the three TV seasons, we aggregate the number of tweets,
retweets and favorites for each day. Figure 1 (a)-(c) show the aggregated numbers over the period
of data collection for the three TV seasons. In the three charts, the primary axis on the left shows
the number of tweets per day, while the secondary axis on the right shows the number of retweets
and favorites per day.
As mentioned in Section 3.2, Breaking Bad is a popular television series that has built a big fan
base over five years. In the data we collected, BreakingBad_AMC posted an average of 10.13
tweets per day and, not surprisingly, received the most retweets and favorites per day. As shown
in Fig. 1(a), on 8/3/2013, about one week before the premiere day (8/11/2013),
BreakingBad_AMC posted over 20 tweets, mainly to promote the new season which is about to
air. Fans started to get excited and more interactions indicated by a spike in retweets and favorites.
Another big spike of user activities happens around the season premiere day (8/11/2013). The
number of tweets by BreakingBad_AMC reached the highest number of 59 and the daily retweets
reached 35 689. In the next eight weeks of airing the final episodes, we observed a relatively steady
and high retweets and favorites (mostly over 3000 per day). As the series approaches its finale,
there was also a general increase in user activities. On 9/22/2013, the series became a big winner
at the Emmy’s Award, which led a big spike of congratulations on Twitter. The biggest spike of
retweets and favorites happened on 9/30/2013, the season and series finale. Afterwards, fans
gradually cooled down, as indicated by the decrease in use activities on Twitter.
As shown in Fig. 1(b), this new TV series, House of Cards started its Twittter account on 1/17/2013,
about two weeks before the premiere of its first season. User activities with HouseofCards reached
a peak around its premiere day (2/1/2013). Fans were excited to see the simultaneous release of
the entire season of 13 episodes. During the two months after the release until the end of March,
even the main Twitter account did not initiate new tweets as often as before, there did not seem to
be a significant decrease in fans’ activities in terms of retweets and favorites. This may be due to
the fact that, as the words got out among fans, HouseofCards had got more followers. As these
new comers started binge-watching the series, they started participating in more interactions with
HouseofCards on Twitter. The highest peak of retweets and favorites even happened about 45 days
after the release day.
Similar patterns can be observed from the Season 2 of House of Cards. As shown in Fig. 1(c), for
the new season, HouseofCards became much more active in using Twitter as marketing platform
to promote this show and interact with fans. Like in Season 1, we saw a burst of new tweets about
two weeks prior to the release date. Around the release date (2/14/2014), the activities on
HouseofCards reached its peak in terms of tweets, retweets and favorites. During the 45 days after
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the release, even HouseofCards became less active in posting new tweets, the number of retweets
and favorites still maintain steady around 2000 per day.
In summary, the trend analysis demonstrates that release strategies, either one episode per week or
all episodes at once, does not seem to effect users activities on social media like Twitter. But what
are the main factors that can affect user activities? We will investigate and discuss in next section.
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Figure 1. User Activities on Twitter over Time

3.3. Factors
In this study we investigate the following factors that may affect user activities on Twitter: number
of tweets and content of tweets.
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3.3.1. Number of Tweets
For each of the three datasets, we created a scatter plot to show the number of retweets and favorites
versus the number of tweets per day, as shown in Fig. 2(a)-(c). The three plots all show a positive
correlation between the variables. This suggests that the number of tweets posted by the host per
day can have a positive effect on the followers’ activities. For a TV series like HouseofCards, even
if Netflix decided to release the entire season simultaneously, we can still obtain high user activities
on Twitter as long as the host keeps initiating discussion and interactions by posting new tweets.
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Figure 2. User Activities on Twitter over Time

3.3.2. Content of Tweets
For each dataset, we ranked all tweets by the number of retweets received in descending order.
Then, the top ranked tweets are those that had led to the most responses.
For Breaking Bad, we found that the most retweeted ones often involved draws for free gifts,
reminders to watch, appreciations, and memorable quotes. In particular, most of the most retweeted
happened around the season premiere (8/11/2013) and the season/series finale (9/30). For both
seasons of House of Cards, the most retweeted tweets included reminder to what, a memorable
quote, or a URL that links to an art work. The release dates (2/1/2013 for Season 1 and 2/14/2014
for Season 2) did have tweets with large number of retweets. But other highly retweeted ones
occurred on seemly random dates.
Furthermore, we conducted a preliminary content analysis on tweets for the three datasets. We
used an open-source text analytics tool LightSide to extract features from tweets. Features
extracted included the frequency of unigrams, bigrams and trigrams in tweets. Stop words were
removed. By examining these features, we tried to find the most common topics and characteristics
for each Twitter account for promoting the corresponding TV series. In addition to those obvious
words such as series titles, some interesting words that stand out include: GoodbyeBreakingBad
(a hash tag used after the series finale), @KevinSpacey, @BeauWilimon, KateMara, GoZoe, Frank,
Underwood, etc. (key creators, actors, or characters).
Next, we used LightSide to identify n-grams that are highly correlated with the number of retweets.
Table 2 shows the top 10 n-grams by the correlation coefficient with the number of retweets for
the three datasets. The top ranked n-grams do seem quite different between the two series. For
BreakingBad_AMC, most highly ranked features seem to be related to reminders (e.g., begins,
tuning in) and appreciations (e.g., win, #emmys, goodbye). For both seasons of HouseofCards,
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most highly ranked features seem to be more related to the key characters (e.g., Frank Underwood),
quotes (e.g., “I love that woman…”) and reminders (e.g., season, return).
Table 2. Top 20 Lexical Features Ranked by Correlation with Retweets
BreakingBad_AMC
HouseofCards
HouseofCards
Season
Season 5 – Part 2
Season 1
Season 2
Feature 1
begins
pope
BOL_frank
2
away
francis
BOL_house
3
begins_now
BOL_watch_the
BOL_of_cards
4
BOL_we_'re
frank_underwood_EOL
season_EOL
5
tuning
i_love
advice
6
tuning_in
that_woman
#oscars
7
tuning_in_EOL
woman
#oscars_EOL
8
rt_if
woman_EOL
BOL_frank_underwood
9
rt_if_you
season_of
underwood_is
10
to_win_EOL
http://t.co/tr56avgx
netflix

4. Conclusions and Future Directions
In this paper we conducted as series of explorative analysis on Twitter activities related to popular
television shows with two different release strategies. Our results show that the release strategy,
whether one episode per week or all at once, does not seem to have significant affect ono users’
activities on Twitter. Using social media platform like Twitter, Netflix’s series can build a big fan
base by frequently initiating new interactions (e.g., Q&A sessions) and by carefully managing
topics (e.g., using main characters, quotes and plots to attract user participations). Netflix’s
unconventional approach can become a major challenge to traditional television programs. In our
future work, we plan to extend this work from the following directions: (1) Collecting more data
from Twitter and other social media channels for more comprehensive comparison. (2) Building
analytic models to study the relationships between variables of social media activities.
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Abstract
We study the impact of Chief Executive Officer (CEO)’s IT knowledge on firm performance. We
take an innovative approach by examining CEO’s conversation with financial analysts and
investors in the earnings conference calls, which are considered as the biggest information event
for listed companies. We measure CEO’s IT knowledge by counting the amount of IT discussions
in the CEO’s answers to IT-related questions at the conference calls. The results show a positive
correlation between CEO’s IT knowledge and firm performance.
Keywords: Top management, Chief Executive Officer, CEO, IT knowledge, Firm performance

1. Introduction
The Chief Executive Officer (CEO), who is responsible for key business areas of the firm, is
critical to firm performance. The CEO has been characterized as a firm’s chief cognizer and
decision maker (Calori et al., 1994), and its importance in driving strategic changes in firms has
been highlighted by literature (Rajagopalan and Spreitzer, 1997). Empirical evidence has
suggested that characteristics of CEOs affect strategic decision processes (Peterson et al., 2003)
and strategic actions (Carpenter et al., 2001) that have implications for firm performance. Other
studies find direct evidence that characteristics of CEOs (e.g., CEO personality) influence firm
performance (Nadkarni and Herrmann, 2010).
In IS literature, the role of the CEO in IT success has received attention for a long time. More
than twenty years earlier, IS scholars have pointed out that as applications of IT become a
necessary element of organizational strategy, the CEO’s views and leadership about investments
in IT will considerably become more relevant and more instrumental in corporate success or
failure (Clemons and Row, 1988; Jarvenpaa and Ives, 1990). Jarvenpaa and Ives (1991) show
that a CEO’s perceptions and attitudes concerning IT are strongly associated with the firm’s
progressive use of IT. It is also found that CEOs with more IT knowledge are more likely to
implement IT adoption (Ettlie, 1990; Thong, 1999). Participation of the CEO in IT planning
helps to secure top management support, and it is critical in producing managerial knowledge of
information assets and IT opportunities (Boynton et al., 1994; Kearns and Lederer, 2003; Lederer
and Mendelow, 1989).
Despite the enthusiastic calls for the CEO’s support for IT, little is known about its impact on
firm performance. CEO’s IT knowledge, one important characteristic of the CEO, remains
largely unexplored. As IT has become a necessary element of organizational strategy, exploring
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the question how CEO’s IT knowledge can influence firm performance is important to our
understanding of IT business value.
In this paper, we propose an innovative approach to get objective measures of CEO’s IT
knowledge from the earnings conference call transcript data. We believe that the earnings
conference call transcript data can be used as an important complementary data source to
self-reported surveys and interviews. The data are more objective and disclose important
information about a firm. One reason that CEO’s IT knowledge remains largely unexplored is
the challenge in CEO data access. Almost all extant studies rely on interviews and surveys to
measure CEO characteristics and behaviors. There is only one exception that use CEO’s letters
to observe CEO’s IT perspectives and participation (Jarvenpaa and Ives, 1990; 1991). Compared
with Jarvenpaa and Ives (1990, 1991), our approach is better in information richness, and could
be generalized to measure other top executives besides CEOs.
This study have two contributions. First, it contributes to the growing literature on management
support for IT and the business value of IT by examining the impact of CEO’s IT knowledge on
firm performance. We propose that CEO’s IT knowledge has positive influence on firm
performance, and the empirical evidence provides support for our argument. Second, it
contributes by introducing a new approach to measure CEO’s IT knowledge. Given the difficulty
in achieving CEO’s data of prior studies that have relied exclusively on interviews and surveys,
our approach provides objective and information-rich measures of CEO’s IT knowledge. It is
also possible to use the approach to study a large sample of CEOs.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents details of the data and the measures.
Section 3 presents the main results. We finally discuss the implications and limitations.

2. Research Data and Variables
We use a sample of Standard & Poor’s 500 (S&P 500) firms of ten years from 2003 to 2012.
Information technology firms were excluded for a concern that many of the CEOs in the IT firms
are IT experts, and the importance of their IT knowledge is obvious. Our data are from five
sources. We obtain earnings conference call data from transcripts compiled by TomsonReuters,
IT capability rank data from the Annual InformationWeek 500, firm financial data from
Compustat, CEO compensation data from ExecuComp, stock price and shares outstanding data
from CRSP.
Our measure of CEO’s IT knowledge is the extent to which a CEO communicates with the
audience about IT at the earnings conference calls. We obtained 14,858 earnings conference calls
in total. For each conference call, we identify the date of the call, the name and ticker symbol of
the firm, and the names, titles, speak contents, and the speak order of the participants. We
construct two measures for CEO’s IT knowledge. We focus on the Q&A session, because it is
more representative of CEO’s knowledge. In contrast to the speech session, which could be
prepared by others before the conference call, CEOs give answers based on their own knowledge
in the Q&A session. We measure how much the CEO has talked about IT in the Q&A session.
The basic logic is that the more IT is talked about, the more IT knowledge is the CEO. We
identify CEO IT-related answers and count the number of words. The first measure,
CEOwords_toITQ, focuses on the CEO’s responses to the IT-related questions.
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CEOwords_toITQ is the total number of words of a CEO responding to IT questions in the Q&A
session of a conference call. The second measure, CEOwords_ITAns, focuses on the CEO’s
responses that are IT-related, but the questions he respond to may not be IT-related.
CEOwords_ITAns is the total number of words in the CEO’s responses that are IT-related. We
use the logarithms of these variables.
To identify IT-related questions and IT-related answers, we compiled a list of IT words. We
searched these IT words in the questions and CEOs’ answers. If one or more of the IT words
were included, then the question or the answer was identified as IT-related. To compile the word
list, we first reviewed IS studies that have searched for IT investment news (Im et al., 2001;
Ranganathan and Brown, 2006; Subramani and Walden, 2001). Second, we reviewed the IT
word lists on Wikipedia and other websites, and add the IT words that are important in our
opinion but not included in previous studies. We included all these words and their variations in
our search.
The conference calls are typically quarterly events, however, most other variables that we use in
this study are measured at annual basis. We therefore aggregated the conference call data to
annual observations by averaging the numbers across all conference calls for a firm within a
fiscal year. After this procedure, there are 3,837 firm-year observations.
We use Tobin’s q to measure firm performance. Financial market measures such as Tobin’s q are
considered as better indicators of future growth options associated with intangible assets such as
IT investment and IT knowledge (Bardhan et al., 2013; Bharadwaj et al., 1999; Kohli et al.,
2012). Tobin’s q represents the market-to-book ratio of the firm, and is a forward-looking
measure of firm value that accounts for the lag effects between intangible assets and the payoff.
We include a set of control variables. First, we include the IW Rank, which is used as a measure
of a firm’s overall IT capability in IS studies (Bharadwaj, 2000; Chae et al., 2014; Santhanam
and Hartono, 2003; Stoel and Muhanna, 2009). We create a dummy variable IW500 as a measure
of IT capability. IW500 is 1 if the firm is ranked as IW500 IT leaders in that year, otherwise
IW500 is 0. Second, we use industry dummies to control for industry factors, and use advertising
expenditure, R&D expenditure, sales growth, and firm size as our firm-specific controls
(Bardhan et al., 2013; Bharadwaj, 1999; Hitt and Brynjolfsson, 1996). We also include year
dummies as a control.

3. Main Results
We use a fixed-effect model for estimation. The estimation results are presented in Table 1.
Column 1 shows result of the basic model, and columns 2 and 3 show results of CEO’s IT
knowledge.
The results show that CEO’s IT knowledge is positive and significant. CEOwords_toITQ, which
counts CEO’s responses to IT-related questions, are positive and significant at 0.01 level.
CEOwords_ITAns, which counts CEO’s IT-related responses, is positive and significant at 0.1
level. The VIFs are small, which suggest that there is a small possibility for the multicollinearity
problem.
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The general talkative level of a CEO (CEOwords) is not significant, which exclude the
alternative explanation that the number of IT words is just a proxy for the general length of
CEO’s response. As we have expected, CEO compensation (CEOCompensation) is positively
associated with Tobin’s q. The ratio of CIO participation has a week positive association with
Tobin’s q as well.
The results for other control variables are almost consistent with prior results in extant research.
Advertising expenses and sales growth are positively associated with Tobin’s q. However, R&D
is not significant in our model. Firm size measured by total assets is negatively associated with
Tobin’s q. IW500 is not significant, although surprising, it is consistent with the results of Chae
et al. (2014). One explanation is that using the IW500 to measure IT capability introduces some
important limitations. For example, the selection criteria and procedure are not scientific and
rigorous enough to provide consistent data for research.
Table 1. Fixed-Effect Estimation Results
(1)
VARIABLES
CEOwords_toITQ

Tobin’s q

(2)
VIF

(3)

Tobin’s q

VIF

0.034***
(0.008)

1.03

CEOwords_ITAns
CEOwords

-0.004
1.05
-0.006
1.05
(-0.357)
(0.011)
CIOParticipate
0.143***
1.17
0.292*
1.17
(6.337)
(0.171)
CEOCompensation
0.008
1.02
0.141***
1.02
(0.390)
(0.022)
CEOTenure
0.202
1.01
0.008
1.01
(1.514)
(0.021)
IW500
-0.023
1.05
-0.028
1.05
(-0.644)
(0.036)
Advertising
4.748***
1.03
4.914***
1.04
expenditure
(3.189)
(1.484)
0.103
1.03
0.116
1.03
R&D expenditure
(0.327)
(0.314)
Firm Size
-0.741***
1.23
-0.742***
1.25
(-16.779)
(0.044)
Sales Growth
0.002***
1.04
0.002***
1.04
(4.387)
(0.000)
Year Dummies
Yes
Yes
Constant
7.272***
7.288***
Observations
2,778
2,778
Number of firms
473
473
R-squared
0.226
0.232
F test
37.01
36.29
Notes: Standard errors in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Tobin’s q

VIF

0.011*
(0.006)
-0.007
(0.011)
0.267
(0.172)
0.141***
(0.023)
0.010
(0.021)
-0.025
(0.036)
4.815***
(1.489)
0.123
(0.315)
-0.743***
(0.044)
0.002***
(0.000)
Yes
7.311***
2,778
473
0.227
35.29

1.1
1.11
1.18
1.02
1.01
1.06
1.03
1.03
1.25
1.04

4. Conclusions and Discussion
This study have two major contributions. First, it contributes to the growing literature on
management support for IT and the business value of IT by examining the impact of CEO’s IT
knowledge on firm performance. We propose that CEO’s IT knowledge has positive influence on
firm performance, and the empirical evidence demonstrates the positive association between
CEO’s IT knowledge and Tobin’s q. The effect remains significant after controlling for industry
variables, firm-specific factors, and the other CEO characteristics. While previous studies mainly
focus on CIO’s business knowledge and CIO’s interaction with the CEO, we empirically show
that CEO’s IT knowledge also plays a critical role in knowledge integration between business
executives and IT executives and supporting IT projects, which are important for firm
performance.
Second, this paper contributes by introducing a new approach to evaluate CEO’s IT knowledge.
Given the difficulty in achieving CEO’s data of prior studies that have relied exclusively on
interviews and self-reported surveys, our approach provides objective and information-rich
measures of CEO’s IT knowledge. Additionally, this approach could be generalized to other top
executives including CIOs, CFOs, etc., and it also provides opportunities to study a large sample
of firms. We empirically validate that our measure of CEO’s IT knowledge is distinct from
firms’ IT capability, CEO’s general ability, and CEO’s general talkativeness.
One limitation of the paper is that we did not categorize different types of IT knowledge of
CEOs. This could be a future direction to further explore CEO’s IT knowledge. The second
limitation is that we focus on CEOs, while other top management team members are also
important in IT success. The impact of the synergy of IT knowledge between top management
team members on firm performance will be an interesting research question for future studies.
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Abstract
Privacy concern is becoming one of the most important issues for personalized online services like
websites, computer software and mobile apps, especially those offered for free. In this paper, we
develop a dynamic decision-making model that combines new product diffusion theory with online
services privacy, and seek to offer marketing strategies to maximize vendors’ profit for online services.
We divide the diffusion process into two steps: awareness and adoption, and assume awareness
process is mainly influenced by word of mouth effect. The adoption process occurs when benefits
adjusted personal information demand level (PIDL) from vendors is lower or close to privacy
disclosure tolerance level(PDTL) of consumers. We get numerical solutions for this optimal control
problem with two differential equations. Our finding suggest WOM effect, network externalities and
the initial state of awareness proportion are effective marketing tools for vendors, and parameters or
variables like marginal value for consumer information (MVI), Population size and the initial states
of adoption amount are less effective. Our study should be considered preliminary with limitations
and extensions for future research.
Key words: New product diffusion, Privacy concerns, WOM effect, Network externalities.

1. Introduction
The radical development of computing and information technologies have made the personalized
online services like websites, computer software and mobile apps available and facilitated collection,
processing and trade of personal data (Hann et al., 2007; Nam et al., 2006). In the late of August 2014,
a large number of Hollywood actresses’ pictures was stolen and illegally published on websites.
Icloud, a typical app of apple mobile devices, was blamed for this issue, and lead to privacy concerns
about online services reaching a new level..
In this research, we seek to suggest a model that is consistent with theories of consumers’ behavior
under privacy concern with the assistance of marketing variables like word of mouth effects, and offer
advices in accordance with optimum privacy demand path for policymakers. As the users’ amount of
personalized online service is analogous to the adoption numbers in new product diffusion model with
marketing variables, we suggest a framework that is similar to Kalish (1985), but one of the main
variables changed from price to privacy. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that
combines new product diffusion theory with online services privacy.

2. Literature review
This study is drawn on two main stream of research: privacy concerns about personalized online
services; the diffusion model with marketing variables.
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2.1 Privacy concerns about personalized online services
Research on the problem of privacy emerged in 1980s, and most of these papers were focusing on
the elaborations of relevant concepts. While studies on this field was still in its infancy in 1990s,
Smith (1996) pointed out privacy information was becoming one of the most important ethical
issues of the information age. In 2011, MIS Quarterly published several review articles about
privacy concerns. Smith et al. (2011) and Bélanger et al. (2011) discussed and identified research
topics and the relationship between information privacy and other constructs. Based on those two
articles, Pavlou (2011) answered two main questions about privacy concerns: where we are now
and where we should go. He emphasized the economics of privacy concerns is one of the most
important topics in the future research.
The trade-off between the costs and benefits of sharing information has been discussed long ago
(Posner, 1981), and in recent years, some scholars specially tried to explain the trade-off related
benefits from the view point of firms’ marketing variables, like price (Acquisti and Varian, 2005),
marketing promotions (Hann et al., 2008), and firms’ other incentive strategies (Taylor, 2004;
Hann et al., 2007). However, most of the research are based on empirical or experimental studies
and seldom construct mathematical models to offer marketing strategy advices (e.g. Beresford et
al., 2012; Preibusch, 2013).
2.2 The diffusion model with marketing variables
Chellappa studied the optimal coupon strategy of personalized online services about privacy
concerns (Chellappa, 2010) and duopoly marketing research (Chellappa el al., 2014), which are
typical work of research field related with privacy concerns. My study is about to follow the idea
that make the personal privacy information demand amount as main marketing variable and
vendors’ marginal value of information as an important parameter. However, our research try to
build the model upon new product diffusion theory, which is more appropriate considering social
commerce environment. Bass (1969) introduced a simple epidemic model to depict the new
product growth for consumer durables of initial purchases, thus it is called Bass diffusion model,
which is viewed as one of the most influential articles published on Management Science in 55
years and has an extraordinary contribution to forecast market potentials and market shares for
decades. However, Mahajan, Muller and Bass (1990) pointed out, the most useful applications of
diffusion models may be for normative purposes other than forecasting, as they can be an
explanatory tool to test specific diffusion-based hypotheses. As a result, they concluded a general
framework that had been used by several authors in the 1980s (e.g. Kalish, 1983) for the dynamic
optimization problem.

3. The model
3.1 Individual’s behavior
Here we define the dynamic decision making process as a composition of awareness and adoption
steps within the diffusion theory framework.

3.1.1 Awareness diffusion
Word-of-mouth coefficient is the main parameter in the awareness diffusion equation, which we
denote as β. Let N0 be the relevant population size, I(t) be the proportion of the population aware by
time t (it is obviously that 0 ≤ I(t) ≤ 1, and the mass media communication can be included in the
initial state I(0)), and X(t) the number of adopters by t, then the awareness diffusion equation is:
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X

I = 1− I βN

I(0)=I0

0

(1)

3.1.2 Market potential
Let v be the heterogeneity of individuals’ attitude toward privacy disclosure and normalized to some
value in (0, 1). Accordingly, fv(v) is the probability density function and Fv(v) the probability
distribution function of PDTL. Assumed PIDL from a vendor is R, we may conclude when v≥R,
individuals would like to accept the services. we focus on the benefits of future convenience in this
paper and denote it as u. We assume it is a function of the existing adoption proportion. The market
potential at R is then the sum of all individuals that value the service at least R-u, and denote as N, the
number of individuals that would like to accept the benefits adjusted privacy demand of the service,
which is similar to a demand function:
N R, u

X
N0

= N0

∞
v≥R−u

X
N0

fv v dv = N0 1 − F R − u

X
N0

(2)

3.1.3 Consumers’ adoption behaviors
The total number of potential adopters at time t is the product of I and N, thus we get the adoption
diffusion equation:
x = N P, u I − X
X(0)=X0
(3)
Where I is given by the awareness diffusion equation(1) we get above.

3.2 Vendor’s objective
We assume online service vendor owns the ability to differ their product from competitors, he sales
rate of the vendor is equal to the adoption rate since online services are similar to durable goods and
each adopter only buy one unit, then the mathematical statement of the inter-temporal problem is:
Max
s.t.

T
0

rRXdt

(4)

X = N R, u I − X
X

I = 1− I βN

0

X(0)=X0

(5)

I(0)=I0

(6)

Where X(0) and I(0) are the initial states of adoption process and awareness process, and we assume fv(v)
X

is uniform distribution in (0, 1) and u=kN .
0

4. Policy implications
It is an intertemporal optimal problem with a decision variable R and two state variables X and I.
Then we get a Hamiltonian H according to maximum principle. We put relative data to the software
tools Matlab and get some numerical solutions. Figure 1 shows the optimal PIDL path and the
associated paths of X and I in period T in forms of three-dimensional coordinate, and the arrow
indicates the direction of change.
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When β =1, N0=100000, r=1, k=1, X(0)=100, I(0)=0.2, T=1

Figure 1.

Optimal PIDL path and the associated paths of X and I

Lemma 1. The higher value of β , the more violent of changes of R*(t) during the process, and when β
get into some level, R*(t) will present a trend increased at first and then decreased.

Figure 2.

Optimal PIDL path and paths of X and I with different values ofβ

Figure 3.

Optimal PIDL path whenβ=50

Lemma 2. Marginal value for consumer information (MVI) is merely related to vendor’s profit, and
has nothing to do with privacy demand strategy under monopolist condition.
Lemma 3. Population size has little influence on optimal privacy demand strategy and the path of
awareness diffusion, though it has dramatic impact on the speed of adopters’ diffusion.
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Lemma 4. Network externalities is another element that have strong impact to R*(t) curve besides
word of mouth effect, even though it will not change its monotonicity.

Figure 4.

Optimal PIDL curve and paths of X and I with different values of r

Figure 5.

Optimal PIDL curve and paths of X and I with different values of N0

Figure 6 Optimal PIDL curve and paths of X and I with different values of k
Lemma5. The initial states of I and X have moderate impact on PIDL curve as well as awareness and
adoption diffusion curves.1) when I(0) increases, the optimal privacy demand amount is higher at first, and
then declines faster. 2) when X(0) increases, the optimal privacy demand curve will be in a lower level, but
the shape will remain unchanged.

Figure 7 Optimal PIDL curves with different values of I(0) and X(0)
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Proposition. The optimal privacy demanding path of vendors is monotonically decreasing unless the
word of mouth effect is very high.
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Abstract

In recent years, the assimilation of enterprise information systems has began to become an
meaningful research topic. As the importance of assimilation stage after the implement of
systems, it is necessary to know that how the complex systems could be assimilated and become
routinized in the activities of organizational projects and work processes. Based on absorptive
capacity theory and competing values framework, this study develops a research model to
investigate the assimilation of enterprise information systems in the post-implementation stage
within organizations. Specifically, the model explains how absorptive capacity mediates the
impact of organizational culture on the degree of usage of enterprise information systems. We
propose the research hypotheses and design the research methodology, the theoretical
contributions are presented at the end of this study.
Keywords: Enterprise information systems, Information technology assimilation, Oganizational
culture, Absorptive capacity, Innovation diffusion
1. Introduction
With the wave of enterprises informatization construction in China, more and more companies
use complex information system (IS) like enterprise resource planning (ERP), customer
relationship management (CRM) or supply chain management (SCM) to support their operations.
But the implement of IS do not bring firms the desired effects. Since the potential business value
of information technology (IT) applications cannot be fully realized until they are extensively
assimilated in an organization (Purvis et al., 2001), success cannot be claimed until IS
assimilation are ultimately achieved by the organization (Liang et al., 2007).
A great deal of research focused on IS adoption and implementation, by contrast, research on IS
assimilation is still scant. Drawing on the knowledge-based views of the firm and institutional
theory, Purvis et al. (2001) study the antecedents of the assimilation of knowledge platforms in
organizations. Bala and Venkatesh (2007) discuss the assimilation of interorganizational
business process standards enabled by information technology base on institutional theory,
organizational inertia theory and relational view of the firm. Liang et al. (2007) study the ERP
assimilation on the basis of institutional theory and top management. Though some scholars have
put their attention on the stage of assimilation, the research is still limited. Scholars concentrated
on the factors that effect the IS implementation, cultural factors have been mentioned in many
literatures. Many scholars believe that the problems encountered in the implementation process
to a large extent associated with organizational culture. Drawing on the literature review, we
believe that from the perspective of organizational culture may help explain the phenomenon that
some enterprises have already performed business process reengineering and the top managers
support the IS strongly but the IS implementation is still remain difficulties.
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The IT/IS assimilation construct has been defined in the IS literature in different ways (Cooper
and Molla, 2014). Zhu et al., (2006) specify initiation, adoption, and routinization as three stages
of assimilation. Bala and Venkatesh (2007) conceptualize four distinct stages of assimilation:
awareness, adoption, limited deployment, and general deployment. In other studies, assimilation
has been distinguished from adoption. Massetti and Zmud (1996) provided one of the most
widely used definitions of IT assimilation constituted of four facets: volume, diversity, breadth
and depth (Roberts et al., 2012). Aassimilation also refers to the extent to which the use of the
technology diffuses across the organizational projects or work processes and becomes routinized
in the activities of those projects and processes (Purvis et al., 2001; Rai et al., 2009; Satie et al.,
2011). In this study, we adopt the definition of assimilation by Purvis et al. (2001).
2. Theoretical Foundations and Research Hypotheses
2.1 Absorptive capacity and IT assimilation
Absorptive Capacity was first introduced to an organisational context by Cohen and Levinthal
(1990) and refers to the ability of a firm to recognise the value of new, external information,
assimilate it, and apply it to commercial ends (Cooper and Molla, 2014). Absorptive capacity
have been conceptualised by scholars in a variety of ways, many IS researchers adapt Cohen and
Levinthal’s (1990) definition and maintain the notion that absorptive capacity is an
organizational capability. However, much of the IS literature also views absorptive capacity as
an asset. The most frequently cited work to date is the model provided by Zahra and George
(2002), this model identifies that absorptive capacity comprises the four processes of acquisition,
assimilation, transformation and exploitation and these processes are grouped into two higher
order dimensions: potential absorptive capacity (PACAP) and realised absorptive capacity
(RACAP) (Cooper and Molla, 2014).
Potential absorptive capacity comprises acquisition, which refers to a firm’s capability “to
identify and acquire externally generated knowledge that is critical to its operations” and
assimilation, being the firm’s “routines and processes that allow it to analyse, process, interpret
and understand information obtained from external sources” (Cooper and Molla, 2014). Realised
absorptive capacity comprises transformation, which represents the firm’s capability to “develop
and refine the routines that facilitate combining existing knowledge and the newly acquired and
assimilated knowledge” along with exploitation, which is the firm’s ability to “refine, extend and
leverage existing competencies or to create new competencies by incorporating transformed
knowledge into its operations” (Cooper and Molla, 2014).
The IT assimilation literature suggests that learning-based theories and models have great
potential to explain success in using and exploiting new IT systems (Cooper and Zmud, 1990;
Saraf et al., 2013). Studies on IT assimilation have examined learning-based constructs in
various ways to account for the difference in knowledge barriers faced by organisations (Teo et
al., 2003). In the ERP implementation context, absorptive capacity was found to strongly
influence knowledge exchange between clients and consultants (Ko et al., 2005). The above
findings highlight the opportunity to explore the impact of absorptive capacity on IS assimilation
by applying its two-dimensional conceptualization consisting of RACAP and PACAP.
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2.2 Organizational culture and IT assimilation
According to Schein (2010), culture exists at three levels: artifacts, values and basic assumptions,
values are more easily studied than basic assumptions and cultural artifacts (Guo et al., 2014).
Additionally, value-based perspective is considered as the predominant approach to study culture
(Leidner and Kayworth, 2006), such as the competing values framework (CVF). We follow
many organizational studies and adopt the CVF as a theoretical basis to assess culture. Drawing
on CVF, Quinn and Spreitzer (1991) divided organizational culture into four
typologies-development, group, hierarchical and rational culture from internal vs. external value
orientation as well as stability vs. flexibility value orientation (Shao et al., 2012).
The development culture emphasizes flexibility and change, and maintains a primary focus on
the external environment. Core values include growth, stimulation, creativity and resource
acquisition. The group culture emphasizes flexibility and maintains a primary focus on the
internal organization. Core values focus on belonging, attachment, cohesiveness, trust and
participation. The hierarchical culture focuses on the logic of the internal organization and
emphasizes on stability. Core values include uniformity, security, order, rules, control,
coordination, regulations and efficiency. While rational culture focuses on internal stability and
external environment. Core values include planning, productivity, efficiency and the successful
achievement of predetermined goals (Quinn and Spreitzer, 1991; Shao et al., 2012).
Recently, scholars began to examine IT implement and assimilation from the perspective of
organizational culture. Shao et al., (2013) suggested that collaboration and cooperation culture,
as well as learning culture, are key to understanding assimilation and usage outcomes of IS. Liu
et al., (2011) proposed that fostering an learning culture could have significant consequences to
ERP assimilation. Ke and Wei (2008) contended that ERP success is positively related with
power sharing culture, decision making culture and risk tolerance culture. McDermott and Stock
(1999) found that group and rational culture could be able to promote the satisfaction of
managers in IS and improve the success rate of IS. Iivari and Huisman (2007) points out that
hierarchical culture be beneficial to the success of IS deployment.
2.3 Research Model and Hypotheses
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2.3.1 Potential and realized absorptive capacity in assimilation
IS is often highly complex, knowledge barriers present when organization in the face of complex
technology because of learning burden, the existence of knowledge barriers may create a kind of
discrepancy that ultimately leads to an “assimilation gap”, means that organization cannot deploy
the system after the adoption (Fichman and Kemerer, 1999). Organization need to lower the
knowledge barriers through continuous learning. Learning-by-doing when related expertise
developed from past experience is applied; internal or vendor-provided training sessions;
personal relationships with implementation vendors or consulting firms; and centralised help
desks. All these are examples of PACAP that help in the acquisition and assimilation of
enterprise system knowledge.
P1: Potential absorptive capacity significantly contributes to enterprise systems assimilation.
P2: Realised absorptive capacity significantly contributes to enterprise systems assimilation.
P3: Potential absorptive capacity significantly contributes to realised absorptive capacity.
2.3.2 The role of organizational culture in assimilation
Organization with group culture like a family , employees can trust each other , and can express
their views by way of seminars and study groups. Group culture characterized as cooperative and
trust can best facilitate knowledge transfer in system implementation stage (Jones et al., 2006).
Bock et al. (2005) posited that in trust-oriented culture, employees are more likely to share
knowledge with their colleagues, thus to form a shared belief that emphasizes knowledge
acquisition and application within the organization, which are critical drivers of systems
implementation success (Vandaie, 2008).
P4a: Group culture is positively related with PACAP.
P4b: Group culture is positively related with RACAP.
Organization with climate of development culture on the one hand are more likely to seek and
explore external knowledge to solve existing problems , on the other hand are more likely to
carry out training activities about IS, thus digest and absorb valuable knowledge. Systems
assimilation also requires users to develop an exploratory learning of system’s capabilities and
potentials (Liu et al., 2010), to think innovatively for new possibilities and applications of
systems. Amabile et al., (2005) posited that in innovativeness oriented culture, there is a shared
belief that innovative ideas are a valuable aspect of staying competitive in the market place, and
employees are provided with opportunities for personal development. These behaviors are
beneficial to enhance individuals’ motivation to explore new system functions.
P5a: Development culture is positively related with PACAP.
P5b: Development culture is positively related with RACAP.
In climate of rational culture, employee focus on the efficiency of their work and pay attention to
the overall efficiency of organization work. In assimilation stage, rational culture motivate
employees to obtain, enrich and learn knowledge initiatively, help them make better use of IS to
complete the task. As for the organization, pursuit of productivity and achievement of objectives
also contributed to the more emphasis on IS assimilation problems, and therefore more efforts to
promote knowledge transfer and utilization.
P6a: Rational culture is positively related with PACAP.
P6b: Rational culture is positively related with RACAP.
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Due to the impact of the existing learning experience, organization that emphasize the
hierarchical culture often possess a slow process of learning, weak motivation to learn, even
avoid new knowledge in order to pursue internal stability, turning a blind eye to the new
knowledge, and thus can not effectively identity critical external knowledge. In the study of the
absorption capacity , Lane (2006) found that the flexibility and adaptability of the organizational
structure is conducive to knowledge acquisition, assimilation, conversion and utilization,
organization with hierarchical culture lead to a relatively rigid organizational structure, thus
impeding the learning of new knowledge.
P7a: Hierarchical culture is negatively related with PACAP.
P7b: Hierarchical culture is negatively related with RACAP.
3. Research Methodology
We will use survey method to test our theoretical model and the survey instrument will be
developed by identifying appropriate measurements from our literature review. Before the formal
investigation, some experts in the field of IS will be invited to fill in the questionnaire and
discuss to assess the appropriateness of questionnaire design. The target organizations of our
survey are the firms that have used IS for more than 2 years in China. We envisage many
possible methods to collect data. The first is sent the questionnaires to the MBA/EMBA students
from the universities of Guangdong and Hunan province. The second is visit the target firms and
invite the managers to fill in the survey paper. We can also gather data with the help of software
companies like Kingdee and Yonyou. We will use PLS to analyse the data since PLS employs a
component-based approach for estimation purposes, and can handle formative constructs.
4. Conclusions and Potential Contribution
There is little research explore the assimilation of IS from the perspective of organizational
culture. Based on the theory of absorptive capacity and CVF, we develop a theoretical model, to
explore the influence of organizational culture on IS assimilation and the mediation role of
absorptive capacity. This study is still in the explorative stage, the part of theory development
has been offered and theory testing part will be conducted further in the future study.
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Abstract
Growing number of E-Commerce start-ups establishes a new domain for competition for getting
more share of market. The Most important success factor for E-Commerce start-ups is providing
better sale and service and thus attracting more customers. Two important factors have a
significant impact on firm performance in E-Commerce companies: IT service innovation which
can directly influence sale service, and competitive actions which involve implementing the
innovation or any marketing activity. Moreover, the influence of competitive action on the
relationship between IT service innovation and firm performance is considered as a third factor.
This paper aims to contribute to E-Commerce success factor literature in Information Systems
field by examining these factors and their impact on firm performance and each other. It
proposes a conceptual model for relevant factors. Furthermore, it will introduce a way to
research the model and firm performance based on IT service innovation and competitive
actions.
Keywords: E-commerce start-up, Firm performance, IT innovation, Competitive action

1. Introduction
Electronic Commerce (E-Commerce) refers to the use of electronic systems for purchasing and
selling activities. E-commerce refers to the sum of commercial activities and a non-profit
business or service activities with the application of modern information communication
technology, and it is a new form of trade emerged with the application of electronic information
technology in trade field.
While many studies discuss the positive impact of IT resources and services on firm performance;
few are specific to pure E-Commerce Companies. E-Commerce companies need to conduct
transactions using electronic systems, therefore, IT services which defined here as IT
applications developed for customer service, play a more important role in them comparing
traditional companies. On the other hand, E-Commerce start-ups may require fewer physical
assets such as physical storage, paper work and staff dealing with paper work, it seems easier to
start up and hence the market is very competitive. This competitive market makes E-Commerce
companies take competitive actions to gain advantages and keep or improve their market share.
Researchers have found that competitive action is an influential factor while IT resources create
more business value or firm performance (Calantone et al., 2006). However, few have specified
the role competitive action of IT services innovation to achieve firm performance.
In this paper, we will review the literature in IS field and specifically for E-commerce to explain
the importance of IT service innovation and competitive action, then present a conceptual model
and related hypotheses for measuring the effects of both IT service innovation and competitive
action on firm performance. After describing the model and clarifying the considered firm
performance, the research methodology will be explained.
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2. Literature Review
Resource Based View (RBV), IT service innovation and competitive dynamics are three major
value generation mechanisms. RBV theory indicates the effect of company resources on
performance, whereas IT service innovation literature specifically focuses on the importance of
innovation. For E-Commerce start-ups, IT service innovation is a critical resource that brings
significant performance improvement. RBV only emphasises the importance of resources
without indicating how resources can be exploited to improve firm performance. On the other
hand, research shows innovation does not solely make improvement in firm performance and
needs market-oriented actions (Calantone et al., 2006). Therefore, competitive dynamics
literature can explain the role of competitive actions, which may be called as ‘market-oriented
action’. It explains competitive actions and how they influence firm performance. Business value
and firm performance is associated in both RBV and competitive dynamic literature.
2.1 Resource-Based View
The Resource-Based View (RBV) generally describes the direct effects of resources on firm
performance (Barney, 1991; Baharadwaj & Bendoly, 2007). Firm resources are defined as stock
of available factors which are owned or controlled by the firm (Miller & Chen, 1996) to conceive
of and implement strategies that improve its efficiency and effectiveness (Daft, 2009). Resources
can be tangible or intangible (Grant, 1991). Examples of resources are brand name, in-house
knowledge of technology, skilled personnel, machinery, efficient procedures and capital
(Wernerfelt, 1984). Firms create performance advantages by assembling resources that work
together to create organizational capabilities (Peteraf, 1993).
In the IS literature, the resource-based view has been used to explain how firms can create
competitive value from IT assets, and how sustainability resides more in the organization’s skills
to leverage IT than in the technology itself. IT payoffs depend heavily on “fitting the pieces
together”, i.e., on exploiting relationships among complementary resources, computers,
databases, technical platforms, and communication networks from the core of a firm’s overall IT
infrastructure resources (Zhu & Kraemer, 2002).
2.2 IT Service innovation
Innovation is adoption of an idea or behaviour that is new to the organization (Daft, 1978;
Rogers & Shomaker, 1971). The technology-driven innovation has a profound influence on new
firms’ survival (Giudice & Straub, 2011). For E-commerce companies, the adoption of IT
innovation enables them either to reduce operational costs or to pursue new opportunities. IT
service innovation is defined as innovation in the organisational application of digital computing
and communication technologies (Swanson, 1994). There are three broad categories of IT
innovation: base innovation (e.g., new software or hardware architecture); system development
innovation (e.g., open source development or data administration); and service innovation (e.g.,
computer-integrated manufacturing) (Ordanini, Rubera, 2010). With regard to E-Commerce
companies, this innovation can be any innovation in applications dealing with customers, as
E-commerce start-up is mainly based on Internet and Internet communication, implementing IT
service innovation in the field of marketing and customer relationship will directly affect firm
performance.
E-Commerce start-ups use IT resources as their main resource to grow and make more business
value, however, the performance of IT innovators depends on interplay among assets and
capabilities of a firm that allow it to detect and respond to market opportunities or threats (Barua
et al., 2004).
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2.3 Competitive Action
Competitive dynamic is the study of inter-firm rivalry based on specific competitive actions and
reactions, their strategy and organisational contexts, their drivers and consequences (Chen &
Miller, 2012; Smith, et al., 1992). A series of actions and reactions among firms in the same
industry creates competitive dynamics (Smith, et al., 2001).
Competitive action is generally defined as externally directed, specific, and observable
competitive moves initiated by a firm to enhance its relative competitive position (Chen, Smith,
& Grimm, 1992). It is the firm level action that may enhance or improve profits, competitive
advantage, and industry position (Smith et al., 2001).Actions which generate new customers,
profits and competitive advantage increase company performance and are considered as
successful actions. An action is defined as a specific and detectable market move initiated by a
firm which may increase the market share of the firm or its revenue (Chen & Miller, 2012).

3. Conceptual Model and hypotheses
The conceptual model in Figure 1 illustrates the mechanism by which E-Commerce start-ups can
improve their performance. Firstly, IT service innovation is considered as a kind of resource for
E-Commerce company which assist to gain performance, so there is a positive relationship
between IT service innovation and firm performance. Secondly, competitive actions can improve
firm performance as producing competitive advantages and making some attack to the market to
increase the market share. Lastly, competitive actions can enhance the effect of IT service
innovation on E-Commerce companies’ performance. Having said that interaction between IT
service innovation and competitive actions enhances firm performance and therefore using them
together will allow company to achieve better and more efficient improvement in firm
performance.
Competitive Action
H2
H3
IT Service Innovation

Firm Performance

H1

Figure 1- Conceptual model for firm performance

Dependent Variable: Firm Performance
From the literature, there are different performance measures, return on asset, return on sales and
operating income (Ordanini, A., Rubera,G. 2010). Some research normally measure firm
performance via overall performance, operational cost, customer satisfaction and business
performance measures. Some other considers operational performance, customer service, and
financial performance as the key aspects of firm performance. Specifically, they define
operational performance as an improvement in the firm’s response to a changing environment
relative to its competitors, describe customer service in term of the firm’s speed of confirming
orders, handling complaints, and establishing strong and continuous bond with customers, and
represent financial performance in terms of the firm’s business performance related to
investment return, profitability, and net income (Liu, et al. 2012).
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4. Hypotheses
Based on the research model in Figure 1, three hypotheses are introduced.
4.1 IT service innovation
IT service innovation can include all innovations for E-Commerce online applications. As the
main purpose of E-Commerce is facilitating purchase process by online application, any
innovation such as purchase system application which has better performance on ordinary
internet connections, more user friendly interfaces to attract more customers even with basic
computer knowledge, improved security over the Internet to attract the trust of customer to use
online payment system, and after sale support can be categorized as IT service innovation for
E-Commerce start-ups.
IT service innovation as discussed will make improvement in sale service and after sale service,
it will cause the company to get further than other companies in the market and attract more
customers and more benefits. Some research applied the theory of RBV to IT service innovation
and regard it as an important resource for a company (Swanson, 1994). IT service innovation can
improve the internal business model and assist internal communication to decrease the
processing cost for orders and supports.
Therefore, H1 says “IT service innovation can make positive influence on firm performance”.
4.2 Competitive action
Competitive action, is defined as any action made by E-Commerce company to improve its
services, attract more customers and as the result increase company capital or business value.
Both these actions are based on the market situation and competitors. It will provide competitive
dynamic which in turn can improve company position in the industry. This kind of action can be
in different categories as marketing, technical stuff and administrative stuff. As its name
expresses this kind of activity could be proactive to make more benefits to company.
Competitive research focuses on actions, or the “specific and detectable competitive move …
initiated by a firm to defend or improve its relative competitive position” (smith et al., 1991).
Therefore, we hypothesize (H2) “competitive action can positively influence firm performance”.
4.3 Moderating effect of competitive action
Resources alone do not cause performance, however they provide the potential that competitive
action can exploit to improve performance (Sirmon et al., 2007). Scholars of IS field have
conducted very limited research that directly examines the effect of competitive action on
relationship between IT service innovation and firm performance. (Ndofor et al., 2011) discusses
the mediating effect of competitive action on relationship between technological resources and
firm performance. It concludes competitive action is a medium through which firms leverage
technological resources to gain performance.
As discussed, IT service innovation and competitive action both have positive effect on firm
Performance. In addition, they do interact each other. For E-Commerce companies, firm
performance does rely mainly on the IT resources; however the reality is that it does rely on the
combination of IT resource and competitive action. Research found the commercial success or
failure of Internet technology products such as MSN, Google and eBay in emerging market does
not rely solely on IT resources but also relies on an effort to find the right combination of
technology innovations and marketing actions (Zhang, 2011). Moreover, competitive action is
playing the role of a moderator of the relationship between IT service innovation and firm
performance. When an organization own or implement an IT innovation without competitive
actions, value can be added to it. For instance, if company has new software which allows
customer to design their own product, customer satisfaction will increase. At the same time, if it
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takes actions such as marketing campaign, advertisement or introducing the new service to
address the new service to consumers, it will give more market share by attracting new
customers.
Thus, H3 predicts “Competitive action enhances the positive effect of IT service innovation on
firm performance”.

5. Research Methodology
This research is progressing based on quantitative methodology. So, we have measurement, Data
collection and analysis phases.
In this research, we control firm age and size. As for firms with the age of less than three years,
there are in start-up stage; innovation and competitive actions may make significant impact on
the performance.
5.1 Measurement
For the variable, we use the measurements based on literature. Firm performance is measured by
three scales as firm income, number of sales, and number of clients. IT service innovation is
measured based on two important factors of online sale, user interface, security in payment
system. Competitive action is about implementing any kind of IT innovation or any marketing
activity.
5.2 Data Collection and analysis
We use online surveys to collect data from E-commerce start-ups in the Australia. SPSS will be
used to analyse data. Collected data will be examined to remove repeated data, unwanted data
and useless data. As this research performs a multiple regression analysis with latent variables,
we use a SEM approach specifically PLS using the SmartPLS 2.0 software. PLS requires fewer
assumptions about the data distribution, so its findings may be less sensitive to data skew and
kurtosis.

6. Conclusion
This research seeks to contribute to IS literature by providing a model of investigating the impact
of IT service innovation and competitive actions on firm performance for E-commerce start-ups.
At the same time, it will examine the impact of competitive actions on enhancing the relationship
between IT service innovation and firm performance.
However, the research is limited to E-commerce start-ups and data for research is limited to
Australian companies and about firm performance we can have access only to databases in
Australia bureau of statistics or surveys.
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Abstract
The advent of social media has led to an explosion of interest in customer engagement.
Understanding what determinants influence customer engagement would help companies to
build close relationship with customers. This research explores the determinants of customer
engagement and the role of customer engagement in consumers’ intention to recommend in
social commerce site. The research hypotheses are proposed and the research methodology used
to test the hypotheses is discussed. The contributions of this study are also presented.
Keywords: Customer Engagement, Trust, Intention to Recommend, Social Commerce

1. Introduction
In recent years, social media has emerged as an important channel for customer service (Vargo et
al. 2004). The opportunities provided by social media to help companies build close relationship
with consumers seem to have excited practitioners worldwide. Under this circumstance, as a new
research field of customer relationship management, customer engagement has received
considerable attention. Customer engagement focuses on customer’s voluntary resource
contributions to the company beyond transactions, such as word-of-mouth activity,
recommendation and helping other consumers (Jaakkola et al. 2014; Van Doorn et al. 2010). In
this dynamic business environment, customer engagement is regarded as a strategic imperative
for generating competitive advantage and long-term profitability (Bijmolt et al. 2010; Kumar et
al. 2010).
Both managerial practice and academia developed significant interest in customer engagement.
In managerial practice, several consulting companies have given considerable attention to
customer engagement research, including Nielsen Media Research, the Gallup Consulting, and
the Forrester Consulting. Additionally, the Advertising Research Foundation, the Economist
Intelligence Unit and the American Association of Advertising Agencies are trying to define and
measure customer engagement. In academia, Marketing Science Institute (MSI) underlined the
importance of customer engagement and listed it as a key research priority for the period
2010-2012 (MSI 2010). Further, the 2010 Journal of Service Research special issue directly
responded to MSI research priority, which included a number of papers regarding “customer
engagement”.
While customer engagement concept has received great amount of attention, academic research
is still in its infancy. Previous studies have dedicated in concept development. Regarding this
issue, scholars proposed some theoretical models, but these models still need to be validated
empirically. The present study is one of the primary empirical investigations of customer
engagement. The aim of this study is to propose a model to test the effects of interactive factors
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(perceived social presence, familiarity) and experiential factors (hedonic experience, utilitarian
experience) on customer engagement, and the impact of customer engagement on customers’
intention to recommend in social commerce site. The study is organized as follows. Firstly, in the
literature review, the literature related to customer engagement is examined. Secondly, based on
the literature review, this study proposes a theoretical model of customer engagement, which is
the basis for several research propositions. Finally, this study discusses the research methodology
used to test the hypotheses, and summarizes the contributions.

2. Literature Review
In marketing discipline, scholars propose that customer engagement is based on the existence of
customers’ interactive experiences with specific engagement objects (Brodie et al. 2011). The
engagement objects include brand, organization or media. With the development of customer
engagement research, academia formed two kinds of definition based on psychological
perspective and behavioral perspective.
2.1 Psychological perspective of customer engagement definition
Drawing from psychological research, some scholars defined customer engagement from
psychological perspective. Bowden (2009) defined customer engagement as a psychological
process. It reflected the underlying mechanisms of how new customers form loyalty and repeat
customers maintain commitment. Mollen et al. (2010) claimed that customer engagement is a
psychological state, which represents customer’s cognitive and affective commitment to an
active relationship with a firm. A widely accepted definition of customer engagement is given by
Brodie et al. (2011), who posited that customer engagement is a psychological state that reflects
customer’s interactive, co-creative experiences in a buyer-seller relationship. In this definition,
Brodie et al. argued that customer engagement is a dynamic, interactive process, which occurs
within a specific set of situational conditions, generating different engagement level.
2.2 Behavioral perspective of customer engagement definition
Those scholars who viewed customer engagement from behavioral perspective focused on
measurable customer engagement behaviors. They suggested that customer engagement is not
only a psychological state, but also incorporates customer’s behaviors that might affect firms and
its stakeholders (Van Doorn et al. 2010). Therefore, Van Doorn et al. (2010) defined customer
engagement behaviors as consumer’s behavioral manifestations toward a firm, after and beyond
purchase, resulting from motivational drivers, such as word-of-mouth activities,
recommendations, helping other customers, blogging and writing reviews. Based on the work of
Van Doorn et al., Bijmolt et al. (2010) distinguished three general behavior manifestations of
customer engagement: word-of-mouth activity, customer co-creation and complaining behavior.
These behavior manifestations are related to different stage of the customer lifetime cycle.
Kumar et al. (2010) utilized customer engagement to evaluate customer’s contributions to the
firm. They suggested that the value of customer engagement is comprised of four core
dimensions: purchasing behavior, referral behavior, influencer behavior and knowledge behavior,
which would lead to customer lifetime value, customer referral value, customer influencer value
and customer knowledge value.
In summary, although scholars have different understanding about customer engagement, they
have reached agreement on several aspects. First of all, interactive and co-created experiences
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are the core elements of customer engagement. Furthermore, customer engagement highlights
the influences of consumer’s non-transactional behaviors. Finally, customer engagement is a
multi-dimensional construct.

3. Theoretical Foundations and Research Propositions
3.1 Theoretical Foundations
Traditional relationship marketing focuses on the customer–company relationships driven by the
firm, and measures the outcomes of these interactions in terms of consumer purchasing (Vivek et
al. 2012). However, with the development of social media, a different perspective is emerging
that customers can create value for a firm beyond individual transactions. Central in this view is
the concept of customer engagement. Different from consumer purchasing, customer
engagement emphasizes the importance of managing customers’ behaviors outside transactions
which influence firm performance indirectly (Bijmolt et al. 2010; Van Doorn et al. 2010).
Customer engagement concept has theoretical roots within the expanded domain of relationship
marketing and the service dominant logic. It emphasizes the notions of interactivity and customer
experience (Brodie et al. 2011). Accordingly, Brodie et al. (2011) defined customer engagement
as a psychological state reflecting consumer’s interactive and co-creative experiences with a firm
in focal service relationships. Specific interactive experience is indispensable for customer
engagement (Van Doorn et al. 2010). Based on this understanding, this study is aimed to explore
how experiential and interactive factors influence customer engagement in social commerce
setting.
In Internet setting, online shopping experience is an important factor to understand customer
behavior (Dodds et al. 1991). There are two kinds of online shopping experience: hedonic
experience and utilitarian experience (Dennis et al. 2009). Previous studies indicated that both
hedonic and utilitarian online shopping experiences are strong determinants of a consumer’s
shopping motivation (Gupta et al. 2010; Lee et al. 2009). Conceptually, hedonism experience is
related to fun and playfulness, characterized as pleasure, curiosity, fantasy and happiness. While
utilitarianism experience is related to task completion, characterized as achieving necessity
(Scarpi et al. 2012).
Trust is crucial in e-commerce because the limited interface does not allow the customer to judge
the trustworthy of the e-vendor (Gefen et al. 2003). Trust helps consumers to “overcome
perceptions of uncertainty and risk and engage in trust-related behaviors with web-based vendors,
such as sharing personal information or making purchases” (McKnight et al. 2002). In this study,
we believe that consumer’s trust of the web site is another factor that influences customer
engagement (Brodie et al. 2011; Van Doorn et al. 2010). The building of trust usually relies on
extensive and sustainable interactions (Blau 1964; Luhmann et al. 1979). Granted that an
e-commerce website typically involves no actual interaction, but that does not mean trust cannot
be built. Previous studies showed that, social presence and familiarity are important elements in
trust building (Gefen et al. 2004; Komiak et al. 2006). Among them, social presence represents
the psychological connection between customers during current interaction, while familiarity
represents the understanding generated from previous interactive experience.
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In social commerce environment, consumers often request and share commercial information to
others (Zhang 2014). Undoubtedly, customers’ recommendation and WOM behavior would
influence other customers’ purchase decision. Given the importance of these customer
participations in social commerce setting, this study focuses on customers’ intention to
recommend their shopping experience to others in social commerce site. Customer’s intention to
recommend refers to the subjective possibility that the customer will engage in recommendation
(Kim et al. 2011). Prior researches indicated that intention to recommend is a predictor of firm
performance (Keiningham et al. 2007a; Pingitore et al. 2007), and both customer engagement
and trust are strong determinants of a consumer’s motivation to recommend in the social
commerce environment (Gefen et al. 2004; Van Doorn et al. 2010). As one of this study’s aims is
to understand the relationship between customer engagement and consumer behavioral intentions,
customers’ intention to recommend is an appropriate dependent variable. The research model of
this study is presented in figure1.
Online Shopping
Experience
Hedonic

P1
Customer
Engagement

Utilitarian

P7

P2
Intention
to
Recommend

P6
Interactive Factors
Perceived
Social Presence

P3
P5
Trust

Familiarity
P4

Figure 1 Research Model
3.2 Research Propositions
Customers are seeking both hedonic experiences and utilitarian experiences while shopping
online (Lim 2014; Wolfinbarger et al. 2001). Customers who experience hedonic experiences
from online shopping are likely to maintain their connection with the firm (Kim et al. 2007), and
those consumers who experience utilitarian benefits from online shopping might increase their
future shopping intentions (Kim et al. 2014). Therefore, when experiencing enjoyable online
shopping experience in social commerce site, customers may more likely to engage in
non-transactional activities. The above discussions lead to the following research propositions:
P1: Hedonic experience is positively associated with customer engagement.
P2: Utilitarian experience is positively associated with customer engagement.
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Social presence is the sense of human warmth and sociability transmitted through the medium
(Hassanein et al. 2005). Social presence can be achieved through specific actual or imaginary
interaction. Those who experienced these kinds of interactions may be more comfortable and
emotional satisfied (Hassanein et al. 2005). Therefore, social presence facilitates relationship
development through interaction, which enhances customer’s intention to trust (Zhang et al.
2014). This leads to the following proposition:
P3: Social presence is positively associated with trust.
Familiarity is customers’ understanding of an entity (Luhmann et al. 1979), which is based on
previous interaction, experience and learning (Gefen et al. 2003). Previous studies indicated that
familiarity could help customer to lessen confusion, reduce mistake during transaction and
effectively predict the future behavior of the other party (Doney et al. 1997; Gefen 2000).
Therefore, familiarity may increase customer’s confidence to participant and thus leading to
higher level of trust. Based on the above discussion, the following proposition is presented:
P4: Familiarity is positively associated with trust.
Specific beliefs of trust would lead to customer’s trusting intention, and thus affect their behavior
intentions (McKnight et al. 2002). In online community, these behavior intentions include
information reception intention and purchase intention (Casalo et al. 2010). While in the social
commerce sites, consumer trust may not only increase customer’s purchase intention, but also
affect their recommend intention. Hence,
P5: Trust is positively associated with customer’s intention to recommend.
Trust would not only directly influence consumer’s purchase proposition, but also indirectly
affect customer’s behavior intention through customer’s attitude and emotion (Sia et al. 2009).
From the psychological perspective of customer engagement, the state of customer engagement
requires the establishment of trust in buyer-seller relationships (Sashi 2012). Without trust, this
relationship is unlikely to endure. Therefore, trust is an important element of customer
engagement. Based on the above discussion, the following proposition is postulated:
P6: Trust is positively associated with customer engagement.
Previous studies showed that the positive attitude of customer is significantly related to
consumer’s attitude to recommend (Huntley 2006). In addition, engaged customer usually
establishes emotional connection with companies and exhibits behaviors such as word-of-mouth
activities, recommendations, helping other customers, writing reviews (Van Doorn et al. 2010).
Therefore it is reasonable to believe that those customers who are emotionally engaged will more
likely to recommend. Hence,
P7: Customer engagement is positively associated with customer’s intention to recommend.

4. Research Methodology
An online-based survey questionnaire will be distributed to the users of China social commerce
website mogujie.com and meilishuo.com. The survey questionnaire consists of two parts. Part
one provides general demographic information, such as gender, age and year of online shopping
experience. Part two contains questions that measure the constructs in the research model,
including items for hedonic shopping experience, utilitarian shopping experience, perceived
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social presence, familiarity, customer engagement, trust and intention to recommend. All scale
items in part two are adapted from existing research.
AMOS will be used to conduct data analysis. It is a multivariate technique that combines aspects
of multiple regression and factor analysis to estimate a series of interrelated dependence
relationships simultaneously (Hair et al. 1998). That is, two-step data analysis will be done to
first assess the measurement model and then test the hypotheses by fitting the structural model.

5. Contributions and Conclusions
As a new research field of customer relationship management, customer engagement has
received considerable attention. However, the academia still lacks in-deep discussion about this
concept. While previous studies dedicated in concept development, this study is one of the
primary empirical investigations of customer engagement. The focus of this study is on customer
engagement, in particular the determinants of customer engagement and the relationship between
customer engagement and consumer behavioral intentions. This study suggests that customer
engagement can be influenced by experiential factors, interactive factors and trust. In addition,
customer’s intention to recommend will be affected by customer engagement and trust. It is not
claimed here that the model developed in this research is exhaustive. Rather, it is expected that
the proposed model will be further elaborated and extended in future research. Besides, the goal
of this study is theory development. Theory testing will be conducted in the near future.
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Abstract
Existing studies ignore the dynamic effect and diversity effect of customer reviews on seller’s
credit analysis. This paper consider these two effects and construct four different credit
expression models for sellers in Alibaba C2C market. We examine the rationality of these credit
expression models based on social capital theory and find that the credit variable constructed
with considering above two effects can better reflect the true level of seller’s credit.
Keywords: Credit, Dynamic effect, Diversity effect, Social capital theory, Internet finance
1. Introduction
Alibaba has achieved great successes in China with its diversified e-commerce, which is
reinforced by its financial innovations in recent years (Borsenberger, 2015). On 19 September
2014, Alibaba's shares (BABA) started trading on the NYSE at an opening price of $92.70 from
the IPO price of $68 per share, and became the biggest US IPO in the history. However, Alibaba
is now confronted many challenges. Particularly, online frauds is seriously threatening Alibaba’s
e-businesses (Chen and Yang, 2009).
Developed in the late 1990s, online reputation systems has been a good solution to cope with
online frauds, since can effectively reduce the information asymmetry between trade partners
and avoid fraud behaviors in e-commerce market (Resnick, et al, 2000). In e-commerce market,
reputation system construct a meaningful history of the seller according to the public feedback of
customers. Previous bad behaviors of sellers will influence future customers’ buying decisions
and ultimately have a significant impact on sales (Resnick, et al, 2000). In most cases, seller’s
reputation score represents: +1 point for each positive review, no point for each neutral review,
-1 point for each negative review (Zhang, et al, 2013). In addition, textual reviews provide more
detailed information regarding the feedback to sellers' reputation. Alibaba's reputation system
has been running well for years and is now extended to the applications in Alibaba's online
financial services, for seller credit assessment based on their reputation scores. Although
reputation has a close relationship with credit, they are different concepts. Credit refers to the
ability and willingness to fulfill the obligation among traders. Reputation is the evaluation of
people or social groups to the main community towards their performance and abstract values.
Online reputation, such as customer reviews, can reflects the credit of sellers due to the content
and sentiment of reviews can reflect the actual performance on fulfillment of the sellers’
obligation. However, it is unresonable that Alibaba directly uses reputation scores to represent
sellers’ credit. First, the effects of customer reviews on sellers’ credit are dynamic (hereinafter
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referred to as dynamic effect) (Li and Lin, 2004). Reviews in different time periods have
different influence on sellers’ credit. Typically, recent reviews have stronger effects on seller’s
credit than long-ago reviews. Second, negative reviews should have more significant influence
on sellers’ credit than positive reviews (hereinafter referred to as diversity effect) (Li and Lin,
2004). A good credit is hard to obtain but easy to lose (Zhang, 2012). Sometimes, the bad effect
of one negative review can counteract all the efforts of previous positive reviews. Third, there
are lack of rational credit expression model (Li, et al, 2014). Therefore, sellers’ reputation score
cannot fully reflect their credit level for the following three reasons.
We identify these practical problems and focus on the following two research questions.
Whether or not and to what extent can the dynamic effect and diversity effect influence the credit
level of sellers? How to examine the rationality of credit expression model for sellers in C2C
market. We divide the customer reviews into different parts according to their released time and
assign different weights to each part of reviews in the credit expression model to reflect the
dynamic effect of reviews. Furthermore, we set a multiplier before the number of negative
reviews to reflect the diversity effect between positive reviews and negative reviews. Based on
the above two points, we propose four base types of credit expression model and verify their
rationality through social capital theory.
The achievement of this research can provide more insights on sellers’ credit and benefit to
construct a healthy e-commerce market. Theoretically, this study is a classic case of internet
finance credit research. The ideas, methods and results of this study may provide guidance for
the research of internet finance credit in other business scenarios, such as P2P lending.
2. Related studies
A deep understanding of the nature of credit is the foundation of credit analysis. Based on the
previous studies, we understand the nature of credit from four aspects, namely capital,
holographic, dynamic and volatile.
Credit has the capital attribute. Different credit types have different forms of capital. Trade
credit and bank credit usually manifest as accounts receivable, accounts payable and bank
deposits, which belong to monetary capital. Recently, scholars focus on internet finance credit
from the prospective of social capital. Portes (1998) refers that there is growing consensus on
social capital being the ability of actors to secure benefits by virtue of membership in social
networks or other social structures. Related studies usually explore the effects of social capital on
individual’s credit from the perspectives of social network structure and relationship types; and
show that social capital have indirect effects on credit by reducing the level of information
asymmetry between trading partners (Lin, 2013). Social network structure can reflect the
position of actors in a network. The indicator of social network structure include degree
centrality, betweenness centrality, coreness, and so on (e.g., Hanneman and Riddle, 2005). Liu et
al (2014) reveal that friendship relationships act as pipes, primes and rational herding signals in a
large P2P lending site. Li et al (2015) research the effects of different relationship types on
economic outcomes in the domain of online P2P lending markets and find that higher quality
of relationships, such as relatives or intimate friend, can significantly reduce credit risk.
Credit is a holographic concept. The holographic nature of credit is based on the fact that we
can observe individual’s credit from different aspect, such as in different business scenarios or
stages. Lin et al (2006) research the internet finance market structure, and point out that there are
four different roles in a e-finance market: buyers, sellers, borrowers and lenders. An individual
can act one or more roles in the market and have different credit scores in various business
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scenarios. In addition, e-commerce transaction process, according to Gebauer,
involves four stages: information collecting, negotiation, settlement, and after-sale (Gebauer&
Scharl, 2000). Most of the existing studies only focus on analyzing of individuals’ credit in the
settlement phase. However, credit appear throughout the whole process of e-commerce
transaction (Yuan, et al, 2010). In the information collecting stage, mark a credit amount for a
trademark can help to improve the conversion of its search results (Wang, et al, 2013). In the
negotiation phase, if the borrower is willing to disclose his business information and commit to
reinforcing the relationship with the financial institution, he shows willingness to trade and could
be more trustful than others who do not have willingness to disclose (Olivero & Lunt, 2004).
Posselt found that post-transaction satisfaction indicators, such as on-time delivery, product met
expectations, and customer support, are positively correlated with overall rating which is a
reflection of the credit of sellers (Posselt and Gerstner 2005).
Credit has dynamic and volatile attributes. Related empirical research about these two
attributes is relatively small. The dynamic of credit is caused by two aspects. On the one hand,
the value of influencing factors of credit is changing in real time in big data era. On the other
hand, the effects of these influencing factors on credit is dynamic. Most of existing researches
focus on the first aspect, and develop many dynamic credit analysis methods and models,
including time series model (Creal et al, 2014), SOM-K means clustering (Farming, 2012),
multi-agent model (Jiang, et al, 2015) and so on. The volatile of credit refers that good trust is
hard to obtain, but easy to lose (Zhang, 2012). The negative comments should have more
significant influence on the credit level of individuals.
3. Credit expression models
In this section, we consider four factors to construct a suitable credit target variable. These
four factors are the number of positive reviews (P), the number of negative reviews (N), time
period (t) and total number of reviews (T). Since different time period of reviews have different
effects on seller’s credit score, we divide the reviews into two parts according to their released
time, namely reviews within six months and reviews six months ago. We assign different
weights to these two parts of reviews in the credit expression model. In addition, negative
reviews usually have more significant influence on seller’s credit. Therefore, we also give more
weight to negative reviews. Based on the above thoughts, we construct four base types of credit
expression models as below.
Credit ab1 

T  (a  Pt1  Pt 2 )

b  (a  N t1  N t 2 )

Credit ab 2  T  (a  Pt1  Pt 2 )  b  (a  N t1  N t 2 )
Credit ab 3  T 

(a  Pt1  Pt 2 )
b  (a  N t1  N t 2 )

Credit ab 4  T  {(a  Pt1  Pt 2 )  b  (a  N t1  N t 2 )}

(model 1)
(model 2)
(model 3)
(model 4)

In the above four models, Pt1 , Pt2 , N t1 and N t2 denote the number of positive reviews within
six months, the number of positive reviews six months ago, the number of negative reviews
within six months, and the number of negative reviews six months ago. We also consider the
total number of reviews since it can reflect the total number of successful transactions, which has
a significant influence on seller’s credit (Li and Lin, 2004). In order to answer the research
question one, we should determine the number of parameters a and b . If the value of these
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two parameters equals to 1, then there are no dynamic and diversity effect on the credit of sellers
because the importance of recency reviews and negative reviews are the same with long-ago
reviews and positive reviews respectively in the process of credit variable construction. In
addition, the number of these two parameters can reflect the intensity of dynamic and diversity
effect when they are larger than 1. In order to answer the research question two, we should
further identify the rationality of these four different model, though any of them can reflect the
dynamic and diversity effects of reviews on sellers’ credit. To examine the rationality of each
model, we analysis the relationships between sellers’ credit and their social capital. Based on
social capital theory, social capital have significant influence on credit level through eliminating
asymmetry information between trade partners. Therefore, the credit value generated by
rationality model should have more significant relationships with social capital variables.
Although the above four models we proposed are not the best model for sellers’ credit analysis,
we have improved the existing Alibaba’s credit analysis method based on the deep understanding
of the nature of credit.
4. Experimental studies
4.1 Experimental data
We acquire experiment data from Alibaba website and sina microblog. Sina microblog is an
important cooperation partner of Alibaba. Sellers in Alibaba C2C market can link their Seller-ID
to a sina microblog account; and display their products on sina microblog. We collect a total of
23715 seller records. Excluding the missing value, 23683 effective records were left. To ensure
the universality of our research result, these sellers come from various industries, such as apparel,
electronics, auto industry and so on. Each seller record contains two parts of information: review
data and micriblog information. The review data is used to construct credit variable; and it
includes total number of reviews, number of positive reviews within six months, number of
positive reviews six months ago, number of negative reviews within six months, and number of
negative reviews six months ago. Microblog information reflects the social capital of sellers,
which includes number of followers (X1), number of followings (X2), number of tweets (X3),
and number of active days (X4). In order to avoid the high variance of raw data and deviation
from the normal distribution, we transform the raw variable via a log transformation. We
examine the following relationships to verify the rationality of each credit variable constructed
by model 1 to model 4:
Credit ab i  w1  Ln( X 1 )  w2  Ln( X 2 )  w3  Ln( X 3 )  w4  Ln( X 4 )  C

In the above model, i=1,2,3,4 represent four different credit expression models. As mentioned
before, credit value generated by rationality model should have more significant relationships
with social capital variables. Therefore, we examine the R square of the above linear model, and
high value of R square is corresponding to the rational credit target variable.
4.2 Result and discussion
Figure 1 shows the performance of four credit expression models. The ordinate denotes the R
square of regression model between credit variable and social capital variables. High level of R
square explains that the credit variable can be better illustrated by these social capital variables.
According to social capital theory and previous researches, individual’s social capital can
significant influence his or her credit. Therefore, high R square value can reflects the rationality
of credit variable constructed by different models. The abscissa denotes the credit variables Cab
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constructed with different parameter values a and b . For example, in model 1, C54 expresses
the credit target variable as following:
Credit 541 

T  (5  Pt1  Pt 2 )

4  (5  N t1  N t 2 )

The variables in the abscissa of Fig. 1 from left to right are C11, C12, … , C19, C21, C22,… ,
C98, C99.

Figure 1

The interpretability of credit variable constructed by different expression model

Table 1
Variables
R square

The best credit variable constructed by model 1 considering different effects
Alibaba credit
C11
C16
C51
C32
0.111
0.142
0.148
0.149
0.150

Based on the Figure 1, we can find that the model 1 is the best expression of credit in Alibaba
C2C market. Credit variables constructed by model 1 can be better illustrated by social capital
variables. Below we focus on model 1 and further explore the dynamic effect and diversity effect
of reviews on credit score. Table 1 shows the best credit variable when different effects were
considered. The left-hand column shows the R square value corresponding to the original
Alibaba credit variable (0.111). When we do not consider the dynamic effect and diversity effect
of reviews, the R square value of credit variable C11 is 0.142, which is better than Alibaba’s
credit variable due to the rationality of credit expression model. When considering the dynamic
effect (a=1; b=2,3,...,9), diversity effect (a=2,3,...,9; b=1), and both together (a=2,3,...,9;
b=2,3,...,9), the best credit variable are C16 (R square 0.148), C51(R square 0.149), and C32 (R
square 0.150), respectively. We find the effect of C32 is slightly better than C16 and C51. This
result probably because sina microblog is an external third party social network of Alibaba; and
it’s hard to construct a strong relationships between Alibaba sellers’ credit and their social capital
on sina microblog. Compared to many previous researches regarding the relationships between
credit and internal social network (Wang, 2008; Lin, et al, 2013; Liu, et al, 2014), our result have
an important theoretical significance on credit evaluation through non-financial indicator in
e-finance market and big data era. In order to compare the performance of our credit variable
C32 and Alibaba’s credit variable on the level of each social capital variables, we calculate
the correlation coefficients between credit variable and social capital variables, as shown in
Table 2.
Table 2 Correlation analysis between credit variables and social capital variables
Cor-coefficients
Ln(X1)
Ln(X2)
Ln(X3)
Ln(X4)
Ln(Alibaba credit)
0.270**
-0.065**
0.145**
0.244**
Ln(C32)
0.278**
-0.085**
0.179**
0.322**
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According to the Table 2, credit variable (C32) constructed by model 1 when considering both
dynamic effect and diversity effect have stronger correlation with social capital variables than
Alibaba’s credit variable. Especially, the correlation coefficient between credit variable and
number of active days (X4) increase from 0.244 to 0.322, increasing almost 8 percentage points.
5. Conclusions and future directions
This study reveals the dynamic effect and diversity effect of customer reviews on seller’s
credit in Alibaba's C2C market. We consider these two effects separately and put them together,
and find these two effects are all very important in seller’s credit expression model. Additionally,
we verify the rationality of four base types of credit expression model, which are all considering
these two effects, according to social capital theory. The result shows that the credit expression
model we constructed can better represent the true level of sellers’ credit in C2C market.
This study involves the question of the nature of credit. It’s a foundation for research of
internet finance credit. In E-finance era, credit is a holographic concept. The application
scenarios of credit include searching, negotiating, project cooperating, contracting, payment,
loan application, repayment, information credibility checking, etc. The holographic nature of
credit is based on the fact that it relies on big data and can be observed from all directions in
different projections for diversified applications. In the future, we will build a unified theory
framework for analysis of internet finance credit. We focus on the credit influencing factors (e.g.
positive reviews, negative reviews, time period) and their weighs in different business scenarios,
and construct a credit vector to represent individual’s credit scores when they perform multiple
roles (e.g. buyers, sellers, borrowers and lenders) in the e-finance market.
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Abstract
The increasing role of information technology in revolutionizing existing business brings about a
doubt of whether IT-related experiences may drive one’s entrepreneurial endeavors. To answer
this question, this study investigates how an individual’s early-career experience in the IT
industry may influence her to enter entrepreneurship later on. Particularly, we construct a quasi
experiment by exploiting the unexpected economic conditions around Internet bubble, which
exogenously affects IT graduates’ first job placements. We further adopt a finite mixture model
to explore how this early-career effect varies across leading firms and non-leading firms,
accounting for unobserved individual heterogeneity. We contribute to the literature of
entrepreneur generation, by demonstrating compelling causal evidences on the “contextual
view” and resolving long-run disputes around “Xerox view” and “Failchild view”. Practically,
our findings provide implications for potential entrepreneurs and policy makers in career choice
and entrepreneurship acceleration.
Keywords: Entrepreneurship, IT talent, Quasi-experiment, Finite mixture model

1. Motivation
The contributions of entrepreneurship have been widely acknowledged in ways of creating jobs,
increasing social welfare and boosting economic growth (Carroll and Hannan 2000; Schumpeter
1934). Recently, with technology advancement and dissemination, IT-enabled entrepreneurs
increasingly put forward life-change products (e.g., crowdfunding platforms in finance or
wearable devices in healthcare) that reinvent existing business. Concurrently, IT-enabled startups
also become the favorite of news media and attract most investments from venture capital. For
example, three of the top five categories by investment rounds in 2014 are IT-area startups (i.e.,
software, e-commerce and mobile).
Although strategy researchers have recognized entrepreneurs as “organization products” given
over 90% entrepreneurs working for existing firms before launching their own business (Burton
et al. 2002), two notable gaps in the existing literature motivate our research.
First, the overlooked cultivating effect from the IT industry deserves deeper scrutiny. On one
hand, prior works have documented that IT industries are hotbeds in spawning entrepreneurs
(Gompers et al. 2005). As employees in the IT industry are closer to cutting-edge technology
breakthroughs, they might start a new business by capitalizing on a newly developed technology
or applying existing technologies in an innovative way. On the other hand, the view of “jack of
all trade” suggests that IT talents working in other industries are more likely to create new
ventures, by obtaining synergistic gains from technology and industry-specific knowledge
(Colombo and Grilli 2005). Hence, the influence from the “IT industry environment” in
preparing entrepreneurs remains ambiguous.
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Second, the effect from existing firms’ type on employee entrepreneurship is equivocal and
extant findings are ambivalent. “Xerox-view” proponents believe established leading firms can
cultivate more entrepreneurs, because of both fertile technology knowledge and human
resources’ training. Nevertheless, “Fairchild-view” researchers suggest that non-leading firms
are superior in preparing future entrepreneurs, by educating employees about diverse business
operations with lower switching costs. This unresolved dispute around the effects of “firm type”
has substantially restricted our understanding toward the entrepreneurial spawning process.
Despite the above contentions, it is challenging, if not impossible, to reach a consensus towards
the generation process of entrepreneurs. The major reason is that unobserved individual
characteristics like risk-taking preference, innovative orientation or human capital might not only
influence one’s decision to enter entrepreneurship, but also affect his choice for early-stage
employers (e.g. industry, firm type). Therefore, the self-selection process in individuals’ career
choice results in an obstacle for causality identification.
The objective of this paper is to resolve the above theoretical disputes, by exploiting a
quasi-experiment design to overcome the self-selection bias and a finite mixture model to
account for individual heterogeneity. Specifically, we investigate the education backgrounds and
career histories of a large sample of U.S IT-major students who graduate between 1997 and 2003.
The dynamic of economic conditions for IT industry during this period provides us valid
instruments, which exogenously alter job demand in IT industry and then distribute comparable
IT graduates in and out of IT industry. Using instrumental variable estimator, propensity score
matching method and Heckman selection model as identification strategies, we investigate the
following research questions.
(i) Whether and how does the initial job placement in IT industry cultivate an IT graduate to
become an entrepreneur in the later career?
(ii) Does the cultivating effect differ across leading IT firms and non-leading IT firms,
considering different latent classes of IT graduates?

2. Data
Our main data is collected from LinkedIn, a leading professional networking website, which
contains more than 200 million individuals’ education backgrounds and career histories. We
sample those IT-major (e.g. computer science or information systems) students, who graduate
between 1997 and 2003 from 174 U.S universities (based on the US news ranking in computer
science programs) with bachelor degrees (N=62,409). The detailed employment information in
LinkedIn database enables us to identify whether an undergraduate enters IT industry
immediately after graduation and whether she opts in entrepreneurship in later career. To
measure economic conditions around samples’ graduating years, we obtain aggregate changes of
employment size in public IT sector from COMPUSTAT database, and NASDAQ annual
return% from Yahoo!Finance.
Dependent variable: EN_ati: Our dependent variable is an indicator of whether an IT graduate i
ever starts a new venture after t years from graduation. Consistent with related literatures (Oyer
2008), we leave a gap of t years, not only to allow for the effects from initial job placement and
early-career experience, but also to ensure the validity of our quasi experiment. We choose t
equals to five years in our main analyses following Dougherty et al. (1993). Our results are
robust across different choices of t. Independent variables: First_ITi: the focal independent
variable is a dummy of whether an IT graduate i enters the IT industry immediately after
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graduation. First_ITleadingi: whether an IT graduate i enters a leading firm in IT industry
immediately after graduation.
Controls: To mitigate alternative explanations, we control for factors that might influence
one’s entrepreneurship choice. For demographic information, we include gender and ethnicity
dummies based on US population census’s categories. For education backgrounds, we include
whether graduate i’s university is listed in the US news ranking of computer science programs or
not, the ranking of university in US news list if listed, graduate’s major (computer science or
information systems), whether i has earned double degree, has exchange experience during
undergraduate program. We also control for “university effect” for entrepreneurship
(Kacperczyk 2013), by including the dummy of whether i’s university is included in the Forbes
list of US most entrepreneurial universities; the ranking of in this list if listed. Besides, we
account for the type of university (public vs. private). Controlling for the university ranking, we
expect the inclusion of public university dummy could capture the unobserved family wealth, as
tuition fees for private university is usually much higher than those for public universities. With
respect to working experience, we also control for i’s internship experience in IT firms, and i's
prior entrepreneurial activities for the “serial entrepreneur effect” (Eggers and Song 2014). To
control the main effect of “firm size”, we control for whether the first employer is a leading firm
or not. Additionally, we capture early-career institutional experience, which is operationalized as
the number of times IT graduate i changes employers in the first t years after graduation;
occupational experience, which is operationalized as the number of times i changes roles within
the same employer in the first t years after graduation.

3. Research Context
The information technology industry during the period from 1997 to 2003 was evident by a
speculative boom and a following drastic shrinking, historically known as the Internet bubble.
Meanwhile, years around 2000s witness dynamic rises and falls in the job demand of IT industry.
From 1996 to 1999, the gradual commercial use of the Internet stimulated a record-setting
growth of dot-com related companies in IT industries. Correspondingly, the value of stock
markets grew exponentially, with the technology-dominated NASDQ index rising from under
1,000 to nearly 5,000 between 1996 and 2000. The prosperous expansion of IT industry during
this period creates many positions to accommodate fresh IT-major graduates. Around two
hundred new IT firms went public from 1996 to 2000, creating approximately one million job
positions. Nevertheless, the unexpected collapse of the bubble took place on March 10, 2000,
when NASDAQ index jumped drastically from the peak. In three years after bubble burst, the
public IT sector decreases by about four hundred firms with more than two hundred thousand
jobs. In sum, we expect the shocking economic recession to act as a quasi-experiment, which
generates plausible exogenous variations in fresh IT graduates’ early-stage employers. During
the booming time when IT firms are expanding and IT labor demanding is high, IT-major
graduates are more likely to join the IT industry, while those graduate after burst have significant
lower probabilities to get jobs in IT industry.

4. Empirical Analysis
Baseline model: In this section, we empirically test whether and how the initial job placement
in IT industry (and leading IT firms) influences a person to enter entrepreneurship in the
long-run career. The results of our baseline model estimation are shown in Table 1. All control
variables are included but not displayed due to the space limitations. In column (1), we estimate
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model (1) with logistic specifications. The First_ITi is positive and significant, which implies an
IT graduate who enters an IT firm would have a higher probability to become entrepreneur in his
later career. Specifically, entering the IT industry would increase the probability by 1.1% on
average. Furthermore, the variable First_ITleadingi is also positive and significant at 10% level,
which suggests that for our whole sample, IT leading firms are advantageous over other firms in
the IT industry in developing entrepreneurs.
Next, we investigate the cultivating effect from IT industry for entrepreneurship using survival
analysis, which is the advantageous in analyzing right-censored observations. In essence, we
examine whether entering the IT industry immediately after graduation will accelerate IT
graduates’ transition to entrepreneurship. Among different model specifications, we select the
proportional hazard model with a Weibull distribution, based on AIC and BIC (results are
consistent across different distribution assumptions). We present the estimated hazard ratios in
column (2) of Table 1. As illustrated, the hazard ratios for First_ITi is larger than one and
significant, which suggests that entering IT industry after graduation would reduce the time for
IT graduates to opt in entrepreneurship. However, the First_ITleading is insignificant under
survival analysis.

VARIABLES
First_IT
First_ITleading
Constant

Table 1: Baseline Model
(1)
(2)
EN_at
Survival
0.094**
1.112***
(0.040)
(0.037)
0.163*
0.984
(0.092)
(0.077)
-2.249***
0.004***
(0.619)
(0.002)

(3)
2SLS
0.319***
(0.024)

0.105*
(0.058)

(4)
Selection

-0.005
(0.005)
0.075***
(0.013)

Controls
included
included
included
included
Observations
62,409
62,409
62,409
62,409
Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Identification: Noteworthy, the above estimations are limited that it will not reveal the casual
effect of First_ITi and First_ITleading on EN_ati. This reason is that a person with appropriate
set of skills or tastes for entrepreneurship might more (or less) likely to choose the IT industry
when he first enters the job market (although we control for individual’s preference for technical
jobs by internship experience and major). In other words, both First_ITi and EN_ati will be
correlated with unobserved ability or tastes that are captured in the error term, which leads our
previous estimations to be potentially biased. To resolve the above endogeneity problem, we use
instrumental variable (IV) estimator by constructing instruments from economic conditions. For
endogenous variable First_ITi, we develop the instruments θt0 (Nasdaq annual return and
changes in employment size), which measures the labor demand in IT industry when person i
graduate in t0. As argued above, a higher fraction of IT graduates join IT firms when the market
of IT industry is good (a positive correlation between IVs and endogenous variable). Nonetheless,
it is unlikely that the economic conditions of IT industry during the graduation year will
influence a person’s long-run career choice (EN_ati). More formally, we shall require the
assumption that the distribution of unobserved individual characteristics is same across our
sample period. The 2SLS estimation results are shown in column (3). Following our expectation,
the variable First_ITi remains positive and significant, which verifies that compared to firms in
other industries, IT firms do have the “cultivating effect” to develop potential entrepreneurs,
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rather than a self-selection correlation. To identify the causal effect from working in IT leading
firms as the first jobs, we employ the Hechman selection model (Van der Gaag and Vijverberg
1988) to correct selection bias in entering the IT industry. In essence, we specify a first-stage
selection equation using economic conditions during the graduation year as regressors. The
second-stage estimation results are show in column (4) of Table 1: the key variable
First_ITleadingi become negative and insignificant. Therefore, we do not observe a robust
effect from leading IT firms in developing entrepreneurs.
Finite mixture model: The inconsistent results around the effect from leading IT firms reveal
the arguments around “Xerox view” and “Failchild view”. The major limitation of prior literature
is their assumption of a homogenous population, which is often unrealistic. Therefore, to explore
additional theoretical insights, we applied the finite mixture modeling approach to capture
potential unobserved heterogeneity. In particular, we assume there is a mixture of d binomial
distributions (since our dependent variable is a binary choice) in our sample, each distribution
with a weight of πj. Using EM algorithms, R package FlexMix simultaneously estimates the
segment membership probabilities and coefficients of interest. The model is estimated for
segments number of 1 to 5. A few model fit indices (AIC, BIC, AIC3 and CAIC) suggest the
two-segment model is most suitable for our sample: one has 25,878 observations (41.47%) and
the other has 36,531 observations (58.53%).
(1)
Segment1
Logit

VARIABLES
First_IT
First_ITleading
Constant

Controls
Observations

(5)
Segment1
Selection

(6)
Segment 2
Selection

0.032***
(0.009)
0.017
(0.019)

-0.028***
(0.007)
0.076***
(0.024)

included
included
included
included
included
25,832
36,531
25,878
36,531
25,878
Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

VARIABLES
First_ITleading
First_IT

-0.181***
(0.067)
0.563***
(0.140)
-2.565***
(0.753)

Table 2: FMM estimations
(2)
(3)
(4)
Segment2 Segment1 Segment 2
Logit
Hazard
Hazard
ratio
ratio
0.248***
0.974
1.201***
(0.051)
(0.052)
(0.050)
-0.078
1.247*
0.849
(0.123)
(0.148)
(0.089)
-2.108*
0.003***
0.004***
(1.094)
(0.002)
(0.025)

included
36,531

Table 3: PSM for two segments
(1)
(2)
Segment1
Segment 2
ATE
ATT
ATE
ATT
0.034***
0.037***
0.000
-0.007
(0.011)
(0.011)
(0.009)
(0.007)
0.016**
0.019**
0.062***
0.059***
(0.007)
(0.007)
(0.007)
(0.007)

Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

The estimated results from FMM for two segments are displayed in column (1) and (2) of
Table 2. For segment 1, First_ITi is significant but negative, which suggests that for them,
entering non-leading firms of the IT industry would decrease the probability for them to become
an entrepreneur later on. However, First_ITleadingi is positive and significant, implying that
they would have higher probabilities to enter entrepreneurship if they can join leading IT firms
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as the first job placement (based on the estimated marginal effects). These effects of two types of
IT firms are opposite when we examine them for segment two in column (2): First_ITi is
significant and positive, while the First_ITleadingi is not significant. When employ survival
analyses and selection models to address the right-censoring issue and self-selection bias, the
results are qualitatively consistent. To summarize, to become entrepreneurs, segment one
graduates benefit an advantageous cultivating effect from IT leading firms whereas those in
segment two do not. These insightful findings are corroborated, when we adopt propensity score
matching estimator to account for observable confounding (shown in Table 3).

5. Conclusion
To conclude, this study exploits a unique identification strategy to investigate how early-stage
working experiences in IT industry may influence IT graduates’ probability to become
entrepreneurs later on. Additionally, we employ the finite mixture modeling approach to answer
whether this “cultivating effect” is more pronounced in leading IT firms with respect to different
classes of populations. This study contributes to existing entrepreneurship literature, by
providing compelling evidences to support the contextual view for the entrepreneur generations.
Moreover, we resolve the lasting theoretical disputes around “Xerox view” and “Failchild view”,
by considering the individual heterogeneity into analysis. Practically, our findings provide novel
implications for entrepreneurial-minded youngsters to select appropriate early-stage employers
to develop human capital that is helpful for launching new business. We also enlighten policy
makers about the fertile source for nascent entrepreneurs for pertinent measures to take.
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Abstract
There are increasing requests for scrutinizing regulation effects especially on dynamic changes
in online gaming industry although many IS studies on online gaming mainly focus on individual
behavior. Therefore, this paper empirically checks regulation effects on dynamic changes among
online games or among service providers based on three theoretical standpoints: social
influence, previous experience and switching cost. We conduct a vector autoregression (VAR)
analysis to figure out the dynamic changes among online games or among service providers at
the time of before and after the regulation. We also deliver the evidence of strong Granger
causalities within online games or within service providers and the interdependencies changes at
the time of before and after the regulation. Thus, this paper offers one of the first empirical
evidences that investigate the regulation effects on online gaming industry using VAR. It also
delivers advanced understanding on online gaming industry and helps establish appropriate
regulations to protect users of online gaming and to satisfy policymakers.
Keywords: Online gaming regulation, Time series analysis, Vector autoregression, VAR

1. Introduction
Online gaming is a fast-growing market that contains many categories, and one of the fastest
growing categories is online gambling. Although the online gambling industry has a huge
economic volume, it is often considered a controversial one because some people think online
gambling is a main cause in creating pathological gamblers due to more easy access than
traditional casino gambling (Cotte and Latour 2009). Therefore, many governments have enacted
regulations to effectively control online gambling (Ma et al. 2014). The enactment of regulations
is frequently a challenging task to policymakers because it is sometimes contradictory to public
protection and personal freedom (Siemens and Kopp 2011). In this vein, numerous studies have
been published to help make effective regulations (Gainsbury et al. 2013). However, most
studies have been focused on online gamblers’ behavior, while few attempts have been made to
investigate the effects of regulations. Furthermore, those attempts are generally made through
case study research and quantitative evidence is limited. In response to this limitation, the
objective of this study is to reveal the regulation effects on online gaming. Specifically we
investigate the following research question: Does the regulation effectually prevent from
increasing the number of pathological online gamblers without negative effect on an economic
volume of online game industry and the dynamics in online game industry? To answer the
research question, this study compares correlations and a ripple effect on each playtime trend of
the top five online gambling games by using vector autoregression (VAR) analysis at time points
both before and after the regulation announcement with three theoretical perspectives: social
influence, previous experience and switching cost.
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2. Literature Review and Research Hypothesis
2.1 Social Influence
There are mixed views of acceptance and refusal of gambling. Most people perceive gambling as
a relatively harmless entertainment within time and money limits. On the other hand, other
people think that social responsibility and public health are important issues in gambling so the
government should control gambling activities to prevent increasing the number of addictive
gamblers. The regulation not only adjusts gambling activities but also changes public attitudes
toward gambling. This is because the authority of the government has a huge power in public
opinion and the enactment expresses a negative opinion of the government toward online
gambling. Therefore, the regulation discourages people from gambling by reinforcing the
negative perspective on gambling. This social influence has a big impact on actual gambling
behavior and become social pressure to quit even though gambling is just one of many pastimes.
This view of social pressure is consistent with results in the unified theory of acceptance and use
of technology literature (Venkatesh et al. 2003). We expect that online gambling can be
explained by this view because online gambling is one with information technology (IT) and
regulation is highly related to social influence. In addition, the total playing time of online
gambling can be a proxy of actual online gambling behavior. Therefore, this leads to the first
hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1: From the perspective of social influence, regulations have negative impact on the
total playing time of online gambling.
2.2 Prior Experience
It is generally known in information systems (IS) research that IT usage behaviors can be
different based on users’ prior experience. For example, Taylor and Todd (1995) find that there
is a strong relationship between behavioral intention and actual behavior, and the degree of
relationship is the difference based on users’ experience. Experienced users have a stronger link
between behavioral intention and actual behavior than do inexperienced users. In addition,
inexperienced users easily overlook behavioral control in the formation of perceived intention,
preferably depending on perceived usefulness. In the online gambling context, regulation can be
a behavioral control that can have an impact on actual online gambling behavior and it can be
different impact on online gambling behavior depending on users’ prior experience. Furthermore,
we can assume that more experienced users tend to play the higher level of online gambling. In
fact, the instructions of online poker games usually recommend playing high level poker after
playing proficiently on basic poker games. Therefore, this leads to the second hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2: From the perspective of users’ prior experience, regulations have greater impact
on the total online gambling playing time of high-level games than that of low-level games.
2.3 Switching Cost
In the IS field, switching cost is used for explaining loyalty or lock-in effect of an online service
and is known as having a big impact on imposing loyalty (Chen and Hitt 2002; Kim and Son
2009). In addition, there are many factors to strengthen or weaken the switching cost such as past
investment, economic value, and technical self-efficiency (Ray et al. 2012). The regulation can
also be a factor to change switching costs of users. It would be especially plausible in this
context because Korean government only bans access to gambling games of a certain website for
48 hours if users lose their game money more than KRW 100,000 within a day. Thus, the players
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can simply avoid the prohibition by changing a gambling website if they want to play more after
they lose their game money more than KRW 100,000 in the certain website. Therefore, the
regulation can decrease switching cost of users and at the same time encourage changing
gambling websites to avoid the prohibition. We assume that the switching behavior of users can
be presented as the fluctuation of total playing of time per each company between before and
after announcement. Thus, this leads to the third hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3: From the perspective of switching cost, regulations have different size of impact
on the total playing time of each online gambling provider.

3. Data and Method
3.1 Research Context and Data
Korean government declares that online gaming is the fourth major addictive element adding to
drugs, alcohol and gambling despite the importance of the online game market. The government
has extremely regulated online gambling with regulation criteria on November 29, 2012, since
the government considers online gambling as a main cause of generating gambling addicts. The
details of the regulation policy include that online gambling games should permit users: not to
buy game money more than KRW 300,000 (about USD 300) in a month; not to wager game
money more than KRW 100,000 in a game; not to access the game for 48 hours if they lose more
than KRW 100,000 money in a day.
The data set used for this study is obtained from Gametrics, one of the major research data
providers especially about the online gaming industry in Korea. The data span is from December
19, 2010 to November 15, 2014. This study focuses on the data from the top five poker games in
terms of the hours of gaming usage since the influence of the other seven companies on the
Korean online gambling industry is too small to investigate. Given the significant difference
among games in terms of structure, the analysis based on each playing time can be warranted.
There are many similarities among the poker games in terms of rules, so the share of game users
participating in each game can be changeable depending on the attractive features. Therefore, the
service providers compete with each other to acquire more of the total online gambling players.
In addition, the original data set is daily playing time per each poker game, and we aggregate
into weekly data because people tend to perform online games on a weekly basis. People often
play online games after office hours or on weekends when they have extra time. If the data set is
analyzed on a daily basis, it is possible to miss meaningful results (Ma et al. 2014).
3.3 Model Specification
We conduct VAR analysis, a rigorous empirical research method for analyzing the dynamic
relationships among variables without strict economic theory restrictions (Cooley and Dwyer
1998). It is good to present the relationship that can change over time and is relatively easy to
interpret (Enders 2008). In the case of the online gambling industry, many game providers are
trying to have a greater proportion of total game players with a similar online game style.
Therefore, this study expects that VAR can successfully show the dynamic changes in online
gambling industry. To test the assumption of a stationary stochastic process, we conducts a unit
root test to measure the stationarity of the five poker games’ playing time by using the
augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test. The test results show that every level data set of each game
is not stationary, while the first difference data set is stationary. Thus, we choose the first
difference data set of each game for this study. For the specification of the lag term, diagnostic
checking is performed and select lag three (i.e. three weeks).
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4. Empirical Analysis and Results
4.1 Social Influence Perspective
We perform dynamic forecasting for the data after regulation announcements based on the data
before regulation announcements, and find that the decreasing trends of predicted and observed
values are similar. In addition, this study expects that the regulation will also affect dynamics
changes among online gambling games. Therefore, the data set is divided based on the day of the
regulation announcement, and a Granger causality test is conducted for each data set to compare
relationship changes among five games. Based on p-values of Granger causality tests, we draw a
reduced form model of interactions among five poker games as shown in Figure 1. It shows that
the interrelationship became much simpler after the announcement of the regulation.
Additionally, this study conducts IRF analysis which is an alternative way to measure the
influence of one variable on another variable in the VAR model as illustrated in Figure 2.
Overall, the effects magnitude of one game to another tended to increase after the regulation.
Based on the comparison between the data of before and after the regulation using VAR analysis,
this study discovers that the total time of online gambling decreases gradually and the interaction
among the top five poker games is going to be small and simple.

Figure1. Reduced form model

Figure2. Forecast error impulse responses of Netmarble poker

4.2
Prior Experience Perspective
The regulators frequently consider online gamblers as a homogeneous group. However, many IS
researchers have revealed different demographics, personality traits and psychological
dimensions of online gamblers based on their online gambling activities (Ma et al. 2014).
Therefore, this study investigates the differences of the regulation effects by users’ prior
experience as described in hypothesis 2. We first divide the data set into two groups based on
game level to investigate the effect of user experience on regulatio. The five poker games are
categorized into two groups: basic and advanced games. The basic poker games are Seven-poker,
while the advanced games are Lowbaduki and Highlow, which require very high level of skills.
Many online poker instructions usually recommend to play Lowbaduki or Highlow poker after
playing proficiently on basic poker games such as Seven-poker. Thus, this study categorizes
Netmarble poker and Hangame seven-poker as basic games and Hangame lowbaduki, Hangame
highlow and Pimang lowbaduki as advanced games. We examine dynamics changes between
these two categories using Granger causality analysis and IRF analysis. The first difference data
set of two groups is stationary and the proper lag of VAR model is three according to the lag
selection criteria. We find that the relationship change based on p-values of Granger causality
tests and a reduced form model of interactions between two groups. Before the regulation, the
playing time of the basic game is Granger cause of the advanced game one, whereas two
becomes Granger causes each other after the regulation. We conduct IRF analysis as another way
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to check the influence of one variable on another variable and find that the impact of the basic
game is maintained longer after the regulation.

Figure 3. Forecast error impulse responses for basic and advanced games

4.3
Perspective of Switching Cost
For hypothesis 3, to analyze the regulation effect on users’ behavior of changing gambling
websites, this study categorizes five poker games into three groups according to online gambling
providers and dynamic forecasting is performed for the playing time. The forecasted value of
NHN is much lower than actual value, whereas the forecasted value of other companies is higher
than actual value. It seems that the regulation had relatively low impact on games of the
company with the largest market share. The forecasting value of NHN drops sharply while the
actual value falls relatively gradually and this result can be a consequence of greater switching
cost of NHN game players than that of other games. Therefore, this study tries to check dynamics
changes among three service providers after the regulation using Granger causality analysis and
IRF analysis. The reduced form model based on p-values of Granger causality tests presents the
dynamic changes after the regulation. Before the regulation, the playing time of Neowizgames is
Granger cause of NHN games, whereas the playing time of NHN is Granger cause of
Neowizgames and that of CJ is Granger cause of NHN and Neowizgames after the regulation.
Furthermore, IRF analysis is conducted to check the influence of one company on another
company. The effects magnitude of one game to another tends to increase after the regulation
announcement. For example, as shown in Figure 4, before the regulation, the impact of CJ on
NHN is about one at the two week horizon, which implies one unit increase in the first difference
of CJ at time zero results on average of about one unit increase in that of Neowizgames two
weeks later. On the other hand, after the regulation, the impact of CJ on NHN is a value of about
two. One unit increase in the first difference of CJ at time zero results on average in about two
units increase in that of NHN two weeks later. In addition, all responses before the regulation
converge to zero over time within approximately two weeks, whereas all responses after the
regulation meet to zero over time in around four weeks.

Figure 4. Forecast error impulse responses for service providers

5. Conclusion
This study provides an advanced understanding of gambling behavior and helps in developing
appropriate regulation to protect online gamblers and to satisfy policymakers. This study
specifically suggests three theoretical perspectives: social influence to investigate the regulation
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impact; prior experience to find the difference of the regulation effect by users’ prior experience;
and perceived switching cost to consider the regulation effect on users’ behavior of changing
gambling website.
We empirically investigate the effect of the regulation using VAR methodology. The results of
VAR indicate that the imposition of the regulation contributes in decreased playing time and
significantly changes interrelationships among games. In addition, the regulation impacts are
different depending on user groups with different levels of prior experience. Furthermore, it
significantly affects the users’ behavior of changing service providers. Therefore, the
policymakers should consider online gamblers as a heterogeneous group to effectively prevent
creating pathological gamblers as well as to successfully protect personal freedom.
However, this study does not come without limitations. First, it uses the online game data from
Korea only. It is possible to overlook cultural distinctive characteristics in different countries. In
addition, it uses game level data instead of individual level data. To check consistency, more
study is planned to obtain individual level data of each game with more investigation to
strengthen the current results.
Despite these limitations, we believe that our study provides one of the first empirical evidences
that examine the effects of regulation policies on online game. In research methodology aspect,
our study also introduce an exposition of VAR methodology in IS research.
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Abstract
Loyalty programs that offer one year of free shipping after consumers prepay a membership fee
has become prevalent in recent years. This paper studies the mechanism of membership free
shipping and compare it with contingent free shipping which waives the shipping fee when the
order size reaches a threshold in a game theoretical setting. We find that the intrinsic difference
of membership free shipping is product differentiation. By changing the speed consumers receive
their products, retailer change the product value. By providing a higher value to customers,
retailers gain more profit, but society loses efficiency because higher incidence of more expensive
shipping. We also find that membership free shipping is a new invention that makes best use of
consumer heterogeneity. In contingent free shipping, retailers suffer from accommodating
consumers with different demand. However, in membership free shipping, retailers benefit from
heterogeneity of consumers when the value provided by the expedited shipping is high. This feature
of membership free shipping is never discovered before. We also find that if one retailer enters the
market earlier than the opponent, he enjoys first-mover advantage.

Keywords: E-commerce, Loyalty Program, Shipping, Hotelling, Simultaneous Move, Sequential
Move

1. Introduction
Free shipping is regarded as an effective tool to increase the incidence of online purchases (Lewis
et al. (2006), Lewis (2006)). It usually comes in the form of contingent free shipping (CFS). Under
this policy, free shipping is eligible when the cart size reaches a threshold value. Contingent free
shipping is widely used not only because it can entice consumers, but also because it serves as
quantity discount that penalizes small cart size. Specifically, consumers order larger quantity to be
eligible for free shipping, improving truckload utilization (Altintas et al. (2008)).
In recent years, membership free shipping (MFS) has gained lots of popularity as a new form
of free shipping. Membership free shipping is usually in the form of loyalty program. Consumers
prepay a membership fee, and enjoy a year of free shipping plus other benefits. The free shipping
attached to loyalty program is usually two-day shipping, and other benefits include free return ship,
and cash back. In 2005, Amazon launched its Prime service. By paying a membership fee of $79,
consumers enjoy free shipping over Prime items. It¡¯s regarded the best loyalty program, and has
made Amazon almost the default online store for its members (Rogowsky (2014)). Amazon
acknowledged in January 2014 that it has more than 20 million Prime members.
Despite the prevalence of free shipping, it¡¯s a double sword that can make promotions
unprofitable (Lewis et al. (2006), Lewis (2006)). It has been estimated that Amazon lost at least
$11 for each member to supply all the services it provides (Tuttle (2011)). It was also reported that
drugstore.com loses between $10 and $15 per order, and the loss is largely due to the handling and
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shipping fees Barsh et al. (2000). While investors regard membership free shipping as a disruptive
model (Rueter (2013)), no systematic research has been conducted over this topic.
We are motivated to explore the intrinsic mechanism of contingent and membership free
shipping. We study how customer heterogeneity and value difference between loyalty and regular
program affects the profitability of retailers. We find that: 1) When both retailers choose MFS,
they earn more than when they both choose CFS. The higher consumer value two-day free shipping,
the higher the profit difference is. 2) If a monopoly owns both retailers, he should never let them
both choose CFS. He should let them both choose MFS if the market constitutes small portion of
large-basket buyers, and the value of two-day shipping is high. Otherwise he should let one choose
MFS, and the other choose CFS. 3) When both retailers choose membership free shipping, the
optimal membership fee is only related the two-day shipping cost. 4) The social welfare is the
highest when both retailers choose contingent free shipping. 5) When the value difference between
two-day shipping and regular shipping is high, consumer heterogeneity boosts profit when both
retailers choose MFS. However, when the value difference is low, or when both retailers choose
CFS, retailers suffer from accommodating heterogeneous consumers. 6) When retailers move
simultaneously, they will both choose CFS if the value difference is low and the proportion of
large-basket buyers is high. They will both choose MFS if the value difference is high, and the
proportion of large-basket buyers is low. 7) If one retailer moves first, he enjoys first-mover
advantage when the other retailer chooses a different shipping schedule. The first mover will never
do worse than the second mover.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss related literature, and in section 3
we introduce notations and our model setup. In section 4 we do the equilibrium analysis, and
compare different models. In section 5 we draw conclusions.

2. Literature Review
Quantity discount as a nonlinear price schedule has been widely studied in economics literature.
Oi (1971) studied two-part tariff as a way to price discriminate consumers. In the case with
homogeneous customers, retailers can set the unit price to the marginal cost, and extract all
consumer surplus by charging a lump-sum fee. In the case with heterogeneous consumers, it was
shown that the optimal price may be higher or lower than the marginal cost. This study is limited
to monopoly assumption, which is rarely the case in online retailing industry.
In production economics literature, optimal shipping schedules and price decisions have been
studied using nonlinear mixed-integer programming method (Jiang et al. (2013)). Boone and
Ganeshan (2013) conducted an exploratory study to solve for the optimal order quantity and free
shipping threshold. They generated insights from numerical study. Instead of focusing on the
inventory level of retailers, our model looks at the holding cost of consumers. We simplifies
consumers’ demand so that we have a closed-form solution.
Marketing literature, on the other hand, looks at consumers’ perception about the partitioned
price. It has been found that consumers tend to overlook the shipping and handling fees (Morwitz
et al. (1998)). However, more evidence suggests that consumers are more sensitive about free
shipping. A survey states that shipping fee ranks the top reason why consumers abandon orders
(Technographics (2009)). Our model doesn’t focus on consumers’ valuation over partitioned price,
although we can include this into our model easily. We step further to explore retailers’ strategy
given consumers are neutral over the form of price.
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3. Models
We use a revised Hotelling model to conduct our analysis in a duopoly setting. In our model, we
allow two competing online retailers to decide shipping policies. There are other differences
among the two retailers that cannot be changed. For example, the two retailers have different user
interface, customer service, and ordering process. The differentiated service makes shopping at the
two online retailers horizontally different experiences. We index the first retailer 1, and the second
online retailer 2. We assume that retailer 1 locates and 0, and retailer 2 locates at 1 in a horizontal
line of length 1. Consumers lay uniformly in this horizontal line, and their location indicates their
preference over the two retailers.
There are two types of consumers. The first type have two units demand throughout their life
of two periods. They consume one unit in each period. We call them large-basket buyer. The
second type have one unit demand. We call them small-basket buyer. The portion of two-unit
demand consumers is δ, and the portion of one-unit demand consumers is 1−δ. Both type of
consumers are distributed uniformly along the line.
When a two-unit demand consumer purchases two units of product at the beginning of the first
period, she suffers from a holding cost of h. This is because she only consumes one unit in the first
period, and the other unit has to be held until the second period. We can think of the holding cost
being the extra space needed to stock it, the effort of planning ahead, or the discount factor of cash
flow. This setting accommodates consumer heterogeneity in demand level other than in quality
level.
The holding cost is assumed to satisfy h<sl so that when a two-unit demand consumer chooses
to pay the shipping fee by herself, she will buy two units and store them instead of purchasing one
unit in every period.
Throughout this paper, we use MFS to denote membership free shipping, CFS to denote
contingent free shipping, and NFS to denote no free shipping. The key difference between
contingent free shipping and membership free shipping is that membership free shipping provides
a differentiated product by offering expedited shipping. When discussing prices and other
notations, 𝑝𝐶𝐹𝑆 is the price when both retailers choose CFS, 𝑝𝐶𝐹𝑆.𝑀𝐹𝑆 is the price when retailer
chooses CFS, and his opponent chooses MFS.
We assume that NFS is always available to consumers as an option no matter the retailer
chooses CFS or MFS. Specifically, when a retailer adopt contingent free shipping, consumers can
either enjoy free shipping by buying more at a time or pay the shipping fee themselves. Similarly,
when a retailer uses membership free shipping, consumers can either join the loyalty program or
stay outside to pay the shipping fee for every order she places.
This leads to another important assumption: retailers successfully screen consumers with either
CFS or MFS. A two-unit demand consumer will always opt to CFS/MFS rather than NFS, and a
one-unit demand consumer will always choose NFS. This assumption is essential in facilitating
the price discrimination. It is necessary for our setup because without this assumption, two-unit
demand customers is equivalent to one unit demand customers purchasing twice, and we fail to
capture the trade-off between buying as needed and buying to stock.
When a consumer purchases one unit of product, she receives value of vl if the retailer uses
regular shipping method (NFS or CFS), and vh if the retailer uses two-day shipping (MFS). Note
that vh and vl are relative, and only the difference matters. In later analysis, we use vd=vh−vl to
denote the value difference. The shipping cost of a two-day shipping order is sh, and that of a
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regular shipping schedule is sl. We assume that a higher value difference is correlated to a higher
shipping fee difference. This is realized by setting vd=sh−sl. Note that vh>vl, and sh>sl. The setup
can be applied not only to the value difference caused by different shipping strategy, but also to a
general situation. By providing additional benefits other than two-day free shipping, the retailer
can increase vh , and this will lead to an increased cost sh. This relationship is internalized in
equation vd=vh−vl=sh−sl, where sh and sl can be thought of as general cost.
We assume that the mismatch cost is a form of transactional cost that can be reduced through
repeated purchase. We use t to denote the transactional cost, or preference mismatch cost.
Specifically, a consumer locating at x suffers xt from mismatch when purchasing from retailer 1,
and suffers (1−x)t when purchasing from retailer 2. The cost of mismatch decreases if a consumer
purchases from the same retailer for repeated times. This can be regarded as learning effect. To
operationalize this assumption, we set t to zero if a consumer buys from the same retailer for a
second time.
In this paper, we assume that competition in both two-unit market and one-unit market exist.
We denote the location of indifferent customer at two-unit demand market by xb, and the location
of indifferent customer at one-unit demand market by xs. Competition exists when 0≤xb≤1 and
0≤xs≤1, and this is guaranteed when t>sl.

4. Equilibrium Analysis
In the next section we present the payoffs given all possible combinations of retailers’ choices.
There are three possible combinations as introduced above: CFS vs. CFS, MFS vs. MFS, and MFS
vs. CFS. The analysis at payoff level enables us to take a close look at the mechanism of different
shipping strategies.
Next, we use these payoffs as input to solve the first stage of two games and discuss the
equilibrium. First, we solve a simultaneous move game. In the simultaneous move game, retailers
choose shipping schedule at the same time. This setting illustrates the circumstance where retailers
enter a new market at the same time. Second, we solve a sequential move game where one retailer
is pioneer. This leading retailer decides his strategy based on the anticipated reaction of other
retailers. The sequential game setting illustrates the case where one retailer enters early, and have
first-move advantage.
Proposition 1. When both retailers choose membership free shipping, they gain higher profit than
when they both choose contingent free shipping. The higher the value difference 𝑣𝑑 is, the higher
the profit difference will be.
𝛿(1 − 𝛿)
𝜋𝑀𝐹𝑆 − 𝜋𝐶𝐹𝑆 =
𝑣
2 + 6𝛿 𝑑
Proposition 2. If a firm owns both retailers, he should never let both of them choose CFS. He
should let one retailer choose MFS, and the other choose CFS if there are many large-basket buyers,
or the value difference 𝑣𝑑 is small.
Proposition 3. When both retailers choose CFS, the social welfare is the highest. When the
competition is intense and there are many small-basket buyers, the second most efficient policy is
to let both retailers choose MFS.
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Proposition 4. When both retailers choose CFS, consumer heterogeneity harms profitability.
1
1
Profit increases with δ when 0 < δ < 3 , and decreases with δ when 3 ≤ δ < 1. When both
retailers choose MFS, consumer heterogeneity boosts profitability if 𝑠ℎ > 𝑡 > 𝑠𝑙 , and harms
profitability if t > 𝑠ℎ > 𝑠𝑙 .

Figure 1Profit Affected by Consumer Heterogeneity

Proposition 5. In the simultaneous move game,
 CFS vs. CFS is pure strategy Nash equilibrium if B    1 and sh  A


MFS vs. MFS is pure strategy Nash equilibrium if 0    B and sh  A

8 h 2  25ahsl  24aht  26 sl2  3 sl t  9hsl  24ht  18sl2  51sl t
18 t  18t
2
2
9h  36sl h  30th  36sl  9t 2  48sl t
B
7h 2  4sl h  66th  20sl2  9t 2  48sl t
A

Proposition 6. When retailer 1 chooses shipping strategy before retailer 2, the equilibrium is as
follows.
 When 𝑠ℎ > 𝐴, then retailer 1 choose MFS, and retailer 2 follows up by choosing MFS.
 When 𝑠ℎ < 𝐴, there are three conditions based on the range of δ
o if 0    B , then retailer 1 chooses MFS, and retailer 2 chooses CFS . Retailer 1
gains more profit than retailer 2, enjoying first-mover advantage.
o if B    B , then retailer 1 chooses CFS, and retailer 2 chooses MFS . Retailer 1
gains more profit than retailer 2, enjoying first-mover advantage.
o if B    1 , then both retailers choose CFS.
2
3h  18hsl  26ht  24sl2  38sl t  3t 2
, A and B are the same as in Proposition 5.
B  2
3h  18hsl  38ht  24sl2  26sl t  3t 2

Figure 2 Equilibirum of Sequential Move Game
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4. Conclusions
By allowing a portion of consumers to have two-unit demand, we capture consumers’ essential
trade-off between buy as needed and buy and stock. This enables us to compare contingent free
shipping and membership free shipping. We find that the intrinsic difference of membership free
shipping is product differentiation. By changing the speed consumers receive their products,
retailer change the product value. By providing a higher value to customers, retailers gain more
profit, but society loses efficiency because higher incidence of more expensive shipping. We also
find that membership free shipping is a new invention that makes best use of consumer
heterogeneity. In CFS, retailers suffer from accommodating consumers with different demand.
However, in MFS, retailers benefit from heterogeneity of consumers when the value provided by
the expedited shipping is high. This feature of membership free shipping is never discovered before.
We also find that if one retailer enters the market earlier than the opponent, he enjoys first-mover
advantage.
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Abstract

Social networking sites have proliferated within the recent past. In this paper, we explore the
member site use phenomenon through the theoretical lens of Social Capital Theory. Drawing
upon the pertinent literature, we contend that relational capital such as member trust,
community identification, and member reciprocity positively contributes to member use of a
social networking site. Further, we identify a set of important antecedents and theorize their
likely effects on the cultivation of relational capital. The current paper contributes to the studies
on social networking sites.
Keywords: Social Networking Site, Social Capital, Relational Capital

1. Introduction
Social networking sites (SNS) are an online platforms where individuals connect with one
another who share similar background, affiliations, or interest. It has mushroomed over the
Internet in the recent years and has grown to become a big success. Leading sites are such as
Facebook, Tumblr, Twitter, and Pinterest, which collectively account for about 90% of all social
network visits (Laudon and Traver 2014). Statistics show that, as of January 28 2014, Facebook
has over 1.39 billion monthly actively users, which represents a 13% increase year over year, and
1.9 billion mobile active users, which represents a 26% increase year over year (Noyes 2015). In
December 2014, 890 million users log onto Facebook daily, which represents an 18% increase
year over year.
Members’ constant use of SNS sites is crucial to these services. Site use results in engagement in
social interactions such as profile browsing, comment exchange, and the reciprocation of mutual
favors, which ultimately leads to the growth and expansion of cross site social networks (Jia et
al. 2010). In addition, site use boosts the volume of site visits and traffic, allowing service
providers to successfully attract advertisers for higher advertising revenues. Moreover, members
who engage in site use are likely to create user-generated-content (UGC) such as photos, videos,
and blogs, which contribute to the wealth of an online community and subsequently attract new
members. In response to the success of earlier movers such as Facebook, however, new SNS
have emerged over years which intensifies the competition for users (Holmes 2014; Nakmeister
2015). We view site use as a concept that is different from continuous site participation, which
cannot be studied until one terminates his or her site use.
Through the theoretical lens of Social Capital Theory (SCT), in this paper, we explore a set of
imperative antecedents that affect SNS members in their site use behavior. Our study focuses on
the research questions of (1) “What is the role of relational capital such as trust, community
identification, and reciprocity in affecting a member’s site use?” and (2) “What are the key
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antecedents that cultivate social capital on a SNS?” The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
the subsequent section reviews the theoretical underpinning of the current research. Next, we
present the research model along with a set of research hypotheses. The last section concludes
the paper.
2. Literature Review
In this paper, we study member use of SNS through the theoretical lens of Social Capital Theory
(SCT). SCT is a seminal framework that explains individuals and their pro-social behaviors
within a social setting (Adler and Kwon 2002). Nahapiet and Ghoshal defined social capital as
“the sum of the actual and potential resources embedded within available through, and derived
from the network of relationships possessed by an individual” (Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998).
Social capital provides social members with “a ‘credential’ which entitled them to credit, in the
various senses of the world” (Bourdieu 1986). The central proposition of SCT is that social
capital constitutes valuable resources that facilitate actions of participants with the network.
When accessed and/or mobilized in purposive actions, social capital provides community
members with various supports, access to broader sources of information, and new opportunities
(Lin 2001). It also permits individuals to grow the depth, breadth, and efficiency of interpersonal
interactions with members of a social community.
To uncover the key motivators of SNS members’ continuous site use, we focus on relational
capital which represents a key social capital (Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998). Relational capital
describes the personal bonds that social members have established with one another from prior
interactions (Granovetter 1992). This capital focuses on “actor bonds” which inspire individuals
to interact with each another (Phillips and Shipps 2011; Riemer 2004). A number of prior studies
that explored user behavior in social systems have embraced the perspective of relational capital
(Chai et al. 2008; Hu and Kettinger 2008; Kankanhalli et al. 2005; Phillips and Shipps 2011).
Yet, the potential roles of relational capital have not been fully understood within the context of
SNS (Boer and Berends 2003).
SCT literature has underscored three imperative relational capitals as trust, reciprocity, and
community identification (Chiu et al. 2006; Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998; Wasko and Faraj 2005).
Trust has long been recognized as a crucial factor that influences end-user perceptions and
behavior (Swan and Nolan 1985). In general, it is defined as the expectation that trustee will act
predictably, will fulfill its obligations, and will behave fairly when opportunism is likely (Zaheer
et al. 1998). Trust helps explain how one interprets, sense-makes, and responds to others,
including individuals, organizations, and communities (Gulati 1995; Mayer et al. 1995;
Meyerson and Weick 1996). Community identification is defined as own conception of self with
respect to the defining features of a social group (Bagozzi and Dholakia 2002). It results from
one’s membership in a social community or through the community’s operation as a reference,
“in which the individual takes the values or standards of other individuals or groups as a
comparative frame of reference” (Merton 1968). Lastly, reciprocity refers to a shared
understanding on continuing relationships of exchange and it involves mutual expectations that a
benefit given now will be paid in the future (Putnam 1993).
When site use is concerned, most of SNS studies have explored the role of site use on the
accumulation of social capital (Ellison et al. 2007; Steinfeld et al. 2008; Valenzuela et al. 2009).
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Yet the literature is much silent about the potential contribution of existing social capital in
promoting SNS members to continue using a site. Within the context of SSN, we intend to
explore and validate the likely contributions of relational capitals on member site use. SCT
explains the various social capital but it does not reveal the antecedents to these capital. By
drawing upon supporting literature, we will identify the likely antecedents to the three relational
capital (trust, community identification, reciprocity) within the context of SNS. In addition, we
will explore the underlying mechanisms through which relational capital encourages members to
continue using a site.
3. Conceptual Model and Hypotheses
In this section, we present the conceptual research model as well as the hypotheses developed.
The conceptual model advocates the roles of relational capital in explaining members’ site use
behavior. Relational capital is argued to be shaped by various factors that stem from individual
traits (e.g., trust propensity), qualities of the online community (e.g., information quality),
website design (e.g., social presence), to social norms (e.g., social influence). Relational capital
is posited to encourage members with their site use behavior.
Trust refers to the belief that “results of somebody’s intended action will be appropriate from our
point of view” (Misztal 1996). Within the context of SSN, one’s interaction with other members
can be risky due to the likely prevalence of cyber-attacks. Criminals can easily forge bogus
accounts on SSNs through the use of false information. Subsequently, they may use these fake
accounts to interact with innocent members and conduct fraudulent activities. We define member
trust as a member’s belief that the SNS community members will behave in a manner consistent
with his or her confident expectations. When one trusts the other members on the same SNS, he
or she tends to expect less odds of getting victimized and, therefore, is more inclined to use the
site to achieve gratifications. In this study, we focus on SNS provider site use which refers to the
regularity with which a SNS member uses SNS services during a designated period (Shih and
Venkatesh 2004). Site use indicates users’ intensity of SNS usage and it is strongly correlated
with the variety of site use (Theotokis and Doukidis 2009).
H1: perceived member trust positively associates to site use rate.
Identification is “the process whereby individuals see themselves as one with another person or
group of people” (Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998). In this paper, we define community
identification as one’s sense of belonging to a SNS community. Lewicki and Bunker reported
that salient identification encourages the frequency of collective actions (Lewicki and Bunker
1996). As an Internet-enabled social platform, SSN functions on the basis of voluntary,
communal interactions among site members. Frequent site use contributes to the sustainability of
a SSN site in the short-run in that members engage with one another for information sharing such
as status updates, conversations, mutual support such as “Like”, and ramifications such as
retweets. Members’ use of a SSN site, therefore, represents a citizenship behavior (Organ 1988).
When one is attached to a site, he or she becomes motivated to contribute to the prosperity of a
site through discretionary actions such as site use.
H2: community identification positively associates to site use rate.
Reciprocity implies “actions that are contingent on rewarding reactions from others and that
cease when these expected reactions are not forthcoming” (Blau 1964). Through site use, SSN
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members make noticeable contribution to their peers. For example, a member may fave (favor),
retweet, or like contents shared by their peers, depending on if they are in Flickr, Twitter, or
Facebook respectively, so as to render support and propagate the contents (Lee et al. 2010). In
addition, one may choose to become a contact, follower, or friend of other members; offer
information and advices to answer questions; and engage in peer-led discussions, voting, or other
group activities. Yet all these voluntary site use activities consume time and efforts. When a
member believes that other community members will reciprocate him or her by doing the
similar, one will become more inclined to use a site. Therefore we expect:
H3: perceived member reciprocity positively associates to site use rate.
The trust literature has underscored trust propensity as an important factor that explains
individuals trusting beliefs. Trust propensity is defined as “a person’s general willingness to
trust others” and is “a stable within-party factor that will affect the likelihood the party will
trust” (Mayer et al. 1995). Trust propensity, therefore, displays one’s tendency to be willing to
depend upon others across various situations (McKnight et al. 1998). When a member holds a
stronger trust propensity, he or she will display similar patterns when assessing SSN members
and subsequently grow more faith in the community.
H4: trust propensity positively associates to perceived member trust.
The extent literature on information systems have highlighted perceived information quality as
an important factor that shapes user perceptions (Bovee 2004; Lee et al. 2002). Nicolaou and
McKnight defined perceived information quality as the cognitive beliefs about the favorable or
unfavorable characteristics of the exchange information (Nicolaou and McKnight 2006). Within
the SNS context, the presence of high quality information suggests that community members are
competent and knowledgeable about the common topics. In addition, high grade information
disseminated within a SNS signals the goodwill of community members in engaging each other
by offering helpful contents.
H5: perceived information quality positively associates to perceived member trust.
Social presence describes the subjective experience of closeness and connectedness in computer
mediated interactions. It is defined as “the extent to which a medium allows users to experience
others as being psychologically present” (Gefen and Straub 2003). Cyr et al. (Cyr et al. 2007)
confirmed that social presence in general contributes to the development of end user loyalty
towards an online system. Schimke et al. observed that social presence links to group
identification in a small sample of online mentor community (Schimke et al. 2007). As a result,
the presence of high social presence encourages one to value the community and subsequently
develop a stronger sense of belonging.
H6: perceived social presence positively associates to community identification.
Social influence is “any change which a person’s relations with other people produces on his
intellectual activities, emotions or actions” (Abrams and Hogg 1990). It refers to the
psychological needs that lead one to conform to the expectations of a reference group (Deutsch
and Gerard 1955). Individuals are susceptible to the influences of their referent others in
selecting their behavioral choices (Hsu and Lu 2004b). Kelman proposed that changes to an
individual’s belief are made possible through processes such as compliance where one perceives
the pressure to behave in the way that is approved by his or her referent others (Kelman 1958).
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This is also known as normative influence as the conformity with the expectations of the others
helps a person achieve benefits or avoid punishes (Ajzen and Fishbein 1980). Compelling
messages received from important others may affect one’s beliefs about an online community.
When the social influence is favorable for a SSN site and is entrenched with positive beliefs that
the site is esteemed, a member tends to internalize those beliefs and subsequently develop a
strong belonging to the site. And thus we propose:
H7: social influence positively associates to community identification.
Extroversion is defined as a positive emotion, surgency, and a tendency to seek out stimulation
and the company of others (Costa and McCrae 1992). Studies have shown that extraverts “tend
to enjoy helping out others. They like being useful, supportive, and encouraging” (Growth 2012).
Finch and Graziano contended that extraverts are more attentive to their social networks’ actions
and needs and therefore make more support available to the others (Finch and Graziano 2001).
As a result, extraverts are very likely to reciprocate favors because it is consistent with their
patterns of supporting the others. Also known as assumed similarity (Cronbach 1955; Watson et
al. 2000) and projection (Schul and Vinokur 2000), self-based heuristic suggests that individuals
rely on their own personality characteristics in judging unfamiliar others (Paulhus and Bruce
1992; Ready et al. 2000; Watson et al. 2000). That is, there exists significant correlation between
an individual’s self-rating on a personality and his or her assessment of another person on the
same personality (e.g., between one’s self-rated extraversion and own rating of friends’
extraversion) (Weller and Watson 2009). When compared with the others, a member who is
more extrovert tends to reciprocate more and hence perceive an online community to display a
greater reciprocity as well, ceteris paribus. To its opposite, introvert members who reciprocate
less may consider the peers to do the same. As a result, we expect:
H8: extraversion positively associates to perceived member reciprocity.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we theorize the likely antecedents to member site use behavior. Through the
perspective of SCT, we contend that relational capital plays an important role in cultivating social
capital on a SNS. Drawing upon the supporting literature, we further identify a set of antecedents
which contribute to the development of relational capital such as member trust, community
identification, and member reciprocity. Future research will employ empirical data to validate the
research model by collecting subjective or objective data on user behavior and their perceptions.
To eliminate confounding effects due to site difference, members of a single SNS site may be
surveyed. While college students represent a major user segment, it is valuable to collect data from
users of other ages. Data analysis may be performed using structural equation modeling.
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Investigate Demand-side Synergy On A Digital Platform
-The Case Of China’s Video Website
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Abstract：E-communities or social networking sites feature same-side effects, which goes beyond

the concept of network effects and electronic word of mouth. This paper investigates the same-side
effects using the data from Youku, China’s largest video website. The same-side effects are
decomposed into three parts in this paper: online rating score, and online commenting and sharing
behavior. We characterize the interactive process between the same-side effects and online viewership
through a dynamic simultaneous equation system. The findings show that audiences’ rating score,
commenting and sharing behavior all have significant and positive impacts on online viewership.
Furthermore, sharing behavior has stronger influence on online viewership than commenting behavior
in both higher and lower TV rating cases, which may demonstrate audiences weigh more on behavior
from acquaintances than behavior from strangers. We also find that the volume of online viewership
is auto-correlated, and the autocorrelation is stronger in lower TV rating case than the higher TV
rating case. We also discuss the significance of the same-side effects for platform firms to run a media
platform.

Keywords: EWOM; Network effects; Same-side effects; Video websites

1. Introduction
Platforms facilitate not only cross-group interactions, but also same-side interaction (Ye et al.,
2012). For example, customers can rate products and give their comments on products and services
they buy on a platform. They can see the transaction history of a product or service, including the
number of transactions and reviews on transactions. They can communicate with consumers who have
bought or intend to buy.
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In this paper, we introduce a concept of same-side effects, which are defined as a positive
feedback in the demand side of a platform. The same-side effects are different from either electronic
word-of-mouth (EWOM) or network effects, which are detailed in the section of literature review.
The same-side effects play an important function in platform startup. Some platforms put emphasis on
cultivating same-side effects among the demand side of a platform before catering for the other side
of a platform. For example, Facebook didn't open its platform to a third party nor launch an
advertisement system until 2007 when it started for more than three years. Meanwhile, content,
application and product providers on a platform rely heavily on the demand-side interactions to
facilitate transactions. The more positive comments products get, the more times products have been
bought, the more the products are likely to been bought.
Demand-side synergy plays a significant role in a platform formation and evolution. Consumers
have incentives to participate in and facilitate same-side interactions: information, community and
innovation. First, same-side loop is a mechanism for information sharing and quality signaling (Duan
et al., 2009). Customers can have better knowledge about products or services based on information
disclosed by previous customers. Generally, customers have more trust on customers than suppliers or
platforms. With customer-generated information, platforms can collect, aggregate and process
relevant information for decision making by future customers, and realize better sorting of products
and matching of buyers and sellers. Second, same-side effects increase stickiness of customers
(Oestreicher-Singer and Zalmanson, 2013). Customers interact with each other on a platform for
multiple motives, including both explicit information needs on goods and services and implicit
emotional demands. Customers will have a sense of community when communicate with other
customers. Such sense will enhance customers’ engagement with a platform. Third, same-side effects
may make great contribute to platform adoption, innovation and evolution. Some customers are
leading consumers, who consume goods and services earlier and set an example for followers. Some
customers have innovative orientation, who can be encouraged by platforms to make innovations like
generating contents and designing products (Sawhney et al., 2005). Although same-side effects are
important, they are neglected by platform studies to a large extent. So far, most economics literature
concentrates on same-side or cross-side network effects. Management literature about multi-sided
platforms focuses in EWOM effect and the role of the demand-side users.
The paper will investigate same-side effects in e-communities or social network sites, which are
rising and booming in recent years. Specially, this paper will explore the following questions using
data from Youku, the largest online video site in China. What’s economics of same-side effects in
online communities? What’s the role and value of demand-side synergy for a platform? Specifically,
how same-side effects can act as a mechanism of information sharing and quality signaling, and thus
facilitate transactions on platforms? Further, we will examine whether or not same-side effects will
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results in Matthew effect in content consumption on an online media platform. Do online
communities provide a rational way to consume experience goods? Do consumers can rely on crowd
experience to make consumption decisions?
This paper makes two contributions. It distinguishes three concepts: same-side network effects,
EWOM and same-side effects. Same-side network effects are key to communication service in the
pre-Internet era, and EWOM is about the mechanism information diffusion and product
recommendation in the Internet era. Same-side effects are different from them in terms of forms,
functions, utility for customers, and customer relationships. Second, this paper examines same-side
effects in a dynamic way, considering same-side effects both in a current period and over a longer
term.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section provides literature review followed
the discussion of our conceptual framework and research hypotheses. We then describe data sources,
the empirical model and estimation. Main findings are presented and discussed in the last section.

2. Literature review
This paper relates to several lines of literature: eWOM effect and network effects. WOMinterpersonal communication about products and services between consumers- is one of the most
influential sources of marketplace information for consumers(Ellison and Fudenberg, 1995; Foster
and Rosenzweig, 1995). In comparison with WOM, eWOM has several unique characteristics like
large scale, systematic design and online interaction (Dellarocas, 2003). Consumers are exposed to
both positive and negative product experiences of fellow consumers on eWOM platforms (Lee and
Youn, 2009). One factor that seems likely to moderate the effects of eWOM platforms on causal
attributions and product judgment is the valence of eWOM. Researchers have found that unfavorable
information is generally more influential than favorable information (Fiske 1980; Skowronski &
Carlston 1987; Chiou & Cheng 2003). For example, Mizerski (1982) found that unfavorable (versus
favorable) product information from a consumer led to a stronger affect towards products. Same-side
effects in the paper are different from eWOM1. eWOM stresses on transmission of ideas, especially
reviews on products and services. Same-side effects has transcended to the stage of the real-time and
many-to-many interaction among a group of people. Further, same-side effects refer to not only
content consumption and diffusion, but also content creation, sharing and discussion. Thus, eWOM is
a mechanism for recommendation websites, whereas same-side effects are behind social networking
sites or e-communities.

1

In this paper, the same-side effect and same-side loop have the same meaning, and will be used interchangeably.
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Table 1

Comparison of three concepts

Concept

Demand-side synergy

NE

eWOM

Forms/Place

Many-to-many

Bilateral Information

Communication among

communication, content

exchange

consumers about

creation, sharing and

evaluation on products

discussion

and services

Source of utility

Social networking and

for users

information acquisition

Relationship

A community including

User complementarity

Information acquisition

Acquaintances

Strangers

both acquaintances and
strangers
Functions for

Facilitate platform

Facilitate growth of an

Facilitate information

platforms

participation and

installed base

diffusion and product

engagement
Time

Real time and

recommendation
Real time

Intertemporal

E-communities or social

Services with network

Recommendation

networking sites

externalities

sites and electronic

intertemporal
Place

business websites

Platforms are related to two types of network effects (NEs): same-side and cross-side NEs.
Same-side NEs arise when adding an additional participant increases the utility for all other
participants on the same side. Cross-side NEs arise when adding an additional participant to one side
of a platform increases or decreases the utility for participants on the other side. Same-side effects in
this paper are related to same-side NEs, but the two concepts are different. Although they are both
based on the same-side communication, they are different in many aspects as indicated by table 1. The
utility of same-side NEs comes from complementarity among users. In this line, same-side NEs exist
among communication services that require simultaneous consumption by two or more customers,
such as handsets and Fax. Thus same-side NEs always occur at an individual level. Same-side effects
exist among a group of people with similar mission or interest, who interact on social networking sites
or in e-communities. Actually, such social networking sites and e-communities feature democratic
participation, collective intelligence and viral promotion (Lai and Turban, 2008). Same-side NEs is
essentially demand-side economies of scale, created by the positive feedback mechanism of
increasing utility from a growing number of users (Henten and Godoe, 2010). Same-side effects are
an enlarged and dynamic version of demand-side economies of scale, created by the self-reinforcing
mechanism of the same side on a platform. The scale economies are enlarged because many-to-many
communication is possible in a virtual community, and the scale economies are dynamic because
anyone can respond to historical records in a virtual community.
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3. Conceptual framework and Hypotheses
Figure 1 illustrates the conceptual framework of the same-side loop on video websites. Same-side
interaction among customers can be regarded as video-related social networking, which will have an
impact on video content consumption. In turn, content consumption will give rise to further
content-based interaction. To entangle the same-side loop, we propose the first set of hypotheses.
Today’s video websites provide an IT infrastructure, based on which users can form a special
e-community. Limited attention is the scarce source in the information-rich economy. Meanwhile,
media products are experience goods to a larger extent, which implies that they can only be valued
once they have been consumed (Nelson, 1970). However, e-communities can enhance awareness of
digital contents and make it possible for a person to value video contents based on others’ behavior
and opinions. The same-side interaction in the virtual world goes beyond ordinary interaction among
the demand side in the physical world. The consumer-to-consumer communication in an e-community
has been greatly magnified in terms of both depth and breadth (Mangold and Faulds, 2009).
In the e-community of a video website, a user can rate a video program, provide a detailed review,
or share it on third-party social networking websites. Actually, customers can also review any
program on Youku. Further, customers can find buttons on the video website to post any program on
well-established social networking sites. Using the buttons, any registered customer can share a video
program with his/her friend circles. In this way, Youku can increase video viewership by leveraging a
third-party social networking site. The video-content platform records, collects aggregates and
processes behavior and opinion data of audiences, most of which are purposely open to public to
stimulate viewership and user engagement. As a result, any audience can see all historic records on
viewership of and comments on a program shown on a video website, and can get access to a video
program on a third-party social networking website by means of embedded video.
The review and sharing behavior will enhance content awareness among consumers. We expect
the sharing behavior will produce a significant impact on users who are previously unaware of the
content. For online customer reviews posted on a video website, we expect no direct awareness effect
since customers who watch a video program are aware of the content in the first place. However, we
expect volume of customer reviews to be an indicator of the intensity of the same-side effects.
Besides the awareness effect, the rating, review and sharing could influence consumers’
perception of product quality. The effect is equivalent to the persuasive effect studied in the
advertising literature (Duan et al., 2008a). The three indicators reveal information about content
quality from different aspects. First, the strength of interpersonal ties for rating, review and sharing
are different. Strong ties refer to that the communicator has a prior relationship with the receiver,
while weak ties mean little or no prior relationship (Granovetter, 1973). A video program on social
networking sites is generally available to acquaintances with strong ties. Rating and commenting on a
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video website occur among persons with weak ties because anyone can post their rating and
comments. Thus, same-side effects can occur among persons with both strong ties and weak ties,
while eWOM only happens among persons with weak ties. In this sense, same-side effects have more
dimensions than eWOM in quality signaling. Second, the three indicators show quality information in
different ways. Sharing behavior is a silent model to demonstrate content quality, the volume of
reviews indirectly signals content quality as good contents usually attract more reviews, and rating is
the most direct way to score content quality. In a word, same-side effects among the user side are
expected to facilitate content consumption on a video website.
H1 Demand-side synergy has positive impact on viewership on a video website.
As mentioned above, we measure the same-side loop from three perspectives, i.e. reviews, ratings
and sharing behavior. The hypothesis can be decomposed into three as follow.
H1a Users’ reviews have a positive impact on viewership on a video website.
H1b Users ratings have a positive impact on viewership on a video website.
H1c Users’ sharing behavior has a positive impact on viewership on a vide website.
Same-side effects are not only the cause of future content consumption, but the outcome of
previous consumption. Literature has supported the argument that eWOM can be the result of
previous product sales. For example, Duan et al. (2008a) found that box office revenues have a
positive impact on the volume of WOM. This paper extends the causal effect between content
consumption and eWOM to the relationship between content consumption and same-side effects. On
one hand, consumers like to network with people who have interests and desires that are similar to
their own; on the other hand, video websites can leverage this desire by creating communities of
like-minded individuals (Mangold and Faulds, 2009). In the former case, customers may give their
opinions out of expressing their own ideas and feelings about a video program. In the latter case,
video platforms make efforts to add social networking elements into video platforms. For example,
Youku has added the function of making comment while watching programs in late 2013. When a
user scrolls the webpage to the review area, he/she can see a mini synchronous video beside the area.
H2 Online viewership has a positive impact on demand-side synergy. We thus derive the
following hypothesis.
An audience may have a desire to share a video with his/her acquaintances or directly comment a
video in public domain. The hypothesis can also be decomposed into the following two hypotheses.
H2a Online viewership has a positive impact on the volume of users’ reviews.
H2b Online viewership has a positive impact on users’ sharing behavior.
Audiences on a video website don’t make their decisions independently. They make their
decisions based on combination of their own private information and observation of others’ behavior
(Duan et al., 2009). Observational learning can help audiences drawing quality inferences from
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observing the records of others’ behavior. If an audience has little private information, he/she may
rationally follow the behavior of preceding audiences. In this way, collective repetition in a time
sequence will result in autocorrelation of viewing a specific video program. While the previous
studies on movie revenues confirm autocorrelation, we extend it to the online viewership of TV
dramas.
H3 Daily viewership is autocorrelated: a recent increase in the viewership is more likely to elicit
more times of viewing in the following day.

Online Viewership
Volume

Online Viewship
Volume
Video Click

Video Click
Online Comment
Volume

Online Comment
Volume

Video Comment

Video Comment
Online Video
Rating

Online Video
Rating

Online Video
Sharing

Online Video
Sharing
Online Video
Sharing Volume

Online Video
Sharing Volume

t

t+1
Figure 1. Conceptual framework

4. Research methodology
4.1 Description of the data and measures
This paper will study same-side effects by examining the e-community on Youku Tudou (Youku).
There are several reasons why Youku serves as the source of data. First, Youku is the largest video
website in China. As early as September 2012, Youku covered more than 300 million video audiences
every week, equivalent to the size of US population. Second, any audience can watch most of videos
on Youku for free, which will not only increase an installed base but also facilitate content-based
interaction among audiences. Actually, the company is heavily dependent on advertising revenues.
For example, advertising revenues held for over 90% of its total revenues in the year of 2013. Third,
Youku is among one of several video companies in China that pays attention to leverage social
networking to market videos. The firm allows any registered user to rate, review and share a video
program conveniently. Finally, Youku daily publishes statistics about video programs in the form of
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Youku Index, which covers users’ behavior of watching, searching, reviewing and sharing video
programs.
This paper will investigate same-side effects by analyzing professionally-produced TV programs
on the video website. Particularly, we will use domestically-made TV dramas as a research sample as
Youku’s target audiences are Chinese. The sample has the following advantages for our research.
First, due to the anytime and anywhere convenience offered by Internet, video websites have become
a major way for Chinese youngsters to watch professionally-produced programs, including TV
dramas, while elders are accustomed to watching TV programs on TV (Wan et al., 2009).
Professionally-produced programs have accounted for more than 70% programs on Youku since 2009.
In this way, Youku is more like US-based Hulu rather than Youtube. As youngsters are the main force
of an e-community, focusing on professionally-produced programs is a good way to study their
behavior. Second, TV dramas, either on TV screens or video websites, have always been the most
attractive TV program in China. Either traditional TV stations or newly-emerged video websites have
spent a lot on purchasing quality TV dramas in the hope of reaping return from advertising revenues.
For example, Village of Love VII, one title of TV drama in our sample, attracted more than 546
million clicks on Youku within one month and a half. The popularity of TV dramas on video websites
makes

them

a

good

genre

of

programs

to

investigate

same-side

effects.

Third,

professionally-produced TV dramas have played a key role in pushing social networking of Youku’s
customers. In comparison with user-generated contents, professionally produced TV dramas usually
can attract a larger size of audiences, which can facilitate same-side effects. Fourth,
domestically-produced TV dramas have better data availability than other video programs. Youku
Index, a daily-updated database of Youku, provides data about several measures of all TV dramas,
including the times of video click, video rating, the volume of video reviews, and the volume of video
sharing. Further, TV dramas are not only shown on a website, but simultaneously broadcast by TV
channels. Ratings of TV dramas, as control variables in the model, can be obtained from public
domain.
Table 2 Summary statistics of key variables
Variable

N

Mean

SD

Minimum

Maximum

View

829

200597.66

207001.49

23524.00

2318645.00

Review

829

15.93

22.16

1.00

262.00

Rating

829

4.39

1.08

2.82

10.77

Sharing

829

366.28

726.49

15.00

9000.00

TVrating

829

0.92

0.26

0.40

1.69

We collected data of eight titles of TV dramas on Youku, which were released by the website
from February 10 2014 to April 10 2014. The eight titles all are comprised of 173 episodes. Different
from TV media, once an episode is available online, it will be open to audiences in the future. So the
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number of samples is 829, far more than 173. Table 2 presents the summary statistics for our sample.
Table 3 provides the description and measurement of the key variables used in the empirical analysis.
Table 3 Key variables, descriptions, and measures
Variable

Description and measure

Viewk,i,t

Number of times of viewing the ith episode for TV title k in day t

Reviewk,i,t

Number of reviews posted on ith episode for TV title k in day t

Ratingk,i,t

Average user grade for ith episode of TV title k in day t

Sharingk,i,t

Number of times of sharing ith episode for TV title k onto social networking sites

TVratingk,i

Ratings for ith episode for TV title k

4.2 Empirical model specification
Drawing on previous models on platforms and eWOM (see table 4), we develop an empirical
model guided by the following considerations. First, we establish a simultaneous equation model to
incorporate the interaction between video viewership and same-side effects. We construct three
interdependent equations: one equation with video clicks as the dependent variable (the viewership
equation), the second equation with the review volume as the dependent variable (the review equation)
and the third equation with the sharing volume as the dependent variable (the sharing equation). We
assume that in each time period (i.e., day), the errors in the three equations may be correlated, which
implies that factors not included in the model could simultaneously influence video viewership and
same-side effects.
Second, we develop a system of dynamic equations as the interactions can go beyond one term
(Duan et al., 2008a). That is, we include not only the time-lagged variable of video clicks, but also the
cumulative variable of video clicks in the viewership equation. In addition, recognizing that a
potential viewer makes a decision mainly based on historic information about a video, we include the
cumulative variable of review, rating and sharing in the viewership equation. Likewise, cumulative
variables of video clicks, review and sharing are incorporated in the review and sharing equations. We
don’t include contemporaneous term of these variables in those equations for the following reasons.
First, the design of the video website makes it impossible for an audience to make comments, rate a
video or share a video without watching a video program. So we speculate that the concurrent term of
these variables has little impact on an audience’ decision making, and don’t include them in our
model.
Third, we include fixed effects in the model by adding title-specific or episode-specific variables.
The demographic variables, including title-specific ages and genders, are added to explain same-side
effects in light of the fact that a genre of TV dramas may appeal to a specific group of audiences. In
addition, TV ratings for every episode are incorporated, which can be regarded as an indicator of the
quality of an episode. Fixed effects capture any non-time varying factors, including intrinsic title
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characteristics and other exogenous determinants(Duan et al., 2008b). In addition, fixed effects
estimation allows the error term to be arbitrarily correlated with other explanatory variables, thus
making the estimation results more robust.
t 1

t 1

t 1

t 1

Viewk ,i ,t  1Viewk ,i ,t 1   2  R e viewk ,i ,t   3  Ratingk ,i ,t
t 1

  4  Sharing k ,i ,t   5TVratingk ,i +  6 Agek +  7 Genderk

(1)

t 1

t 1

t 1

t 1

t 1

Reviewk ,i ,t  1Viewk ,i ,t   2  R e viewk ,i ,t  3  Ratingk ,i ,t
t 1

  4  Sharing k ,i ,t  5TVratingk ,i  6 Agek  7 Genderk

(2)

t 1

t 1

t 1

t 1

t 1

Sharing k ,i ,t   1Viewk ,i ,t   2  R e viewk ,i ,t   3  Ratingk ,i ,t
t 1

  4  Sharing k ,i ,t   5TVratingk ,i   6 Agek   7 Genderk ,i

(3)

t 1

Table 4 Overview of empirical platform models
Model

Description

Specification and estimation

Literature

Dynamic monopoly

Sales1t  f (Sales1t 1 , Sales2t 1 , Mktg1t )

(Sridhar et al.,

type
I

platform with
cross-network effects

Sales2t  f (Sales1t 1 , Sales2t 1 , Mktg 2t )

2011)

Kalman filter
II

Static duopoly model with
cross-network effects

nir  f (nia  n aj , pir  p rj )
nia  g (nir  n rj , p ia  p aj )

(Kaiser

and

Wright, 2006)

Structural econometric model, GMM and SUR
method
III

Dynamic monopoly
platform with eWOM
effects

J

Rit  f (nit ,  ni ,t  j , dratingit , cumrating it )
j 1

(Duan et al.,
2008b)

J

nit  g ( Rit ,  ni ,t  j , dratingit , cumrating it )
j 1

3SLS method
IV

Dynamic monopoly

Formula 1, 2 and 3

platform with same-side

SUR method

This paper

effects

Equation (1) reflects the viewership, equation (2) and (3) displays the same-side effects. Let
k=1,…, N index the title of TV dramas, while i=1,…, N denote the episode of TV drama series.

Viewk ,i ,t refers to the volume of viewing the ith episode of a TV drama k at day t, and Viewk ,i ,t 1
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means the volume of video clicks of the ith episode of a TV drama k at day t-1. Reviewk ,i ,t indicates
the number of comments on the ith episode of a TV drama k at day t. Rating k ,i ,t expresses the ratio
of positive/negative opinions on the ith episode of a TV drama k. Sharingk ,i ,t means the volume of
a video shared on external social networking websites. We also incorporate the fixed effects to
capture the idiosyncratic characteristics associated with every TV title, such as the TV ratings, the age
and gender composition.

5. Findings
In this paper, the authors classify TV series into two groups based on their ratings. If a TV series
have the volume of clicks more than average among the sample, it will be categorized into high
viewership series, or it will be included into low viewership series. Figure 2 depicts the TV ratings of
the 8 titles. As shown in figure 2, title 2, 4, 6, and 7 have high TV ratings, while the rest have lower
TV ratings. Estimating them separately can avoid problems incurred by different cross-section units,
like heterogeneous variance. The method of seemly unrelated regression (SUR) is applied to estimate
the system of three equations. For comparison, we also estimate every equation individually using the
method of ordinary least square (OLS). OLS estimation is inconsistent because the regressors of all
the equations include endogenous variables. The estimation results are reported in table 5 and 6.
For the viewership equation (SUR estimation), the lagged dependent variable has significant and
positive impacts on audiences’ viewing decisions in both higher and lower TV rating cases, which
renders strong support for H3. It demonstrates the existence of informational cascade on the video
website- audiences follow the behavior of preceding individuals despite of private information. The
strength of preceding audiences’ roles for different TV titles is not equivalent. To our surprise, the
lagged dependent variable in the lower TV rating case has a larger impact on the dependent variable
than in the higher TV rating case. In this line, information cascade will not lead to convergence of
content consumption. CumReview k,i,t-1 also play the same, significant and positive role in the two
cases. However, its impact on the dependent variable is small, which renders weak support for H1a.
The independent variable of online rating is a significant predictor for Viewk,i,t-1 in the two cases,
supporting H1b. The coefficient prior to CumRating k,i,t-1 is 59.4% larger in the higher TV rating case
than the coefficient in the lower TV rating case. It means that all other things being equal, titles with
higher TV ratings will have 59.4% more online viewership than titles with lower TV ratings if they
enjoy the same increase in online rating.
Table 5

Estimation results for titles with higher TV ratings
Variable

Coefficients (SE)
SUR
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OLS

Eq.(1)

viewership equation

Viewk,i,t-1

.56(.03) ***

.44(.03)***

CumReview k,i,t-1

.07(.03) **

.09(.03) ***

CumRating k,i,t-1

.51(.26) *

.51(.26) *

CumSharing k,i,t-1

.08(.04) *

.06(.04)

TVratingk,i

-.11(.14)

-.09(.14)

Agek

1.39(.32)

Gender k

-2.75(1.10)

R2
Eq.(2)

***
**

1.83(.32) ***
-2.93(1.11) ***

.43

.44

.81(.05) ***

.60(.05)***

-.01(.04)

.03(.04)

review equation

View k,i,t
CumReview k,i,t-1
CumRating k,i,t-1

-.96(.36)

***

-.86(.36) **

-.09(.06)

-.10(.06) **

TVrating k,i

-.41(.20) **

-.42(.20) **

Age k

-.95(.44) **

CumSharing k,i,t-1

Gender k
R

-2.53(1.54)

2

-0.22(.44)
*

-3.28(1.55) **

.28

0.30

View k,i,t

.83(.03) ***

.60(.04)***

CumReview k,i,t-1

-.10(.03) ***

-.07(.03)**

CumRating k,i,t-1

-.85(.27) ***

-.73(.27) ***

CumSharing k,i,t-1

.28(.04) ***

.27(.04) ***

TVrating k,i

-.26(.15)*

-.27(.15) *

Age k

-2.14(.33) ***

-1.32(.05) ***

Gender k

7.38(1.14) ***

6.55(1.15) ***

.51

.54

Eq.(3)

R2

sharing equation

Note: *, **, and *** represent significant levels of 10%, 5% and 1% respectively.
The coefficient of CumSharing k,i,t-1 is statistically significant at the 0.1 level for both cases,
indicating that sharing behavior strongly influence viewing behavior. Thus, H1c is supported. Video
sharing is different from video commenting, and the two kinds of behavior can increase online
viewership in distinct ways. Only those who are watching or intend to watch a program on a video
website can see comments of the program, so comments are the way of within-platform
communication. In this line, comments can maintain audiences’ attention to a program, but cannot
effectively expand the audience size of a program. For a TV series, such stickiness may be
transformed into motivation to watch remaining episodes of the series. Sharing a program is the way
to introduce the program to acquaintances of an audience by means of posting links to social
networking websites. The acquaintances are not necessarily customers of the video platform. Sharing
a program can increase the audience base of a video program by leveraging existing relationship
among acquaintances, while commenting a program can enhance program stickiness through
interaction among strangers. The coefficients of CumSharing k,i,t-1 is larger than that of CumReview
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k,i,t-1

in both cases, which may demonstrate China’s netizens tend to be influenced more by

acquaintances than the crowd even in the internet era. The results that TVrating has negative impacts
on the dependent variable in two cases show that online TV watching behavior is not consistent with
conventional TV watching in China. It may be explained by the fact that youngsters are more likely to
watch TV dramas online while old persons are accustomed to using traditional TV sets.
Table 6 Estimation results for titles with lower TV ratings
Variable

Coefficients (SE)
SUR

Eq.(1)

OLS

viewership equation

Viewk,i,t-1

.62(.02) ***

.61(.02) ***

CumReview k,i,t-1

.07(.02) ***

.07(.02) ***

CumRating k,i,t-1

.32(.06) ***

.32(.06) ***

CumSharing k,i,t-1

.14(.02) *

.14(.02) ***

TVrating k,i

-.24(.07) ***

-.24(.08) ***

Age k

1.13(.60) ***

1.13(.60) ***

Gender k

-2.35 (.05) ***

-2.34(.05) **

.95

0.94

R2
Eq.(2)

review equation

View k,i,t

.70(.09) ***

.61(.09)***

**

.17(.07) **

CumReview k,i,t-1

.16(.07)

CumRating k,i,t-1

-.22(.22)

CumSharing k,i,t-1
TVrating k,i,t-1

-.31(.06)

-.21(.22)

***

-.31(.06) ***

-.15(.25)

-.20(.26)
**

-2.30(1.95) ***

10.63(0.25) *

11.2(0.26) ***

.70

0.71

View k,i,t

1.04(.07) ***

1.07(.07)***

CumReview k,i,t-1

-.11(.05) **

-.12(.05)**

Age k

-2.51(1.91)

Gender k
R2
Eq.(3)

sharing equation

CumRating k,i,t-1

.10(.16)

0.10(.16)

CumSharing k,i,t-1

-.08(.04)*

-.08(.05) *

TVrating k,i,t-1

-.33(.19)*

-.32(.19)

Age k
Gender k
R2

***

-3.96(1.46) ***

18.24(.19) ***

18.08(.19) ***

.92

0.92

-3.90(1.43)

Note: *, **, and *** represent significant levels of 10%, 5% and 1% respectively.
For the review equation (SUR estimation), View

k,i,t

has significant and positive impacts on

audiences’ viewing decisions in both higher and lower TV rating cases, entailing strong support for
H2a. The coefficients are 0.81 and 0.70 for the higher and lower TV rating cases respectively, both
significant at the 0.01 level. Given the log-linear formation, the coefficients suggest that every 10%
increase in the volume of online viewership will increase the number of same-day comments by 8.1%
and 7% for higher TV rating titles and lower TV rating titles respectively.
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For the sharing equation (SUR estimation), View k,i,t is a significant predictor for Sharing k,i,t in
both cases, which renders support for H2b. The coefficient in the higher TV rating case is 0.83, while
the coefficient in the lower TV rating case reaches 1.04. The coefficients of View k,i,t in the sharing
equation are higher than those of View k,i,t in the review equation, especially for the lower TV rating
case. As commenting is the way of communication among strangers, and content sharing occurs
among acquaintances. It demonstrates that Chinese netizens are more fond of interacting with the
clique of acquaintances rather than a large group of strangers.
When comparing the estimation results of SUR and OLS methods, we find that OLS tend to
overestimate the effects of some independent variables and underestimate the effect of lagged
dependent variables. Given the correlation between the error term and the endogenous variable,
simple OLS regression does not correctly characterize the effect of independent variables. For
example, OLS estimation overestimates the role of CumReview k,i,t-1 and underestimates the impact of
Viewk,i,t-1 in the viewership equation because the estimation method fails to account for the
endogeneity of audiences’ reviewing behavior. The findings are compatible with findings by Duan et
al. (2008b).
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1

Title 3
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Figure 2 TV ratings of eight titles of TV dramas

6. Discussions, limitations and future research
Video websites are multiple-sided media platforms, encompassing agents such as content
providers, advertisers, viewers. Literature about media platforms focuses on network effects,
especially cross-group NE (Peitz and Valletti, 2008). Studies on cross-group effects finds that
advertisers value much more on audiences than audiences place value on advertisers(Gal-or et al.,
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2012). In this way, cross-group effects provide a mechanism to monetize its large installed base. But
how can a media platform to gain and retain its large installed base? The answer is the same-side
effects, which have the following strengths.
First, the same-side effects are a way of marketing by customers themselves. Same-side effects are
an interaction among the same side, facilitating cultivation of potential consumers. Although
same-side effects exist long before, such as WOM, information technologies, especially internet,
make it change fundamentally. A large number of users can interact in a timely, recordable, and
searchable way. Users tend to trust more on other users than suppliers. They can ask other users
whatever questions, particularly those that producers are not aware of or are not willing to disclose. In
this way, early adopters act as marketing volunteers, and promote products/services to potential later
adopters.
Second, same-side effects provide a mechanism to transform an experience good into a
quasi-search good. Video programs are an experience good, while e-communities can offer TV
audience the opportunities to draw on experiences of online viewers. Video websites provide
multi-dimensional information about a video program, through which an audience can know a video
program in advance without watching it thoroughly.
Third, same-side effects are a way to retain or lock in consumers. Consumers seem to have little
switching costs from one video website to another. E-communities provide some mechanism for
encouraging engagement and locking in customers. On the webpage of a TV program, audiences can
watch trailers of a program, interact with comments of other audiences on the website and other
hyperlinked websites, and enjoy other similar dramas recommended by the website, and if they have
interest they can see relevant information about a drama, such as clips on production and release of a
drama and information about actors and actresses. Rich materials about a TV drama not only attract
more audiences, but also promote customer engagement.
Further, same-side NEs stress the significance of an installed base, while same-side effects
emphasize the role of active users. The concept of an installed base is related to platform participation.
However, participating in a platform is not enough to bring sustainable development for a platform. It
is especially true in an environment where participation cost is low and users tend to multihome on
various platforms. In such an environment, the focus of wars between platform shift from
participation to attention. Attention is a scarce resource and the currency in platform markets (Tiwana,
2013). A platform should develop capability to sustain attention of its existing users, which is key to
attract both potential users and third parties. Same-side effects can promote customers’ engagement
on a platform, and thus facilitate platform stickiness.
The findings of this paper will have managerial implications. Platform firms should rethink about
the roles of audiences in their strategies. Platform firms usually confront the tricky Chicken-and-Egg
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problem when starting up one platform (Caillaud and Jullien, 2003; Parker and Van Alstyne, 2005).
The power of same-side effects lies in self-reinforcing mechanism. Interaction on the same side,
usually the demand side, can not only facilitate exponential growth of users, but also increase
engagement on a platform. In this way, platform owners can partially solve the Chicken-and-egg
problem by establishing a virtual community or adding social networking elements to a platform.
When the same-side loop takes effect, audiences themselves may voluntarily add value to platforms
by contributing, sharing and discussing contents.
This paper has several limitations. First, our variables may not well represent the construct of the
same-side effects. We use three variables in our empirical model to measure the same-side effects: the
volume of review, the volume of sharing, and the score of audiences’ rating. The three variables have
the advantage of quantifiability, but some non-quantifiable variables may be equally significant to
explain the same-side effects, such as data related to review contents. Further, our data are
title-specific rather than audience-specific. If we had audience-specific data, we could have probed
into the black box of the same-side effects at both sub-group and group levels. Second, our data is
mainly about several titles of TV dramas on a China’s video website, which may restrict
generalization of the conclusions in this paper to other settings. Although Youku is the largest video
website in China, the sample just reflects audiences’ behavior of watching some specific TV dramas
in a short period of time. Further, Chinese internet video audiences may behave differently from their
foreign counterparts due to reasons like culture, information infrastructure, and content regulation. So
it should be more cautious to apply the conclusions of this paper to foreign countries’.
The concept of the same-side effects is proposed in this paper as no existing concepts can
sufficiently explain the exponential growth of the demand side on social networking sites. We hold
that the concept of the same-side effects are significant for a specific type of platforms where the
demand side features a self-reinforcing mechanism, like e-communities and social network sites.
There are a number of opportunities to extend the current research. One important and interesting
extension of our research will be to link the consumers’ decision process with the same-side effects.
The same-side effects work on some platforms, but fail on other platforms. It is of both academic and
practical value to study the conditions for realizing the same-side effects, and to probe into the
emergence process of the same-side effects.
Furthermore, we regard the same-side effects as a positive feedback in the demand side of a
platform. Arthur (1990) proposes that some manufacturing sectors are subject to positive feedbacks,
which exist in the supply side of the economy. We speculate that the positive-feedback loop can be
extended from the supply side to the demand side. Grasping the mechanism of the demand-side
positive feedbacks is key to understanding the rise of social networking sites and their roles in the
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economy. In this line, some questions are worth further exploring. For example, how can the
demand-side positive feedback generate increasing returns for the platform?
Additionally, TV dramas are not only available on video websites, but broadcast on traditional TV
channels. It’s interesting and valuable to study whether or not the same-side effects on a video website
will impact TV ratings and further how the same-side effects impact the relationship between video
website and traditional TV channels. Thus, an important extension to the current research would be to
study the impacts of the same-side effects on cooperation and competition between a video website
and traditional TV channels.
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Abstract
This paper studies career expectation of talent’s selecting knowledge private enterprise (KPE) in
construction industry since Guo Fa [2014] No. 43 in China. The questionnaire are designed and
sent to applicants in Hefei. 286 applicants answered the questionnaire effectively. In the survey,
principal components analysis is used to explore the structure of this instrument with result of
five components. They are individual development, enterprise characteristic, working
environment, industry attractiveness and enterprise convenience from highest influencing level
to lowest. The most prominent factor is individual development. Salary income is a concern for
talent to choose job but not the most important one, enterprise convenience and industry
attractiveness are more important than income. The five factors are helpful for KPE to solve
talent shortage, especially to attract those well-trained management professionals and
construction talents to compete for Public Private Partnership project.
Keywords: Career expectation, Talent attraction, PPP, Knowledge private enterprises

1. Introduction
Since September 2014, China’s State Council issued on the strengthening of local government
debt management advice (Guo Fa [2014] No. 43) , first 42 PPP (Public Private Partnership)
projects of over 70 billion and second 31 PPP projects of 14 billion have been open to the public
in Anhui, China (http://ah.sina.com.cn/news/2015-02-06). This is the great opportunity for many
knowledge private enterprises (KPEs) especially in infrastructure construction industry. To
challenge the opportunity, the private entities must attract enough construction talents to compete,
operate and manage the concession project for revenue and growing. The traditional urban
economics literature argues that talent is attracted to the availability of employment opportunities
and financial rewards. More recent research has found that working atmosphere，career
opportunities, work-life comfort, task and payment attractiveness are five important career
expectation for employer image dimensions (Matthias Baum, 2013). But few articles are
studying factors on KPE’s attracting talent. This study will fill the gap of KPEs in Hefei, firstly
because there is a significant less literature in case studies of KPE. Secondly, Hefei KPE is
facing great opportunities but great shortage of suitable talents in China in recent fast
infrastructure construction period. Furthermore, one of the authors is in charge of PPP talent
recruitment and is convenient to collect data. Studying talent career expectation is important not
only for enterprises, but also for talents career choice.

2. Career choice theories
Scholars have conducted many researches on the influence factors of talent career expectation.
Zibin Song (2012) investigated that individuals’ career expectation are proposed to be influenced
by the interplays of three influences including general self-efficacy, vocational interests, and
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person–job fit perceptions. Patton and McMahon (2006) took the view that career expectation
has a system of influences including a variety of individual, developmental, social and
environmental variables, which are named developmental, person-environmental fit and
social-cognitive perspectives by vocational theorists. Hinkin and Tracey (2000) state three
reasons of talent flow. First, enterprises employees do not have authority to complete job
independently. Secondly, job condition is worse, but job requirement is higher. Finally salary is
lower. Kennedy and Fulford (1999) divided influence factors into obvious factors and unobvious
ones. Age, income, job characteristic, individual desire, anticipated future and opinion of job
change are obvious factors. Gender, marital status, family population, education, job period and
previous experience of job change are unobvious factors. Levin and Rosse (2001) state that there
are three factors affecting talent flow: individual factors (demographic characteristics,
personality, and individual values), workplace factors (type of work, working conditions, and
organizational climate) and environment factors (broad external economic or societal factors
involving the labor market). These factors make up turnover triangle. Jackson et al. (2005)
suggested five motivational components, i.e. lifestyle, family, career, cultural and economic to
influence career flow in New Zealand. Ivan De Noni (2014) found that social services, healthcare,
environment quality, job opportunities and safety are positively affecting talent expectation for
Milan city. So as far, there is considerably less research on the factors of enabling KPE to attract
talent, scarcely literature on talent career expectation in PPP related infrastructure industry.

3. Survey
In this article, the talent mainly refers to a person who has at least college degree and abilities of
designing, budgeting or technical skill in construction industry. By means of interviewing with
applicants for KPE, the composition of construction talents is analyzed as in table 1.
Table 1 Statistical data of investigated community background sample number N =286.
Item
Gender
Age

Category Frequency %
Item
Category
Frequency %
Male
155
54 Highest Qualification
College
110
38
Female
131
46
Bachelor
148
52
Under 25
142
50
Master
28
10
25-35
119
42
Experience
No
100
35
35-45
16
6
Less than 5years
111
39
45-55
7
2
From 5 to 10 years
46
16
Over 55
2
1
More than 10 years
29
10

The construction talents are composed of three parts. First, they come from the State-owned
construction group in China. Second, they come from real estate industry clusters or construction
industry from other cities. Third, they are new graduate or professionals back from the other
industries. Therefore, questionnaires of talent career expectation are designed on the base of
talent conditions, talent definition and influence factors from literatures. In period from
September 2014 to March 2015, questionnaires were handed out to 400 applicants who are
applying for positions in KPEs through website of www.51job.com, a professional channel web
to invite applications for jobs. 298 applicants answered the question with return ratio 59.6% and
effective ratio 96%. Finally, we got 286 pieces of effective questionnaires. Most of them are less
than 35 years old, which accounts for 92%. The working experience less than five years accounts
for 74%. Table 1 shows the statistical background information.
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4. Results
Mean value analysis and confirmatory factor analysis are used to calculate the comparative
importance and explanation power, respectively. Visual inspection revealed several coefficients
above 0.40 in magnitude, suggesting the plausibility of data reduction. Bartlett’ test of sphericity
was significant, x2(286) = 951.749, p0.001. Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin measure of sampling
adequacy returned a value of 0.801, which is defined as meritorious in terms of the
appropriateness of applying factor-analytic techniques. In the analyses presented below,
component loadings of 0.40 or greater are displayed, as this represents the minimum magnitude
for meaningful interpretation (Jackson et al., 2005).
Table 2 presents the pattern matrix for the items in this study for the PCA. Communalities, CITC
and their associated variance and cumulative variance explained are also presented. Table 2
shows relatively clear loadings on the five components requested for extraction. Total variance
explained by this five-component solution was 58.23% which was deemed acceptable in terms of
explanatory power. According to relationship between the size of component loading and
influence factor of questionnaire, five common components are defined as: factor 1—enterprise
convenience, factor 2—working environment, factor 3—individual development, factor
4—industry characteristic, factor 5 —industry attractiveness.
Table 2 Pattern matrix for features influencing talent career expectation in construction industry
Items

Component
2
3
4

Commu
Mean S.D. CITC
-nalities
0.65
3.26 1.27 0.45
0.61
2.69 1.31 0.44
0.66
3.16 1.39 0.41
0.56
3.24 1.28 0.41
0.52
3.82 1.15 0.39
0.47
4.03 1.07 0.47
0.67
4.00 1.05 0.50
0.39
4.31 1.02 0.40
0.58
4.58 0.73 0.28
0.57
4.78 0.50 0.28
0.48
4.67 0.56 0.28
0.64
4.44 0.89 0.37
0.58
4.46 0.81 0.34
0.58
4.39 0.85 0.44
0.71
3.55 1.24 0.34
0.66
4.01 1.01 0.35

1
5
Convenience commuting
0.78
Near to relates & friends
0.73
Be in capital cities
0.67
0.45
Double weekend days
0.65
Task richness
0.68
Work environment
0.57
Enterprise operation mode
0.56
0.55
Basic benefit
0.54
Access to universities
0.74
Bright perspective
0.70
Development opportunity
0.66
Accumulating experience
0.48 0.53
Charming leaders
0.69
Enterprise culture
0.43
0.57
Career interest
0.82
Industry remuneration
0.79
Scale mean scores
3.09 4.04 4.62 4.42 3.78
Cronbach’s a
0.72 0.63 0.61 0.55 0.61
Variance explained (%)
13.72 12.41 12.35 9.94 9.82
Cumulative variance explained (%) 13.72 26.12 38.47 48.41 58.23
Extraction Method: PCA. Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. Rotation converged in
11 iterations.

5. Discussion
5.1 Major findings
Purpose of this article is to inquire into the influence factor of talent career expectation in
construction industry. The influence factors are analyzed on the base of questionnaire survey.
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The result indicates that five common factors will influence talent career expectation. They are
listed from higher influence level to lower one as follows.
Individual development: the factor of individual development reaches 4.62, which is higher
than the other four factors. It demonstrates the opportunities factor of individual development is
the most important factor to affect talent career expectation. The change of social value has
caused the management of talent career expectation to be complicated. People no longer regard
job as the only primary matter in their life. Their preferring Job is only a part of life (Bill, 1998).
Therefore, when construction talents choose career in a KPE, they pay attention to bright
perspective, development opportunity and quickly experience acquirement. They take care of
personality trait development, the harmonic relationship between job, aspiration, and life.
Enterprise characteristic: the factor displays the second highest average value of 4.42 such as
charming leaders, enterprise culture and etc.. Macroeconomic conditions are one of the strongest
influences on employee behavior. Same as the other countries, Chinese infrastructure
construction industry is being from cities to countries according to economy development. Hefei
is the center of regional economy and culture in Anhui, China. KPEs in Hefei have great
attraction to construction talents because of brighter economy prospect, improved living standard
and the other exterior economic. Therefore, Enterprise characteristic is not only the basic
premise for individual talents to develop their career and diversity abilities but also the
foundation to work warmly and effectively in KPE.
Working environment: the factor affects the talent career expectation greatly with average
value of 4.04. This factor sits at the third position of the most important influence factors. The
high technologies and knowledge of construction industry cause the talents need higher qualities
of working environment. The higher quality employees would have more requests for jobs. They
pay attention to job richness, work environment, enterprise operation mode, basic benefit,
supervisor cognition, colleague relationship, meaningful task, good prestige, enterprise
management, enterprise’s policy and enterprise culture. Therefore, they require good working
environment. The working environment includes enterprise internal fairness, good atmosphere,
manager’s attention, respect and understanding. The working environment directly decides the
satisfaction degree of talents on the job (Levin and Rosse, 2001).
Industry attractiveness: the research result shows that average component value of industry
attractiveness reaches 3.78. Industry remuneration, higher salary, career interest and better
benefit have extremely influence on the talent career expectation. Though salary income is
always the important concern in all levels of employees, they will prefer Hefei KPE of less
income to enterprise of higher income. This find differs from other literatures to some extent.
Enterprise convenience: the average value of component for enterprise convenience is 3.09.
Geography concentricity is a magnetic field to the industry. It can attract the high-level talents
and other essential factors. The KPE in Hefei has provided a good environment to attract, foster
and inspire talents. According to Maslow’s demand hierarchy theory, physiological demand and
security are two of the most basic demands. The 92% surveyors are less than 35 years old, most
of whom are the only child in a family. According to table 2, they’d like to prefer career in
capital cities near parents, have double weekend days to continue university studying. They
dislike higher salary job in towns and villages far from relates and friends. Talent career
expectation includes convenient enterprise environment, easy commuting, near to relate and
friends, be in capital cities, free weekend days for relax and so on.
5.2. Relationship with previous theories
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The survey analysis provides the conclusion that five major factors affect construction talent
career expectation for KPE. This conclusion is mostly similar to the five factors of automobile
talent flow in Wuhan Economic Technological development zone (WEDZ) and turnover triangle
of Levin and Rosse ( 2001). The results are compared as in table 3.
Table 3
Object
Hefei KPE

Factor 1
individual
development

Wuhan WEDZ

individual factor

Turnover Triangle

individual factors

The comparing research results
Factor 2
enterprise
characteristic

Factor 3
working
environment
working
Income
environment
workplace factors

Factor 4
Factor 5
enterprise
industry
attractiveness convenience
industry cluster
urban
environment
environment
environment factors

In Wuhan WEDZ case, the income factor is an independent and important factor to attract talent
(Guanfeng Mao, 2009). In turnover triangle result, the influence factor of income is among
enterprise environment. But in this research on KPE, salary income is belonging to industry
attractiveness to attract construction talent. Meanwhile, individual development is the first
important factor, which is much stronger than other influence factors. As Levin and Rosse
pointed out that the characteristics of work and workplace play a decisive role in the triangle.
The research result shows that KPE in PPP infrastructure construction industry in Hefei is more
attractive for many construction talents because there will be many chances for talent individual
development. They are innovative enterprises having capabilities to transform and revitalize
local economies, providing economic competitiveness, wealth creation and jobs.
5.3 Limitation
The article investigates applicants applying jobs for KPE in Hefei infrastructure construction
industry of China. Firstly, the number of samples is about to be increased. The opinions about
influence factor will be comprehensively obtained from more talents of KPE. Secondly, the
article analyzes the investigator’s opinion about influence factors. Later factors will be analyzed
by age, gender, working years and highest qualification, respectively. Thirdly, more research will
be deployed to find the relationship between talent career expectation and influence factors.
Finally, it needs to be confirmed in construction industry in other area of China and other kinds
of industrial clusters whether the investigation result is only suitable for the KPE in infrastructure
construction industry in Hefei, or has its universality.
5.4 External validity
The article presents a survey about talent career expectation in a construction industry of KPE in
China. The research results obtained are generated from a survey performed in a number of
companies. Particular care should be observed when drawing generalizations from these data.
Specifically, the demographic information presented in Table 1 suggests that the sample was
composed of individuals working in construction professions. When interpreting the findings of
this study, the reader is warned that generalization beyond such individuals may be hazardous.
The results of this study may not reflect the views of individuals who belong to different industry
clusters and the other parts of the world.
6. Conclusion
Hefei has been undergoing fast infrastructure constructing in China with Public–private
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partnership business Mode. Though many knowledge private enterprises (KPE) in construction
industry are developing quickly, scarcity of talents has become the bottleneck for their
development. Recruiting talented employees is a significant concern. The article explored the
influence factor of talent career expectation of applicants applying for KPE in Hefei, China. The
factor analysis method is used in the research. The analysis data demonstrates that talent career
expectation has five major factors. They are individual development，enterprise characteristic,
working environment，industry attractiveness and enterprise environment. The most prominent
factor is individual development. Salary is an concern for them to choose job but not the most
important one, there are still individual development, enterprise convenience, industry
attractiveness and etc.. All the five factors are necessary and helpful for KPEs to solve the talent
shortage, especially well-trained management professionals and PPP construction talents.
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Abstract
This paper investigates whether taxi apps provide attribute value for taxi driver, and how twosided sales promotion interacted with consumer learning about attribute value to influence taxi
drivers’ decision of adoption of taxi app. We use structural model to account for the serial
unobserved correlation in multiple perceived attribute value by using Bayesian updating process.
We find measurable evidence that taxi app provide positive attribute value for taxi driver, though
it is undervalued in prior. We also find the evidence of taxi driver’s learning about transaction
successful rate and the probability of earning cash back from app provider.
Keywords: innovative business model, transportation network companies, two-sided sales
promotion, Bayesian learning, structural model

1. Introduction
Information system never stops its expedition into reshaping traditional business. One recent
progress is “transportation network companies” (we use TNC in short interchangeably), which is
defined as “a service that does not own vehicles or employ drivers, and relies on software to
connect passengers to rides”. Early runners of transportation network App include several wellfunded firms, such as Uber, Lyft, Hailo, OlaCabs, and Didi Dache.
Even though information system enables operations of TNCs, its value in this progressive
business model is still under debate. In academia, the value of information system for TNC is
challenging to quantify because of different sources of noise. First kind of noise is increased
supply from unlicensed drivers. Those drivers differentiate themselves with traditional taxi driver
in construction of utility, which challenges causal inference due to omitted variables. Second
source of noise is sales promotion accompanied during the period of product introduction. And
two-sided sales promotion strategy brings more complexity in economic mechanism of drivers’
decision making process. The third challenge comes with the serial correlation of perceived
attribute value.
In this study we provide an empirical structural model to quantify App value, user learning and
effect of sales promotion. We answer three set of questions: (1) does App provide value for taxi
drivers? (2) Does taxi driver learns the value of App, and action of passenger through experience?
(3) How two-sided sales promotions make impact on driver’s propensity to use? How two-sided
sales promotion interacts with drivers’ learning dynamically? Our result quantifies driver’s
learning of app attribute value, passenger’s attribute value by using online pay, and passenger’s
attribute value by committing to an order. We also find that reward from passenger, subsidy from
app provider, cash back bonus for passenger and cash back bonus for driver have impact on
driver’s decision through not only direct impact on latent utility of taxi driver, but also driver’s
belief about passengers’ preference of paying online and commitment to order.

2. Research Context and Data
Our data are from a TNC in China. It is now the largest mobile-app-based transportation network
in China with over 100 million registered passengers, 0.9 million registered drivers and 5 million
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transaction per day. Our data observes 50 drivers’ all transaction record from their registration in
early May 2013 to late March 2014. We give up the very beginning of data until 12/27/2013
because there is some very fundamental function updates happens on that day, such that the
attribute value might be different from data observed before.
The market structure of this app is an ideal setting for studying the attribute value of app.
Different from Uber in United State who introduces more supply of transportation, this app only
applies to existed taxi in the market due to the heavy regulation on taxi market in China. In other
word, there is no new taxi introduced by app, and all app users in supply side are traditional taxi
drivers. This setting helps to control effect such as car characteristics and driver characteristics.
The only exogenous changes in the setting are the introduction of the app and promotional
activities with that. Each driver makes decision of using app or traditional taxi business model in
each period when their taxi is in vacancy.
In total we have around 26000 transactions with 7 variables: whether driver accepts the order,
whether transaction is successful, whether online pay is used, cash back for passengers when use
online pay, cash back for driver when passengers use online pay, reward from passengers, and
reward from TNC. Those data in general covers the business process and the richness of sales
promotion TNC uses.
One point worth mentioning is the online pay function and the cash back program. This function
brings both passenger and driver convenience as saving time for changes when using cash. On
the other hand, after launched, app provider promotes online pay, as well as the taxi app itself,
with very high intensity to enhance the user-experience and thus help driver and passenger learn
the value of this function. App provider starts with a short-run cash back program which provide
cash back bonus to both driver and passenger if transaction is finished by online pay.

3. Model
Driver makes decision on whether using app to receive orders or using outside goods to receive
orders, e.g. phone call, airport pickup, hotel pickup, passengers on the roadside, etc. We assume
driver i at time t will receive utility of 𝑈𝑖1𝑡 if he/she accept order from taxi app, and 𝑈𝑖0𝑡 if not.
Two possible outcomes might occur after driver accept offer from app. If passenger is committed
to the order, transaction will be successful and driver would gain positive utility from using app.
If passenger cancels current order, transaction fails, driver incur opportunity cost in terms of time
or gas, as negative utility. By using an indication function, we can form utility as following.
𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙
𝑠𝑢𝑐
𝑈𝑖1𝑡 = 𝐷𝑠𝑢𝑐 ∗ 𝑈𝑖1𝑡
+ (1 − 𝐷𝑠𝑢𝑐 ) ∗ 𝑈𝑖1𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖1𝑡
𝑠𝑢𝑐
Here 𝐷𝑠𝑢𝑐 is a dummy variable indicating whether transaction is successful, 𝑈𝑖1𝑡
is the utility if
𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙
transaction is successful, which is expected to be positive. While 𝑈𝑖1𝑡 is the utility if transaction
fails, expected to be negative. 𝜀𝑖1𝑡 represents exogenous shock, which follows type I extreme
distribution.
More specifically, when transaction is successful, drivers gain utility from attribute of the app
and all forms of bonus. There are three formats of bonus for taxi drivers. First one is cashback
bonus if passenger uses online payment. Second one is fixed passenger reward, which increases
driver’s incentive to accept a certain order, and is known before the driver make decision. Third
term is driver subsidy. It is similar to passenger reward, but it is from app provider. We use
additive form with scalars for attribute and monetary unit of bonus.
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
𝑠𝑢𝑐
𝑈𝑖1𝑡
= 𝑎1 ∗ 𝐴𝑖1𝑡 + 𝑎2 (𝐷𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑦 ∗ 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 + 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 + 𝐵𝑖𝑡
)
Here, 𝐴𝑖1𝑡 represents utility from attribute of app. 𝐷𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑦 is a dummy variable indicating
whether passenger uses online pay. 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 represents bonus cash back for driver from app
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provider when online payment is used by passenger. 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 is reward from passenger and
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
𝐵𝑖𝑡
is subsidy from app provider.
When transaction fails, we simply take value of utility as a constant number 𝑐 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙 , which is
expected to be negative. Taking both cases together, we have utility of accepting order as
followed expression.
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
𝑈𝑖1𝑡 = 𝐷𝑠𝑢𝑐 ∗ (𝑎1 ∗ 𝐴𝑖1𝑡 + 𝑎2 (𝐷𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑦 ∗ 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 + 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 + 𝐵𝑖𝑡
)) + (1 − 𝐷𝑠𝑢𝑐 )
𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙
∗𝑐
+ 𝜀𝑖1𝑡
At time t, if taxi driver i receives utility from outside good, he/she receives utility of 𝑈𝑖0𝑡 . We
take the utility from outsider good to be an attribute level 𝑐 𝑜𝑢𝑡 plus a stochastic error term.
𝑈𝑖0𝑡 = 𝐶 𝑜𝑢𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖0𝑡
Before driver makes decision on whether using app to receive order, they forms expectation of
the utility from 2 channels based on information updated to period t, and pick the channel which
maximize their instant expected utility. Policy of cash back bonus for driver and passenger, app
subsidy and consumer reward is known when forming expectation. In addition, information till
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
time t, represented by 𝐼𝑖𝑡 is known. As 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐵𝑖𝑡
are given before forming
expectation, these three terms can be taken out of the expectation form. In addition, we note that
the perception of attribute by driver is independent of the decision of commitment to an order by
passenger. By some rearrangement following the property of conditional expectation, we have
the following expression.
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
𝐸(𝑈𝑖1𝑡 |𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐼𝑖𝑡 )
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠
𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠
= Pr(𝐷𝑠𝑢𝑐 |𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐶𝑖𝑡
, 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐼𝑖𝑡 )
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠
𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠
𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑
∗ (𝑎1 ∗ 𝐸(𝐴𝑖1𝑡 |𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐶𝑖𝑡
, 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐼𝑖𝑡 )
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠
𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠
𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑
+ 𝑎2 (Pr(𝐷𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑦 |𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐶𝑖𝑡
, 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐷𝑠𝑢𝑐 , 𝐼𝑖𝑡 ) ∗ 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
+ 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 + 𝐵𝑖𝑡
)) + (1 − Pr(𝐷𝑠𝑢𝑐 |𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐼𝑖𝑡 ))
𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙
∗𝑐
+ 𝜀𝑖1𝑡
Expected utility of outside goods is assumed to be stable since all drivers are experienced and
well informed of the value of outside goods.
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
𝐸(𝑈𝑖0𝑡 |𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐼𝑖𝑡 ) = 𝐸(𝐶|𝐼𝑖𝑡 ) + 𝜀𝑖1𝑡 = 𝐶 + 𝜀𝑖0𝑡
From expression above, driver needs to perceive three expectations. First one is expected value
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
of attribute 𝐸(𝐴𝑖1𝑡 |𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐼𝑖𝑡 ); Second one is probability of receiving
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠
𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠
𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑
committed order Pr(𝐷𝑠𝑢𝑐 |𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐶𝑖𝑡
, 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐼𝑖𝑡 ) ; Third one is probability of
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠
𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠
𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑
passenger paying online Pr(𝐷𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑦 |𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐶𝑖𝑡
, 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐷𝑠𝑢𝑐 , 𝐼𝑖𝑡 ). Those three
terms are conditional on users’ information set. We explain the formation of these three
expectations separately and then merge them together into our utility function to form likelihood.
3.1 Expected Attribute Level
We use Bayesian updating rule to model perceived attribute level. At the beginning of our
2
observation, driver has prior perceived value of app 𝐴𝑖10 , which follows 𝑁(𝐴0 , 𝜎𝐴0
) . It follows
2
normal distribution because driver is uncertain about the app value, and 𝜎𝐴0 captures the
uncertainty level which is comparably large, whereas 𝐴0 measures the mean level of the prior
perceived value. Driver makes first time decision based on prior information only, such that
mean of first time perceived attribute is equal to the prior mean value 𝐴0 , and the perception of
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2
variance is equal to 𝜎𝐴0
. As passenger’s learning about attribute is conditional on experience only,
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
we use 𝐸(𝐴𝑖10 |𝐼𝑖0 ) to replace 𝐸(𝐴𝑖10 |𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐼𝑖0 ) for simplicity.
𝐸(𝐴𝑖10 |𝐼𝑖0 ) = 𝐴0
2
2
𝜎𝐴𝑖0
= 𝜎𝐴0
2
Here 𝜎𝐴𝑖0 is driver’s perceived variance of attribute level at the very beginning.
Drivers update perceived value and variance when they are better informed and learn the real
attribute value of app. We assume the experience signal of app’s true value 𝐴𝑒𝑖𝑡 follows
𝑁(𝐴1 , 𝜎𝐴2 ). 𝐴1 is the average experience value which equals true value, and 𝜎𝐴2 captures variance
of signal. With more exposure to using app, driver’s perceived attribute value will be driven
from prior value and finally converges around the true value. In addition, uncertainty about
attribute value will decline, and perceived variance will be smaller. Such serial changes in
perceived value can be modelled through Bayesian updating rule, which depicts a concave
2
learning curve from prior mean and converges at true value, with the curvature governed by 𝜎𝐴0
2
and 𝜎0 .Using a dummy variable 𝐷𝑖𝑡 𝑢𝑠𝑒 to capture whether driver I use the app at time t, we can
model our perceived attribute level and variance as follows.
𝐴𝑒𝑖𝑡 𝐸(𝐴𝑖1(𝑡−1) |𝐼𝑖(𝑡−1) )
+
2
𝜎𝐴2
𝜎𝐴𝑖(𝑡−1)
𝐸(𝐴𝑖1𝑡 |𝐼𝑖𝑡 ) = 𝐷𝑖𝑡 𝑢𝑠𝑒 ∗
+ (1 − 𝐷𝑖𝑡 𝑢𝑠𝑒 ) ∗ 𝐸(𝐴𝑖1(𝑡−1) |𝐼𝑖(𝑡−1) )
1
1
+ 2
𝜎𝐴2 𝜎𝐴𝑖(𝑡−1)
1
1
2
2
𝜎𝐴𝑖𝑡
= 𝐷𝑖𝑡 𝑢𝑠𝑒 ∗ 1/ ( 2 + 2
) + (1 − 𝐷𝑖𝑡 𝑢𝑠𝑒 ) ∗ 𝜎𝐴𝑖(𝑡−1)
𝜎𝐴 𝜎𝐴𝑖(𝑡−1)
3.2 Probability of Receiving Committed Order
Commitment to a proposed order is a decision of passenger. Driver learns about decisions of
passengers through experience, and forms expectation over decision to calculate their expected
utility. In other words, we model driver’s belief about passengers’ decision. Note that knowledge
set of passenger is limited to 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , cash back they gain if they pay online 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , the reward
they give driver to increase the accepting rate, and the attribute level of committing to an order.
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
Driver believes that 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 and 𝐵𝑖𝑡
is independent of probability of a successful transaction,
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
and his/her belief about utility of passenger is conditional on 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡
and information till
time t only. We simplify the expression as follows by pulling out independent variables.
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
𝐸(𝑈𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 |𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐼𝑖𝑡 )= 𝐸(𝑈𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 |𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , 𝐼𝑖𝑡 )
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
𝐸(𝑈𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡 |𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐼𝑖𝑡 )= 𝐸(𝑈𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡 |𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , 𝐼𝑖𝑡 )
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
Pr(𝐷𝑠𝑢𝑐 |𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐼𝑖𝑡 ) = Pr(𝐷𝑠𝑢𝑐 |𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , 𝐼𝑖𝑡 )
If passenger is committed, driver expects that passenger will gain utility from three sources:
attribute level for committed order, cash back from app if he/she keeps on using online pay, and
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
paying extra reward. Among these three terms, 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡
is known with certainty by driver,
and attribute is known by passenger but not fully perceived by driver. Driver need to learn about
this value through their experience. Similar with model above, we model these learning process
following Bayesian updating rule with prior perceived value following𝑁(𝑆0 , 𝜎𝑠2 ), and signal
2
following 𝑁(𝑆1 , 𝜎𝑝1
) . Perceived attribute value in time t for individual i is
𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠
𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠
𝐸(𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡 𝑖𝑡 |𝐶𝑖𝑡
, 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐼𝑖𝑡 ). In terms of cash back and customer reward, we use additive form
with weight to form the utility function. The latent utility follows the expression below.
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𝐸(𝑈𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡 |𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , 𝐼𝑖𝑡 )
= 𝑑1 ∗ 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 + 𝑑2 ∗ 𝐸(𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡 𝑖𝑡 |𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐼𝑖𝑡 ) + 𝑑3 ∗ 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 + 𝜀𝑖𝑤𝑡
If passenger is not committed, we assume that in driver’s belief, passenger will gain a systematic
utility plus exogenous shock. As driver is used to traditional transportation form, he/she is well
informed about the systematic component of utility for passenger. We model systematic
component as a constant.
𝐸(𝑈𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 |𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , 𝐼𝑖𝑡 ) = 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 + 𝜀𝑖𝑎𝑡
Finally, we simply model the probability of receive committed by assuming error follows
extreme value distribution.
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
Pr(𝐷𝑠𝑢𝑐 |𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐼𝑖𝑡 ) =
exp(𝑑1 ∗ 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 + 𝑑2 ∗ 𝐸(𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡 𝑖𝑡 |𝐼𝑖𝑡 ) + 𝑑3 ∗ 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 )
exp(𝑑1 ∗ 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 + 𝑑2 ∗ 𝐸(𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡 𝑖𝑡 |𝐼𝑖𝑡 ) + 𝑑3 ∗ 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 ) + 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 )
3.3 Probability of Online Pay
The structure for information set of perceived probability of online pay is consistent with 3.2.
However, there is a minor difference. If a transaction is reported as online pay, it indicates a
successful transaction. For those transaction not fulfilled, we are not able to observe passenger’s
propensity to pay online or offline. So we model in similar way as what we did in 3.2 with
exception that we firstly modeling a joint event of both paying online and successful transaction.
Again, we model attribute level following Bayesian updating rule with prior
2
following 𝑁(𝑃0 , 𝜎𝑝0
) , signal following 𝑁(𝑃1 , 𝜎𝑝2 ) , and represent perceived attribute value
as 𝐸(𝑃𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑖𝑡 |𝐼𝑖𝑡 ). The perceived joint probability shows as following.
Pr(𝐷𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑦 , 𝐷𝑠𝑢𝑐 |𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , 𝐼𝑖𝑡 )
exp(𝑏1 ∗ 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 + 𝑏2 ∗ 𝐸(𝑃𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑖𝑡 |𝐼𝑖𝑡 ) + 𝑏3 ∗ 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 )
=
exp(𝑏1 ∗ 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 + 𝑏2 ∗ 𝐸(𝑃𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑖𝑡 |𝐼𝑖𝑡 ) + 𝑏3 ∗ 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 ) + 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑖𝑡 )
Once have the joint probability, we can simply calculate probability of pay online conditional on
successful transaction and information up to time t.
Pr(𝐷𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑦 , 𝐷𝑠𝑢𝑐 |𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , 𝐼𝑖𝑡 )
𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠
𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑
, 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐼𝑖𝑡 ) =
Pr (𝐷𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑦 |𝐷𝑠𝑢𝑐 , 𝐶𝑖𝑡
Pr(𝐷𝑠𝑢𝑐 |𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , 𝐼𝑖𝑡 )
3.4 Probability of Accepting Order
We plug in the results in stage 3.1 to 3.3 into the expected utility when driver use TNC app.
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
Pr(𝐷𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 𝑖𝑡 |𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐼𝑖𝑡 )
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠
= exp(Pr(𝐷𝑠𝑢𝑐 |𝐶𝑖𝑡
, 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐼𝑖𝑡 ) ∗ (𝑎1 ∗ 𝐸(𝐴𝑖1𝑡 |𝐼𝑖𝑡 )
𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠
+ 𝑎2 (𝑃𝑟(𝐷𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑦 |𝐷𝑠𝑢𝑐 , 𝐶𝑖𝑡
, 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , 𝐼𝑖𝑡 ) ∗ 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 + 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
+ 𝐵𝑖𝑡
)) + (1 − Pr(𝐷𝑠𝑢𝑐 |𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐼𝑖𝑡 )) ∗ 𝑐 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙 ) /(exp(𝐶 𝑜𝑢𝑡 )
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
+ exp(Pr(𝐷𝑠𝑢𝑐 |𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐼𝑖𝑡 ) ∗ (𝑎1 ∗ 𝐸(𝐴𝑖1𝑡 |𝐼𝑖𝑡 )
𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠
+ 𝑎2 (𝑃𝑟(𝐷𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑦 |𝐷𝑠𝑢𝑐 , 𝐶𝑖𝑡
, 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , 𝐼𝑖𝑡 ) ∗ 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 + 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦
+ 𝐵𝑖𝑡
)) + (1 − Pr(𝐷𝑠𝑢𝑐 |𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡
, 𝐼𝑖𝑡 )) ∗ 𝑐 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙 ))
Using 𝐷𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 𝑖𝑡 as a dummy variable indicating driver i accept order at time t if 𝐷𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 𝑖𝑡 = 1,
we form likelihood as follows.
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𝐼

𝑇𝑖
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦

𝐿𝑙𝑖𝑘 = ∏ ∏ Pr(𝐷𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 𝑖𝑡 |𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡
𝑖=1 𝑡=1

, 𝐼𝑖𝑡 )

𝐷𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 𝑖𝑡

𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑦

∗ (1 − Pr(𝐷𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 𝑖𝑡 |𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑢𝑠 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 , 𝐵𝑖𝑡

, 𝐼𝑖𝑡 ))1−𝐷𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 𝑖𝑡

4. Estimation Result
We use 2 stage simulated MLE methods to recover parameters. In stage 1, we recover
parameters in model 3.2 and 3.3. In stage 2, we simulate from recovered parameters in stage one,
and estimate all the rest parameters in model 3.4 and model 3.1.
Table 1: Estimation Result
Parameter
𝑆0
𝑆1
2
𝜎𝑠0
log(𝜎𝑠2).
𝑑1 (customer reward)
log(𝑑2 ) (attribute
learning)
𝑑3 (customer
cashback)
𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑃0
𝑃1
2
𝜎𝑝0
log(𝜎𝑝2).
𝑏1 (customer bonus)
log(𝑏2 ) (attribute
learning)
𝑏3 (consumer
reward)
𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑖𝑡
𝐴0
𝐴1
2
𝜎𝐴0
log(𝜎𝐴2).
log(𝑎1 ) (attribute
learning)
𝑎2 (monetary scalar)
𝐶 𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑐 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙

We find that learning process are
significant in three expectations. The prior
for app attribute and online pay are
negative, which indicates undervaluation of
TNC app by drivers at the very beginning.
The prior for attribute value of commitment
to order is positive, which indicates
overvaluation of successful rate. We also
0.2525144
0.08633653
note that all signal variances are large
-2.1165239
0.07636374
compared with the scale of attribute level,
-5.3962350
0.53656863
indicating that drivers need to use App
0
heavily to finally learn those attribute
10
values.
2.6537126
0.19903397
We also identify parameters for two-sided
0.4242891
0.06279798
promotion. Three forms of monetary bonus
-0.3039923
0.10668834
for drivers have positive effect on drivers’
decision of using app. Furthermore, bonus
-2.1121863
0.13511376
policy for customers also has impact on
drivers’ decision through probability of
- 1.2178262 0.04024394
receiving committed order and probability
-2.1297771
0.14617956
of online pay.
0
10
Last but not least, we find that app based
3.9067326
0.19895739
attribute have positive values. By fixing
0.7481634
0.01410036
signal means at 0, we infer attribute value
through relative value to outside goods.
0.3067377
0.02188262
Constantly negative utility of outside goods
-2.2823361
0.30989044
indicate attribute utility is higher than
-7.0039908
1.59885990
utility derived from outside goods. Similar
findings also apply to attribute level of using online pay, and of commitment to an order. We
also identify a huge negative utility for uncommitted transactions, which indicates that cancelling
order hurt drivers badly, and might drive drivers to take outside goods.
Estimate
0.9980652
0
10
6.5126963
-0.3060413
-1.0227974

S.E
0.42240486
0.77110957
0.19091496
0.20579391
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Abstract
We study whether and how smartphone users dynamically manage their consumption
of mobile data given their monthly plan quotas. Employing a unique data set on daily
data usage from a mobile carrier in China, we develop a dynamic structural model in
which a user maximizes usage utility considering the intertemporal trade-o between
current and future consumption. We derive theoretical properties of the model and a
test to identify users who are forward-looking based on their daily usage pattern in a
month.We apply a two-stage method to estimate the structural parameters. We conduct
counterfactual simulation studies to design protable promotion strategies around month
end when excess bandwidth capacity is often available.
Keywords : mobile data consumption; consumer heterogeneity; price sensitivity; monthend promotion; dynamic structural model

1 Introduction
Consumers nowadays increasingly access the Internet via the mobile broadband on their
smartphones. A recent study nds that there are more than 2.3 billion active mobile broadband subscriptions worldwide, translating to a mobile broadband penetration ratio of roughly
32% for the world population. As major mobile service carriers around the world gradually
shift their emphasis to data services, nely designed limited data plans are commonly being
oered. Such limited data plans typically consist of a pre-specied data quota in a billing
cycle for a xed fee and additional costs for extra usage exceeding the quota. Users hence
need to carefully manage their data usage over time amd face the dynamic optimization
problem of allocating their consumption of the pre-specied data quota over a nite period
of time, subject to uncertainty in future usage needs varying over time. A proper understanding of user dynamic behaviors in consuming mobile data provides valuable managerial
implications for mobile carriers. As users who dynamically optimize their usage strategically
balance their present consumption against future consumption and constantly adjust their
usage based on the remaining data quota and number of days left in a billing cycle, they will
reduce their data usage when the remaining quota diminishes.
This paper seeks to address a series of questions with regard to the dynamic consumption
behaviors of mobile data users that have been left largely untouched in the existing literature. Employing a unique dataset on the daily mobile data usage over a nine-month period
for a large number of smartphone users from a leading mobile carrier in China, we are able
to construct and estimate a dynamic structural model for daily data usage under limited
data plans. We fully account for the heterogeneity among users by specifying the model at
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individual level so that the model parameters are user specic. We allow some users to be
forward-looking and others to be myopic. To distinguish between them, we derive and prove
general analytical results uncovering distinctive usage patterns that dierentiate forwardlooking users from myopic users. The results enable us to develop a reduced-form empirical
test that can identify dynamic usage patterns of individual users. Our test nds empirical
evidence that a substantial proportion of users (about 40% for our data) are forward-looking
and dynamically plan their data usage. These users exhibit dynamic usage patterns consistent with our dynamic structural model and hence are applicable to model estimation.
In estimating the structural parameters of our dynamic model, we adopt a two-stage
estimation approach similar to Bajari et al. (2007). From the estimated individual structural
parameters, we nd signicant heterogeneity in daily data usage need and price sensitivity.
We nd older users generally have lower price sensitivity and less daily variation in usage.
We conduct counterfactual simulations to explore the design of two types of month-end
promotions: discounting the price rate for extra usage beyond the plan quota, and oering
unlimited-use passes with a xed fee in the last several days of a month. We nd that pricesensitive users noticeably respond to the rate reduction by increasing their usage and hence
an optimal discount of 40% to 50% in the extra rate can increase the carrier's revenue by
about 27%. Selling unlimited-use passes at a proper price level and at the right time (e.g.,
a ¥10 pass for the last 4 days of a month) can increase the expected revenue by as much as
20%.

2 Model
Consider an individual user i with monthly mobile data plan j , which adopts a typical
nonlinear pricing scheme of two-part tari. With a xed monthly fee, the plan includes a
monthly data quota Qj . The user can consume mobile data up to Qj without incurring
any extra cost. If the total data usage within a month exceeds Qj , the user needs to pay
a unit price pj per MB of additional usage. Denote user i's daily mobile data usage as ait
(ait ≥ 0) for any given day t within a month, t = 1, ..., T , where T is the total number of
1
days in the month.
Pt−1At the beginning of day t, the remaining data quota user i has is thus
qit = max Qj − τ =1 aiτ , 0 .
For any given day t, user i's per-period utility from consuming ait amount of mobile data
for that particular day is modeled as follows.

1
u (ait ) = (µi + ξit ) ait − a2it − ηi pj max {ait − qit , 0}
2

(1)

The rst two terms of the above utility function captures the direct utility from mobile data
consumption. We incorporate a daily random shock, ξit , which is observed only to each individual user but not to the researchers. We assume ξit follows N (0, σi2 ) and is independently
and identically distributed across time. The last term in (1) (i.e., ηi pj max {ait − qit , 0})
accounts for the cost of extra usage exceeding the plan quota, where pj is the unit price
for extra data usage given the chosen data plan j . ηi captures the individual-specic price
1 We

explicitly account for dierent numbers of days in dierent months (e.g., 28 days for February and
31 days for March).
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sensitivity. For identication purpose, we normalize the coecient before the second term
(i.e., a2it ) to a xed constant 1/2.
A rational user is forward-looking and optimizes her usage in any day by weighing her
present utility, which can be formulated as
" T
#
X
u (ait ; qit , ξit ) + E{ξiτ }
β τ −t u (aiτ ; qiτ , ξiτ ) .
(2)
τ =t+1

A user i decides her optimal usage based on three state variables: the remaining quota
qit , the number of days left in the month, dt , and the private utility shock, ξit . Among them,
qit and dt are evolving deterministically given the previous usage:

qi,t+1 = max {qit − ait , 0}

and

(3)

dt+1 = dt − 1.

The value function, V (qit , dt , ξit ), can be dened by the Bellman equation,
(4)

V (qit , dt , ξit ) = max u (ait ; qit , ξit ) + βEξi,t+1 V (qi,t+1 , dt+1 , ξi,t+1 ) .
ait ≥0

The solution to Equation (4) yields the policy function a∗i (qit, dit , ξit ), which determines the
optimal mobile data usage in any day as a function of the state variables qit , dit and ξit .
Before proceeding to estimation, we rst derive some analytical properties of the solution
to the dynamic programming problem described in our proposed model.
Proposition 1.

For myopic users, given any utility shock

ξit

in any given day (with the

exception of at most one day within a month), their daily mobile data usage
independent of the remaining data plan quota

Proposition 2.

a∗i (qit , dt , ξit )

is

qit .

For users who are forward-looking and dynamically optimize their usage,

before the data plan quota is expended (i.e., when

qit > 0),

given any utility shock

given day (except the last day of a month), the optimal daily usage a∗i
increasing in qit if 0 < a∗i ≤ qit .

(qit , dt , ξit )

ξit

in any

is strictly

The proofs are detailed in the complete paper available upon request. The distinctive
usage patterns that distinguish forward-looking users from myopic ones is testable given
our observed data. We can use each individual user's daily usage to test for any positive
relationship with the remaining quota so as to discover evidence of dynamic consumption
behavior.

3 Estimation
We obtain the data for this study from one of the leading telecommunication companies that
provide mobile services in China. For this study, we select from the original data a random
sample of 1,000 users who have never changed their data plan within the nine-month period.
For each individual user in our sample, we include (i) the monthly plan information, including
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Figure 1: Simulation Output vs. Actual Data
the data plan quota, and the monthly fees and extra-usage price rates; (ii) the daily mobile
data usage for each day throughout the entire study period; (iii) the user prole information,
including age, gender, and customer history.
We rst develop a reduced-form empirical test based on the theoretical results in Section
2. For users who are forward-looking, their daily usage should demonstrate positive correlation with the remaining quota at the beginning of each day. In contrast, for myopic users,
their daily usage should be uncorrelated with the remaining quota. To test for such usage
patterns, we apply the following reduced-form empirical model
(
ãit if ãit > 0
ait =
0
otherwise

ãit = αi0m + αi1 qit + αi2 dt + εit , εit ∼ N 0, ωi2 .
(5)
The key parameter of interest here is αi1 , which is expected to be signicantly greater than
zero for forward-looking users, and insignicantly dierent from zero for myopic users. We
use maximum likelihood estimation for 1000 individual users within our data sample and
nd 392 users with a positive estimate of αi1 that is signicant at 1% level. The reducedform empirical test provides formal evidence that there is a considerable proportion of users
(about 40%) who dynamically plan their mobile data usage over a month.
To estimate the dynamic model, we adopt the two-stage estimation strategy proposed
by Bajari, Benkard, and Levin (2007, BBL henceforth). 392 users demonstrate signicantly
positive correlation between their daily usage and the remaining plan quota, indicating these
users are forward-looking. We estimate our dynamic structural model only for those users
shown to be applicable to the model. To validate that the estimates of model parameters
properly reect the true dynamics in the actual data, we simulate each user's daily data
usage paths given the estimated structural parameter values. Figure 1 depicts the simulation
results for 2 representative users. The red solid curves represent the average daily usage over
100 rounds of simulation outputs, whereas the dashed curves represent the average daily
usage over the nine months from the actual data. The vertical bars indicate the daily range
of usage over the nine months in the actual data. The simulated usage conrms that we
have properly modeled the dynamics of users' data consumption behavior.
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We are also interested in how the estimated structural parameters relate to users' demographic information. Thus, we regress the estimated {µi , σi , ηi } on user demographics,
including age, gender, and customer history applying the seemingly unrelated regression
(SUR). Table 1 shows that neither gender nor customer history have any signicant eects
on the estimated mean usage level µi , the standard deviation σi , or the price sensitivity ηi .
Age is found to have signicantly negative eects on ηi and σi , which indicates older users
generally have lower price sensitivity and less daily variation in usage.
Table 1: SUR Analysis for Estimated Model Parameters and Demographics
Demographic Var.
Intercept
Age
Gender
Customer History

Estimated µ
Estimate St. Dev.
3.33**
0.48
-0.016
0.015
0.21
0.28
-0.082
0.043

Note: **: p-value < 0.01; *: p-value < 0.05

Estimated log σ
Estimate St. Dev.
2.18**
0.17
-0.013*
0.0053
0.024
0.10
-0.017
0.015

Estimated log η
Estimate St. Dev.
2.39**
0.30
-0.027** 0.0096
-0.20
0.18
0.019
0.027

4 Policy Implications
One of the most common strategies to promote usage or sales is oering discounts in price.
We consider the carrier noties users about a discount, as a percentage δ (0 < δ < 1), of the
price rate for extra usage when users are about to deplete their plan quota. Under such a
promotion strategy, we simulate each user's usage individual by individual for all 392 users
estimated using the dynamic model. Table 2 shows the results with dierent discount levels.
Table 2: Results of Counterfactual Analysis 1: Discounts in Extra Rate
Discount (δ )
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%

Average Revenue (CNY)
5.66
6.12
6.56
6.93
7.18
7.21
6.92

Revenue Increase (%)
8.1
15.9
22.4
26.9
27.4
22.3

From Table 2, the revenue increases as discount deepens, indicating that some users,
especially those with high price sensitivity, do respond by increasing their usage signicantly.
Facing the usual trade-o between prot margin and sales volume, the revenue follows a
typical inverted-U curve, reaching its peak around δ = 50%. A month-end promotion oering
40% to 50% o the original extra rate could increase the expected average revenue by as
much as 27%.
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The mobile carrier is also interested in oering unlimited-use passes which oer users
the option to purchase a month-end unlimited-use pass such that after paying a xed fee P ,
users can freely use mobile data till the end of the month without any additional charge. If
a user chooses to decline the oer, she continues with her original data plan and pays for
any extra usage according to the plan rate. Table 3 shows the results with dierent values
of n and P .
Table 3: Results of Counterfactual Analysis 2: Month-End Unlimited-Use Passes
Last n Days
3
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
5

Fee P (CNY)
5.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
10.00
15.00

Acceptance Rate
0.3964
0.1245
0.0176
0.4438
0.2428
0.0547
0.4764
0.2851
0.1235

Average Revenue (CNY)
6.27
6.32
5.82
6.01
6.81
6.12
5.68
6.78
6.61

Revenue Increase (%)
10.8
11.7
2.8
6.2
20.3
8.1
0.35
19.8
16.8

As Table 3 shows the average revenue follows an inverted-U curve as the fee increases. A
properly priced promotion (e.g., a 4-day pass for ¥10.00) can increase the expected revenue
by as much as 20%.

5 Conclusion
Our paper makes several contributions. In the substantive domain, the results in our study
indicate that a considerable percentage (about 40%) of consumers are forward-looking in their
mobile usage behavior. Our estimation captures consumer heterogeneity in both data usage
need and price sensitivity. Our counterfactual studies are able to evaluate the eectiveness
of various promotions. On the methodological front, we develop a dynamic structural model
of mobile data consumption given the data plan quota. We derive the analytical properties,
from which we propose an empirical test of consumers' forward-looking behaviorl. Our
estimation considers consumer heterogeneity and is computationally ecient.
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Abstract
Intelligent medical knowledge service platform is a new way to spread medical knowledge. In
this paper, a method based on incomplete ordinal number information is proposed to solve the
problem of two-sided matching of supplier and demander under intelligent medical knowledge
service platform. Firstly, the ordinal number information of suppliers provided by demanders is
compared with the demanders’ aspirations by using the excitation-penalty function, where the
aspiration value is expressed as two different formats: single value and interval value. Then, to
maximize the satisfaction degree of medical knowledge demanders, an optimization model is
constructed to match the demanders with suppliers. Finally, an example is used to illustrate the
feasibility and practicability of the proposed method.
Keywords: intelligent medical knowledge service platform, two-sided matching of supplier and
demander, incomplete ordinal number information, the excitation-penalty function
1. Introduction
With rapid technical advances in network and intelligent terminal, much more attention has been
paid to medicine (Liao, 2014; Hyoung, Hwang and et al., 2015). According to the World Health
Organization report, there are accounting for 75% people among the world population in
Suboptimal health status (SHS) (He, Fan and et al., 2013). Moreover, in China, about 70% of the
population is in SHS status (Ding, He and et al., 2009). A part of these people hope to get
preventive health knowledge or educate themselves with similar patients’ medical records (Lin,
Dou, and et al., 2015). With a rapid ageing population, much more attention should be paid to
medical knowledge so as to prevent emergency disease, such as cerebral infarction, myocardial
infarction. Maintenance knowledge should be learnt to prevent recurrence after disease treatment.
Due to saving time and convenience, intelligence medical knowledge service platform has
attracted more attention to help people get medical knowledge at home. Under this platform,
useful medical knowledge can be obtained from the corresponding suppliers. However, the study
on matching the knowledge demanders with suppliers effectively is insufficient, which is an
issue that deserves concerning.
For the problem of matching supplier with demander under intelligence medical knowledge
platform, it is more appropriate to use the incomplete ordinal number information. The medical
knowledge demanders prefer to provide the sorting of demanders instead of giving the detailed
value of multiple properties. It is more practical and faster to solve the problem. The medical
knowledge demanders provide the order of suppliers to the intelligence platform according to the
suppliers’ information. Meanwhile, the medical knowledge demanders have aspirations to the
suppliers. Based on the previous study of ordinal number information(Irving, Manlove and et al.,
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2003; Carrabs, Cerulli and et al., 2009; Sethuraman, Teo and et al., 2006), in this paper, a
decision making method for two-sided matching of medical knowledge service supplier and
demander is proposed. The ordinal number information of suppliers and demanders’ aspirations
are compared by using the excitation-penalty function. Then, the optimization model is built to
match the suppliers with demanders. At last, an illustrative example is used to illustrate the
feasibility and practicability of the proposed method.
2. Description of the Problem
For the problem of two-sided matching of supplier and demander, there are three main bodies
under service platform: the medical knowledge suppliers, the medical knowledge demanders and
the knowledge service platform. According to the suppliers’ information, the demanders provide
the incomplete ordinal number information of the suppliers and their aspirations to the platform.
Let D={D1, D2,…, Dm} be the demander set, Di ( i  1, 2,, m ) denotes the ith demander. Let
S={S1, S2,…, Sn} be the supplier set, Sj ( j  1, 2,, n ) denotes the jth supplier. Let E={e1, e2,…,
em} be the set of the demanders’ aspirations, ei denotes the minimum ordinal value of the
supplier that can satisfy the aspiration of Di. The suppliers provide the number of demanders that
they can service to the platform. Let Q={q1, q2,…, qn}, qj denotes the number of demanders that
Sj can service. The demander Di may have no preference to Sj, so the problem of matching
demanders with suppliers is based on incomplete ordinal number information. Let ti=(ti1, ti2,…,
tin) be the vector of the demander’ ordinal values, where tij denotes that the demander Di put the
jth supplier in the tijth place. If tij =  , tij denotes that the demander Di has no preference to Sj.
Let T=[tij]m×n be the incomplete ordinal number matrix. Let I  1, 2, , m , J  1, 2,, n . The
definition of two-sided matching can be described as Definition 1(Roth, 1986; Roth, 1984; Roth,
1989).
Definition 1. Multi-valued mapping  : D∪S→D∪S is the many-to-many two-sided matching
of demander and supplier. If and only if Di ∈D, S j ∈S satisfies the following conditions:
(1)   Di   Di  S ;

 

(2)  S j  D  S j ;



 
 
(4) If   S  =  D , D , , D  , where i , i ,, i   I , then   D   S ,  ,   D   S ;
(5) If   S   D , then S    D  . If   D   S , then D    S 
To many-to-many two-sided matching  ,   S   D and S    D  denote that the demander
Di matches with the supplier Sj;   S   S denotes that the supplier Sj does not match with the
(3) If   Di  = S j1 , S j2 , , S jw , where  j1 , j2 , , jw   J , then  S j1  Di ,  ,  S jw  Di ;
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demander.   Di   Di denotes that the demander Di does not match with the supplier.
To solve the problem mentioned above, a method based on incomplete ordinal number
information is developed. By comparing the difference between the ordinal number information
and the aspiration information, the knowledge service platform makes decisions to match the two
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main bodies. A demander can obtain the medical knowledge service from several suppliers. Over
a period of time, a supplier can service several demanders. The problem can be shown in Fig. 1.

Fig.1. The problem of two-sided matching of supplier and demander
under intelligent medical knowledge service platform

3. The decision making method for two-sided matching of supplier and demander
3.1 The excitation-penalty function
A supplier’s ordinal numbers given by the different demanders are different, the satisfaction
degree of demanders is different for the same supplier. The different satisfaction degree has
influence on the matching result. Therefore, the satisfaction degree between ordinal number and
aspiration should be calculated firstly. In this paper, an excitation-penalty function is introduced
to measure the satisfaction degree, and the satisfaction degree can be described as the
excitation-penalty degree. When the supplier’s ordering value is greater than the demander’s
aspiration, the demander is motivated. While the supplier’s ordering value is less than the
demander’s aspiration, the demander is disappointed. Since the demanders have hesitant and
uncertain psychology, the aspiration can be a single value or within a certain range. Therefore,
the single-valued aspiration and interval aspiration will be studied in the following.
(1) The single-valued aspiration
If the ordinal value satisfies the aspiration, the appropriate inspiration would be given. If the
ordinal number can’t satisfy the aspiration, the appropriate penalty would be given. Let timin be
the minimum ordinal value given by Di. Let timax be the maximum ordinal value given by Di. The
relationships between the supplier’s ordinal number information tij and the demander’s aspiration
information ei are given as below:
(a) If ti min  tij  ei  ti max , the higher deviation degree that the ordinal value is greater than the
aspiration, the greater inspiration that the demander will obtain. Particularly, if tij=timin,
u( tij )=1; if tij =ei, u( tij )=0.

(b) If ti min  ei  tij  ti max , the higher deviation degree that the ordinal value is less than the
aspiration, the greater penalty that the demander will obtain. Particularly, if tij =timax,
u( tij )=-1.
(c) if tij =  , u( tij )=  .  is an infinitesimal number.
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Let u( tij ) denotes the excitation-penalty degree. When the aspiration is expressed as a single
value, the excitation-penalty function is shown as Eq. (1).
  ei  tij 
 
 , ti min  tij  ei  ti max ;
  ei  ti min 

0
, tij  ei ;

(1)
u  tij   

  tij  ei 
 , ti min  ei  tij  ti max ;
 
t

e
i
max
i





, tij  .

where λ>0, λ denotes the excitation degree that the ordinal value satisfies the aspiration. If 0<λ<1,
the excitation function grows as a convex function. If λ>1, the excitation function grows as a
concave function. When λ=1, the excitation function grows as a linear function. If τ>0, τ denotes
the penalty degree that the ordinal value does not satisfy the aspiration. The value of λ and τ can
be same or different.
(2) The interval aspiration
Let ei=[ eiL , eiR ], eiL denotes the lower bound of the aspiration value, eiR denotes the upper
bound of the aspiration value. The relationships between the suppliers’ ordinal number
information tij and the aspiration information ei are given as below.
(a) If ti min  tij  eiL  eiR  ti max , the ordinal number is less than the lower bound of aspiration
interval, the inspiration of the demander is constant, u( tij )=1.
(b) If ti min  eiL  tij  eiR  ti max , the ordinal number is in the aspiration interval. The higher
deviation degree that the ordinal value is more than eiR , the greater inspiration that the
demander will obtain. Particularly, when tij = eiR , u( tij )=0.
(c) If ti min  eiL  eiR  tij  ti max , the ordinal number is less than the upper bound of the aspiration
interval, u( tij )<0. The higher deviation degree that the ordinal value is less than eiR , the
greater penalty that the demander will obtain. Particularly, when tij =timax, u( tij )=-1.
When the aspiration is expressed as interval, the excitation-penalty function is shown as Eq. (2).

1
, ti min  tij  eiL  eiR  ti max ;


  eiR  tij 
  R L  , ti min  eiL  tij  eiR  ti max ;
  ei  ei 
(2)
u  tij   

R
  tij  ei 
, t  eiL  eiR  tij  ti max ;
 
R 
 i min
t

e
  i max i 


, tij  .

3.2 Optimization model
Let xij be a 0-1 variable. If xij=0, Di does not match with Sj. If xij=1, Di matches with Sj. To solve
the two-sided matching problem of suppliers and demanders under intelligent medical
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knowledge service platform, based on the excitation-penalty degree, the optimization model is
built as follows.
m

n

Max z1   u  tij xij

(3a)

i 1 j 1
m

s.t.

x

ij

 q j , (j=1, 2,…, n);

(3b)

 1 , (i=1, 2,…, m);

(3c)

i 1
n

x

ij

j 1

xij =0 or 1, i=1, 2,…, m, j=1, 2,…, n.
(3d)
Eq. (3a) is an objective function, it denotes that the satisfaction degree of the demanders to the
suppliers is maximum. Eq. (3b) is a constraint condition, it means that the quantity of the
demander which the supplier Sj can service is limited, the maximum quantity is qj. Eq. (3c)
means that each demander can be serviced by at least one supplier. The model can be solved by
packaging tools (such as LINGO, Cplex, WinQSB) or the genetic algorithm.
4. Illustrative example
Under an intelligent medical knowledge service platform, there are four medical knowledge
demanders D={D1, D2, D3, D4} who want to seek tuberculosis (TB) prevention knowledge.
Seven TB experts S={S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7} can provide knowledge service in the service
platform. Firstly, the demanders learn seven TB experts information, such as work experience,
professional competence. The ordinal number information of the suppliers is given by the
demanders, the incomplete ordinal number matrix T=[ tij ]m×n is constructed, then the demanders’
aspirations E are obtained. The ordinal number information and the aspiration information are
presented in Table 1. The numbers of demanders that the suppliers can accept over a period of
time are Q={2, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1}. To compare the difference between the ordinal value and the
aspiration, the excitation-penalty degree is obtained by Eq. (1) when the aspiration is a single
value, or the excitation-penalty degree is obtained by Eq. (2) when the aspiration is expressed as
interval, where λ=0.88, τ=2.25. The excitation-penalty degrees are shown in Table 2.
Table 1 the ordinal number information and the aspiration information
S1
D1
D2
D3
D4

S2
1
2
3
1


4
6
7

S3
4
3
2
3

S4
2
1
4
2

S5
5


5
6

S6
3
5
1
4

S7


6


5

Aspiration
3
[2,3]
[2,4]
4

Table 2 the excitation-penalty degree between demanders and suppliers

u( tij )

S1

S2

S3

S4

D1
D2
D3
D4



1
1
0.5434
1

-0.2102
0
1
0.3803

0.5434
1
0
0.6999

-0.0844
-1
-1

S5

S6

S7

-1

0
-0.4016
1
0




-0.2102
-0.4016

-1


-0.0844

Based on the model (3), the result of matching medical knowledge demanders with suppliers can
be obtained by solving the model by using LINGO 10. The result is showed as below:
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x11 = 0, x12 = 1, x13 = 0, x14 = 0, x15 = 0, x16 = 1, x17 = 0, x21 = 0, x22 = 0, x23 = 1, x24 = 1,
x25 = 0, x26 = 0, x27 = 0, x31 = 0, x32 = 0, x33 = 1, x34 = 0, x35 = 0, x36 = 1,x37 = 0, x41 = 0,
x42 = 1, x43 = 1, x44 = 0,x45 = 0, x46 = 0, x47 = 0.
According to the result, under intelligence medical knowledge service platform, the demander D1
obtains TB knowledge from the suppliers S2, S6; the demander D2 obtains TB knowledge from
the suppliers S3, S4; the demander D3 obtains TB knowledge from the suppliers S3, S6; the
demander D4 obtains TB knowledge from the suppliers S2, S3.
5. Conclusions
This paper presents a method for two-sided matching of supplier and demander under
intelligence medical knowledge service platform. Firstly, the incomplete ordinal number
information of suppliers and the aspiration information are given by the medical knowledge
demanders. Based on the excitation-penalty function, the excitation-penalty degree between
suppliers and demanders is calculated. Then, an optimization model is built according to the
excitation-penalty degrees. Finally, the result of two-sided matching of supplier and demander is
obtained by solving the model. In terms of future research, the ordinal number information can
be extended to solve other actual problem in medical service area.
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Abstract
As the competition on C2C (customer-to-customer) electronic commerce platforms is fierce, how
to attract users to click and view a product from almost infinite number of alternatives becomes
a significant research question. Most extant studies try to answer this important question from
the cognitive perspective. However, in this paper we try to interpret it from the affective
perspective. Specifically, we propose a research model based on the stimulus-organism-response
(S-O-R) framework, associating product image design elements, perceived arousal embedded in
the image, and users’ approach behavior toward the product as moderated by metamotivational
state(telic state versus paratelic state). A lab experiment with a mixed factorial design will be
conducted to test out the proposed research model. We expect that the findings will help
individual sellers better choose product images based on individual’s metamotivational state,
and instruct them how to design the arousal evoking (or avoiding) product images.
Keywords: Arousal, Approach Behavior, Visual Complexity, Order, Color Warmness,
Metamotivational State

1. Introduction
C2C (customer-to-customer) electronic commerce market, where individuals who sell similar
products on third party platforms (e.g., eBay.com, Taobao.com) are experiencing fierce
competition. Given the highly competitive context, how to attract users to click and view a
product from almost infinite number of alternatives is an important question for both individual
sellers and third party platform providers.
Most extant studies on how to attract users to click and view a product are from the cognitive
perspective. However, from the affective perspective, product images could also be able to
explain why the user clicks and views a product. In a typical C2C platform context, the product
image is a more salient product feature compared to other ones such as product title, price, sell
volume, customer ratings, and seller location. Another advantage of product images is that they
can be easily changed by individual sellers with no cost. In contrast, the factors explored by
existing studies (e.g., product trust, product ranking, and electronic word of mouth) usually
require a lot of financial investment or a long time to accumulate customer feedbacks.
In recent years, the affective aspects of user interface design have received increasing attention
(Deng and Poole 2010). Arousal, as a key component of three human affective emotional
responses dimensions (i.e., arousal, valence and dominance) (Barrett 1998), has received a lot of
attentions in recent years in the IS field (Deng and Poole 2010). Arousal is referred to as the
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nonspecific component of emotional response that reflects the intensity rather than the evaluative
quality of affect (Whissell et al. 1986). In this study, arousal is defined as the subjective
experience of energy mobilization for psychological and motor activity (Russell and Barrett
1999). Image is a stimulus frequently used in psychology and marketing literature to elicit the
arousal feeling of users. Therefore it is reasonable to suppose that users can perceive or feel the
arousal embedded in the product image. Prior studies have also found that metamotivational state
has a moderating effect on customers’ approach-avoidance behaviors (Deng and Marshall
2010). Therefore, the metamotivational state may moderate the relationship between perceived
arousal and users’ approach-avoidance behavior.
Therefore in this study, we investigate the following research questions: Q1: What product image
design elements will influence users’ perceived arousal embedded in a product image? Q2: What
is the relationship between the effect of perceived arousal and users’ approach tendency,
moderated by the metamotivational state? To answer these questions, we propose a research
model based on the stimulus-organism- response (S-O-R) framework, associating image design
elements, perceived arousal embedded in the image, and users’ approach behavior toward the
product. We plan to test the research model using a lab experiment.

2. Theoretical Background and Research Model
The stimulus-organism-response (S-O-R) model from environmental psychology is used as the
framework in this study for understanding users’ emotional and behavioral responses to product
images. The S-O-R model poses that the environment (S) influences an individual’s affective and
cognitive experiences (O) that mediate approach/avoidance responses (e.g., desire to click on a
product link) towards the environment (Donovan and Rossiter 1982). This framework has been
widely used in marketing research to relate features of the retail environment to consumer
behaviors through the mediating effects of induced emotional responses within the environment
(Donovan and Rossiter 1982). In the context of this study, the S-O-R model is used to explain
the process by which arousal evoking design elements such as visual complexity, order, and
color (S) influence consumers’ internal states in terms of perceived arousal embedded in the
product image (O), ultimately influencing approach intention (R).
Stimulus

Organism

Response

Metamotivational state (Telic vs. Paratelic)

Visual Complexity

Arousal Embedded
in Product Image

Order

Approach-Avoidance
Behavior toward the
product

Color Warmness
Gender

Income

Experience

Arousal Seeking
Tendency

Product
Trust

Figure 1 Research model
Based on the S-O-R model, we conceptualize that the arousal evoking design elements of a
product image (i.e., visual complexity, order and color warmness) influences users’
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approach-avoidance behavior toward that product through users’ perceived arousal embedded in
the product image (see figure 1). The following sections describe the conceptual model in detail.
2.1 Visual Complexity and Order
Most studies indicate that visual complexity and order are two important dimensions of
environmental aesthetics evoking automatic human emotional response to the environment
(Arnheim 1966, Nasar 2000). Arnheim (1966) defines complexity as “the multiplicity of the
relationships among the parts” (p. 123) and order “as the degree and kind of lawfulness
governing the relations among the parts of an entity” (p. 123).
Following Arnheim’s (1966) definition of environmental complexity and order, we define visual
complexity and order used in this study. Product image visual complexity is conceptualized as
composed of two dimensions: (1) visual diversity, as measured by different types of elements
(e.g., products, texts, colors) present in the image; and (2) visual richness, as measured by the
amount of texts and colors, number of products and peripheral objects of a product image.
Product image order is conceptualized as the extent of lawfulness governing the relationships
among different elements of an image.
Previous studies have consistently shown that complexity is positively related to arousal (Gilboa
and Rafaeli 2003, Nasar 1987). A high level of complexity provides diverse and numerous
information cues that require considerable attention and time to view and comprehend. It thus
serves as a source of stimulation and interest, provoking more energy mobilization and higher
levels of arousal in individuals.
Order, in contrast to complexity, has been found to have a negative relationship with arousal
(Gilboa and Rafaeli 2003, Nasar and Hong 1999). As the extent of order grows, it structures
diversity, brings unity, coherence, and clarity to the environment, and reduces efforts required to
comprehend the environment (Nasar 2000). A high level of order is hence arousal-reducing, as it
reduces uncertainty and calls for less energy allocation to the stimulus. Thus, we propose
hypotheses 1 and 2.
H1: Visual complexity is positively associated with perceived arousal embedded in the product
image.
H2: Order is negatively associated with perceived arousal embedded in the product image.
2.2 Color Warmness
There is a vast body of scientific literature on the effects of color on human feelings and
behavior. The distinction between 'warm' and 'cool' colors has been an important feature of an
image. High arousing colors such as yellow and red connote excitement, tension, and stimulation,
whereas low arousing colors such as blue and green trigger associations with calm, security, and
peacefulness (Levy 1984). Used in interior design or fashion design, warm colors are said to
arouse or stimulate the viewer, while cool colors calm and relax. Thus, we propose hypotheses 3.
H3: Color warmness is positively associated with perceived arousal embedded in the product
image.
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2.3 Arousal, Metamotivational State and Approach-avoidance Behavior
Most extant studies have focused on the relationship between arousal and approach–avoidance
behaviors. Regarding to Mehrabian-Russell (1974) environmental psychology research, if
arousal is experienced as pleasure, it will stimulate approach behaviors, while if arousal is felt as
unpleasant, it will inhibit approach or motivate avoidance tendencies. Thayer’s (1986)
two-dimensional activation\arousal model supported this notion. Thayer divides arousal into
energetic arousal that is related to energy, activity, and tense arousal that is associated with
feelings of anxiety or fear. While energetic arousal prepares the body for movement and
approach behavior, the tense arousal prepares the organism for avoidance and inhibition.
Apter’s (1982) reversal theory have found that interpretation (pleasantness/unpleasantness) of
arousal was determined by metamotivational state of an individual. When the user is in the telic
(goal-oriented) state, a high level of arousal will be associated with unpleasant and anxiety
because it will interfere with the achievement of the goal. On the other hand, when the user is in
the paratelic (excitement seeking) state, a high level of arousal will be associated with pleasant.
Therefore, when individual are in a telic state, low levels of arousal will prepares the body for
movement and approach behavior, while high levels of arousal will prompt approach behaviors
for those who are in a paratelic state. Thus, we propose hypotheses 4.
H4a: When shopping in a telic state, the perceived arousal embedded in the product image
negatively influences the users’ approach tendency toward the product.
H4b: When shopping in a paratelic state, the perceived arousal embedded in the product image
positively influences the users’ approach tendency toward the product.

3. Research Method
A laboratory experiment with a 2 × 2 × 2 ×2 design will be conducted to test the hypotheses.
Visual complexity, order, color warmness (high versus low, respectively), and metamotivational
state (telic state versus paratelic state) will be chosen as between-subjects factor.
The visual complexity will be manipulated by (1) the number of different types of elements
presented in the image; and (2) the number of elements presented in the image. The order will be
manipulated by (1) grouping or aligning similar elements; and (2) contrasting different elements.
Color warmness will be manipulated by (1) warm colors as hues from red through yellow; and (2)
cool colors as hues from blue green through blue violet. In order to make subjects into a
telic/paratelic state, we describethe hypothetical scenarios where an individual similar to the
subjects visits e-commerce website for a calculator (telic state) or for enjoyment and fun
(paratelic state). Besides the main study variables, the control variables include the users’ gender,
income, online shopping experience, arousal seeking tendency (AST), and perceived trust toward
the product as they may affect user’s approach behavior toward the product.
Measures for perceived arousal will be adapted from Russell’s (1974) measures of arousal.
Measures of approach tendency will be derived from Donovan and Rossiter’s (1982) scales of
approach–avoidance tendency. Measures for metamotivational states of subjects will be adapted
from O’Connell and Calhoun’s (2001) telic/paratelic state instrument. Online shopping
experience will be measured using Khalifa and Liu’s (2007) scales of online shopping
experience. Arousal seeking tendency measures will be adapted from Mehrabian and Russell’s
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(1973) scales. Finally, measures for product trust will be adapted from Comer et al.’s (Comer et
al. 1999) scales. A pilot study will be conducted to refine the experimental manipulations and
assess the measurement properties.
At least 360 university students will be recruited as subjects in the experiment. According to
power analysis, 45 (360/8) subjects for each between-subject factor group can assure sufficient
statistical power of 0.8, for medium effect size (f=.25) (Cohen 1988). Around 45 (360/8)
participants will be randomly assigned to one of the eight conditions (2 visual complexity × 2
order ×2 color warmness × 2 metamotivational state).

4. Discussion
In summary, we propose a research model in this study based on the stimulus-organism-response
(S-O-R) framework, associating image design elements, perceived arousal embedded in the
image, and users’ approach-avoidance behavior toward the product. We also suggest that
metamotivational state (telic state versus paratelic state) may moderate the effect of perceived
arousal on users’ approach-avoidance behavior.
This research can have several theoretical contributions in the area of electronic commerce
literature. First, previous studies on why the user clicks on a product link mainly follow the
cognitive paradigm. This research, however, open a new venue to understand this phenomenon
from the affective perspective. Specifically, this research suggests perceived arousal embedded
in the product image may play an important role predicting the users’ approach behavior.
Secondly, this research extends the traditional S-O-R framework to the online shopping context.
Previous applications of S-O-R framework mainly focus on the offline business context (e.g.,
store decoration). Our study will show that traditional S-O-R framework is still applicable to the
online context.
This research may also have some practical implications. First, individual sellers in a paratelic
state would find a high arousal evoking image more useful, while individual sellers in a telic
state would find a low arousal evoking image more useful. Secondly, to derive a high arousal
evoking product image, the sellers should increase visual complexity, decrease order, and choose
the warm colors as background. However, to derive a low arousal evoking product image, the
sellers should decrease visual complexity, increase order, and choose the cool colors as
background.
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Abstract
The U.S. disaster management organizations (DMOs) have been criticized for their less-thanideal performance during the major disasters in the past several years. One frequently
resurfacing problem is the lack of effective communication and coordination among DMOs and
citizens. Despite the sophistication and improvement in information and communication
technologies (ICT) that brought radical changes in the way that information is exchanged among
organizations and the public in the commercial world, DMOs have not realized the full potential
of the advanced ICT. We analyze past research in the multi-disciplinary field of disaster
management and identify research directions to connect the missing links in the crossdisciplinary research field of disaster management systems. This paper focuses on Flood
disasters and suggests techniques that support social computing for better online information
sharing during disaster. We also describe an improved process to disseminate critical
information among DMOs and citizen, to reduce the calamity during disasters.
Keywords: Information, Communication, Emergency, Web

1. Introduction
In the past recent, there has been an increase in researches conducted on disaster management
systems (Berndt et al. 2007; Bui and Sankaran 2001; Chen et al. 2007; Fruhling and De Vreede
2006; Kim et al. 2007; Mendonca 2007; Michalowski et al. 2003; Papamichail and French 2005;
Turoff et al. 2004). Each company that expects to face a disaster needs to evaluate its
communication structure based on expert opinions and a comparison with other organizations
that will face the same situation. Cooperation among federal, state, and local government is
important during a large emergency response. Planning to develop communication channels for
requesting assistance from other organizations during emergency response is crucial to obtain
successful cooperation. These communication channels should be accompanied with equally
efficient information search mechanism, to let organization fetch any relevant details in very less
span of time, thus to act proactively to reduce the aftermath.
The ideology behind information and communication technologies seems to be “making
connections” (Sproull & Kiesler, 1991). Government is turning into a seamless web. This
seamless web, with the help of communication technologies will increase the connections with
citizens and DMOs. Yet, as Castells (1996) describes, not everybody will be included in this
web. They are either in the web or are outside of it. There are a few attempts to establish the web
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among DMOs and DMO-citizen communications. Among the pioneers, a federal program called
SAFECOM is spearheading the push towards interoperability and statistical baseline is now
being established. CalMesh is being experimented with as a tool to create a makeshift local
network during emergencies (Manoj and Baker 2007), and millions and millions of federal
dollars are invested in the up gradation of systems technology and in the research towards
improving communication between DMOs. Additionally, programs such as Community
Emergency Response Training (CERT) are now in place to enable communications between
DMOs and citizens. CERT allows citizens to identify the DMO’s contact person during a
disaster, to better protect them, to help other citizens around them, and to support first responders
(Prizzia & Helfand, 2001; Shover, 2007).
Despite of the progress, there is a significant lack of information systems to enable
communication among DMOs and between DMO and citizens. Currently, websites to assist
citizens in a disaster are still accessed only by a few segments of the public, and without
programs in place the government will not be efficient in providing safety and protecting its
citizens. To this end, Web 2.0 can play a vital role to remedy the existing lack. The
transformation away from a single, whole-of-government portal will be further accelerated by
emerging information models where information aggregators, as well as social networks, are
becoming channels to create awareness among the citizens and incorporate the need to
collaborate with DMOs to better tackle a disaster. Besides this, Web 2.0 makes interoperability
between different Web sites easier and more dynamic, hence the emerging role of transformed
government services (Maio, 2007).
In this paper we focus on Flood disasters and suggest techniques to improve online information
search during disaster management. Within the flood context, our study provides preliminary
answers to research question of “What are the key issues of information dissemination among
DMOs and citizens in disaster management?” Over the past decades, the pattern of floods across
all continents has been changing, becoming more frequent, intense and unpredictable for local
communities, particularly as issues of development and poverty have led more people to live in
areas vulnerable to flooding. The Fourth Assessment Report (2007) of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) predicts that “heavy precipitation events, which are very likely
to increase in frequency, will augment flood risk”. Floods by nature are complex events caused
by a range of human vulnerabilities, inappropriate development planning and climate variability.
Floods can be predicted to a reasonable extent, with the exception of flash floods, whose scale
and nature are often less certain (ADPC, 2005). Specifically, we describe an improved process to
disseminate critical information among DMOs and citizen as to reduce the calamity during
disasters. The paper is organized as follows. In the subsequent section, we explore the
phenomena of information dissemination among DMOs and citizens during Flood emergency.
We then elaborate the prototype design for interactive website. We conclude the paper with
limitations and future research.

2. Information Dissemination among DMOs and Citizens during Flood emergency
Every year, flood disasters, which include hurricanes, flash floods, mudslides, subsidence, river
valley floods, and winter coastal storms cause hundreds of deaths and result in property losses in
billions. Some of the past examples are: the 1972 Agnes floods - 105 lives and over $4 billion in
damage; the 1972 Rapid City, S. Dak., flash flood - 237 lives and over $164 million in damage;
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and the 1973 Mississippi Valley floods - 33 lives and $1.15 billion in damage (NTIS, 1980). In
order to satisfy these expectations of disseminating information among all citizens and DMOs,
it’s quite important to have a common interface facilitating quick exchange of information
among DMOs and citizens during floods. This will help in providing them fast and reliable data
which can be help in taking quick decisions at the right moment. Now let us categorize these data
primarily into three parts:
Data for Citizens from DMOs: This will consist of Flood warnings which are quite important for
citizens to become aware of, so that they can take some proactive measures on their own,
evacuate flood prone areas and relocate to safer location. Along with this, there will be some
critical information provided by analysts viz. expected intensity of flood, and expected damage
which it can cause, can help citizens take wise decision in alarmed situations.
Data to be shared among DMOs: There are different disaster management organizations which
might be involved in management of flood emergency. And they will be dependent upon
different organizations for getting some useful data in order to kick of emergency operations. For
e.g. Emergency Medical Services (EMS) will information regarding the expected casualty level
or the scale of the disaster in order to make preparations accordingly. Similarly Fire Team will
need information pertaining to the possibility of catching fire due to flood. So there is a mutual
dependency which can be seen between different DMOs which can be facilitated by the
interactive website shared across all of them.
Data for DMOs from Citizens: At the time of flood, DMOs will need the information about the
current situation at the disaster site. And citizens can be pretty helpful in providing eye witnessed
information to DMOs before disaster management operations are triggered in entirety.
Communication mechanism in order to enable sharing of information for all the three cases
mentioned above can be created through one centralized website. So we have modeled such an
interface which can be incorporated in disaster management context with required modifications
and can serve the purpose of disseminating useful information efficiently among different DMOs
as well as the citizens. We will be demonstrating this website design in terms of a particular
disaster, which we have taken as Flood in this paper.

3. Prototype Design for an Interactive Website
We adopt modern technologies such as AJAX to improve social computing and consequently to
support the information sharing and communication in emergency management. Our system
consist of four sections of one centralized website. All these sections will be using AJAX
technology for getting updated whenever changes are made to the contents. AJAX is an
advanced web technology to be used for updating and fetching real time values. Unlike other
technology options, Ajax enables web applications to retrieve data from the server
asynchronously in the background without interfering with the display and behavior of the
existing pages (Moore 2008). These unique benefits greatly improve the usability and ease of use
of the web systems in information dissemination. Let us go through the design of each section
described above in detail:
3.1 Exchange of Data between DMOs
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In case of floods, there will be many disaster management organizations involved which will
depend upon one another for certain piece of information in order to completely trigger their
operations. For example, let us take few such organizations as examples during a flood
emergency and learn about different types of data they would require during disaster
management.







EMS (Emergency Medical Services): In order to decide upon the preparation level to be
done before reaching the disaster site, EMS will require an approximate casualty level,
such that they can get themselves equipped for supporting the same. So here approximate
Casualty level can be termed as one aspect of data.
Helicopter Rescue group: Rescuing through helicopters becomes very critical and thus
it’s important to gain awareness about the climatic conditions of the flood site. The
different parameters involved can be temperature, wind speed etc which Helicopter
rescue unit find useful and take decisions accordingly.
Relief and Rehabilitation Unit: Depending upon number of people affected and left
homeless due to flood, rehabilitation unit will need few information pertaining to the
areas affected, population residing in that area and scale of devastation.
Government Decision Makers: In order to trigger all the disaster management operations,
government officials may require few critical information pertaining to the time of
disaster, level of disaster, number of people affected, approximate loss to property etc.
Level of a disaster is a measure of destruction caused and the increasing priority is
assigned to the same. The higher its value, more serious is the emergency.

Similarly there can be other disaster management organizations involved, viz. Fire Fighters,
Police who may need certain piece of information from other DMOs. This section on the website
will have all the parameters such as temperature, wind speed, casualty, population, and level,
whose values will be populated by designated person of every DMO. Similarly more parameters
can be added to this section as required by disaster management organizations. Now there will be
two or three designated officials in every disaster management organization who will be
responsible for populating data into the text boxes for those parameters. AJAX will be used for
constantly refreshing the fields with the latest values entered by the DMOs. These values will be
persisted into different database situated at planned locations.
Due to page limit, we will not illustrate sample AJAX implementation for the Interactive
Emergency Management Website, the AJAX Server Page, the RSS Implementation, or the
inclusion in XHTML.
3.2 DMOs Informing Citizens
In this section, DMOs will be displaying warnings and similar messages for the citizens. This
will be updated by Disaster Management Organizations as and when needed for citizens to act
fast and escape from the adverse aftermath of the disaster. Citizens can see the most updated
messages from DMOs which can help them in taking proactive measures to save them from
becoming the victims of flood. One of the most effective measures for disaster preparedness is a
well-functioning early warning system that delivers accurate information dependably and in a
timely manner. It, therefore, must rely on:
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Advance, accurate, detailed and understandable forecasts of hazardous conditions.
Rapid, dependable distribution system for forecasts, advisories, watches and warnings to
all interested parties.
Prompt, effective response to warnings at the national to local levels.
Public awareness and educating the decision-makers.

Flood early warning and forecasting in most parts of the world can produce information with
longer lead times. They are useful for both contingency planning and defining immediate actions
in responding to a flood (World Bank, 2006; ADB, 2006). Poor people need early warning most,
but many of them do not understand weather forecasting or the language of early warning. Early
warning has little relevance if people do not have the ability to respond to warnings in terms of
taking decisions on preventive actions and evacuation. Needs for warning also vary by livelihood
group. For example, pastoralists in Kenya (World Bank, 2006) do not need the same information
as farmers.
3.3 Citizens Informing DMOs
This section will comprise of primary information provided by eye witnesses and first
responders. Since it takes time for DMOs to reach the disaster site, citizens are thus the primary
source of information and can enter their information in this section. It will be constantly
monitored by designated DMO officials who will be responsible for turning the same into
meaningful information, which can thus be utilized to improve disaster management and relief
activities.
Chen et al. suggest that information on emergency incident is likely to be tainted and prone to
mistakes (Chen et al. 2007). For instance, eye-witness accounts of the scene are often biased by
their comprehension processes, background, recollection, and verbalization skills. As a
consequence, triangulation-based data validation (Douglas 1976; Webb et al. 1965) is an
indispensable component for emergency response information systems (Hale 1997). The
validation usually relies on multiple and independent sources to validate an event, fact, or
conclusion (Bernstein and Woodward 1974; Downs 1967). Designs using data correlation and
mining techniques have proved to be adequate solutions (Chen et al. 2003a; Chen et al. 2003b).
3.4 Search for Data of Previous Disasters
One section of the website will have a search text box where DMOs or citizens can enter any
search query (example webpage interface is omitted due to page limit). That search will be
performed on a big data warehouse which will be maintained with all the contents related to past
disasters. This will help DMOs to look over the mistakes of the past while disaster relief
activities and this to take wiser decision in crisis situations.
The website can be accessed by DMOs on their laptops though internet. In the first section, only
DMOs will have the access to fetch and update most recent information pertaining to flood
emergency. In case the impact of flood is so huge that internet gets affected, then a separate
communication channel will get activated as soon as disaster takes place. Currently we may
choose from communication channels such as GETS and CEO COMM Link.
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GETS is a White House directed emergency phone service provided by the National
Communications System through the Department of Homeland Security. GETS provides
emergency access and priority processing in local and long distance in the Public Switched
Telephone Network. It provides Federal, State and local government National Security and
Emergency Preparedness (NS/EP) users with a ubiquitous switched voice and voice-band data
communications service and is used during periods of natural or man-made disasters or
emergencies that cause congestion or network outages.
The Critical Emergency Operations Communications Link (CEO COM LINKSM) is a secure
telephone communications system that will enable the nation’s top CEOs to enhance the
protection of America’s employees, communities and infrastructure by communicating with
leading government officials and each other about a threat or during national crises. It is
developed by Business Roundtable, is an essential tool that enables this collaboration prior to,
during, and in the aftermath of a significant national crisis.

4. Conclusion
The presence of an interactive website for DMOs and Citizens is very important for response to
disasters such as floods. This will give a prime advantage to these people to collaborate among
themselves to share critical information and plan their disaster management activities
accordingly. This website can be used to manage all the relief operations through a centralized
website thereby increasing efficiency and disseminating information timely across all the
stakeholders. Though this site is just a framework and lot of other parameters, aspect, constraints
can be introduced to make it more robust and fully functional. These tools such as AJAX enable
social computing for better information sharing and communication in emergency management.
Future work needs to be done on the reduction of digital divide. Firstly, further research needs to
be conducted on the awareness of emergency communication tools and acceptance. It is also
important to improve the website quality, in terms of ease of use and usefulness, to increase the
web system adoption rate by the targeted users. Secondly, more research needs to be conducted
on communication between disaster management organizations and citizens. Although, it has
been many years since the occurrence of the last disaster, interoperability has still not been
achieved, and organizations do not have a structure in place to communicate effectively. Recent
progress such as the National Information Exchange Model may be employed to model and
standardize the information exchanged (DHS and DOJ 2006). Future study shall also include
proper evaluation of the proposed system with key areas such as functional performance and
end-user acceptance.
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Abstract
As the popularity of inverted classrooms grows, studies in its pedagogical effectiveness so far
have produced only mixed results and inconsistent findings. In this article we report some
preliminary evidences that the three dominant technological domains – nature of technology,
technology strategy, and technology-in-use – can influence the effectiveness of inverted
classroom, and hence the theory of technological frames can be an important tool for us to better
understand the adoption and use of inverted classrooms.
Keywords: Technological frame, inverted classrooms, IS pedagogy

1. Introduction
Inverted classrooms (or flipping the classrooms, IC) have recently garnished much media
accolade (Berrett 2012; Mangan 2013). With IC, students learn basic course materials before the
class meetings, which allows for discussing and applying the self-learned content in classrooms
(Mangan 2013). In addition, class time can be used for non-traditional, learner-centered activities
such as active learning, collaborative learning, cooperative learning, and problem-based learning
(Prince 2004). Advocates of IC thus argue that IC should lead to more effective learning.
Nevertheless, studies in the learning effectiveness with IC so far has produced mixed results and
inconsistent findings. While studies in general agreed that students overall tended to be more
satisfied with the new instructional method, most of them also reported at best marginal
improvement in student learning when compared to traditional format (Bishop and Verleger
2013). More interestingly, same course with similar IC method produced different results in
different deliveries (Mason et al. 2013), which intrigues us to take a more critical view of the
effectiveness of IC.
We are especially interested in investigating the effectiveness of IC for both teaching and
research purposes. On one hand, IC is particularly appealing to so called STEM disciplines –
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics – to which IS belongs (Berrett 2012). Drawn
by the potential benefits, IS professors are adopting this new instructional method in spite of the
uncertain results (Mok 2014). A better understanding in what makes IC – a trending but
relatively unknown pedagogy – work will certainly help us make better informed decisions on
whether and how to adopt it for our own teaching.
On the other hand, the popularity of IC has been particularly spurred by the increasing ease and
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capability in delivering course content outside of classrooms, especially in audio and video
format through platforms such as Podcast and YouTube (Mangan 2013; Mason et al. 2013). The
technical component is essential in flipped classrooms, which makes flipped classrooms possibly
another fertile arena for IS researchers. The research area of technology acceptance and usage
has a long and fruitful tradition in the IS discipline. Theories generated from this area should
inform our understanding in the adoption and use of inverted classroom.
In this article, we report a preliminary effort in this regard, showing how an influential concept in
this area –technology frames (Orlikowski and Gash 1994) – can provide us with a powerful tool
to understand the effective adoption of IC. We begin with an introduction to the pedagogy of IC.
The concept of technology frames are explained next. We then apply the concept to the
acceptance and usage of IC, demonstrating how this concept can help reconcile the mixed results
and inconsistent findings reported in previous studies. Information from previously reported
studies and our own experience experimenting with IC is used to provide preliminary supports to
our arguments. We end the paper with some thoughts on the design of the final study on this
topic and some discussions on potential contributions we expect to make with the final study.

2. Inverted Classrooms
While IC are not completely a new idea (Davies et al. 2013), its popularity only surge in recent
years with changes to technologies, pedagogy, and ideology. Technically, the widespread of the
Internet and the World-Wide Web together with the availability of audio and video delivery
applications and platforms such as Podcast and YouTube has made it possible and easy to deliver
course content across both geographical and temporal gaps (Bishop and Verleger 2013).
Pedagogically, there has been a shift to more problem-based learning and student-centered
learning, which calls for educational reforms to traditional, lecturer-centered teaching (Bishop
and Verleger 2013). Finally, the Open Source movement penetrates into education arena and
helps lead to innovations such as open courses and teaching contents that are available online
through platforms such as Khan Academy, Udacity, and edX (Bishop and Verleger 2013).
Despite of the media buzz on IC, there seems to be not an agreed upon definition on what exactly
IC is as a pedagogy. Some educators simply refer it to the practice of flipping learning activities
inside classrooms with those outside the classrooms (Lage et al. 2000). Others view it more
broadly. For example, Bishop and Verleger (2013) define it as “an educational technique that
consists of two parts: interactive group learning activities inside the classroom, and direct
computer-based individual instruction outside the classroom.” In this study, we take this broader
view of inverted classroom, and consider it an instructional method that requires students to
self-learn basic course contents outside of classroom before class meetings thus saving the class
time for more student-centered learning than what is possible in traditional teaching.
Previous studies reported pedagogical, practical, and ideological motivations for adopting IC.
Pedagogically, IC free class time for learner-centered activities that enrich and improve student
learning without sacrificing content. It also makes it possible to deliver course materials in
several formats to adjust to different learning styles and levels of students. Moreover, with
students bearing more learning responsibilities, IC trains students to be self-learners and
encourage them to learn how to learn (Mason et al. 2013). Practically, IC takes advantage of the
digital technologies and content available nowadays. Although it may require considerable time
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and energy for the instructors to set up a course for the first time, it would save efforts in the long
run when the course format and content can be reused (Mason et al. 2013). It may also provide a
more scalable alternative to traditional, face-to-face teaching, especially for courses that require
lab and equipment resource (Davies et al. 2013). Ideology-wise, the increasing popularity of
open courses pressures educational institutions to experiment with new form of teaching to
improve learning experience. It also makes online learning more acceptable to administrators,
instructors, and students. The available online content also makes it more feasible to adopt IC
(Bishop and Verleger 2013; Hamdan et al. 2013).
Compared with the buzz generated by the media, the research on the effectiveness of inverted
class has been quite limited. Literature so far reported mixed results and inconsistent findings.
Previous research on the effectiveness of inverted class has focused on student satisfaction with
the method and student learning outcome (Mason et al. 2013). While most studies show that
students in general are satisfied with and motivated by the new format, the findings on student
learning are more controversial (Hamdan et al. 2013; Mason et al. 2013). Some studies show
encouraging signs that students can learn more faster and better with IC (Meyer 2013;
Papadapoulos and Roman 2010), whereas others suggest at best marginal improvements over
traditional teaching (Kellogg 2009).
The challenges in studying the effectiveness of the relatively young teaching method are
illustrated by a three-year study reported by Mason et al (Mason et al. 2013). For this study, a
same engineering course was taught and evaluated by a same instructor in three consecutive
years, first in traditional format in 2010 and then in IC for two years in 2011 and 2012. The
content was kept the same and taught in the same order. Comparison showed improvements in
student satisfaction and learning from 2010 to 2011. However, both assessments deteriorated in
2012, which is counter-intuitive given that the instructor was more experienced with IC.
There are a few limitations identified in the studies in evaluating the effectiveness of IC. First of
all, despite of the media buzz, IC is still a relatively new and emerging pedagogy that has not
been widely used yet. Practicing IC is largely experimental (e.g. Mok 2014). There simply have
not been enough studies conducted and reported to account for the large variance among
practices. Second, many studies, especially those published in media rather than academic
publications, are not scientifically designed, systematically executed, and properly reported
(Bishop and Verleger 2013). Especially, teaching and learning are inherently field-based
activities occurring across more than a few weeks, which makes controlled lab experiments less
an optimal methodology choice due to generalizability concerns (Mason et al. 2013). Finally, the
few studies that are methodologically sound (e.g. Mason et al. 2013) almost exclusively focus on
testing the difference before and after the treatment. They are not theoretically grounded, and
hence lack in explanative and prescriptive power.

3. Technological Frames
In this article, we report a study that attempts to address the aforementioned limitations by
applying a well-known IS theory – the theory of technological frames (Orlikowski and Gash
1994) – to understanding the effectiveness of IC. This theory is grounded on the premises that 1)
different organizational groups (such as management, technical IS staff, technical users,
non-technical users, etc.) have different perspectives of the usefulness, importance and
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significance of an emergent technology; 2) these different lenses or viewpoints are deeply
significant in organizational perceptions of the technology in terms of its deployment
effectiveness; and 3) significant incongruences among these perspectives and viewpoints can
thwart the successful deployment of IT. The TF theory uses the term frames to capture these
differing perspectives and viewpoints.
The term frames originates from the concept of frames of reference, borrowed from cognitive
psychology (Orlikowski and Gash 1994). As studies with the TF framework in general concerns
how organization members make sense of information technologies and how their understanding
influence their responses to IT (Barrett 1999; Davidson 2002), frames are used in the studies to
categorize such understanding, which includes “not only the nature and role of the technology
itself, but specific conditions, applications, and the consequences of the technology in particular
contexts (Orlikowski and Gash 1994, p.178)”. Frames involve structure and content. While
frame structure serves as categories or domains of knowledge, frame content represents the
particular knowledge within a category or domain (Davidson 2006; Orlikowski and Gash 1994).
Since its introduction to IS research, empirical research has identifies frames of different IT in
different organizational settings (e.g. Lin and Silva 2005). As Davidson (2006) summarized,
across TF studies there exist considerable consistencies in the prevalently identified frame
domains: “(a) frames related to information technology features and attributes, (b) frames related
to organizational applications of IT, and (c) frames related to incorporating IT into work
practices (2006, p.26).” These frames are consistent with what Orlikowski and Gash (1994)
identified in their study of how the nature of technology, technology strategy, and
technology-in-use affected organization members’ understanding of a groupware and its use.
TF is an appropriate framework for our study due to the fact that IC is still an emerging and
evolving pedagogy. Its adoption involves at least two very different groups of stakeholders: the
instructors and the students. The newness of IC can significantly confuse not only the students
who are likely new to this method but also the instructors who are experimenting with it. In this
sense, TF – with its holistic view of the factors affecting how technologies are understood and
used – provide us with a powerful theoretical tool to investigate IC effectiveness. In this study,
we focus on the three prevalent frames identified in previous studies and examine how students
and instructors may hold incongruent frames that lead to fluctuations in IC effectiveness.

4. Research Study
The course used for this study is an undergraduate level class on Webpage authorization using
HTML5 and CSS3. The course was taught over 15 weeks as a three-credit course required for all
students in the Bachelor of Science in IT program in the business school of an urban public
university in the northeastern U.S. Traditionally, the course had been taught in a web-enhanced
mode with face-to-face lectures supported by course website hosted on a learning management
system. Usually, the classes met on evenings once a week for two hours and fourth-five minutes.
The instructors would go over contents with examples and sample codes. Lecture slides,
individual assignments, and sample codes are posted to the course website and made available to
the students on a weekly base. To promote problem-solving and team-working skills, students
were required to work on a semester-long group project making a website from scratch. Class
attendance was required from students and counted into final grade.
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In Fall 2014, the course was taught using IC. The basic course content with examples was
delivered outside of class time using video presentations supplemented by textbook reading
assignments. The videos were created with Camtasia Relay v4.2.0 capturing narrated PowerPoint
presentation as well as live screens when needed. They were edited to remove pauses and errors
from the presentations. To keep the class as close to what were offered before, we kept the
course website structure, slides, the assignments, and the group project the same as in previous
semester. Instead of lecturing on the basic content, the class time were used for the instructors to
provide more detailed explanations of sample codes and questions-and-answers and for students
to work on assignments and group project. Class attendances are also required and counted.
This study is still in its very early stage. We present the limited preliminary results here more to
justify the choice of the TF as the theory base. For this purpose, we use data collected through 1)
unstructured interview with students; 2) mid-semester course evaluation with both Likert scales
and open-end questions; and 3) teaching evaluations administrated by the business school at the
end of the semester. We are still in the process of coding the data. Thus when appropriate, we
also use information reported in Mason et al (2013) to complement our data.

4. Preliminary Results
Table 1 shows some examples of preliminary findings on the frames held by the students
together with our interpretations. It is clear from the table that the students do appear to hold
incongruent frames between themselves and their frames may different from those of the
instructors, which may be influential on the overall effectiveness of IC.
Table 1 Technological Frames about IC held by the students
Domain

Nature of
Technology

Technology
Strategy

Technologyin-Use

Content
Interpretation
Equaling video presentation to lectures:
 Students have varied
“… they (the video presentations) are just as boring as a
understanding of the nature
standard lecture.”
of IC, and hence consider
Noticing the improvement of video presentation over lectures:
the role of video
“…can be watched over & over & over again as opposed to in
presentations in their
class listening.”
learning differently.
Realizing the value of IC over traditional lecturing:
 Not all students consider IC
“(I like it most …) The ability to work during lass and watch
a new pedagogy. Some
lectures on my own schedule.”
treated IC as if it were no
“I would like to spend half the class time doing assignments
more than online lecturing.
and the other half working on the group project.”
Failing to self-learn:
“Because lectures were online, we rarely were taught in-class.”  Students approach IC
Failing to use the class time for student-centered learning:
differently from what
“… I thought we could do much better if there was enough
instructors expected. Not all
time for us to meet …”
instructor motivations were
Failing to learn how-to-learn:
appreciated by students.
“Better way of knowledge which video to watch and when”*
 Students use video
Different views on how inverted class should work:
presentations in their own
“I don’t watch the video presentations. I usually download the
ways, not necessarily
slides and take my notes from that instead”
following the instructor
“Either use class-time, or don’t. Can’t do both”
expectations.

5. Discussions
In this paper we present a preliminary study on the pedagogical effectiveness of IC that is still in
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its very early stage of development. The preliminary findings are limited and far from conclusive,
but promising. They suggest that it is feasible for us to understand IC effectiveness through the
potentially fruitful theoretical angle of TF. Currently, we are planning a new round of data
collection in the Fall 2015 semester within the theoretical framework of TF. We hope our study
eventually will lead to not only new understandings in IC and its effectiveness but also new
insights into how to adopt and use IC.
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Abstract
This study compares two popular selection mechanisms in crowdsourcing contests for creative
works: expert rating and crowd voting. We systematically study their differences in terms of
winner determination and effects on participation. We find that expert rating and crowd voting
are quite different. In terms of winner determination, crowd voting strongly favors early entry
and contestants with a high level of social engagement, but neither is true for expert rating.
Moreover, past performance in crowd voting predicts future success in crowd voting but not
expert rating, and vice versa. In terms of participation, we find that a high ratio of crowd prizes
appeals contestants with little submission experience or high performance in crowd voting, and
the overall participation increases with the ratio of crowd prizes.
Keywords: crowdsourcing contests, crowd voting, expert rating, winner determination

1. Introduction
Opinions of the crowd have become increasingly important in many decisions, such as choosing
products, tourist destinations, professional services, or doctors. There is no exception for
choosing contest winners. Indeed, some online contest organizers, such as Threadless for
user-generated t-shirt designs, have already ditched conventional expert panels in favor of crowd
voting for selecting the best entries. As more contest organizers choose between expert panels
and crowd opinions, a critical question to ask is whether the crowd voting works the same way as
expert ratings. This paper seeks to address this issue in the context of crowdsourcing contests for
creative works.
Prior research has examined various design issues in crowd sourcing such as project
requirements (Archak 2010), reputation systems (Archak 2010), prize structures (Archak and
Sundararajan 2009; Huang et al. 2012), feedback mechanisms (Chen et al. 2011), and
commenting mechanisms (Bayus 2013). However, a core design dimension, namely the
mechanisms for choosing best entries, which we call the selection mechanism, has so far
received little attention. While many crowdsourcing sites such as Topcoder, Taskcn, and
Wooshii use experts to rate entries, other sites such as Jovoto, Threadless, and PimTim use votes
of the crowd. Crowd voting is often seen as a way of empowering and engaging the platform
users. Yet little is known about the effect of crowd voting in terms of the types of entries it
selects and its implications for crowdsourcing contests.
Our goal is to compare expert and crowd selection from the perspective of platform designers.
One approach to study this issue is to regress entry characteristics on selection outcomes. If two
selection mechanisms choose entries of significantly different characteristics, we then infer that
the selection mechanisms are different. Specifically, we systematically examine the effect of
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selection mechanisms on crowdsourcing contests from three perspectives, corresponding to three
different stages of crowdsourcing contests (Figure 1). First, before contests, participation in
crowdsourcing contests may be a function of the declared selection mechanism. Second, during
contests, the characteristics of the entries winning expert and crowd prizes may be systematically
different. Finally, after contests, winners of expert and crowd prizes may differ in their
inclination to participate again in a future contest. We call these three effects winner
determination, contest appeal, and winner retention respectively. Our specific research questions
involve whether expert rating and crowd voting differ in these three dimensions. If yes, how?
We address the above research questions using a unique dataset in which contests can be
independently judged by both experts and the crowd (neither party sees the other party’s
evaluations at the time of decision), yielding separate sets of prizes, which we call expert prizes
and crowd prizes. Having two selection mechanisms in the same contest allows us to overcome a
major hurdle in empirical comparisons of selection mechanisms, because we can then compare
two selection mechanisms applied to the same set of entries.

2. Winner Determination
Prior research on crowdsourcing contests has identified several winning determinants, among
which, contestants’ past performance, entry timing, and contestants’ social interaction are
common and most relevant to our context. We discuss them in turn.
Prior research shows that past performance is a stronger predictor of a contestant’s future
winning probability than past participation (Bockstedt et al. 2011). Like the prior literature
(Archak 2010; Terwiesch et al. 2008; Yang et al. 2010, 2011), we expect past performance to
predict future successes under the same type of selection mechanism. We additionally propose
the specificity of past performance, i.e., past performance under one selection mechanism does
not predict success under another. There are several reasons for this proposition. Experts are
typically considered more knowledgeable and experienced than peer producers. They may pay
more attention to intrinsic quality of entries, and see things that an average user does not
(Maheswaran 1994). An average user may rely more on superficial qualities and personal likings.
Moreover, experts are paid selectors who systematically evaluate all entries whereas the crowd
voters are unpaid volunteers who may choose entries to evaluate based on their personal
preference and convenience. Thus we hypothesize:
H1a-b: An entry by a contestant with higher past performance in expert prizes is (a) more
likely to win an expert prize; (b) NOT more likely to win a crowd prize.
H1c-d: An entry by a contestant with higher past performance in crowd prizes is (c) more
likely to win a crowd prize; (d) NOT more likely to win an expert prize.
We propose that the optimal entry timing is also a function of the selection mechanism. Experts
typically review entries after the contest is closed and thus may favor entries that have ample
time of refinement. Without a strong interim feedback system (as is the case with our context),
an expert rating mechanism would favor late entries. In contrast, crowd voters tend to arrive
stochastically and early voters may not revisit entries submitted after them. Thus a late entry is
seen by fewer voters. More importantly, crowd votes are subject to “herding” – that is, voters
may have the tendency to vote on already popular entries (Duan et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2014;
Muchnik et al. 2013). Hence, we hypothesize:
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H2a-b: A late entry is more (less) likely to win an expert prize (crowd prize).
Social engagement refers to an individual’s positive involvement and interaction with others in a
community (Schimmele and Wu 2012). In online social networks, social engagement is usually
measured by the number of comments, tweets, retweets, replies, and likes carried out by an
individual (Hoffman and Fodor 2010). Social engagement is considered a necessary precursor of
social capital and an avenue for the community to respond and sustain its members (Clary and
Snyder 2002). There are a few ways social engagement may affect an individual’s performance
in a crowd voted contest. Social exchange theory (Blau 1964) posits that network members
engage in social interactions based on an expectation that it will lead in some way to social
rewards such as approval, status, and recognition (Wasko and Faraj 2005). A contestant with
higher level of social engagement may gain higher level of visibility and recognition (Lawton
and Marom 2010; Wasko and Faraj 2005), and thus has a higher chance of getting votes. Social
engagement can also trigger reciprocity (Wasko and Faraj 2005; Zvilichovsky et al. 2013). When
a contestant posts positive comments on other contestants’ entry, her entry is more likely to
receive a favorable vote from these contestants because of reciprocity. In contrast, a contestant’s
social engagement is unlikely to affect her expert ratings. As the literature has shown, experts
focus more on intrinsic quality (Maheswaran 1994), thus they pay less attention to peripheral
attributes such as popularity among peer contestants. Moreover, because experts are not peer
contestants, contests cannot expect reciprocity from experts. Hence:
H3a-b: An entry by a contestant with a higher level of social engagement is (a) NOT more
likely to win an expert prize; (b) more likely to win a crowd prize.

3. Participation
Contest appeal and winner retention are important issues related participation issues because a
key to a successful contest is to ensure wide participation and the participation of top talents.
3.1 Winner retention
Having won prizes in the past may boost a contestant’s confidence in winning future contests,
which in turn increases her future participation probability. Furthermore, winners of expert and
crowd prizes may differ in their willingness to participate in future contests. The attribution
theory suggests that individuals do not just blindly accept any signal of quality (e.g. prizes) but
take into account the credibility of the signal source, so that signal from a more credible source is
weighted more (Gemser et al. 2008). Expert prizes are a more credible signal of competence
because experts are authoritative figures and their judgments focus more on intrinsic quality.
Based on this argument:
H4a-b: As a contestant’s performance in expert (crowd) prizes increases, the contestant is
more likely to participate in a new contest.
H4c: The effect of past performance in expert prizes on the probability of participating in a
new contest is stronger than the effect of past performance in crowd prizes.
3.2 Contest appeal
We argue that the appeal of prizes is also a function of how the prizes are chosen, namely the
selection mechanism. We use the term crowd ratio to refer to the percent of the total prize sum
allotted to crowd prizes. As we have argued before, experts put more weights on the intrinsic
quality of a submission, and therefore they offer less-noisy judgment of quality than crowd
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voters (Amegashie 2009; Gemser et al. 2008; Haan et al. 2005). Expert-judged contests favor
contestants of exceptional skills by allowing them to emerge as winners with high certainty. In
contrast, a crowd-voted contest, which is loosely based on intrinsic quality, offers ordinary
contestants a chance to win, especially if they possess other merits that are also appreciated by
the crowd (e.g. adept at social engagement). Based on these arguments, we hypothesize
interaction effects between the crowd ratio and various skill proxies, namely submission
experience and past performance in expert and crowd prizes:
H5a: The crowd ratio will negatively interact with the experience of a contestant in
predicting her probability of participating in a new contest.
H5b-c: The crowd ratio will negatively (positively) interact with the performance of a
contestant in expert (crowd) prizes in predicting her probability of participating in a new
contest.

4. Analysis and Results
We collect data from Zooppa.com, a global network of creative talents that helps partner
companies launch user-generated advertising campaigns. Members of this platform can submit
user-generated commercials to contests sponsored by client companies such as Google, Nike,
and General Mills. A contest may provide both crowd-voted and expert-rated prizes. We obtain
data on 107 contests held between Dec 2007 and Aug 2013. Among the 107 contests, 37 offered
both expert and crowd prizes, 63 offered only expert prizes, and 7 offered only crowd prizes.
We use a conditional logit model for winner determination grouped by contests. In the
conditional logit model, attributes common to all entries are canceled out. This feature allows us
to control for time-invariant contest heterogeneities. Because entries are not random, we run a
Heckman correction for the selection bias. Following (Yang et al. 2010, 2011), we measure past
performance using hitrateExpert and hitrateCrowd, entry timing using submitOrder, and social
engagement using logCommentsGiven.
We report our results but omit all tables due to space limitation. We find that, for one percent
increase in hitrateExpert, the odds of winExpertPrize increases by 2.36% (p<0.001). For 1%
increase in hitrateCrowd, the odds of winCrowdPrize increases by 14.228% (p<0.001). Neither
the effect of hitrateExpert on winCrowdPrize nor the effect of hitrateCrowd on winExpertPrize
is significant. So we find support for H1a-d. On entry timing, we find that a 1% increase in
submitOrder is associated a 0.828% decrease on the odds of winCrowdPrize (p<0.001). The
effect of submitOrder on winExpertPrize is in the predicted direction, but not significant. Overall,
H2b is strongly supported but H2a is not. On social engagement, we find that
logCommentsGiven is positively associated with winCrowdPrize (odds ratio=1.49, p <0.001), but
not with winExpertPrize. Thus, we find support for H3a-b. Robust tests suggest that our main
findings are stable across different winner determination models.
We estimate a fixed-effect logit model of participation clustered by contestants so that any
contestant fixed-effect is canceled out. We organize the dataset for the participation models at the
user-contest level. We code enterContest=1 if we observe an entry from this user,
enterContest=0 if otherwise. We control for several contest attributes including the total prize
sum, the number of prizes, contest duration, maximum video file size, whether the contest has
stated additional non-standard requirements, and the Alexa Rank of the client’s website.
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We find that hitrateExpert positively correlates with future participation (odd ratio = 4.279;
p<0.001), but hitrateCrowd does not (p=0.329) – so H4a is supported but H4b is not. The effect
of hitrateExpert is clearly stronger than that of hitrateCrowd (p<0.001) – H4c is supported. We
find a positive effect of crowdRatio on future participation (odds ratio=1.014, p<0.01). The
interaction terms further crowdRatio negatively interact with videoExperience (the number of
prior video submissions; odd ratio=0.997, p<0.001) and positively with hiterateCrowd (odd
ratio=1.066, p<0.01), but not with hitrateExpert – H5a and H5c are supported but H5b is not.
We run several robustness checks and they largely confirm our main findings on participation.

5. Discussion and Conclusion
This study raises an important question about crowdsourcing contests: does crowd voting work
the same way in crowdsourcing contests as expert rating? To our knowledge, this is the first
study to empirically compare crowd voting and expert rating in terms of winner determination,
contest appeal, and winner retention.
As a first systematic study of selection mechanisms in crowdsourcing contests, we contribute to
the crowdsourcing contest design literature by filling in a gap on selection mechanisms. Our
results on the differences between the two selection mechanisms help designers choose them
appropriately. We also contribute to the selection system literature by offering both theoretical
enrichments and empirical advancements. The selection system theory focuses mainly on how
the selection systems differ in selectors. We extend this literature theoretically in two ways: we
highlight that these selection systems also differ in selection processes (e.g. stochastic voting
versus systematic rating), which in turns affect the outcomes (e.g. advantages associated with
early entry and social engagements). Second, we highlight that selection mechanisms may differ
in attracting and retaining participants. Importantly, we lend stronger empirical evidence on the
differences between expert rating and crowd voting. Our results highlight the importance of
choosing and designing selection mechanisms in crowdsourcing contests.
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Abstract
Is the interest-free crowdfunding platform a promising alternative to the non-zero interest
platform? This study investigates the lenders and borrowers’ incentives and choices between an
indirect, non-zero interest rate platform intermediated by a field partner and a direct-lending,
interest-free platform. We model the field partner as a profit maximizer that filters qualified
borrowers to enable the lenders’ capital to be better utilized on the crowdfunding platform. We
show that, under certain conditions, both the borrowers and lenders are better off from the
existence of the field partner. The existence of field partner is necessary to effectively segment
the market and improve social welfare.
Keywords: Crowdfunding, Kiva, Kiva Zip, Intermediary, Field Partner

1. Introduction
Crowdfunding is an emerging mechanism that raises capital from individuals instead of
professional parties through online platforms. As pointed out in the World Bank’s 2013 report on
crowdfunding (World Bank 2013), it is especially promising for poverty relief projects. In the
past several decades, financing for such projects has mainly been through microfinance
institutions, which operate as ordinary banks in the way that they would vet borrowers and
projects, visit them regularly, monitor project progress and supervise repayment schedule. Due to
the high risk nature of poverty projects, the interest rate of microfinance is considerably higher
than traditional banking, in the range from 20% to more than 50% to sustain themselves
(Morduch 1999). Meanwhile, on emerging crowdfunding platforms, lenders seem to be able to
offer direct zero-interest loans to borrowers of their own choice. Thus a natural question is
whether it is possible for borrowers to bypass seemingly very costly microfinance intermediaries
and take zero-interest loans directly from lenders through crowdfunding platforms. How would
lenders choose, high-risk zero-interest loans directly to borrowers, or low-risk high-interest loans
to borrowers through microfinance intermediaries? Will lenders and borrowers be better off with
the existence of both choices?
We are motivated to find answers to these questions with Kiva.org’s recent developments.
Kiva.org is one of the earliest and largest crowdfunding platform that that allows people around
the world to make small zero-interest loans to people in poverty for their small business projects.
It seems that borrower posts a project on Kiva, gets funded and repays the loan through
installments without interest. However, how it really works relies on its so-called field partners.
Field partners, mostly microfinance institutions, select projects to post, take money from Kiva
lenders, vet local borrowers and monitor repayments. It has been widely criticized that field
partners charge high interests and fees (average of 34.65% of Kiva partners) instead of zero
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interest, which lenders would assume. As a platform powered with the idea of P2P and
information technology, Kiva has been under pressure to get rid of “middlemen” and create real
direct link between borrowers and lenders.
Kiva recently launched a new platform, Kiva Zip, where it tries out a real version of P2P lending
with zero interest. On Kiva Zip, people can support borrowers from the US and Kenya. Kenya is
selected because Kenya’s M-Pesa, a mobile money system, makes direct disbursement possible.
There is no field partner on Kiva Zip, but each entrepreneur is endorsed by a third-party trustee.
A trustee can be any individual or organization that vouches for character and creditworthiness
of a borrower, but plays no active role in monitoring or assuring repayments. Borrowers would
have truly zero interest. But the repayment rate on Kiva Zip (87.9%) is significantly lower than
original Kiva (99%), especially with loans made to US entrepreneurs (86.8%).
In this paper, we examine the financial intermediary’s role in facilitating P2P lending on the
crowdfunding platform. We develop an economic model to analyze the field partner’s optimal
interest rate to charge and the optimal level of filtering, and the resulting equilibrium lenders and
borrowers’ choices on an intermediary-based indirect-lending platform (Kiva) and a
direct-lending platform (Kiva Zip). Our findings shed new light on the efficient operation of the
crowdfunding platform.

2. Literature
Several types of funding mechanisms have been studied in the crowdfunding literature:
loan-based (Lin and Viswanathan 2013), reward-based (Agarwal et al. 2011) and donation-based
(Burtch et al. 2014a). Kiva.org belongs to donation-based crowdfunding. Prior research has
examined the impact of geographic, social, economic and demographic characteristics on
fundraising success. Lin and Viswanathan (2013) find evidence of an apparent home bias.
Agarwal et al. (2011) also provide evidence of lenders’ aversion to geographic distance. Using
Kiva data, Burtch et al. (2014b) conclude that pro-social lenders prefer to contribute funds
locally and to culturally similar others.
Prior literature has also studied the factors that affect the likelihood of a project getting funded.
Past research on pro-social behavior has demonstrated that individuals are more likely to support
borrowers in need when they can empathize (Piff et al. 2010), or when they view themselves as
part of the same “in-group” (Baron and Szymanska 2011). Beyond these factors, studies have
confirmed that investors consider similar risk indicators such as credit rating, debt-to-income
ratio, and the number of delinquencies etc. as traditional banking does. By choosing Kiva, we
limit our attention to social benefit and social effect of lending as the lender’s primary
motivation to contribute, rather than monetary incentives.
Literature on price discrimination suggests that consumers can be segmented into two groups
who have different preferences for quality (Varian 1985, Tirole 1988, Inderst, and Shaffer 2009).
DeGraba (1990) demonstrates the similar result with intermediary markets. Diamond (1982)
provides a general analysis of the effect of diversification on resolving incentive problems
between borrowers and lenders. We complement this line of research by showing the
intermediary’s role of market segmentation in a two-sided crowd-funding market.
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3. Model
Assume each borrower demands $1 loan to finance her project. Each lender lends $1 and gets
back $1 if the funded project is successful. Further assume the two-sided market consists of a
unit mass of lenders and borrowers, respectively. The lenders are heterogeneous in terms of their
lending utility vi [0,1] and their altruism level i [0,1] . The borrowers are heterogeneous in

[0,1] . All variables vi ,

terms of the likelihood of their project success bj

and bj are

i

assumed to follow a continuous uniform distribution.
A lender whose valuation is vi and who has altruism level

i

will get a base intangible lending

utility vi if she lends on Kiva. The lender will enjoy an additional altruism value ivi if she
lends on Zip. The multiplicative form indicates that the higher the base lending utility, the higher
the altruism value.
Denote the expected return on Kiva as k , and that on Zip as z . Since Zip is a low-cost, high-risk
platform, we assume the repayment rate on Zip is lower than that on Kiva; that is, k z . The
relatively high repayment rate on Kiva is guaranteed by the field partners who monitor the
repayment of loans. Assume the field partner charges an interest rate r 0 for each loan it
handles. We note that Kiva is not an interest-free platform.
3.1 The Lender’s Incentive
We model the lender’s net utility of lending on Kiva is U k v k 1 , where the first term is
the intangible lending utility, and the second and third terms compute the net return by lending
$1 on the Kiva platform. Similarly, the lender’s net utility of lending on Zip is
U z (1
)v z 1 . If only Kiva is available, then lenders whose U k 0 will lend. That is,
if the lending utility is higher than the expected loss, then the lender will lend. If both platforms
are available, then lenders whose U k U z will lend on Kiva, and vice versa. Accordingly, we
have the following results about the lender’s platform choices.
Proposition 1 (Lender’s Incentive). The lender’s incentive to lend on Kiva and Zip depends on
the lender’s altruism level and their lending utility:
[0, k z ) lenders whose v 1 k only lend on Kiva,
1) If
2) If

[k

z, k1 kz ) , leaders whose valuation v

lend on Kiva.
3) If
[ k1 kz ,1] , then lenders whose v

1 z
1

k z

lend on Zip, and 1

k

v

k z

lend on Zip.

Proposition 1 shows that, the higher the lending utility, the higher the altruism level, the more
likely the lender chooses to lend on Zip.
3.2 The Borrower’s Incentive
Because lenders use their fund paid back by the borrowers to fund other projects, on average the
probability of funding equals to the repayment rate on the platform. Therefore, we interpret the
average repayment rates on Kiva ( k ) and Zip ( z ) as the probabilities of funding on the
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respective platform. The project, if successful, will generate net gain g , which can be
understood as the return 1 g subtracts the project cost 1.
Borrowers may have higher likelihood of getting funded on Kiva, but raising fund on Kiva is
more expensive because of the interest rate r 0 charged by the field partner. If the borrower
chooses to raise fund on Kiva, then with probability k the borrower gets funded. With
probability bi the project is a success and generates a net gain g . If the project fails, no
repayment is made. The expected return on Kiva is kbi (g r ) . If the borrower goes to Zip, then
there is only probability z that the borrower can get funded. After the project is funded, with
probability bi the project is successful with a net gain g . Therefore, the expected return on Zip
is zbi g . Therefore, the borrower prefers Kiva over Zip if kbi (g

r)

zbi g . That is, r

(k z )g
k

.

As long as the interest rate is lower than the threshold value, borrowers prefer Kiva because of
the higher likelihood of getting funded. In the following, we analyze the field partner’s strategy
to filter borrowers and the interest rate to charge on Kiva.
3.3 The Field Partner’s Interest Rate
On Kiva, field partner helps filter borrowers with repayment ability lower than a threshold level
. Therefore, in equilibrium, bi
will go to Kiva and bi
will go to Zip. The platform
average repayment rate is determined by the average repayment ability of borrowers on the
platform. So the average repayment rate on Kiva is k 1 2 and the average repayment rate on
Zip is z

2

. Substituting these values into r

(k z )g
k

we have r

g
1

. Because the field

partner’s revenue is linear in r , the inequality binds. We have the following result.
Proposition 2 (Field Partner’s Interest Rate Rule). The field partner will charge an interest
rate r *

g
1

, which increases in the project gain and decreases in the lowest repayment

borrower on Kiva.
Proposition 2 shows that the interest rate charged by the filed partner is a decreasing function of
the screening threshold . The higher the filtering criteria, the higher the repayment rate and the
lower the interest rate. On the other hand, if the average project gain is high, kiva is able to
charge a high interest rate. This is consistent with the observation that the filed partner would
bear some repayment risks. The interest rate charged on the kiva platform is a risk sharing rule
that trades off the repayment risk and the gain of the funding project.

)2 , which is a non-linear convex
Assume the field partner incurs a monitoring cost c(1
increasing function of the number of borrowers monitored. This cost function captures the fact
that the field partner becomes increasingly difficult to monitor the borrowers as the number of
borrowers increases. The filed partner’s problem is to determine the interest rate and the
monitoring threshold to maximize its profit
rate rule r *

g
1

( )

(1

)r *k

and the equilibrium repayment rate k
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c(1
1
2

)2 subject to the interest

. The first term in the profit

function is calculated as the expected demand times the return multiplied by the repayment
probability. The second term is the monitoring cost. Solving the field partner’s maximization
problem we have the following result.
Proposition 3 (Field Partner’s Filtering Rule). The field partner will only support borrowers
*

with repayment rate higher than

1

g
4c

, where

*

increases in the monitoring cost c ,

and decreases in the project gain g .
4cg
8c g

Accordingly, the optimal interest rate is r *

. Proposition 3 shows that, if the monitoring

cost is high, then the filed partner would prefer to set a high screening criterion and support
fewer borrowers. If the average project gain is high, than the field partner tends to support more
borrowers.
3.4 Social Welfare Analysis
As a benchmark analysis, we first consider the case without the field partner. All borrowers and
lenders transact on Kiva. We can compute that the average repayment rate is 1 / 2 . The total
expected borrowers’ payoff is

g
4

1
8

. The total expected lenders’ payoff is

0 . Overall, the

lenders would have no incentive to lend on Kiva, indicating a market failure.
In the presence of the field partner, assume the field partner charges the optimal interest rate and
set the optimal filtering threshold as in Propositions 2 and 3. The average repayment rate on Kiva
is 1

g
8c

. The borrowers’ total expected payoff on Kiva is

lenders’ payoff on Kiva is 12

g
16c

0 . If (4c

g )(8c

g)

g (4c g )(8c g )
2

1
2

0 . The expected

, then the borrowers will be

better off on Kiva. The lenders on Kiva earn positive expected return. Under mild condition, both
the borrowers and lenders are better off on Kiva.
On Zip, the average repayment rate is
g
(1
16

g 3
)
4c

1
2

g
8c

. The borrowers’ total expected payoff on Zip is

0 . The expected lenders’ payoff on Kiva is ( 12

g
)( 5gc
16c

8c 2
g2

1)
2

1
8

ln 8gc

0.

So both lenders and borrowers are better off on Zip. All together, the total social welfare
increases.
Proposition 4 (Social Welfare Impact). Under a mild condition, both borrowers and lenders on
Kiva are better off in the presence of field partner; both borrowers and lenders earn positive
expected payoff on Zip; the total social welfare under the field partner’s intermediation is higher
than that without the field partner’s intermediation.
The social welfare gain on Kiva is mainly because the field partner’s ability to monitor
repayment rate and filter out low quality borrowers. The welfare loss by the reduced number of
borrowers on Kiva is compensated by the increase in the average repayment rate so that the
expected return is higher on the intermediated platform. On the other hand, although the low
quality borrowers go to Zip, they are supported by the high altruism lenders on the platform. The
expected monetary return to these lenders is lower than those on Kiva. However, these lenders
obtain higher intangible altruistic lending utility. The overall welfare gain on Zip is also positive.
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4. Conclusion
This study shows the essential role the field partner plays in the crowdfunding platform. When
the average project gain is not very high (these are often the cases), and there is risk of not
getting back the repayment, the lenders would have no incentive to lend on Kiva. With the
intermediation of field partner, the borrowers are separated into two groups. The high quality
borrowers are able to secure the fund to the project, and the ability to pay back the fund to the
lenders offers the lenders incentive to lend money on the platform. Although the low quality
borrowers are left out to Zip, some altruistic lenders are willing to take the risk to lend to them.
Overall, the intermediary plays an essential and strategic role of market segmentation. By
offering non-zero interest rate fund, the field partner effectively screen and price discriminates
the borrowers, and segments the market into high quality and low quality borrowers. This
effectively solves the market failure issue under asymmetric information.
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